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PREFACE

This voliu contains the proceedings of the 1965 Symposium on the
Physics of F4Jaire in Electronics, held at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in Chicago on 16-18 Nove~er 1965. This is the fourth of an
annual series of symposia Jointly sponsored by the Rome Air Development
Center and the IIT Research Institute.

The purpose of V meeting vas to exrhange information on fundamen-
tal p•ysical and chemical processes vhic contri-ute to degradation,
aging,; and failure of electronic partb a; meriala. Empbasis vas
placed an the application of this noxw-vion to the problems of reli-
ability control, measurement, prediction, and. improvement.,

[iIntroductory remarks were mad at the opening session by
SG. T. Jacobi on behalf of the IIT Research Institute, followed by an

•:opening. address given by Bxl-g. Gen. A. T. Otabemoteon, Commander., Rozme

Air Development Center, USAF. The symposium luncheon address was de-
Slivered by Dr. Mhomas P., Cimathem, Jr., Deputy- Directoi. of Defense

SPapers were presented at six half-day aessions as follows: SessionI - Interconnections; Session II - Test, Analysis, and Correlation;

Session III - Device Physics; Session IV - Surface Effect÷; Session V -
Bulk Effects; Session VI - Miuiteman 31 CQAP Program.7 Session VI was co-
sponsored by the 1Ballistic Systems Division, i3AF. ";, cluded in this
volumc are also a number of standby papers which were nWt presented at
the fvwpsium.

The symposium co-chairmen were:

Morton E. Goldberg
lIT Research Institute

Joseph M. Schramp
PRome Air Development Center. USAF

Session moderators were:

N. M. Parikh
IIT Research Institute

J. Vaccaro
Rome Air Development Center, USAF

W. C. Dunlap
NASA, ER., Cambridge, Massachusetts

P. Handler
UniversIt *- -1-"mis, Urbana, Illinois

V



A. Teamburrino
Home Air Development Center, USAF

D. F. Barber
Rome Air Development Center, USAF

Dr. J. S. Burgess, RADC, and Mr. J. D. Meindl, USALC, schedule
session moderators, did not attend.

The editors would like to acknowledge the assistance ofiF•. Margaret L. Wrner in reading and correcting proofs.

M. E. GOLUBER

J. VAOCAR.
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OPENING ADDRESS

Brigadier General A. T. Culbertson, USAF

Commander, Rome Air Development Center

Griffiss Air Force Base, New York

I am happy to have again the opportunitV to join personally our
co-sponsor, the lIT Research Institute, in welcoming you to this Fourth
Annail Symposium on the Physics of Failure in Electronics.

The field of reliability physics is well on its way to becoming an
acceptable and useful part of any major reliability program. This is
not because we have found a simple short-cut to reliability; we all know
we have not. Rather, it is because a fundlamental physical approach rep-
resents the only rational basis for a systematic understanding of part
failures. Such a fundamental approach offers a valid basis for trans-
ferring experience to new device situations. last year, in my introduc-
tory address at the Third Annual Physics of Failure Symposium here in
Chicago, I made several observations on some of the problem areas deserv-
ing additional attention. In a long iw*nge program such as reliability
physics, we obviously did not expect *- solve them all in a year.
Nevertheless, I think it worthhiie to examine the progress that has
been made in some of these areas.

First, let us consider those areas where progress is still inade-
quate. The statisticians reain ahead of us with their well developed
mathematical tools. We, on the other hand, still need a better physical
understanding of how these devices work. Farthermore, translation of
this information to the reliability domain has not yet occurred. Per-
haps this is because those people who have a good understanding would
rather build a newer device than sharpen the tools of the reliability
technology.

Detailed models of device degradation rapidly tend to become com-
plicated and ineffective as engineeri:- tools. There is an urgent need
Ifor the simpler models which describe gross device behavior, and which
will provide the "quick and dirty approximations" needed by the relt-
ability engineers.

xiii



Information transfer from lie test data is still rather ,
i believe this is in part due to a lack of centralized attack .
problem. We at RADC have mast of the elements necessary- for a
centralized attack--the reliability researchers, the reliabili
neers, cputer software specialists, and the systems analysts
the next few years, these ell' eutv -1ll be supplemented by il
operation of the RADC Reliability Central-a central clearing
th.e collection, analysis, and dissemlation of device reliabil
results. This Central is a closed loop system of analysts and

timely manner. he Central will not only aid in reliability i
transfer to the device designers, but it will also serve as th
back loop" to the reliability researchers and engineers so tha
concentrate their efforts in those areas needing the most work
of caution at this point--the Central is stiLL in ti early at
development. Do not expect us to solve all of your problems t

Now, let us discuss those areas where progress has 1heen g
haps most encouraging has been a better integration of reliabi
composed of scientists, engineers, and parts specialists. Phy
and chemists seem to have become increasingly aware of the pra
side of the problem, and the rellability engineer now bet-ter a
the capabilities, nn vEJ as the limitations, of theoreticel a
mental methods of failure mechanism analysis.

Oar experience in the past few years has amply demonstrat
value of surth team efforts in maJor systems programs. This va
rived in part from the impact made on the current system, and,
the guidance it affords to future systems, directly and Jndire
through identification of necessary future research efforts.
hear the resul t of at least two such systems programs at this
in the next few days. The Ballistic Syste= Division of USAF
sponsoring the Last session, which vili cover the physics of f
studies connec .ed with the Minuteman II Component Q#ality Assu
gram (CWAP). You will also hear, durIng one of the earlier se
paper on the techniques developed under the Project Advent pai
ability program. Investigations such as these, conducted with
context of a system development program and addressed to its p
probl=s, indicate how much can be done--not only to improve p
to characterize defects and relate them to device performance
ability. It is this type of information vhicb affords a sound
for reliability prediction and testing.

There is one other area I mentioned last year that bears :
the need for acceptable methods of evaluating the reliability
grated circuits. We all realize that the art of de;ice fabrice
variably leads systematic understanding. This is painfully ev:
the rapid advances of solid state technology. We in the resew
development environment also realize the great potential that:
circuits hold for our present and proposed military systems. .
tems project officer, as you might expect, however, is always r
to buy a "pig in a poke." There are several studies character:
evaluating integrated cirautt performance and reliability. Thi
+4nyv~a~ir IPATW*' -. A +)~A4-, lbe IL. 4-.1,. iacaor sapn
tractual programs in this area. We at RA= have also Initiatec
sive in-house project which in effect is a frontal assault on

xiv



of integrated circuit reliabiL2.ty. Areas of erhTaqis will in---cude
design cf reliability testv, performance of tuests on % representative
circuit tpee, analysis of fa.led circuits, interpretation of test data,
and application of resulta to the control, prediction, and assessment of
thee reliability of int-gratiz4 circuits.

,w always, problems 171 rel ability get tougher as we progress.
But, we remain convinced tlba' 'he route we are taking is the most effec-
tive one. Despite our convr ct-vn, we are &Iu wis vir"I eager t"-
hear how we can do a bett-z tob. So, I suggest we give the floor to
those best qualified to teli uL that. Again, I welcome all of you to
this symposium.
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RELIABILITY PHENOMENA IN ALUMINUM METALIZATIONS

ON SILICON DIOXIDE*

W. M. Berger

R. S. Keen
G. L. Schnable

Philco Corporation
Lansdale Division

Lansdale, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a preliminary report on studies
concerning the reliability limitations of aluminum metaliza-
tion on the SiO2 surface of integrated microcircuits.

The A1-SiO2 interface is the most common metal-
insulating oxide interface encountered in silicon planar
devices and integrated circuits. Less widely used, but of
increasing importance in equipments, are MO devices with Al
metalized gates, and Si02-dielectric thin-fi? a capacitors
with Al counterelectrodes.

The use of a high resolution thermal plotter has shown
operating life failures to be due to localized heating
resulting from IR drops at constrictions in the aluminum
metalization. Storage problems result from a significant
decrease in conductivity of the metalized layer. Also,
reaction of aluminum with silicon dioxide, which is thermo-
dynamically feasible, occurs to a significant extent during
high temperature storage. In any application of Al metal-
ization, even a localized Al-SiO2 interaction is very
undesirable, because it can adversely affect the electrical
conductivity of the Al film, or because it can result in
penetration or in decrease in thickness of the Si02 layer.
These effects can change the electrical characteristics of
the device on which they occur.

A number of phenomena have been observed on devices

subjected to operating and storage stress which relate to

* The reported work was in part supported by the United
btates Air Force under Contract No. AF 30(602)-3610.



reliability limitations of aluminum metalizations on SiS2
surfaces of silicon devices and integrated circuits. The
empirical observations include:

1. Open mstalization as a result of storage or
operating life testing,

2. Ragged edges on aluminum metalization as a
result of storage life testing,

3. Total disappearance of aluminum metalization
from certain regions during operating and
storage life testing,

4. Short circuits in capacitors with a S102
dielectric and an aluminum countiRrelectrode
as a result of storage at elevated tempera-
tures,

5. Changes in aluminum sheet resistivity as a
result of storage at high temperatures,

6. Reactions of aluminum in contact with other
metals which result in formation of inter-
metallic compounds and/or loss of adhesion
between Al and the underlying Si02.

The fundamental reactions which could produce the
phenomena described above include the following:

1. Reaction of aluminum ?ith SiS 2 to form silicon
plus aluminum oxide,

2. Formation of aluminum-silicon eutectic phase,
3. Chemical reactions to form oxides, nitrides

or other aluminum compounds,
4. Agglomeration (lateral migration) of aluminum

on the SiO2 surface of thei device,
5. Diffusion of aluminum through Si02 layers,
6. The influence of gold bonded to aluminum on

the properties of aluminum layers in the
vicinity of the bond,

7. Electrolysis occurring as a result of an
electric field across a dielectric and anod-
izing the aluminum metalization at positively
biased aluminum electrodes.

The above-described reactions, while not a severe problem
with relatively wide, 1-1i thick metalizations, would be
expected to be a definite roliability limitation with 0.1-V
thick Al regions, particularly with narrow linewidths or, c
operating life, with regions of circuits in which high cur-
rents flow in. metalizations over areas which attain high
temperatures.



This report discusars, in Part I, phenomena observed
during operating life, and results of analysis of operating
circuits using a high resolution thermal plotter as a tool
to determine localized temperatures. In Part I1, the
effects of storage life are reviewed, with a discussion of
the phenomena involved. Finally, the limitations of alumi-
num metalization on silicon integrated circuits and devices
are summarized and conclusions are drawn relative to the
mechanisms involved. Possible techniques for improving
device or circuit reliability are outlined.

PART I - OPERATING LIPE RESULTS
AND THERMAL PLOTTER STUDIES

Effect of Operatina Life on Failure Modes

Monolithic silicon microcircuits demonstrate very low
failure rates at the maximum rated storage temperature, for
example, at 3V, 125*C ring circuit operating conditions.
Therefore, high stress operation and high stress temperature
storage testing fts considered a necessary supplement to
extended testing at rated conditions, and high stress test-
ing is conducted as a normal part of the reliability evalua-
tion of these devices. High stress testing can sufficiently
accelerate some failure mechanisms that detection is
possible within a relatively short period of time, corpared
to the duratioA required for the mechanism to exhibit itself
at rated conditions. However, it is possible that the
stress level applied to the device can activate failure
mechanisms that would not normally occur at rated conditions.
Any given family of monolithic silicon microcircuits con-
sists of devices fabricated by utilizing standard family
components (i.e., the same load or input resistors, the same
output transistor, etc.) diffused into and interconnected on
the same silicon chip according to a set of design rules
unique to the family. Stress testing, therefore, in addi-
tion to whatever other information is derived from its
application, will definitely establish the reliability
limitations of any given microcircuit family.

The failure mechanisms indicated previously have been
observed not only on stress storage life devices, but also
on stress operating life devices. The time to failure for
devices subjected to both operating and temperature stress
is dependent upon the level of the stress.

Because increased temperature accelerates the failure
mode, and because the physical appearance of the metaliza-
tion is changed, it is concluded that these failure



mechanisms are chemical in nature. It is. significant that
certain areas of devices subjected to power stress testing
are more susceptible to failure than others. Because
increased temperature accelerates the failure mechanism, it
is likely that the areas prone to failure during stress
operation are regions of localizedhigh operating tempera-
ture. The areas especially susceptible to failure during
stress operation includes (1) metalizations crossing ele-
ments of the device which dissipate considerable power,
(2) the metalization near contact cuts, and (3) the metal-
ization near oxide steps. Because of the procedures used
for depositing metalization, failures in the latter two
areas may result because of constriction in the cross sec-
tional area which causes increased resistance to current
flow, and hence localized heating.

Thermal Plotter Studies

To determine if localized heating does occur in small
areas on microcircuit devices, the temperature must be
measured by a non-contacting detection system, since any of
the contac'ting methods of temperature detection (such as
thermocouples and temperature sensitive film) are of suffi-
cient mass compared to the area being measured to seriousl3
disturb thermal equilibrium. The Thermal Plotter which
measures temperature by detecting the infrared radiation
emitted from a given surface area is the type of instrumeni

- requiredl, 2,3,4.

The spatial resolution of the Thermal Plotter can be
varied and is dependent upon'.Vrbich interchangeable Casse-
grainian lens system is used. The resolution is an
important consideration where a hot spot on the narrow
metalization of a microcircuit is concerned because the
Thermal Plotter integrates and averages the radiation
emitted from the area within the circle of resolution. The
effect of resolution on the Thermal Plotter output is illus
trated in Figure 1.

To demonstrate localized heating, the Thermal Plotter
was used to determine the operating temperatures of all
operating devices reported in this paper. Consideration wa
given to the resolution of the instrument in all cases.

Temperatures were determined along the center line of
the same 1-mil wide base metalization stripe on three inte-
grated devices. The temperature resulted from the applica-
tion of a current of 80 ma. The determinations reflect twc
effects: (1) that of the substrate heating due to device
dissipation, and (2) localized heating of the metalization

4



due to constrictions. The temperature determinations, as
shown in Figure 2, were made, utilizing a 0.8 mil mil reso-
lution lens, imdiately after the application of power, and
again after the device reached thermal equilibrium. The
difference in the temperature levels of devices 1 and 3,
compared with device 11, are due ;;o the difference in the
power dissipated. Devices 1 and 3 dissipated 324 mw and
348 mw, respectively, as the result of forward biasing two
transistors on the substrate, whereas device 11 dissipated
only 148 mw because only one transistor on the substrate was
utilized.

AREA OF HMO LOCALIZED AR OP NON LOCALIZED
(A) TEMPERATUREW

RAOIATION FROM NOT SPOT IMPIN TTNS
on DETECTOR EMITTED FROM ONLY
SMALL PORTION OF TOTAL CA= MUM OT SpaT TEMPER-
OF RESOLUTION. HENCE THERMAL MUE OF LOW TEMPERATURE ATURE UICAUE ALL
PLOTTER OUTPUT Is DUT PRMARILY ERADIATION IMPOING ON

IIAXIMREATIV TOPEMTA NOT SPOTP

TO RADIATION EMITTD PROM TEMPERATURE DETECTOR is EMITTED
RIELATIVELY COOL AREA PRO NOT SPO AREA.

MUEA OOF "ON LOCALIZED

sPT TEMPERATURE

11ADIATION PROM SOOT SPOT IMPINGINS ON
OETCTOR EMITTED PROM RELATIVELY
LARKE PORTION OP CIRCLE Of RESOLUTION
WT THERMAL PLOTTER DOES NOT INDICATE
""AZMM TEMPERATURE OF SOOT SPOT
SNECAUSE OP RADIATION PROM LOW
'EMPERATURE AMEA.

Figure 1

Illustration showing relationship of hot spot size
and resolution of system to Thermal Plotter output.
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Figure 2

Temperature along center line of base
metalization of operating devices.

Effects of Geometry on Localized Heating

The point of highest temperature on all metalizati
regardless of the power dissipated in the device, occure
an angle-point in the metalization at an oxide step caus
by a resistor diffusion. Consideration of the geometry
would lead one to anticipate a hot spot at this location
because:

a. Current tends to crowd toward the inside of a
corner of the metalization in searching for
the shortest path between connections. Hence
the increased current density would cause
increased heating.

6



b. An oxide stop can cause a constriction which
also increases the current density.

The, points of minimum temperature along the thermal
scan also occur in similar locations for each device; at
the bonding pad, and at points in the metalization where
the distance between successive cide staps is maximum. The
locations of minimum temperatures are credible because they
dccur at points on the metalization that are a maximum dis-
tance from possible heat sources, such as oxide steps. The
thermal scans demonstrate that localized heating does occur
at oxide cuts and the effect is enhanced by sharp corners in
current conductors. It is also observed that localized
heating near an oxide cut at a corner in the metalization
occurs more rapidly than heating due to oxide cuts alone.
This is demonstrated in the scan shown for device 11 in
Figure 2. The temperature determination made immediately
after the application of power to the device does not show
any appreciable temperature spike at oxide cuts not in-
fluenced by a corner, whereas at thermal equilibrium a spike
is apparent at an oxide cut not at the corner of the
metalization. Figure 3 shows the time rate of increase in
temperature of an aluminum conductor after the application
of power. The point selected for this determination was'
located on the metalization, shown in Figure 2, where it
crosses the first resistor oxide step adjacent to the angle
point.

The temperature determination along the centerline of
an emitter metalization where one of the four contact cits
crossed by the metalization in forward biased is shown .n
Figure 4. Three integrated devices were used in this
determination. The measurement was conducted with the 0.8
mil resolution lens after thermal equilibrium was achieved.

A temperature spike occurs at a sharp corner in the
conductive metalization, and in general other temperature
spikes occar near contact cuts where there is a step in the
oxide surface. The maximum temperature in this case occurs
at the contact cut to the isolation region, but this spike
is further enhanced by the current flow around a sharp cor-
ner to the bonding pad for the external lead. Since the
current passed by the metalization at this point is 160 me,
it is reasonable that here the temperature is the highest.
The differences in temperature levels can again be attri-
buted to differences in the power levels applied to the
device.

7
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Disagpearance of Metalization

The disappearing metalization failure mode has been
observed on devices subjected to a 7000-hour, 900-mw room
temperature operating test. It was significant that all
the failures were almost identical. The emitter metaliza-
tions on all devices which failed because of this mechanism
had opened at or near the outside edge oatthe emittec con-
tact cut. This particular contact cut in a current node in
the physical device where the current conducted by the
metalization increases from 60 to 90 ma. The operating life
circuit used during this testing is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 also shows the equivalent point of failure in the
physical device.

iMM

---------------------

Figure 5

Stress circuit, 900 mw d. c,.

Figure 6 in a photomicrograph of one of the failed
devices showing the point of failure. This photograph is
typical of all failures.

The physical appearance of these failures indicated
heating in excess of temperatures that would be anticipated
based on the thermal resistance of the device. Since the
failure occurred at the edge of a contact cut where a con-
striction in the metalization could easily occur, and
because the point of failure was at a current node, local-
ized heating was hypothesized as the cause of failure. To
verify this hypothesis, the two devices surviving after 7000
hours of 900 mw stress operation were opened, the stress
conditions were imposed on the devices, and the Thermal
Plotter was used to determine the temperature along the

9



centerline of the emitter metalization. The resulting

thermal scan indicated that localized heating was occurri

in the region where the metalization had opened on the

failed devices. The temperatures determined along the ce

terline of the emitter metalization are shown in the uppe

part of Figure 7. These temperatures were determined usi

the Thermal Plotter fitted with a 0.8 mil resolution lens

Figure 6

D: sappearing emitter metalization after
'000 hours of test at 900 mw.

To establi~sh whether all devices of this type
exhibited a localized hot spot in the same region as tha-
responsible for the failure of the devices subjected to
900 mw stress test, a determination was made of the temp(
tures along the emitter metalization of a device from C2
same production lot. This device had been subjected to
hours of 150 0C storage, but not to any operating test.
a small temperature spike appeared at the metalized area
question, and was apparent only after the spatial resolu
of the Thermal Plotter was increased to 0.3 mil. The tei
atures determined along the centerline of the emitter
metalization for this device are shown in the lower part
Figure 7.
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Figure 7

Temperature determination along center line of emitter
metalization, with 0.8 mil resolution lens (upper) and
with 0.3 mil resolution lens (lower).

These results indicate that the devices as initially
subjected to operating life stress testing exhibited a small
area of slight localized heating which increased in both
size and temperature until the subsequent failure of the
device due to chemical effects caused by excessive localized
temperature.

A second example of a metalization failure is shown in
Figure 8. This device failed after 1000 hcurs of 900 mw
operating life at 125 0C. It can be seen from the photomicro-
grapb that the absence of metalization has an appearance
similar to metalization failure shown in Figurc 6. The d-c
stress circuit in which this device was operated was
arranged to dissipate approximately 750 mw in the load
resistor immediately under the metalization that subsequently
failed. A total of 900 mw was dissipated in the entire
device, and the test was conducted in an ambient temperature
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of 125 0C. The cause of failure in this case is attributed
to excessive localized heating of the metalization due to
high localized dissipation in the 12M resistor immediately
under the region of failure.

Figure 8

Metalization failure due to localized heating.

Considerable study has been made of ion migration
effects in MOS capacitors and transistors at 300 0 C with a
high electric field applied across the SiO2 layer. There
appears to be no tendency for migration of aluminum ions in
amorphous SiO2. It slould also be pointed out that the
aluminum oxide-silicon oxide equilibrium diagram, while
indicating the existence of a compound mullite (2A1203-SiO2).
snows no phase with a melting point below 170 0 °Cý Evidence
of electrolytic phenomena as a result of ion migration on
dielectric surfaces such as thermally-grown SiO2 or other
insulating substrates used in microelectronics was recently
reported by several investigators 6 , 7 , 8 .

Al-Si Eutectic

Another metalization failure mode is a growth which
begins in contact cuts and progresses outward along the
metalization. This mode is also attributed to localized
heating. Under microscopic examination utilizing vertical
illumination, the growth appears as a black granular sub-
stance and is accompanied by a substantial increase in
volume over the original aluminum metalization. The growth
appears black under vertical illumination, but when viewed
with dark field or side illumination, the growth is silver-
white. Failures of this type normally occur during stress

12



operating life at dissipations far in excess of the device
rating, and failure is due to short circuiting of the
device. Figure 9 shows photomicrographs of this mode taken
under vertical illumination at early and late stages of
development. Figure 10 is a photomicrograph of the growth
mode as it appears when using side illumination.

a b

Figure 9

Metalization growth at (a) early stage of development,
and (b) late stage. Both photomicrographs taken under
vertical illumination.

The failure mode is believed to be the reaction of
alum±num with silicon to form alumium-silicon eutectic. It
has been observed to occur in contact cuts of integrated
circuits subjected to high dissipations. In general, this
type of reaction starts at contact cuts which are near
reverse biased junctions or other structures which produce
considerable local heating.

It was Possible to induce the phenomenon by forcing
current through the reverse biased emitter diodes of two
transistors on an integrated device. The electrical con-
figuration of the device and the circuit used to induce the
growth are shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 is a photomicro-
graph of the device showing the extent of the reaction at
one base contact after 15 minutes of exposure to the operat-
ing conditions. Figure 13 is a photomicrograph of the
entire device showing the extent of the reaction after 240
minutes of exposure to test.

13
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Figure 11

Electrical schematic of device
and its test circuit.
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Figure 12

Extent of growth after 15 minutes.

Figure 13

Extent of growth after 240 minutes.
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The rate at which the phenomenon occurred was quite
rapid, but a considerable amount of power was required to
cause it to proceed at this rate. A total of 1600 mw was
dissipated in the entire device, 800 mw in each transistor.
The progression of the front of the growth was accompanied
by a dull red area which moved from spot to spot along the
front as the phenomenon proceeded. The existence of the
dull red spot indicates temperatures between 575 and 6000 C
at the leading edge of the growth. Since the Al-Si eutectic
has a melting point of 577 0C, the Al-Si eutectic is no doubt
formed in this reaction.

The aluminum metalization not affected with the
growth was removed when the device was immersed in an alka-
line solution. However, the metalization in the area in
which the growth had occurred was not disturbed. Subsequent
etching of the device with a silicon etch did remove the
growth. This indicates that the metalization had been con-
verted from pure aluminum to some other metal. Figure 14
is a photomicrograph of the device after the metal was
removed.

During the tima the growth was occurring, a tempera-
ture scan was made with the Thermal Plotter and the scan

Figure 14.

Photomicrograph of oevice after metal removal.
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indicated a hot spot at the leading edcje of the growth.
Temperature determinations were made along the centerline of
the same metalization at lower power levels before the
growth had started to occur. Figure 15 shows the tempera-
ture scan made with the device dissipating 1000 mw, approxi-
mately 500 mw in each transistor. A temperature of about
220 0C is indicated at the oxide cut for the base metaliza-
tion, the point from which the growth subsequently
emanated. It is concluded that this phenomenon is the
result of the formation of the Al-Si eutectic, and is
induced by regions of high localized temperature near
silicon sources.

Eton

Sao

210

b !RESISTOR

Figure 15

Temperature along centerline of metalization
prior to formation of growth. .1

Figure 16 shows a photomicrograph of a device that
failed after approximately 50 hours of 500 mw d-c stress at
125 0C. The metalization growth is readily visible in the
photomicrograph and is typical of the growth seen on the
other devices.

To determine if localized heating was responsible for
the growth, a device that had been subjected to this same
test was thermally scanned across the growth-susceptible
area while operating at room temperature under the voltage
stress cornditions. The temperature determination scans were
made with the 1.4 mil resolution lens system. The results
are shown in Figure 17.

It is observed from the scans in Figure 17 that
temperatures in the range of 180 0C to 200 0 C were detected
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when the device was operated at room temperature. This woul(
indicate that temperatures an high as 325 0 C could initially
occur during operation in a 125*C ambient. An investigation
of the operating circuit by probing has indicated that pre-
ferential electrical opening of certain internal nodes can
cause a current as high as 120 ma to flow through the Vcc
connection to the device. It has also been determined that
leakage paths not indicated in the device schematic can be
thermally activated, causing current flow an high as 100 ma
in any of the blackened areas shown in Figure 16. Tests
conducted at 25 0C have shown that a current flow of 200 ma
through the Vcc connection with no other stresses applied
is sufficient to cause a black growth to occur in less than
one minute. A current flow of 180 ma through all 8 diodes
(in parallel as in the test circuit) is sufficient to induce
the black growth at room temperature. It is concluded that
the failure mode is one or more of the high temperature-
activated mechanisms previously discussed, i.e., disappearinc
metalization which causes internal opens and hence increases
the current flow through certain regions,. which then raises
the device temperature sufficiently to cause the formation o:.
an Al-Si eutectic.

Figure 16

Metalization growth after 50 hours
at 500 mw in 1250C ambient.
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Figure 17

Temperature scans across device operating
under stress voltage conditions.

PART II - STUDIES OF ALUMINUM REACTION AND
MIGRATION DURING STORAGE LIFE

Al-SiO' Interactions

Studies of the Al-S1O2 system have been concentrated
on determining the extent to which the thermodynamically
possible reaction

4A1 + 3SiO2 -- 2A1203 + 3Si,

would occur at temperatures within the operating range of
aluminum metalization measurements 9 . This reaction would be
an important consideration in device reliability: (1) if
silicon doped aluminum is a significantly poorer electrical
conductor than pure aluminum, (2) if the reaction results in
shorts through an Si02 layer in microcircuits or in SiO2-
dielectric capacitors, or (3) if the reaction results in an
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oxygen deficiency in the silicon, which in turn induces an
excess electron concentration in the underlying silicon.

It is well established that the Al-SiO2 interaction
occurs at temperatures in the range of 500 to 550OC]O.
Evidence of the interaction of the aluminum with Si02 has
been obtained from photomicrographs of metalized patterns
and from photomicrographs of angle-lapped structures con-

,sisting of aluminum on SiO2. Figure 18 is a 10 angle lap of
a lp aluminum pattern on a 1. thick Si02 wafer after being
subjected to 15 hourn of storage at 5500 C in a dry nitrogen
atmosphere. It is evident that the reaction proceeded
entirely through the SiO2 layer, forming an ohmic path
between the aluminum and the underlying silicon.

Figure 18

Angle lap showing Al-SiO2 interaction.

This reaction hPP also r~sulted in formation of shortE
in capacitors consisting of anodized n+-type silicon with
aluminum counterelectrodes. Shorts occurred in all capaci-
tor structures tested in 20 minutes at 550 0 C with SiO2
layers 0.03• thick. When the same capacitor structure was
temperature aged at 475*C for 20 minutes, very few shorts
were observed.

Appreciable interaction of Al on Si02 at approximately
500 0C has been experimentally shown to occur by Lesk 1 1 and
Selikson1 2 . More recently, there appears to be evidence of
appreciable interaction between Al and SiO2 as a result of
lengthy, lower temperature storage1 3 .
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A sensitive and effective technique for studying loss
of conductivity of aluminum metalizations is to measure the
sheet resistivity of thin aluminum layers which have been
evaporated onto thermally oxidized silicon wafers. Table 1
indicates the change in the sheet resistivity of a 0.l1ii
thick aluminum layer on Si02 resulting from storage for
various periods of time at temperatures ranging from 500 to
560 0C. Empirical data indicates that the resistivity of
0.IL• Al films on SiO2 surfaces increases by several orders
of magnitude when stored for short durations in dry nitrogen
at temperatures in excess of 500 0 C,% The activation energy
determined from this data is on the order of 20 kcal/mole.

Table 1

Change in Sheet Resistivity of Al on SiO2
Measured with Four In-Linm. Probes

Conditions
Metal System: Al on SiO2
Layer Thickness: 0.1p Al
Contact Material: Al
Resistor Material: Al
Ambient: Dry N2
Initial Resistance: 0.85 ohms/D
Measured with: 4 in-line probes

Time Total Resistance Change (Ohms/D)
in oB Time an TemPerature

Hours 500C 0C 560C

1.5 0.7 0.85 2.65
4.5 0.9 1.6 4.6

10.0 1.4 8.0 -
20.0 2.8 - -
30.0 14.5 - -

Whereas the reaction of Al with S10 2 has been shown to
occur, a reaction which produces Si only in solid solution
in Al could not proceed, except on a localized basis, far
enough to produce the observed order-of-magnitude increases
in electrical resistivity of the Al film.

The solid solubility of Al in Si is 1.3 wt % at 5500C.
and 0.8 wt % at 500 0 C. The specific resistivity of Al con-
taining 1% silicon, however, would be less than 50% higher
than that of pure Al, and thus Al in solid solution in Si
would not, in itself, account for the observed resistivity
increases.
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With a knowledge of the Al-Si02 interactions
occurring, techniques to confirm the reaction were intro-
duced. The techniques were appropriately applied to both
thin-film test structures and long-term storage devices.

Specimens were preparedofor electron diffraction
studies by evaporating a 400 A layer of aluminum on silicon
wafers which had a thermal oxide thickness of li. The
specimens were then baked for 20 minutes at 550 0 C in an
atmosphere of dry nitrogen , and etched in concentrated HCl
for varying lengths of time. Diffraction patterns obtained
from samples etched for 30 minutes and for 16 hours exhi-
bited a reasonable fit to the published Y-A120 3 d values.
These results indicate the presence of an A1203 phase in
samples subjected to a 20-miniute, 550 0 C bake in an inert
atmosphere. It cannot be stated unequivocally that the
A120 3 is formed at the Al-SiO2 interface because electron
micrographe indicate some material from the original alumi-
num surface persists dft*r etching.

A high temperature Lake serves to increase the
thickness of the surface oKide on the aluminum. This con-
clusion is drawn from the iact that the diffraction patterns
from unbaked specimens show aluminum, while the patterns
from baked specimens do not. Hence the aluminum has reacted
with other elements, and therefore a volumetric increase is
necessary. This reaction may be a consequence of an
impurity in the atmosphere during baking. oo-A high tempera-
ture bake also affects the aluminum filmi'because electron
diffraction patterns of unbaked films, had a (111) fiber
texture, whereas the baked ones did 'not. Sufficient evi-
dence is not available to determine whether this is
similarly due to atmospheric contamina.ion during heat
treatment, or whether this is due to a reaction at the Al-

pl SiO2 interface.

Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show a circuit in which the
aluminum metalization overlying the SiO2 has been removed by
chemical means. This circuit had been stored at 2500C for
2600 hours. The photograph in Figure 19(a) was made using
white light illumination, and shows no evidence of any pro-
duct of an aluminum-SiO2 interface reaction. Figure 19(b)
shows the same circuit photographed under monochromatic
light (NaD - 5895 A). In monochromatic light, the regions
where the Al metalization had previously existed can be
observed. It is believed that the pattern visible after
removal of the aluminum is a result of interface reaction

.in the Al-Si0 2 system. The index of refraction of this
pxidation phase has been determined to be approximately
1.51. Amorphous SiO2 has an index of refraction ,of 1.456.
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Thus this phase is concluded to consist of a mixed amorphous
oxide of aluminum and silicon.

b

Figure 19

Device after 2600 hours at 250 0 C, aluminum
metalization removed, photographed using
(a) white light illumination and (b) mono-
chromatic illumination.

A photomicrograph of an integrated circuit from which
the metalization was partially removed by cleaning the sur-
face with a cotton tipped swab is shown in Figure 20. The
device had been subjected to 11,000 hours of storage at
200 0C. A difference in oxide thickness under the removed
metalization is apparent when one compares this oxide color
with that of the oxide which had not been covered by
aluminum.

Aluminum Migration

The disappearing metalization effect first detected on
operating life has also been observed after extended storage
life testing at temperatures at or in excess of the device
rating.

Microscopic examination of integrated circuits stored
at 150 to 350 0 C for times ranging from 2500 to 11,000 hours
indicated disapp*arance of aluminum from areas of the metal-
ization, particularly at the edge of the metalization, or at
steps in the oxide. Loss of adhesion of Al to SiO2 has also
been observed. The effects at 150-C and at 250 0 C are shown
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in Figure 21 (a) and (b). These phenomena occurred on area;
of Al metalization patterns which were not connected to gol
bonds, as well as on areas directly connected to gold bonds

Figure 20

Difference in oxide thickness under metalization
after 11,000 hours at 2000 C. Taken with white
light illumination.

In the vicinity of Au bonds, a tendency for Al to
disappear, formiaxg holes in the Al pattern, was noted. Thi
effect is shown in Figure 22 (a), (b), and (c). The resis
ance increases given in Tables 2 and 3 are believed to be
due, at least in part, to this type of phenomenon.

A similar phenomenon of disappearing Al has been
observed with 0.IL films of Al on SiO2 in the vicinity of l
bonds. This effect is a result of the storage of devices a

S:elevated temperatures, and is not present immediately aftex
the thermocompression bonding operation.

A test vehicle consisting of a resistor-type pattern
1-miu-wide stripes, 250 squares long, with contact pads at
each end were delineated on thermally oxidized silicon. Th,
delineated Al resistor patterns were mounted in multiple-le.
TO-5 packages, with gold thermocompression bonds on the con
tact pads. The structures were vacuum baked at 2000C for o.
hour and then sealed in dry N2.

Recent evaluations of these 0.l• thick aluminum pattez
evaporated on SiO2 and on P205.SiO2 surfaces have indicated
substantial increases in electrical resistivity after being
subjected to high temperature btorage 1 3 . These data are
given in Tables 2 and 3.
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Figure 21

Photomicrographs of disappearing metalization
(a) after 9500 hours at 150 0C, and (b) after
4400 hours at 250 0 C. The smallest metaliza-
tion is 0.5 mil wide.

Due to the observed increase in resistance, devices
were opened for microscopic inspection. The structures
revealed areas of voids in the metalization in the vicinity
of the Au bonds. Voids were found in the metalization
structures at temperatures of 150, 250, and 350 0C after 1300
hours of aging.

Figure 22(a), (b), and (c) shows the effect of 1300
hours of storage at 140, 250, and 350 0C, respectively. It
is concluded that at these temperatures, lateral migration
of aluminum toward the gold bond occurs, thereby causing a
reduction of the cross sectional area of the metalization,
and an associated increase in resistance.

It should be pointed out that no voids were observed
in the areas of metalization that were connected to but not
near Au bonds, or in areas where there was no gold at all.
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Figure 22

Mstalization pattern after
1300 hours at (a) 1500C,
(b) 250 0C, and (c) 3500C.
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Table 2

Change in Resistance of Al on SiC2
Measured on Delineated Resistors

Conditions
Metal System: Al on SiO2
Layer Thickness: 0.1L Al
Contact Material: Al

Resistor Material: Al
Ambient: Dry N2
Initial Resistance: 73 ohms
Measured With: Resistance Bridge

me Total Resistance •hanae for Each T a mPeratur
in 35o° Oo° 25 5o~C

Hours Ohms s Ohs Ohms

15 52 71 ....
30 110 150 .- -

137 - - 0 0 0 0
300 124 170 - - - -

437 - - 2 2.7 0 0

Table 3

Change in Resistance of Al on P205"SiO2
Measured on Delineated Resistors

Conditions
Metal System: Al on P205*Si02
Layer Thickness: 0.I.L Al
Contact Material: Al
Resistor Material: Al
Ambient: Dry N2
Initial Resistance: 131 ohms
Measured With: Resistance Bridge

Time Total Resistance Chanae for Each Tine and Temneratur4
in 35oC 2500C 150 c

Hourss Oh ms Ohms
30 17 13 -2 -2 -1 -0.8
94 11 a .....

300 32 24 1 0.8 0 0
600 35 26 1 11 8.4 0 0
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Colteryan and Kersey1 4 , in a study of Au bonds to Au
metalizations, showed that gold diffuses out of the bond
and along the metalization stripe. They pointed out that
aluminum would also seem to have diffused into the bond
regiow, as the total thickness of the intermetallic layer
was greater in bonds having external aluminum than with
bonds with Al under the bond only.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Both the lateral diffusion of aluminum metalization
and the reaction of Al-SiO2 have been observed on devices
subjected to both very long duration storage testing con-
ducted at moderate temperatures, and short duration storage
testing conducted at high stress temperatures. The end
result in both cases is that the conductive metalization is
reduced in cross sectional area due to the formation of
voids in the metalization. The severity of these phenomena
is apparently a function of time, temperature, metalization
thickness, and proximity to gold nailhead bonds.

The same type of phenomenon has been observed on
devices subjected to high stress operating tests. The
phenomenon, as it occurs on devices subjected to operating
tests, is somewhat preferential in that it normally appears
at (1) metalization constrictions which have been demon-
strated through temperature measurements made with the high
resolution Thermal Plotter to be areas of high localized
operating temperature, or (2) over areas on an operating
device where the localized temperature is high because of
high power dissipation in that area.

On operating devices, the phenomenon is self-
accelerating in that the lateral diffusion of the metaliza-
tion from an area reduces the cross section and thereby
increases the electrical resistance and decreases the
thermal conductivity. The increased resistance further
elevates the localized temperature and increases the rate
of the phenonmenon.

The Al-SiO2 reaction, known to occur quite rapidly at
temperatures in excess of 500°C, apparently also proceeds at
a much slower rate at temperatures in the vicinity of 200 0C.
On test vehicles stored at 550 0C for 15 hours, the reaction
has occurred sufficiently to effect an ohmic path through a
14 SiO2 layer between the metalization and the substrate.
The shorting has also occurred through a 0.031± SiO2 layer
on a test vehicle after 20 minutes of storage at 550 0 C.
There has not been any evidence, however, of this reaction
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proceeding far enough to cause shorting on any devices
fabricated as products by Philco, even after extended
storage at 350 0C.

The reaction of Al with Si to form the Si-Al eutectic
has been induced by forcing very high current through back-
biased junctions on silicon planar microcircuits. The
reaction results in either shorting the junction or opening
the metalization; the conditions at which this phenomenon
has been observed are extreme and would not occur on devices
operated within their ratings.

Present knowledge of reliability limitations of
Al-8i02 metalization systems, and of degradation mechanisms,
while not complete, permits consideration of possible means
for improving device and circuit reliability. Several
specific approaches which continue to utilize the advantages
of aluminum include:

1. Use of a barrier layer between the Al and
the Si02,

2. Use of multiple coil evaporators to insure
good coverage of steps resulting from
photoengraving,

3. Lateral migration of Al may be reduced by
a suitable Al oxidation step,

4. Deposition of an amorphous oxide layer over
the wafer surface to reduce both lateral
migration and the tendency of Al to be
scratched during wafer processing,

5. Elimination of sharp corners in conductive
metalizations to avoid localized hot spots
due to high current densities at theme
points.

Although not all of the reliability limitations of
Al-Si0 2 have been evaluated, Philco Corporation is process-
ing and evaluating devices and structures fabricated using
a number of these suggested approaches for greater
reliability.
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THE ROLE OF METALLOGRAPHY IN THE ANALYSIS OF
FAILURES OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

William C. Coons

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company,
3251 Hanover Street

Palo Alto, California

INTRODUCTION

Historically, optical microscopy has played a major
role in determining the causes of failures of materials of

.-oonstruction and of fabrication, for instance, automotive
parts, aircraft components, and tools and dies. The study
of failures in this area has been relatively simple in that
specimens are generally of fair size; only one basic materia.
is involved, e.g., steel, aluminum, copper; and the specimen
preparation techniques are not particularly difficult since
they are well established.

Today, however, in the electronic industries, failures
occur in extremely small components. These components con-
sist of several combined materials having widely different
characteristics pertaining to mounting, grinding, polishing,
and etching. The difficulties encountered in preparingIi specimens frequently have resulted in improperly prepared
samples from which no information or misleading information
has been obtained. When this happens, discontinuance of
microscopic analysis usually follows. This must not happen
because, in addition to the determination of the actual
causes of failure, the basic microstructures of electronic
component materials must be revealed and understood in order
to predict other potential sources of failure.

Kohl in his standard reference book on metallographic
laboratory practices has stated, "It has, been only through
diligent study of metals microscopically that many perplexin,
problems of physical metallurgy have been solved and it may
be safely predicted that the contributions that will be made
to the field of physical metallurgy in the future will de-
pend in part, or solely, upon strictural evidence revealed
by the microscope."
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Thus, a dilemma exists. It becomes apparent that
within the framework of the physics of failure concept in
electronics, microscopic study must be pursued. The ques-
tion remains: how to do it properly so that a yield of
maximum information is produced.

PRIME CONSIDERATIONS

Since the electronic engineer is beginning to rely
more heavily on the microscopist, a closer relationship must
exist between the two in order that their respective prob-
lems can be better resolved. To illustrate, the following
situation is cited. A metallographic examination was re-
quested on several integrated circuits. The electronic engi-
neer, not understanding the ultimate problems of the metal-
lographer, cemented the encased circuits to a glass plate so
that the case surface -could be removed by grinding. The
cement used was Eastman 910. The glass plate, containing
four exposed circuits, was presented to the metallographer
for study. With considerable difficulty the circuits were
pried loose from the glass plate with a razor blade prepara-
tory to individual mounting in epoxy. When polished speci-
mens revealed extensive cracking of the silicon wafers, the.
metallographer's fears were founded; the circuits were
severely damaged during removal from the glass plate, and no
definite or reliable interpretations could be made regarding
the integrity of the observed joints or substrates.

While all microscopists are confident of their techni-
ques and their ability to perform them, it becomes more
apparent with each investigation that improvements are needed
in this area. Because of the smallness and fragility of
many of the current electronic components, pitfalls are en-
countered at every stage of handling and preparation. Pres-
sureless mounting, careful fine grinding, elimination of
embedded grit, maintenance of flat interfaces, and freedom
from coarse scratches are mandatory before one can safely
interpret what is revealed.

All of these techniques of preparation require the
greatest need of the microscopist. This need is time.
Whereas a sample of steel can be prepared in an hour, it may
take two or three days for proper preparation of the cross
section of a small integrated circuit, lead wire joint.

SUGGESTED PREPARATION TECHNIQUES

In the metallographic laboratory of the Lockheed
Missiles & Space Company's Research Division, the followi.ay
steps are taken to prepare samples:

Step 1. All samples are mounted in Maraset epoxy resin, a
clear, moderately low-temperature setting material . Mounting
is performed in two ways. If the components and associated
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films are of known sufficient thickness, 90-degree cross
sections through pertinent areas are exposed at or near the
surface of the mount. When the components and associated
films are very small and extremely thin, taper sections are
prepared with angles of exposure on the order of 5 to 6 de-
grees, which yields a "mechanical" magnification of 10 to 12
in a direction normal to the cross-sectional trace.

Step 2. Grinding is performed by hand only on 600-grit SiC
wet or dry papers. When lead wire joint cross sections are
to be studied, the sample is examined under a binocular
microscope after every few strokes of grinding to determine
when the joint area has just been reached. At this point,
polishing steps are started.

S Rough polishing in performed automatically on the
back side of a slipper-satin cloth impregnated with 1-micron
diamond paste. The sample is polished with a 240-gram weigh
until the desired cross section is almost obtained. Fre-
quent examinations are required.

Step 4. Final polishing is done automatically on Microcloth
using Cer-Cre Metallographic Polishing Abrasive. Generally
a light weight - about 140 grams - is employed and polishing
should not be prolonged; otherwise, excessive relief will
result. Grit, embedded in the soft phases, and fine scratch
are almost impossible to eliminate entirely without causing
excessive relief at the interfaces between the materials
varying widely in hardness or abrasive resistance.

Step 5. In all the investigations performed in this labora-
tory, examinations were made using bright field and polarize
light illumination on unetched samples. When the polishing
was performed properly, no etching was necessary.

ILLUSTRATIVE AREAS AND RESULTS

To illustrate the role of metallography in the analy-
sis of failures of electronic components, three examples

•I ~will be presented. These examples will show the results of
a nondestructive type of examination, a 90-degree cross-
section examination, and a taper section study.

(1) Nondestructive Examination of a PbS Infrared Detector

An instance was encountered where PbS infrared detec-
tors were unpredictable in regard to sensitivity and noise
levels when subjected to temperature variations. One of
these detectors and its pertinent regions is illustrated by
Figure l.*

By inverting one of the detectors onto the stage of a
Bausch and Lomb Research Metallograph equipped with a

*The magnification shown for all figures is that preceding

an 0.75 reduction by the printer.
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carbon-arc light source, examination of the lead wire joints
could be made. While examining the joints, movement was
noted within one of the joint areas. From experience it
was known that incompletely cured plastic and some thermo-
plastic materials could be affected by the small amount of
heat passing through the optics of the microscope from the
carbon-arc light source. In this case, the lead wires had
been cemented into a V-notch in a quartz substrate by a con-
ductive, metallic-filled plastic paste. This conductive
paste then provided contact between the lead wire and gold
conductive film. Apparently the plastic in the paste was
not completely cured or it was a thermoplastic type which
became plastic above some elevated temperature.

An experiment was conducted wherein a joint was chilled
to 10*C. While at this temperature, the joint was photo-
graphed and its appearance is shown in Figure 2. The ma-
terial appeared solid, it was severly crazed, and no evidence
of movement was observed. After the joint had been allowed
to become stabilized at the temperature produced by the
carbon-arc light source, it was again photographed and its
appearance is illustrated by Figure 3. The temperature in
this instance was determined to be 4r C. The craze pattern
was still evident and some minute evidence of plastic flow
was noted.

When the temperature of the joint was raised to 50"C,
the characteristics of the joint changed completely. The
craze pattern disappeared, minute air entrapments coalesced,
and the plastic became more transparent. These changes are
shown in Figure 4.

Obviously any movement of the conductive media around
.he joint lead wire might be expected to produce detector
noise. If the metal in the paste settled, by gravitation,
away from the lead wire when the plastic was fluid, com-
plete failure of the device could occur.

(2) Examination of 90-Degree Cross Sections Through Gold to
Aluminum Thermocompression Bonds on Silicon Transistors

Owing to apparent random failures of TC gold to alumi-
num bonds, studies were undertaken to determine possible
modes of failure. An understanding of the modes of failure
was needed to suggest methods of improving the reliability
of these parts.

In this instance, 90-degree cross sections were pre-
pared because the size of the joints was large enough to
permit this type of examination. One of the transistors is
shown in Figure 5.

Others1 , 2 have reported failures of this type of joint
due to fracture along interfaces of brittle intermetallic
phases, through these brittle phases an a result of stresses
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Figure 1

Photograph of PbS IR Detector Showing Lead Connections. 50x

Figure 2

Photomicrograph of PbS IR Detector Lead Wire Joint
Area at I0*C. 250X
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Figure 3

Photomicrograph of PbS IR Detector Lead Wire Joint
Area at 41! C. 250x

Figure 4

Photomicrol,raph of PbS IR Detector Lead Wire Joint
Area at 50"C. 250x
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originating at notches formed around the periphery of the
joints, and through void formations existing along inter-
metallic compound interfaces as a result of the Kirkendall
effect. All of these failure mechanisms were postulated on
the basis of metallographic studies.

Colteryahn et al. have, by etching techniques and
microprobe analyses, identified three phases existing in the
gold to aluminum bonds, namely, Au 4 Al, Au5Al2, and Au2 Al.
Without the sophisticated microprobe facility and with no
knowledge of the etching techniques or findings of these
investigators, this study relied principally on the examina-
tion of well-polished surfaces, color of the phases, the
characteristics of the phases under polarized light, and
very high magnification examinations up to 3000x. A
knowledge of the equilibrium phase diagram of the Au-Al
sy'stem and of the crystal structures of reported phases was,
of course, essential.

Figure 6 is a photomicrograph of a joint cross section
in the as-polished condition and with hardness indentations
in the various regions. Two distinct phases can be seen
between the soft gold button and the hard silicon wafer.
When this surface is viewed under polarized light (Figure 7),
it can be seen that the phase in contact with the gold was
isotropic, the cubic phase Au4Al, and the phase in contact
with the silicon substrate was quite anisotropic, the hexa-
gonal Au5Al2 phase. In this instance no Au2Al was noted and
only very minute amounts of the pink phase AuAl2 were observed
at the aluminum interface. The AuAl2 which existed in this
cross section was not easily seen at 600x.

Another joint, which was found to be broken, is shown
in the aomposite photomicrograph of Figure 8 which was
photographed at 3000x in the as-polished condition. A gold
region is indicated by 1, a small zone of Au 4 Al by 2, a large
region of A. -Al by 3, and a small layer of possibly Au 2AI
by 4. Undex ath this layer (4) and to the right, massive
pink AuAl 2 interspersed with remaining aluminum was ob-
served.

The thickness of the aluminum film (extreme left) was
determined to be 5.7 microns, and some of the pink AuAl 2
phase existeO at the aluminum joint interface on this side.

A large void was observed under the massive AuýAl 2
along the silicon substrate. All the observations disclosed
that this joint was improperly made and would be expected to
have very poor integrity.

The existence of periphery notches and voids and of
interfacial porosities was noted on many of the joint cross
sections that were prepared. Manifestations of these types
of potential failure origin locations are illustrated by
Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 5

Photograph of Silicon Transistor Showing Gold Lead Wire to
Aluminum Film Joints. 10OX

Figure 6

Cross Section Through Gold to Aluminum Joint on Silicon Sub-
strate. Bright Field Illumination. lO00x
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Figure 7

Cross Section nThrough Gold to Aluminum Joint on Silicon

Substrate. Polarized Llaht. 1000x

F igin~e 3

Ccnmposite I'hotomicrograph Through a Broken Goldtr
Aluminum Joint on Silicon Sulhstrate. 300OX
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Figure 9

.ross Section Through Gold to Aluminum Joint on Silicon
Substrate Showing Peripheral Notch. 3000x

Figure 10

!ross Section Through Gold to Aluminum Joint on Silica
Substrate Showing Minute Porosities Along Au 4 Al and

Au 5 A1 2 Interface. 3000x
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As can be noted from the photomicrographs presented
in this section, the existence of brittle phases, phase
identifications, periphery notches, and interface voids was

%revealed and established on as-polished surfaces and in
some instances at very high magnification.

(3) Taper Section Studies of Gold, Molybdenum, and Silica
Films on Silicon Substrates and of a Gold to Aluminum
Joint

Since the limit of resolution of the finest metallog-
raphic equipment is on the order of 0.25 microns, it is
necessary to magnify thin film thicknesses mechanically.
This is performed by providing a cross section of the film
planes at such an angle to the planes that the cosecant of
the angle would be sufficiently large to render the films
sufficiently optically thick that they could be measured.

However, there are limitations in this approach Which
influence the accuracy of the measurements and must be tare'•
into consideration. It is very difficult to mount and prei
pare specimens and maintain a preconceived angle, and thu:
it is better to determine the angle from the specimen geoak-
etry after the specimen has been prepared. The accuracy of
the method of determination of the angle has tremendous
influence on the accuracy of the measurements of the films.
The following methods were used in the determination of
thicknesses of gold, molybdenum, and silica films on silicon
substrates.

Method 1. A wafer was placed face down in the bottom of a
potting mold with one end supported by a length of 29-gage
copper magnet wire running transversely across the end of
the wafer. The unit was then vacuum mounted in Maraset
epoxy resin. After grinding and polishing, the determina-
tion of the angle was made by the following measurements
which could be ascertained optically.

Let A = distance from the wafer surface intercept
to the nearest intercept of the wire,

C = width of the exposed section of wire,
D = diameter of the wire,
L = width of the exposed film section,
T = true thickness of the film.

Then

Lsin Ian 2A+C + sin( 2 A +
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This method is reasonably accurate for the specimen
as a whole. However, slight relief effects from polishing
dissimilar materials can alter the angle at the point where
the measurements are made.

L--- L A •

Method 2. A simpler and perhaps more locally accurate
method is as follows. The wedge of translucent epoxy formed
by the surface of the specimen and the polished surface of
the mount will exhibit an interference pattern as shown in
Figures 11 and 12. In Figure 12 a P-N junction between the
molybdenum and the silicon is visible. No explanation for
the junction's being visible in the as-polished condition
was obtained. Since a black band exists at every one-half
wavelength (i.e., 0, 1/2, 1, 1-1/2, etc.), then the follow-
ing relation holds if the wavelength of the incident light
is known:

Let T = true thickness,
L = width of the exposed film in microns,
N = number of extinctions per distance D

(microns),
A = wavelength of incident light.

Then

T = L sin [tan -l I

The angles and thicknesses of the films on the gold-
molybdenum integrated circuit were determined to be as
follows:

Method 1. The angle was 5-degrees 43 minutes, with a magni-
fication factor of 10.039. Thickness values (in microns)
were:
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Figure 11

Taper Section Through SiO2 , Mo, and Au Layers fl•pc ted on
Silicon Wafer. 500X

Figure 12

Taper Section Through SiO2, Mo, and Au Layers Deposited on
Silicon Wafer. Note P-N Junction Visible in

As-PDlished Condition. 500x
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Au - 1. 253
Mo - 0. 148
Mo over Si - 0.128
Junction depth - 0.690

Method 2. The angle was 6 degrees 10 minutes, with a magni-
fication factor of 9.309. Thickness values were:

Au - 1.342
Mo - 0.160
Mo over Si - 0.134
Junction depth - 0.752

It is reemphasized that metallography should play an
increasing and continuing role in the study of failures and of
the ultimate production of highly reliable electronic com-
ponents. To be fruitful, however, greater care in the pre-
paration of specimens and the development of new preparation
techniques is of utmost importance. Metallographers need to
learn the function of electronic components and to under-
stand the materials problems of the electronic engineer; and
for this learning and for technique development, he must be
afforded more time.
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ANALYSIS OF SEVE SEMICONDUCTOR METALLURGY SYSTEMS

USED ON SILICON PLANAR TRANSISTORS

William H. Gianelle
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation

Bethpage, Long Island, New York

I INTRODUCTION

Based upon an intense study of referenced materials and
the experience of the author, two metallurgical systems are
recommended for improved reliability of silicon planar tran-
sistors. These comprise one each for Si02 protected transis-
tors with extended and nonextended contacts. A third sys-
tem for glassed transistors would have been recommended;
however, this system is considered proprietary.

The body of this paper is divided into 4 sections:
Section II discusses wedge ball versus thermocompression
bonding, Section III defines an electrical failure, Section
IV discusses the failure mechanisms, and/or potential prob-
lems of the seven metallurgical systems listed below:

Thermo-
Land compression Contact

Metallization Wire Bond System Manufacturers

Al Au wedge NE* IBM, GE

ball NE Fch, TI
Au Au wedge NE Motorola
Al Ag wedge NE IBM
Ag Au wedge NE IBM

Al Al wedge NE Sylvania
CrAg Au ball E** Philco
MoAu Au ball E TI

* Nonexpanded contact system
** Expanded contact system
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And Section V defines the, recommended systems.

II WEDGE VERSUS BALL THERMOCOMPRESSION BONDS

A. Wedge Bonds

Wedge bonding io accomplished by using a very small
chisel whose tip is appropriately shaped to apply pressure
to a small wire properly located on the metal film contact
which has been heated to the bonding temperature (Figure 1).
This type of bond requires individual registration of the
stripe, wire, and bonding tool during bonding. The end
result is a bond formed by a deformed and weakened wire.

If the chip is not parallel with the header, three
possibilities exist: (1) further pinching of the wire at
the neck, (2) a poorer contact, or (3) a cracked chip. Any
or all of these possibilities could go undetected through
the manufacturers screening process.

The usefulness of wedge bonding is limited to a small
geometry devices.

J HEATED •LWEDGE
WEDGE STAGE RETRACTED

WIRE FEED BOND
TUBE CH IP FORMATION COMPLETED

IEBOND

Figure 1

Wedge Bonding Technique

B. Ball Bonds

Bonding of this type is effected by threading the wire
to be bonded through a quartz or tungsten carbide thick-
walled capillary; the capillary tapers to a small annulus of
"a few mils diameter on the outside. The tube is mounted in
"a suitable mechanical fixture so that it can be moved verti-
cally to apply pressure to the ball formed on the end of the
wire by passing a flame over it and melting it. The wire
fed from a roll is free to move in the capillary. Bonding
is effected by lowering the capillary annulus onto the ball
and applying' pressure while at the same time applying heat
(Figure 2). The capillary is then withdrawn an appropriate
distance and the flame is again used to sever the wire. The
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header is withdrawn from the bonder and the bonded leads,
which are free at one end, are welded with a microwelder to
the gold plated kovar stems on the header.

CAPN LLARYl~

FLAME~ LEAD NAIL
WIRE HEAD

BALL BOND
FORMATION

N CHIP;
HEATED
STAGE

Figure 2
Ball Bonding Technique

With the advent of the metal-over-oxide technique,
ball bonding to high-frequency small-stripe transistors no
longer presents a problem. This takes the edge off the
wedge bonds one-time advantage--that is, bonding directly to
small geometries.

1

Ball bonding is the most popular method of lead
attachment in silicon devices. This type of attachment pre-
dominates in the industry mainly because of its high speed,
economy, versatility, strength, and reliability2

4
3 . Gold

wire is almost ideally suited for this technique4.

III ELECTRICAL FAILURE CRITERIA

Intermetallic problems can be detected by monitoring
the forward.voltage drops of each junction during life

1. 0. L. Anderson, H. Christensen and P. Andreatch,

Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 28, p. 923 (1957).

2. I. A. Lesk, Semiconductor Products, I, p. 32 (1964).

3. E. Keonjian, Microelectronics, p. 298 (McGraw-Hill,
New York 1963).

4. A. Cohn, Semiconductor Products, VII, p. 18 (1964).
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testing. A 50 mv increase at 100 ma for both the emitter-
base arid/or collector-base diode forward voltage drop was
considered a failure. Any device which exhibited this
increase was submitted to a failure analysis group. Figure
3 shows how the forward voltage drop increases with an inter-
metallic problem. As can be seen, the problem is more
easily detected at higher current levels.

(b)

(a) -

100 AII

IF 50 _ / a) VF Prior to Testing

(ma) b) How VF Increases

25 when Affected by
Intermetallics

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 v
VF

-Figure 3

Forward Voltage Failure Criteria

IV FAILURE MECHANISMS AND/OR POTENTIAL PROBLEMS OF THE
SEVEN METALLURGICAL SYSTEMS

Seven metallization systems of various manufacturers
have been evaluated. They were packaged in TO-5, TO-18, or
TO-46 cans.

A. Aluminum Metallization - Gold Wire

Initially it was felt that the purple phase, AuA1 2 ,
was responsible for the failure of bonds on silicon planar
transistors using the gold-to-aluminum system. This Is not
the case. The results of a Bell Laboratories experiment in
1962 indicate that the problem is with the tan phase Au2 Al.
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The results of this experiment 5 are as follows:

Properties of AuAl 2 & Au2Al

Property AuA1 2  Au2 Al

Color Purple Tan 6

Electrical High Poor
Conductivity

Mechanical Strong Brittle
Strength

Conditions of Heat Heat, sili-
Formation con as

catalyst

The autho'Is test experience on devices with 3000,
7000, or 12,00"A of aluminum metallization is summarized
below. The results verify the tan phase being the problem.

3000A Group. The tan phase was not generated by either
a 1000-hour 45R. or 3000 C bake on two separate groups of
units with 3000A of aluminum. The purple phase and black
growth appeared around the periphery of the bonds in the
3000C group as shown in Figure 4. However, there were no
significant increases in the forward voltage drops in either
group. The black growth is formed by gold diffusion from
the bond, out over the aluminum, film. The rate of diffusion
is both time and temperature dependent.

~~ GOLD WIRE-~~PU)RPLE'•.,

SILICON ALUMINUM
INTERFACE

Side View Top View

Figure 4

rurple Phase Formis On Au Wire Wedge Bonded
To 3000A Of Al After Being Subjected to 3000C for 1000 hours

5. John Haenichen, Motorola Integrated. Circuit Design
Course, Sec. 6, p. 8 (1963).
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After the 300*C, 1000 hour bake, this group was sub-
jected to ten, 2000 g, 0.5 millisecond blows followed by ten,
3000 g, 0.2 millisecond blows. The force was applied in the
Yl direction. There were no opens.

70001 Group. Both the white and tan phases appeared
in some units subjected to 1500C for 1000 hours. The white
phase was assumed to be Au4Al. Not enough was present to
chemically verify this assumption. The white phase appeared
near the gold lead, the tan near the silicon interface, as
shown in Figure 5.

12 000A Group. The tan phase was generated on units
subjected o 50Cfor 1000 hours. The emitter-base and/or
collector-base forward voltage drops increased 50 mv or
more. When sectioned, the tan phase appeared as shown in
Figure 6. The results of a pull test experiment on the
remainder of this lot are as follows:

before 150 hrs. 350 hrs.
bake 150-C 150-C

6.0 gms 6.0 gms 4.5 gms

Before the bake the wire broke. At 350 hrs. the bonds
started to break due to the tan phase. Another group was
subjected to 300*C storage. After 350 hours there were no
bonds.

The following is proposed as the mechanism for
increased forward voltage drops. Since the interface be-
tween the relatively pure gold and the tan phase is a region
of high dislocation density, the gold diffuses from this
area into the pure aluminum lands, producing porosity and
voids, increasing the forward voltage drops, and eventually
opening.

Grain Boundary Problem. There is a grain boundary
problem using small diameter (0.4, 0.5 mil) gold wire as a
means of interconnecting the chip to the header posts. After
a 3000C bake, the wire will slip into sections, as shown in
Figure 7. This is one reason why the largest possible
diameter gold wire should be used for interconnections. The
other is greater pull strength.

Conclusions. Intermetallic formation can be elimina-
ted under the bonds b,', controlling the amount of aluminum
metallization on tho chip.
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.j• GC)LD WIRE

WHITE PHASE

TAN P'HASE fSLC
INTERFACE

Side View

Figure 5
White And Tan Phases Form On Au Wire Wedge Bonded To

7000A Of Al After Being Subjected To 1500C For 1000 Hours

SSILICON
TAN PHASE INTERFACE

Side View

Figure 6
Tan Phase Forms On Au Wire Wedge Bonded To J12,000A
Of Al After Being Subjected to 1500C For 1000 Hours
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BLOWN UP VIEW

BOUNDARY SLIPPAGE

GOLD PLAT4EDL
KOVARE

Figure 7

Grain Boundary Slippage

B. Gold Metallization - Gold Wire

Gold metallization results in the following three
.problem areas:

* The low Au-Si eutectic temperature (370-)
makes the gold metallized units far more sus-
ceptible to lamage as a result of hot spots
than the. Al-oi (5770) system.

* Gold does not reduce the residual oxide on the
silicon surface, which is necessary to make a
good ohmic contact. 0

Gold diffuses into silicon very rapidly during
the metallization of the chip and again during
the wire bonding operation, sfftening the
breakdown voltages. Depending upon how the
devices are being life tested or used, they
could end up shorted.

Two manufacturers used gold metallization on the chip of
their PNP silicon planar transistors. However, aluminum
could have been used as a land contact material. To prevent
the formation of a nonohmic contact on the base, an N+
enhancement diffusion (usually phosphorous) must be made
prior to the appli :ation of the aluminum, 5 resulting in the
structure illustrated in Figure 8.

6. B. Selikson and T. A. Longo, Proceedings of the

IEEE, Vol 52, p. 1638 (19614).
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ALUMINUM CONTACTS 5102

P

Figure 8

N+ Enhancement Diffusion, PNP Transistor

C. Aluminum Metallization - Silver Wire

When used as a lead material, silver has been ob-
served to migrate under the ambient conditions described
below. Such migration caused shorting between emitter and
base due to the very close spacings involved. Because of
this migration, intermetallics formed which affected the
bonds as is evidenced in the following data:

before 150 hrs. 350 hrs. 150 hrs.
bake 1500C 1509C 3000C

6.5 gms 2.5 gms 2.5 gms no bond

The numbers above are the medium values of pull strengths.
Before the bake the wire broke; after the bake the leads
broke at the bond due to the intermetallics formed. More
than one manufacturer has tried this combination experimen-
tally. None, however, uses it.

D. Silver Metallization - Gold Wires

Silver f.ietallization does not lead to a satisfactory
solution. Si±icon has a strong affinity for oxygen and is
therefore always covered with a thin film layer. The silver
metallization frequently does not penetrate the thin oxide to
alloy into the silicon,and it pulls away after a short time
at certain conditions, as is evidenced in the following data.
Another problem was formation of intermetallics which
weaken the bond.

before 150 hrs. 350 hrs. 150 hrs.
bake 1500 C 150 0 C 3000 C

4.0 gms *2.0 gms *0.5 gms no bond

* stripe material lifted away
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The numbor above Ls the median value of pull strength.
Initially some of the bonds broke, reducing the median
value. More than one manufacturer has tried this combination
experimentally. None, however, uses it.

E. Aluminum Metallization - Aluminum Wire

Three phases (purple, tan and white) have been
detected between the aluminum wire and the gold-plated kovar
header posts on two groups of diode quads over a two year
period prior to testing. ThesA units were subjected to
150*C for 1000 hours. The forward voltage increased 50 mv
or more, indicating an exodus of gold at the gold inter-
metallic interface. This will be reflected in the bond
strengths which are initially weak. In conclusion, the dis-
advantages of this system are:

Intermetallics still form at the posts. Sili-
con is introduccd into the aluminum in order
to extrude small diameter wires required for
interconnecting the chip to the header posts. 5

This must act catalytically in accelerating
the rate formation of the compounds found at
the posts.

* Bond strengths are initially weak. Initial
bond strengths are reported to be about 0.5
gram6 which is some 16X lower than the bond
strength of an average ball bonded i mil gold
wire.

* Mechanical problems are associated with wedge
bonding. They are discussed in Section II.

This system has only one advantage. It is useful on

very small and very large geometry devices. 8

F. Chromium - Silver Metallization - Gold Wire

This is a high temperature system tried by Philco on
their 2N2710 transistors. A high-temperature lead-ox..de
silicate glass was used as the passivation layer. The de-
vices had no aluminum between the Cr and Si interface. The
advantage of this system is the 960.50C melting point of
the CrAg deposit. This type of metallization is far less
susceptible to damage as a result of hot spots than the

J. A. Cunningham, Solid State Electronics, VIII,

p. 735 (1965).
8. S. S.. Baird, Conference on Reliability of Semi-

conductors and Integrated Circuits, p. 1 (1964).

9. Philco Planar Reliability Booklet, p. 3 (1963).
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prior systems discussed in this paper. However, some of the
problems of this system are:

"@ There is no mutual solid solubility and no
compounds are formed between Cr and Ag. How-
ever, Ag does form a continuous series of
solid solutions with Au.

"* Silver migration will lead to whisker growth
under certain conditions.

" Black bonds and lands will develop if the units
are capped in a room ambient atmosphere and
then subjected to high temperature stabiliza-
tion bake. The compound formed is silver
sulfide.

9 A number of intermetallic compounds between
silicon and chromium are reported.10

G. Molybdenum - Gold Metallization - Gold Wire

This system was selected as the bestlI for an expanded
contact PNP fast switching transistor developed by Texas
Instruments under contract to the U. S. Signal Supply
Agency (Contract no. DA-36-o39-AMC-00145(E)). The systems
evaluated were: chromium-gold, chromel-gold, vanadium-gold,
cobalt-gold, raolybdenum-aluminum, nickel-aluminum and
molybdenum-gold.

An N+ enhancement diffusion was required in the base
prior to the molybdenum metallization.

Molybdenum and gold do not form intermediate phases,
and the mutual solid solubility of gold and molybdenum is
exceedingly small. 1 0  Devices that were heated at 3000 C for
10 days and sect'oned indicated no movement or mixing at the
Mo-Au interface.

During the past year a wide variety of accelerated
aging environments have been placed on approximately 900
silicon transistors and IC's constructed with the Mo-Au
expanded contacts. Open problems have never been observed,
and there have been no failures which could be attributed to
the contact system. 7

10. M. Hansen, Constitution of Binary Alloys, p. 69,
p. 217 (McGraw-Hill, New York 1958).-

11. Defense Documentation Center for Scientific and

Technical Information. Cameron Station, Alexandria, Virginia,
p. 111, Publication AD443686.
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The gold wire to aluminum land system could not be used.
Although aluminum adheres very well to Si02, gold does riot.
In the bonding operation the gold wire would penetrate the
aluminum and would be expected to make a good contact to

Another obvious advantage of a bi-metal system is the

extra metal at the step.

V RECOMNDED SYSTEMS

A. Nonexpanded Contact, NPN or PNP, Si02 Transistors

"• For NPN transistors, the gold wire to alumi-
num land system is recommended, keeping the
following 3 points in mind.

(1) Keep the amount of aluminum to a minimum.
This will eliminate the formation of
intermetallics under the bonds.

(2) Use the largest possible gold wire. An
example of the pull strengths of large
diameter gold wire is as follows:

diameter pull strength

1.5 mil 7 to 14 grins
2.0 mil 14 to 21 grins

(3) Use a ball thermocompression bond.

"* For PNP transistors, the same system-is
recommended. However, an N+ enhancement
diffusion is required in the base prior to the
aluminum meta3".ization to achieve a good ohmic
contact.

" The reliability of the bonds on transistors or
other silicon devices using nonexpanded al-
uminum contacts is excellent, since the bonding
wire penetrates the aluminum and be omes firmly
attached to the underlying silicon.8

B. Expanded Contact, NPN Or PNP, Si02 Protected Transistors

The gold wire to molybdenum-gold land system recently
developed by Texas Instruments is recommended. Again an N+
enhancement diffusion is required in the base of the PNP
transistors prior to metallization. The largest gold wire
and ball bonding should also be used.
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A TECHNIQUE FOP CONTROLL•'•A ACCLUATION AND PREDICTION

OF DEGRADATION NECHANZI OF ZEXTROUC PARTS

T. Walsh

General Electric Co.
Missiles and spe" Division
Philadelphia, Peonsylvmnsi

K. Beei

Rose Air Devewoeent Center
Oriffis. Air Force Dse., Now York

As the required reliability of electronic parts in-
creases together with the growth in functional complexity
of electronic systems, the need for data for use in the
selection, application and life prediction of parts be-
comes more acute. At the same time, both the delay and
cost of obtaining such data by real time testing ranges
from high to prohibitive. In addition, the improved
reliability of parts today makes it difficult to determine
life characteristics by conventional use level stress tests
without large sample sizes and pcolonged test times. Hnece,
the concept of accelerated testing is one of the most
promising approaches to the solution of, or significant
relief from the problem.

Accelerated Tests are tests which are designed to
induce failures or significant parameter trends of the
items on test in relatively short periods of time. The
results from such tests may be used to predict the tine to
failure or parameter trends for similar items at use con-
ditions provided the basic assumptions used in the test
design and the analysis are correct. In reliability
terminology, accelerated tests provide information regard-
ing wearout failures.

There has been much effort sponsored by RADC during
the past three years on the development of accelerated
test techniques. Some of the present effort includes
work on silicon epitaxial transistors, silicon planar
integrated circuits, thin-film passive networks, high power
silicon planar devices, snap-action switches, crystal
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canned relays and soldered and welded connections.

Limited work has also been performed by other agencies.
The most significant past work occurred in the Air Force
Minuteman and Advent programs. The "A' program of
Minuteman and the present "B" programs are more qualita-
tive with both using high stress testing to identify pre-
dominant failure mechanisms which can be traced to the
material, process or design. Under the Advent Program,
high reliability diodes, transistors, resistors and capaci-
tors were tested to determine and specify procurement
methods, screening techniques, and life evaluation criteria
for electronic parts. The information thus generated was
to provide assurance that the flyable hardware would
meet the program objective of a 3-year life in a non-
maintainable space environment. Accelerated step-stress
and constant-stress tests appeared to offer the most
promising approach for solution to the problem. The test
program was started in May of 1962 and continued until
September, 1963, at which time the parts on life tests
at various applied stresses and environmental conditions
had accumulated 6,000 to 10,000 hours each. The parts
were then placed at dormant conditions of 25C and zero
power for 10 months and were re-activated to the same
prior test conditions in June, 1964, as a requirement of
Contract AF30(602)-3415. This one year program was jointly
sponsored by RADC and NASA and it is with the results of
this contract that this paper is concerned. The life
tests will be continued until at least 25,000 hours of
test time have been accumulated.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROGRAM

If accelerated testse.are to provide useful informa-
tion for long life designs, the rate of degradation of the
part at high stress levels must be related to the rate of
degradation which would normally exist at lower "use"
stress levels. The design of accelerated tests, therefore,
must rely on knowledge and assumptions concerning degrada-
tion rates and continuity of failure mechanisms across the,
stress ranges of the test. It is because of this depend-
ence upon knowledge of failure mechanisms that this pro-
gram consists of two distinct yet interrelated activities.
The first is the design, performance and analysis of ac-
celerated tests and the second is the definition of
physical models which describe the degradation of the
parts. This paper is devoted primarily to a discussion
of the test program and the use of data to predict the
life characteristic of the parts. -
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Figure I shows in graphical form the seven-phase
test plan used during this program. There are three step-
stress tests and four constant-stress tests. It was the
original intent of the program to provide a method which
could correlate the results of step-stress tests with
constant-stress tests. Thus, a technique would be avail-
able whereby analysis of short time step-stress tests
could effectively predict the results of long term low
level constant-stress tests.

-- IST" FAILURE
MDA FAILURAEI

- PHASE IV - 200 C

STRESS HIGHEST LEVEL OF CONSTANT STRESS
LEVEL

1 /2 HIGHEST LEVEL .PHASE V - 150 C

Ir-" 1/4 HIGHEST LEVEL - H S I -5

AMBIENT LIFE - 25 C

- TIME

FIGURE I

GENERAL TEST PLAN

Each test phase of the program utilized sample sizes
of 25 or 50 parts. The parts are fully screened high
reliability parts purchased to General Electric R-series
specifications. The selection of stress levels and rates
of increase of stress for the various phases was based
upon expected part parameter degradations, measurement
accuracy limitations and the capabilities of laboratory
stressing equipment. The parts placed on test are shown
in Table I.

The step-stress tests associated with the program
have been completed. The constant-stress tests have ac-
cumulated over 20,000 hours of testing with the high level
constant-stress tests being 70% completed. No failures
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-MUMERS DESCRIPTION OSEST COERCIAL
DESIGNATION

sistors

32016 Ni Cr Metal Film, XLT, IRC
1/8 Watt

R2048 Tin Oxide Film, NF60, Corning
1/8 Watt

Capacitors

R2045 Fixed Glass' CYFR, Corning
Dielectric

Diodes

R2008 PS, PlO Silicon, Regulator IN751A, 758A, CDC
R2010 P1 Silicon, VHF IN251, CDC
32011 P1 Silicon, Computer IN643A, CDC
R2013 P1 Silicon, Low Current 13647, PSI

ransistors

32004 P1 NPN, Silicon, 3 Watt 2N1613 FSC
R2005 P1 PNP, Silicon, 2 Watt 2N1132 FSC
R2026 P1 N3P, Silicon, 2 Watt 2N708 FSC
R2050 P1 NPT, Silicon, 4 Watt 2N657 FSC
R4041 P1 PNP, Silicon, 1 Watt 2N869 FSC

TABLE I

DESCRIPTICI OF PARTS TESTED

have occurred over this period of time on the low-level
tests; however, the measured part parameters are in most
cases showing definite degradation trends.

The final report on contract AF30(602)-3415 is being
issued by RADC and it contains a complete discussion,
analysis and display of the data. The following examples
are given to illustrate the analysis method used for com-
bining the results of the various test phases into a
stress versus expected life chart which may be used in
the design of long life equipment.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In general, it may be stated that the lifetime of a
device is the time during which no measurable parameters
exceed established limits. The cessation of "life" may
be observed in either of two ways: first, it may occur
at a measurable rate of degradation when a measurable part
parameter exceeds established limits, as in the case of
resistance drift, of a resistor; or second, it may occur
catastrophically without indication of measurable para-
meter variations when the strength of the device degrades
to the applied stress level (environment stress plus
operating stress), as in dielectrics which fail suddenly
due to dielectric breakdown. Thus, two general techniques
were used for the analyses of the data. Both are dis-
cussed below and data are shown to illustrate each techni-
que. Recommendations are also given for the design and
analysis of future accelerated test programs.

CASE I DEGRADATION OF PART PARAMETER

For degradation type failures, the rate of reaction
of the degradation mechanism will govern the rate of change
of the part parameters. The approach taken here was to
assume that the mechanism causing the drift of the para-
meter is chemical in nature, thus the relationship of
reaction rates and temperature expressed by the Arrhenius
or Eyring Equations was used to develop models to describe
the degradation. A film resistor is selected to illustrate
the analysis technique.

Briefly, the approach to testing the film resistor
considers thermal stress as the independent variable and
some function of resistance as the dependent variable of
degradation. Thermal energy, precisely controlled and
measured, was selected as the stress to cause deteriora-
tion of the resistor's active element (i.e., the resistive
film). The necessity of uniformly applying thermal energy
resulted in the design of special mounting fixtures and
the use of ovens with accurate temperature control. The
resistors were tested with a voltage applied which was
50 percent of the manufacturer's power rating to accentuate
the effect of any structural defects or imperfections of
the resistor. A function of resistance (1& Rj/R) was
selected as the damage sensitive parameter which would
linearize the degradation of the resistor in tir-.

The R-2048(1/8-watt) is a film resistor which has as
as its basic active resistive element a semiconducting tin.
oxide film doped with antimony to provide varying values
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of resistivity. After film deposition on the ceramic sub-

strate, the ends of the resistor blank are coated with con-
ducting material. Heat treatment provides stabilization
of the oxidation reaction and stress relief. The blanks
then have a helix cut through the resistance film to pro-
vide the final resistance; leads are attached and the
resistor is hermetically sealed in glass.

The resistors on long time constant-stress teats
continue to exhibit a unifMm degradation. Figure 2 shows
the average cumulative damage of the 100,000 ohm resistors
for Phases IV (200C), Phase V (150C) and aimbient (25C) and
15,000 hours of test time. The relation of damage and
time appears to be linear and limes were drawn with the
same slope.

& 2RM1O03 MU IV 200C &-50

S2MOUClOS IAB V 100 .- 50

I R 12 04I 063 1 W 25C 0

I2 C

S 10 10. an

FIGURE 2

CUMULATIVE DAMAGE VERSUS TIME FOR THE R2048P1003 RESISTOR

Figure 3 is a log-normal plot of the accumulated
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damage for individual resistors for threc time periods -
500, 5,727, and 15,448 hours. It is apparent from this
plot that the distribution of accumulated damage in time is
remainirg consistent over 15,000 hours. The fact that
there have been no catastrophic failures during the tests
and the obvious homogeneity of the parts makes the analysis
qf the results more meaningful.

~~~~~ ... ..' . .• _ .....

50 11; 7-~~ ~ ~~~ Hi...t =.r .. I

k'Ivij _ i q dI•'Y bJ xL4

FIGURE 3

CUMULATIVE DISTRIIUTICI OF DAMAGE FOR FIXED TIME
R2048P1003 (150C)

The accuimulated damages in time for the step-stress
and constant-stress tests are plotted in Figure 4. Phase I
was pertormed using 12-hour steps; Phase II using 60-hour
steps and phase III using 300-hour steps. Lines of constant
damage values were drawn using the data of the three step-
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stress tests. The lines are parallel to each other indicat-
ing that the rate of damage accumulated for the times shown
are similar. The AA and 17. accumulated damage points for
the 200C and 150C constant-stress tests are shown and con-
necting lines are drawn. The data is now in a format which
may be used by design engineers making long-life designs.

I I I III1 I I 1 1 fil 1 1 f11 1i llll l I I I I

SOl 111 1 0 111
JM -- ,i.otg l% J ]".L~ lT • II 1111 [ I 11 f iIIII

_0 - 1- -1 I I
1.0% ll II lli II!11

III~~llllt I IW II[ I T11! I ft l I I t

TIME 0 HOUR

FIGURE 4

R2048P1003 LIFE DATA CHART

If the step-stress constant damage lines are extended
to longer time periods,-and compared with the constant-
stress test results, they will show a conservative esti-
mate of accumulated damage. This is as expected since the
total damage plotted for any step of the step-stress tests
is the accumulated damage of all the previous steps.
Mathematical relationships between step-stress and constant-
stress test results have been derived; however, we have
found it simpler to use the step-stress results for infor-
mation regarding the consistency of failure mechanisms and
the selection of the stress levels for the constant-stress
tests and not for life predictions. At least three cnstant-
stress tests are recommended to be used in the construction
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of the life data charts.

From the results of this type of test where a damage
sensitive parameter can be measured, we believe the
performance of two step-stress tests and three constant-
stress tests to be a reasonable approach to the initial
design of accelerated tests and the development of life
data charts. A technique which may be used for the
analysis of combined accelerated test results to generate
life data charts is as follows:

1 - Perform two step-stress tests to failure using
a time ratio of 1 to 5. For instance a twelve-
hour step may be used for the first test and a
60-hour step for the second test. The data are
then plotted using relationships developed from
degradation models devised as a result of a
physics of failure investigation. Figure 5 shows
a plot of resistor data which was generated dur-
ing this program. The fact that the data fit
lines drawn parallel at the same slope provides
evidence that the failure mechanism producing
the damage remains consistent throughout the
stress range shown; therefore, the high level
constant-stress tests may be designed with some
assurance of a constant degradation mechanism.

2 The step-stress data of Figure 5 are replotted
on the life data format of Figure 4. Stress
levels for the three high level constant-stress
tests may then be selected and estimates of the
time required to perform the test are possible.
Consideration must be given here to the capability
of the test facility to control the stress ac-
curately and measure the part parameters reliably.

3 - Analysis of the data from the three different
constant-stress tests could take the following
form:

a) Make a plot of the median failure points on
a stress versus test-time chart as shown in
Figure 6. This line may then be extended
to lower levels of stress. This will provide
an estimate of the median tima to failure at
use stress levels. Additional percent failure
points may be estimated in the same manner.

b) Plot the times to failure or times to reach
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FIGURE 5

CUMUJLATIVE DAMAGE VERSUS RECIPROCAL OF ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
R.2016P1003, STEP- STRESS TESTS
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sowe level of damage on suitable probability
paper as shown in Figure 7. If the data plots
are parallel, then it may be said that the
failure distribution Is essentially constant
for the parts at the stress levels used in
the tests. If they are not parallel, then
the failure distribution is changing in time
and additional tests and analysis may be
necessary.

c) If the lines are parallel, another parallel
line may be drum at a use stress level by
using the median time and some other percentage
failure point estimated from Figure 6. An
estimate of the life distribution of the parts
using the selected failure criteria is then
available for long life designs.

CASE II DEGRADATION OF ULTIUATE STRENGTH

In the case where a damage sensitive parameter which
is consistently degrading in time cannot be found, it is
necessary to define an arbitrary failure criteria for the
parts on test. In capacitor testing, this is usually a
catastrophic failure or dielectric breakdown. We use this
approach also for plotting the results of semiconductor
tests. A damage function which would describe the para-
meter degradation for all sami-conductors on test, in a
consistent form, has not as yet been fully developed, al-
though some of the test results show very consistent para-
meter trenls.

It was anticipated that surface effects would dominate
the degradation of the parts on test and various models of
surface behavior were used as the basis for the selection
of the parameters likely to be degrading. Thus, the
parameters selected are primarily surface related measure-
ments. The electrical power applied was the same for all
tests of the same part type. Thermal energy was used as
the stressor during the-step-stress and the constant-
stress tests. The parts are removed from stress and al-
lowed to cool for eight hours prior to measurement of para-
meters.

The transistor selected for this illustration is a
silicon, NPN, planar, surface-passivated, medium power,
high-voltage transistor. It has a maximum power dissipation
of four watts at 25C case temperature, zero watts at 200C
case temperature; and a maximum collect-to-emitter voltage
rating of +100 volts. It is in a TO-5 case, dry-nitrogen
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filled. It is designated as the R2050P1 and its closest
commercial equivalent is the 2N57.

Quantities of 50 parts each were subjected to Phase
IV (200C), V (150C) and Ambient Life (25C) tests. The
estimated average junction temperatures are 250;200; and
175C, respectively. The parameter trends are as shown
in Table I1.

CEo hFE Vcno 31E E BVCE

Phase IV
r - 250C - INC. DEC. INC. Stable Stable

8300 hrs
ase V SLT.
j a 200C - DEC. DEC. INC. Stable Stable
16000 hrs _

ient Life SLT.
j = 175C - DEC. DEC. INC. Stable Stable
"16000 hrs I ____ I I_ I

TABLE II

CONISTANT STRESS TEST PARAMETER TRENDS-R-205OP1

The failure times of Phase IV have been plotted on
log-normal probability paper in Figure 8. A straight
line was fitted to the data to obtain estimates of the 2
percent and 50 percent failure times. These points were
then plotted on Figure 9 together with the Phase I and
Phase II step-stress test results.

The step-stress and constant-stress data points
appear to line up. The 2% failure point for the phase V
test is expected to occur between 20,000 and 30,000 hours.
There have been no failures in 16,000 hours of test at
phase V conditions; however, degradation in Beta is occur-
ring and it appears likely that the first failure could
occur in the time period estimated.

A technique which could be applied to analyze ac-
celerated test results of parts which do not exhibit con-
sistent degradation is as follows:

1. Perform two step-stress tests as discussed under
Case I. The selection of the failure criteria
is extremely important. Figure 10 shows a
typical plot of data generated during this- pro-
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gram for a diode. The step-stress data in this
case are plotted in a time to failure versus
a probability scale format rather than the
damage versus stress form of Case I.

411 - -

f - PME I

375

325 , Xi

.0.ý

0.01 5.0 10 10 90to

NORMAL POsABU.ITY - PERCENTAGE

FIGURE 10

STEP-STRESS RESULTS, P2008P5

2. The step-stress data may then be re-plotted on
the life data format of figure 4 and analysis
and presentation of the constant-stress test
results would be similar to that shown for
Case I.

CONCLUSIONS

Accelerated tests yield data which when properly
analyzed can provide estimates of the expected occurrence
of failure of homogeneous parts in time. The methods of
analysis shown here may be used to reduce the information
into a format which can be used in the design of long-life
hardware.
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CWWULATIVE DERADATION MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION

TO C01PONUT LIFE ESTIMATION

Hiroshi Ohitai

Electrotechnical Laboratory, Ministry of
International Trade and Industry

Nagata-cho, Tokyo, Japan

1. Wntroduction

It Is quite important to find a general degradation model fa pre-
diction and acceleration of coqponent life under sz stress condition,
both for constant and variable stress conditions. For this purpose, the
reaction theory gives a mnt poverfult basis. Under the assumption of
cumulative degradation, a general depadation model which is essentially
aplicable not only to elstfical components but also to mechanical ele-
Santa has been developed .2) The validity of the model has been inves-
tiated by experiments of aome electrcnic comoments. Applications of
this principle to component life estimation are also illustrated.

2. Reaction Model and Acceleration Factor

2.1 Reaction Model

One of ,the most popular degadation models Is the reaction model.
A physical strength (characteristic parameter) u(t) and concentration of
the reaction N are connected with tim t and a reaction rate K by acne
"functional relationship f andIf reasectivotly. 3)

f(u(t))-Y(N)-Kt ()

The reaction rate K - I.vea by -yring),5)

K-A.A-x(-•B/T)xp (S(C-D/T)) (2)

vhwere ABCD are constants, T is teoperature and S is stress. the
approximte expresion CC K is the well knoun Arrhenius equation. Far
= l exponential deW- , u(t)-N(t)/wR(exp(-Xt) Is obtained from a re-
action equation dN/dt.-KlM and power (diffusion) ltrpe decayr u(i)2..(4N)2-Kt
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is deduced fram a reacUon equation dN/dt--K/(No-N).

The relationship between life and stress factor K is obtained by
putting t=L when the strength u(t) decays down to FL (Failure level,
known or unknown).

L-f(FL)/K (3)

2.2 Failure Rate Acceleration Factor and Lifetime Acceleration Factor

3kuation (1) shown that degadation Is •uriely determined by the
product of K and t which are mutually independent, and this relationship
is Interpreted as the transftrmtioc eqLuation between stress and time.

1o a constant stress condition, the lifetime acceleration factor
At is given by:

A- -/bsK/Kr (4)

where suffix r means the reference condition.

on the other hand, failure rate acceleration factor AN is not almimys
equal to AL. If the failure distribution is given by the Weibull dis-
tribution R(t)=eVp(ot m/to), AA is eressed. by:

A•-tor/t-;k( )Ar( t)-(Y/K )'1 (5.)

becausek(t) and L are given byA(t)-u • a meia ie L.( i)l/m
respetivexy. Fzm equations (4) and (

AX.-A m  (6)

Mhe following Is the exmepL e of cornlenser life data. The so-celled
5th life law is voel known for condensers under direct current voltage
stress. The reaction rate and AL are epressed as follow:

KhVfTeV (-B/T) (7)

A- (v/Vr) k(TlTr) OV, (B&/V1 (8)

For convenience, AL is approximately exressed:

A-u(V/Vr)k 2 AIlor (9)

whiere V-TTr,*I'.T-Tr and Or-(?3.m21)/ which Is an equivalent
to~erature rise to reduce lifetime by one half.

In the case of failure rate, those acceleration coefficients are
all multiplied or divided by m, that is, k,B,er for AL are replaced by
mka,r/m for A*. We mnst be careful not to mix them up in the
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expression of life tect, data. The lire data of oylar condenser applied
direct current voltage shov that the slope of lnL:lnV plot is k-4.95
and the slope of 1nto:lnV plot is ak-3.62. The slope ratio 3.62/4.95-
0.73 coincides vell vith the Welbull shape parameter A-0.T72O.77 obtained
from Independent experiments.

3. CQmlative Degradation Hidel and

Gneralied Minor ')2)

To find a general degradation model, ve make the folloving funds-
mental asuopt~ona: (1) Degradation fo)low a f-Kt t1pe reaction model,
and (2) Degradation In linerly accuzulated Inependently of the peat
stress path. his amens degradation proceeds one wy vithout hysteresis
or reovering effect.

If the component is put under the stress-tume state (K 1,tL)
successively, the total degradation is determined by the net accumaula-
tion of those kiti products.

f=z Kiti (-o)

If stress is continuously applied with tie to the component,

r-.c(t)t (11)

Those general ewressions include the case of step stress method and
constant stress test as a special case, that is, ve get from (10),
f-t4.Z 1(1 for step stress and froil, (11), f..K~dt-Kt for constant st.ress.
Another exmnple of expresgio• fijK t)dt Is the progressive stress method
applied to condenser life )7) in vhich tine is artificially introduced
into K such as V=4t of equation (7).

The stress-time state (Ki,tL) is applied successively until the
life eand occurs at the nth state ifhen parameter u reaches the failure
level FL.

f (w.-Eicit (12)

The e•pected mean lifetime Is obtained from Iti. In the case of the
step stress method, this becomes:

f (FL)t-to EI-tsKrn (13)

i-wereC is a correction factor.

We can -et a more convenient expression puttine (1/L/I)-Ki/f(FL) in
equation (12).
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For metal and alloys, the relationship b'otween logarithm of ma
cycles to fatigue N and applied alternative stress 8 Is~ often exprssed
by S-N curve. When nj cycles at stress Si are applied successively
from i-i to Ifn, until failure at the nth step, the expected total
fatigue cycles~ nj In estimated from the so-called Mimer's equation,
1: (ni./Ni)1 vhIch just corresponds to equation (14). 0 )M-. Hiner intro-
ducel this equation rather Intuitively assuming the network absorbed at
fallare, W.Z vj, Is related to (viL/W)-(ni/N±L). the expresson (14),
however, can be applied to fuch awre general cases, Anoluding the
Miner's rule of mechanical fatigue life. We my call eqain(14) the
generalized Hinzer 's equation. It is reported that C(nilNJ) is not al-
vay. equal to unitV at fatigue life and this value depends on material,
shape of itan, treatment, and stress application path. But, as a first

apprximaionequation, It Is often used as a preliminary design tool
and for life estimation criterion In the mechanical engineering field.

4. Zxpgrnmntal Verification, of idnear

Accumulation Degradation

The linear accumulation assumption mesan that the saime applied
stress-time set alwy. results In the samet state of degradation, lInds-
red ent~ of stress application path. Deviations from the rule

(tI/j.i)l are also caused btri --Le invaliditV~ of assumption of a unique
an eooic degradation reaction.

Checking experiments have been conducted for some components to
ibiich step-up, steop-dno, Cyclic, random and Constant Stroes are applied
and their degradation behaviows are observed. According to those ex-
periments, accumulation~ of degradation -is influenced by kind of stress,
stress path direction, past stress history, degree of comonent degrada-
tion, mixing of decay nodes, cbange of drift pattern, and stabilization
process.

4.1 Zmample 1: Degradation of Transconductance of Electron Tube

A. Degradation Pattern

it was found that transconductance Sm of electron tube foflove
vell an exponential decay patternii), gra(t)giaouu(t)..exp(-Kt).. One ex-
anple of obtained K valuae under constant stress Is shown In Fig. 1.
Strictly speaking, the K value wiiiic reflects mainly decay of mnission
and growth of interface resistance of oxide cathode Is not constant
th2rou&Cut life, but its pattern is changing quite regularly vith time
and stress. From the macroscopic viewpoint, It might be said the ex-
ponential pattern is vell held for si decay.
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K

Variation of Reactin ,ate K vith Tiie

B. Effect of Stress Path on Degradation Accuianaton

Deradation ammt ing each step for vario•s stresses we
observed and it. hysteresis effects vere Investigated. Obtained results
are mosrized as fo1lows:

(1) Monotonic step-up stress:

When the K value of each step Is aloost the same as the
value of the corresponding constant stress, then It Is ezpected the
linear accunlmation rule is applicable to a step-up stress experiMent.
Fig. 2 shovs the copartson of K values of constant stress, monotonic
step-up stress, and rand stress. Tle calculate mesd to 2(1/Li) values
under several conditions of step-up stress are quite near to 1 (Table 1).
It seem that soall deviation from uity ins due partly to sazule varia-
tion.

(2) Monotonic step-do'm stress:

As stress decreases, a big recovering effect is observed
as shown in Fig. 3- The total degradation amount is much mller than
the degradation of stop-up stress even though the total applied stress-
time set is the same.
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Fi~rw, 2
Reaotton it~e I• udr Various btress

streoss step tie step

sample s=(1/29)l0, t,-10oH. •:Ijt,- ts(l/,-j)

A o.0125 0.3 0.765 1.10.o125 0.1 0.89 1.20
0.00625 0.3 0.70o 1.0

0.00625 -0.1 0.72 l.oii.0.012 0.3I 0.7 0.82

0.015 0 0.1 5 0.65 09

0.0125 O.3&0.05 0.692 llO

St 0eoretical talue is It=ln(1/0.5)=O.69 & t0zt0

Table 1

tst(l/L1 ) Value for FL(Failure Level):50% Of Ga0
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Figure 3

Ocmperiaon of Step-up anI Step-down Stress

(3) hedon and cyclic stress:

Wben the conponent Is not so degraded and remains in an
earlier state, the K value is almst the same as the corresponding con-

stn tess value. In general, wheni the present stress Is decreased
downfromtheprevious stress it recovers, that is, whenm Au-uiujiuj* i

negative, then the calculated K value, Auz/(trAt), Is also neaptive
( -mark In M~g. 2). OA the other hand, ulie stress increases up from
the previous stress, degradation Is accelerated and K value beos
greater than the constant stress value.

ihe recovering amout and the amount of excessive dogpada.-
tion, we both apprdante3y propor-tional to the stress difference be-
twoun the present stress and, the previous stress, that is, A (A Sp/goo)
or Axec/A stree~s/. onx an average, -rheL~r effects are canceling out each
other as long as stresw variation In well balanced and then it tends to
degrade the same amount by application of the same stress-tine set.
Fig. Ii is one, exesle of those experiments. Decay curves of step-up,
cyclic and random stress coincide well at expected points.
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Step-up 635 669 702 734 7.65 7.95
Cyclic 635 6S972 734 ?65 795795765 734 702667 635 635 W702 754765 795
Random 6Vol I 734 6697.65 635 7957.02 669 795 Me 7.656.35 734 6M 7165 795 669 734 7.02 8124 Volt

DeCdto Cu=s ne Variou StreStCabiztions:

(14) Sabiliztionroocess

Itsol be Ransdo Sthat a 2tbniaiod rcesi

stes stloe (see Fig2)

graly apndsm 1 ton theeree of li Setradto.ew ea tedcy

Degreacation Creunder Vassuous Satressy one-ireional

concntaItn floul bein nemphaied tht of ac tablizateion. prot, is
dmegraded caheck osthena tunfograiyodcnetation itt. estal~rtost. a~
refe renuce odtioe vps hysteresi r effects.u tooti seupas strees hisno
toryand ithbis g o observetKival ue3 anbackcordthey thremK value conskant

th ama he stimd Inval ncsay e.ailetecopnn

-t.2 greater 2:d awe Capise othe. alloyis ofranisovry.Tedgae

"sipe 44g tsreweingfocean I tke noe ie t rstre



At the earlier period of stress application, a reversible param-
eter change caused by equilibrium transition of the surface state is
usually observed. Wkaen the sample is removed from stressed state to the
reference condition, say room tqerature, the parameter recovers re-
verstfhly to ito iniiti51 -vLaeu. ýAxa detailed eSPXp4rir-rnt C-nd bcn2
explanations for rev e effect of trawsiator are reported by
J. Partridge, et al-. The recovering time to initial vilue differs
very much from sample to wAle depending oan its surface state. Mean-
while, the irreversible true degradation due to surface oxid-ation super-
poses on the reversible drift.

For the pup Ge. alloy transistor with rather accumulated ourface
state, temperature rise brings its surface to more accu,,lated. state on
s(surface rf.conbinati•on veocity)-gs(surface potential) diagram. On
the other hand, oxidation mves the surface state in reverse direction,
that is, less accumulation. Ooeastence of those two modes causes
rather complex drift behavior. To distinguish reversible and irrevers-
ible change and to detect true degradation, a stabilization process is
also reouired.

The shape of hfe drift and the time to equilibrium during stabili-
zation greatly depend on transistor type) surface otte (r.-nufacturer),
and degree of degradationý The reversible ehaag,ý at initial period
shows longer tb~e constant (from 10 hr. to mo~re tnan .103 hr.), but) as

e true degradation dominates, the time to equilibrium becomes shorter
(less 1OO hr., sometimes less than 0.1 hr.). Finding reasonable and
common stabilization time to any sample is impossible. However., it is.
still important to set up the reference condition with minimum stabili-
zation time in accordance with each lot behavior.

Some examples of hfe transition drift of alloy tmesistors are
ahoin in Fig. 5. In some at'•p stress experiments, it is found that the
total net decrease of hfe is less than. the ultimte total decrease under
constant stress. This discrepancy comws from the accumulated transition
effects and inadequacy of stabilization.

Fig. 6 shous hfe hysteresis drift under c-± terperature stress.
Degree of hysteresis depends on transistor type, manufacturer, and past
stress history. In sample A, r~nrkable hysteresis is observed. Its
dependency on the previous stress is almost the same as the case of
transconductance, but the regularity of dependency is not so apparent.
It is worthvhile to note the stabilization time of sample A is much
longer than that. of sacple B (70 hr.-less than 0.1 hr. for senple A and
1 hr.-less than 0.1 hr. for sample B). The slower response and time lag
to the outer stress cange is the mai• reason of this hysteresis drift.
Tlowevez. the resualtant net degradation measured a±tt-r stabilization
seemin almost the sczme in spite of different sequence of applied stress
as far as the same stress-time set is applied.
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4.3 Ixm=.ae 3: The Case of Coc. osition Resistor

Coposition resistors under theral and power stress show also two
modes of resistance change: (1) initial increase caused by ceram4c cur-
Ing, end (2) ultiinte denrease caused by carbonization or separtion of
composite elements. The r change finally ends in short failure or
open defect by cracking?.1JL

The cyclic vaiation of those stresses usually causes hysteresis
effect. The teAdency i smilarI to that of go case. For sanple A In
Flg. 7, stress decreasing results In resistance recovering for both
temratue and pover. For sample D, the curing process is so remarkable
that the pover effect on bysteresis Is Just the reverse of temperature
action. Ilus, the intrix acceleration life test by temperature and
power Is Inqplicable to a e D. In the earlier stage, subtle mixing
of dift nodes Is generally observed depending on the combination of
stress factors: temperature, power, and. oisture.

CYCLIC TEMP. STRESS, PIPn I , t,=24hr.

- CYCLIC POWER STRESS, •T=50 C, 4,=24 hr.
1.0 1.0

PIP '1L5 • 07, 52 ý7 0.75

0

S-3 COMPOSITION IS0,OO,/

%

5 10 (Day)

Resistance (2ange Caused by Cyclic .tress
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5. Some Defects of Conventional Step Stress Method

The step stress method is qaite useful for the purpose of pre-
lininary survey of life test design, urginal check, screesing, and
comparison of life qualitiy of different lots. However, there a some
defects such as tes"9gime, stress range, and accumulation error of
hsteresis effects.•-

(1) Total testing tine:

The total testing time of step stress methd is not so much
shorter. If the step stress test Is stopped at the nth step of "
failure, the testin tine in ntt wbere te is the step time interval,
td.ts. Moreover, we have to rqpeat the ewleiumt at three different to
levels in order to assure accurate extrapolation of lnL:stress plot.

Table 2 shows the comparison of testing tin reuired fOA
constant stress md step stress methods asmaming u(t)=ew(-Kt) tpe
aepra~tion of wa. We most note that the total testing tine, 5.24 x 13
hr. for step stress method 9f three ts levels at ILr80%, Is about two
tines longer than 2.55 x 10• hr. of constant stress method of three stress
levels (7,8, sad 9 volt). The convetional life text at higher onstant
stress level sometim will 5lve rather More accurate n/f'Mtion both
for life time distribution and d4adation type within shorter period.

constant Stress Step Stress*

stress Testing Trine to Testing Pime (n)
Level (zIbr.)
(volt) 11.50% mHo% n.-5o ML8o

6 22.2 7.2 0.5 3.8 (8) 2.51(6)
7 6.0 1 .9 0.3 2.63(9) 1.86
8 1.6 0.53 0.1 1.014() o.58(9)
9 0.35 0.12

total 30.2 9.75 total 6.5 5.25
testing (6,7,8,9 volt) testing
time time

8.0 2.55
(7,8,9 volt)

*IWzal sttp: 6 volt, stress step =- . x 3o03

0.0125, activation energy term D134 x

Table 2
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(2) Irror due to hysteresis effect:

The rane of choice of equal time interval ts in practically
limited within a relatively narrow range. If ye choose a larger tg, it
Is not economical for the purpose of early prediction. And, If ve take
a shorter ts, the erro coaued by hysteresis may increase. The sub-
mods of degradation iiich usually appears in earlier periods at lover
stress will also cause estimation errors, Sometimes, the degradation
effect of to is not significant in comagrison with stress effect. In
those ases, the estimation of lnL:stress 'In by the etxrapolation of
In teq(ar In 1tsI ) :stress plot is quite erroneous (see later emales
shown in i•ip. 8 an 9).

6. Auicati, ofY' (t4.L)-l -rle for Life Bstimation

To avoid cumulative hysteresis error of step stress, it is desfr-
able to adopt an eminaant with fever stress steps. Por this purpose,
the cum•lative deadation roils is effectively applicable both to deg-
rdation and catastrophic failure estimation.

7he simplest case Is a two-level life test In which shorter life
Ig at the higher stress Is known in advance and it Is required to know
IL at the lover stress level. The estimation equation is given by:

(tTk + (t•1 /) " 1 or L - tLJ/(iG-tH) (1)

vhere tr, tL are actual stressing te at the higher and the lover
stress levels, respectively, and the total testing time until life end
Is ZtijtH4tL. We place samles In a lover stress level during tL and
then transfer them to a higer stress level, for exampe. Using the
a priori knovedge of If and observed tg value, LL is easily obtained
from the above equation. When tL (or tj) Is fixed, the estimation
acwcy of IL is checked by takin account of sample variation of
t. (or aM• ad certaintr of Ig value In equation (15). Jor the case of
(t•J•)'(tij, the total testing time is equal to (Ig"I.L)/2. If
twil :is chosen to be greater than 0.5, testing time is mach more re-
&ACed but accuracy decreases. An exale of this method for gn life is
illustrated In Fig. 8. Mti prilnciple Is, of course, applicable to the
experiment of more than two stress levels.

The advantage of this method iA saving of samples and testing
time. We can make economical use of seples and data of other truncated
life tests halfleW thbx the tests to goet farther information by put-
ting those sales into the intended stress condition. Moreover, this
rule Is aso sucesfully applicable to other problem such as: (1) pre-
diction of compont life (electronic end mechanical) for preliminary
desiga, and (2) checking the equation to make sure vhether the linear
acciumulation rule holds or not.
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085 0.9 0.95 /-I
-IE (volt)

Figure 8

Estimated. Nedian Life: Stresm Plot by Various Methods

71 ~Appliations of Cumillative Degradation Principle

7.1. Oumulative Degrvidation: Stress Plot netho2±)~

The ccaivmntiona3I stop stress method needs at least two or three
stop stross e~gimeranta at different tis levels.* These methods use only~
information of mean stress 'value and to valuie to get InL:stresa plot.
In order to avoid hysteresis error of the step stress method and. further
shorten the testing tine, we can wake use of the knowledge of th~e deg-
radation pattern f (u)-IKt, A,-tch is ascertained by a constant stress
experiaent In advance. Thoving the degradation pattern, it is possible
to evaluate the dependence of K on stress or the slope of lnL:ntreas
plot by a one-step stress process oxperiment. This methodL is useful for
drift failure evaluation.

In brief, procedures; of the method are as follows:

(1) Conduct one-atop stress eqierilt of time interval til,

(2) Plot logarithm of not pazwiuter change 1mmn or logarithm of
parameter change incremnut mnAUi for each Step 4against stress,

(3) Oodbining the know]vedge of reaction pattern f(u)-Kt, that is,
&3=/iu/Jnt ana the slop of lm~:ntress plot, 'ln'a/Astress, find the slope
of lnK:stress; /AWXA stress/-A~nt/Astreas/9
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(4&) Xk! InL:s+rcAs by drawing a straight line of the obt^jined
slope pmasing throug the kwoim intjil or lnL. If e •erimats are re-

pm.,e d at other tg levels, estimation accuracy viU be izproved.

ZU. 9 show an examl of ccmositio resistor for which resist-

ance change (&c/ro)-ii rolIow appro-A4Itel.y a diifusion ode-. or power
me. v•th ez net•-O.5 (exact experimental value, 0.46 on averag~e:
m- (or/ro)-9 Kt. 7he obtained slope of ln(AriJ/ro)--(3-nt ' n
versus l/T plot is lO-13x103. Then, the stimite& activation energ
term B Is nxo )/#, at is, .,o i coincides ith
BwD-2lO3 obtained xependently from constant stress life tests.

4^ 100
STEP-UP STRESS %

'CIULATIVE RESISTANCE CHANGE L /

So E AdoMDA LIFE, L

> 1 ~L~ROi Posistame (Thunge"- N N I t• 7' : 5% (FL--95%)

V+ 15% (FL =85%)

E 1 - _ _N S T A N T . . .10

FA OTt,'~,s9 NET RE11T C!A*".,T-SIepP#IP=-,,ts=961 o^E] <

. •.- 48hr. , t: 70.00h. C)

- Tep, T = 85t t, " +cf) oB="

'P. T-SteP, t, =120hr. 0 o -9.4x 10 A

(hr., CiPCLED:
STEP-UP STRESS, is

(_FL =85%)_02
22 24 2.6 2B I/T"xIO,

Fri"e 9
Om.0-ative Drift and Life versus l/T Plot

ih' hysteresis due to a sub-degradatim mode has occurred, it is
desirable to cmit the inaccurate data from euxlier stepa and use orly tLe
reliable informtion of higher stress. As long as we use the cunmlatIve
data, slight variations and errors in the plot do not greatly affect the
z !ape estistion. Pituer, to avoid uncertaifnt caused by adoptin, an
unreliable ts value, use ord.ina~ry median life of constant stress.



7.2 0)imulative Failure: Stress Plot Method

A. Introducing Accumilation Rule Into Flailure Distribution

For simplicity, it is assumed here that component failure
fo-l1ovs the WeiLul)._ A-stribution vith shape paxameter' m and scale param-
eter to.

R(t)-expC-e/to)-eVC-lnCt/"')"') (16)

where median life, L-7(to0T2) /M .

If the life is defined as mean life Iptol/m P (..+l/m) , (1':n2)3-/m~ of
enuation (16) will be replaced by F (1+1/m). Now, introducing the accu-
mDlation principle into equation (16), we get

-eV(-( 0 (mpFL) X4'Kji)M)(

'where & (m,MT).m(1n2)l/m/f(FL)
When it is a random failure, @,Kiti vuld be replaced by the sum of
(failure rate x in ), f<Aiti. Por the step stress, putting ti=ts:

.nn(,/Rn) - M.,.s,'n @ + WM& ÷ n,-

vhereC is a correction factor.

Two typical expressions of •r are given as follows:

(1) Tilerml step stress with stress step Sm A(1/T).

The reaction rate in approxinate3y expressed, by Ar-rhenius,or, -.- . Lte h
type, K- A-rex ( -BTi foc rss h orrecti.on term !a given
by~rTP (1-exr-Pt)/(l-exp An this value a-j-Mtot!:-Ally
aproaches to w 1/(l -exB 6), we can consider it almost constant
except initial sternM. U&i-e BSZ3, it is zl~st unity.

(2) voltage Step Stress with an ft-1 Ratio v=(vj.z/V.).

d T e condenser life is ac celerated by increasing applied
diet c voltage V, and it iseress b (I/L)-(V/r) . If V

is increased by an equal voltage increitAV., ZKi or ZVik takes rather
coaqmlex form.7 Th•a, we choose each step voita~e so that the voltage
ratio of successive steps is a constant, v=(Vi.ij/Vi). Ftr this case.
•.• takes a similalr form as
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KiV k(r v 4(^•• ...... *(n-1))=v•k Irv. (21)

'Wee r,.e •n(,-vnk)/(-,-vk)

W•,, we 0 ae v-0..91-1/1.1 and uAsmun the exonent k,5, we get
&.,w -l/(,,-v•)-2.29. The difference of Yf4 a o is only about 10%.

For ther-al stress, from equation (2D), K- ̂ 4ex--.,/T) and
we have

•n(l./1.)-.m.nt 0 Yr.n AT OB.TJn (22)

Th. sl0Op of 1-341i/R.): 1/n Plot equals to ME.

we hve Pr voltage sue"s, from equation (20), KC-A y Vk en v

in'1n(lfi~)-mlnt. 0 v.~ it AY mklnV (23)

.e slope of lnln(l/Rn): •,V plot Is -nk.

B. ]1stimation Procedures of lnL: Stress Plot

The principle of this method is quite similar to the cuxula-
tive drift method for drift failure life estimation mentlone6 in sec-
tion 7.1. An.alogial comparison of those methods is ill..trat.ed in Fig.
10. Instead. of using the knowledge of time dependency of the drift
pattern, we can now make use of the knowledge of failure time distribu-
tion shape. Using the Information of distribution shape, such as
Weibull shape parameter m--l1un(l/R)/Xnt an the obtsane slope of
ln~n(1/R)stress plot from one step stress experiment, that is,
Ababin(l/)/Astress, we can find the slope of 1nL:stressaatAsn~tress or
aln stress.

Assuming the failure follows Welbull distributlon with known
shape parameter a, estimation procedures to get IaL:stress plot are as
follows:

(1) oufdct one step stress expwiment. ,he equal step Inter-
val for thezuvl stress s86 "A(1/T) and., for voltage stress, the equal
voltage ratio IS V(:-I:)

(2) •lot lnln(l/%): 1/Tn for thermal stress and also plot
l3zn(1/16): InVn for voltage stress. We can make use of the ordinary
Weibull chart by replacing t or bIt of the abscissa by 1/t or InV.

(3) Read the shome of plot, that is, mB- 1:nln(l/JR)/4(l/T) t:%
therml stress a n k'al3n(1/R)/AlnV for voltage stress. 7hen, we get
the activation energy term B-Alnt/A(1/T) and voltage accelcration eAxpo-
nent kwMnt/AlV from known a.
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(4) Dav a line vith the slope B passing brough lnto IT.,i on
the lnt:li/T diagrea for thermul stress. 2his line is the estimated
inL:1/T plot. For voltage stress, draw the line with slope k through
Ints v., on the lnt:lnV diagram to get 3AL:lnV plot. If the tg value is
unreliable, use the L value kown from pest ezperiments or obtained
a higher stress level life test.

ONE STEP STRESS EXPERIMENT

Cumulative Degradation : Stress Cumulative Failure : Stress

Linear Functional Transformation
In Ep f tnIn UR

,dIn ,u KNOWLEDGE OF DEGRADATION d In n 1/R
\- St OR FAIWRE FATTERN _ N Stress

XtreIL A-mB or mk
Stress fu K R~exPF(9Ktf) Stress l/T

, , In' yntnb /,R =m -- n V

" =d In t d4In t

ESTIMATED In L : STRESS PLOT

§ ork =An t
= o A Stress

or L

Stress - IT
-'In V

Pigure 1.0

cmarison of Ouilative Degradation and Fai•ure Methods

C. Actual Rnwles

() The step stress experimot for coosition resistor.

Figure U.A shows ln2n(l/1c) :1/Tn Plot for drift failure
and short failure of caKiositimo resistor. he allowable resistanee
changes for drift failure are 10% an 15% (mark o and x In the fire).
9he weibul, shape parameter a in previousy knon to be about 1.45. The
slope of l (l 1 /n):1/Tn is about 3 15 x 10 3 , then B Iestimated as
9 0.3 x 10 . This Is qute near to the value B-10 x 10 3 (o.86ev) ob-
teined from usual constant stress life tests.

(2) Voltage step stress experienmt for z•lar condenser.

'he shape parameter a has been obtained as m'0.75 on
average (Figure 11B). The slope of 1nln(i/Rn):lnV plot in found to be
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sk-3.8. The estimeted. k valu~e In 3.8/0.T5-5-2 idiich shows good coincl-
dance with k-5-3 obtained from constant stress experiuents.

_2Z 24 22 i/rxoo

Drift FailureCOSATTRS
0 FL. =90%, In In upi: i/r(wElOWUuPLML

90 - f. 65% f150 Vol1t ým=072, viol8. 3 hr.
'Shor Fbsirs 210 Vdt m=Q7 td6.3 r

~? Wt

C4IUt CM3iP ;150 Volt STEP-UP STRESS

5 b -TV: lI IO ____ InvPLOT___

1 slpe:No 13-5 x10P0.010UF, 100 Volt

(A) (B) In t or InV (hr, or Volt)50

Figure 21.

Imaqples of C~u~amiative Faibure: Stress Plot Method

D. Additional Coeseets to ~Iplicatioes of the Method

PsGmrding applications of this cnuaative fallore method,
ease reinrks to be sqhasiLzed are as follows:

(1) 2w rapid check of life characteristic variation is
Possible by the noflication of one step stress experiment. First, put
the samples Inde constant stress speified, and plot, conventtional
1110"A21. plot, I.e., lsnU(l/R) :lnt plot to make sure of shape parameter
a *And arter a certain percentage of failure (say, 50%) has occurred,,
transfer the rmainingn saawles to a step-up stress ex~eriuent, succes-
sively, to check 1i or mic by obserwing lubx(l/R): stress plot. We can
check shave parameeter a and .3 or uk on the esae WeIbul maer through a
single evleriamnt.

(2) The failure distribution to whiich this princi~ple is
applicable Is not only limilted. to the Weibull distribution with a can-
stazit shape parameter. When the Weibull shape parameter a Is not con-
intent but the plot transfers In Parallel by the smumt Alut, keeping its
shape unchanged. as stress varies, the life acceleration factor AL is re-
lated. to Alot by lnafaftnt. Thus, *As far as acceleration of failure
pattern Is possible, this method in applicable. If the WeiLbull plot is
not straight, the obtalned. 2lnlr(l/R) :streau plot will. also vary non-
linearly with B or kc times slope.
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In the case Or lop0orIBI distibutiom-for. e~qp ae -Wdl~t-f (t)-( o- e(-n/)• 0 19(t)-aV(lnL-4/2)=]rA, V(t)-eV
(IuL*a ) (epd• •-)-(Lq - the above accumuation rule could be

'ro'ed. into t/L of the epowentul term as lomn as a shape factor
ina•is kept constant for stress acceleration.

(3 i t is vorthwhile to note that the equation simar to
(Ie/L).L)v ( k for coadeoser life ametied above Is often fbund In other
fields ) This equation is generall expressed by:

(4/L)-(s/sr)k (24)

vhere 8 is stress

The endurance life of be ll bearings, rupture strmgth of steel, and
filament life of light bulbs follov this relatioaship, hence, the method
explained here is applicable not only to condensers but also to these
materials.

8. 0onclusion

A. Tfe degradation accumilation princi*le and stress-time trans-
fornution of reaction, theory offer us some useful estimation tools of
caomment life,

(1) 'Be difference betveen failure rate acceleration factor
and life acceleration factor is pointed out. Given the Weibull shape
parameter a, two factos are related by AeA='.

(2) The generalized. eumaatird degradation rule, Z, (ti/Li)"l,
is Introduued. Using this rule, estimation and prediction of comonent
life under successive different stress levels are possible both for
drift and catastrophic failure. The advantage of the method Is economic
evaliation of coommnt life by cobining Its past knovledge of life and
"stress history.

(3) Assming the knowledge of drift pattern or shape of
failure time distribution, lnL:stxess plot Is estimated from the informa-
tion of accumulated drift or -fai3re versus stress plot obtained by one
step stress experiment.
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THE A'PPLICATION OF FAILURE ANALYSIS
IN PROCURING AND SCREENING OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Jayne Partridge, Eldon C. Hall

and

L. David Hanley

ABSTRACT

The procedure for the testing, screening, and lot rejection of
integrated circuits for the Apollo Guidance and Navigation computer is
described. The procedure. based on a knowledge of failure modes, failure
mechanisms and contributing causes to failures in the manufacturing of
-devices, attempts to increase the reliability of integrated circuits. This
is accomplished by screening and analyzing weak devices and -using the
generated data to quantitatively assess the lot for acceptance, rework cr
rejection. The technique, Yvhich is primarily aimed toward high-usage
high-volume devices, was developed after extensive testing of many tens
of thousands of integrated circuits. The process documents included in
the appendix contain stress test procedures, classification of failure
modes, numerical rejection limits per class of failure modes, internal
visual reject-ion criteria, and leak test procedures.

To emphasize the need for the described technique, data is
presented showing variations among vendors and variation among
procurement lots shipped from a single vendor. The contributing factors
to the variations are discussed.

A discussion of the evolution of the process documents is
presented. The ultimate goal of the documents is the elimination or
minimization of detected failure modes. Failure studies have shown that
some failure modes are screenable with high confidence whereas attempts
to screen other types of failure modes merely decrease the life of the
device. In the latter case. the detection during short term stressing of
devices which exhibit long time dependent failure modes is a low
probability event. After one-hundred-percent nondestructive testing,
sample destructive testing, failure analysis and failure mode grouping,
the classes of failure modes in a lot are then weighted in accordance with
screenability and detectability. Failure of a lot to fall within the acceptable
limits will instigate action as to whether the lot will be rescreened,
vesubmifted tojtighter acceptable limits, or whether a portion of the lot
or the entire lot will be rejected. The decision for lot or sublot rej-ection
is based on the traceability of the nonscreenable failure modes to a
critical manufacturing process. The approach presents a continuous
monitoring procedure for qualification of parts and vendors, and creates
an incentive on the part of the vendor to eliminate causes of failures.
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INTRODUCTION

Small-sample stress testing as applied to device procurement
has dubious application for systems with increased high reliability goals.
As a result, one-hundred-percent nondestructive stress testing has
become fashionable. Unfortunately, even the testing and stressing of
entire lots, by itself, cannot assure the elimination of nonscreenable
failures. In an attempt to fill in this gap, an approach will be presented,
using semiconductor integrated circuits as an example, whereby the
frequency of field failures can be decreased beyond the point presently
possible through one-hundred-percent testing alone. This approach is
based on the knowledge of failure modes, failure mechanisms, and
contributing causes during device manufacturing, all of which can be
applied to the screening and acceptance criteria of procurement lots.
The technique was developed after extensive testing, data analysis, and
failure analysis of integrated circuits.

There were two major factors which aided the study and
development of the screening and lot acceptance procedures. One was
the decision to use only one Nor gate, as shown in Fig. 1, for all logic
functions in the Apollo Guidance and Navigation computers. This resulted
in high volume procurement, an absolute necessity for establishing proven
low failure rates of any new device in a short period of time. The second
was the choice of an extremely simple circuit which aids an effective
screening process. The accessibility of the-circuit elemen~ts enables
quick detection and diagnosing of insidious failures without extensive.
probing as required with more complicated circuits. For some failures,
as for example those which are induced by surface conditions, it is
desirable to be able to study the characteristics of the integrated circuit
components without opening the package.

It became immediately obvious that small-sample stress testing
could not guarantee that each purchased lot would meet the Apollo
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integrated circuit failure rate requirements. The MIL-S-19500D
statistical sampling procedure was both not applicable nor practical.
Furthermore, as long as all failure modes were not completely
screenable, one-hundred-percent screening alone was not sufficient to
attain the required high reliability goals. A study of the various failure
modes of integrated circuits created the dilemma whereby some of the
failure modes were easily screened by standard screening techniques and
others only occasionally detected. No assurance could be made with any
reasonable confidence that the devices with these troublesome defects
had been removed from the lot. To overcome this problem, lot acceptance
criteria were established which would identify with high confidence those
lots in which insidious failure modes were not prevalent and screening
had been adequate. Providing an effective failure mode detection system.
-he procedure for lot acceptance is based on one-hundred-percent
nondestructive tests and sample destructive testing. All the failures
generated from the testing are completely analyzed. The failure modes
are then classified by groups and compared to the acceptance ci iteria.
It must be emphasized that the lot is accepted or rejected not only because
of the number oi failures but also on whether the failure modes generated
were nonscreenable or insidious and long-time dependent.

"POWR

INPUTS INPUTS

Figure 1

Schematic of the silicon monolithic dual three input nor gate.

VENDOR SELECTION & FLIGHT QUALIFICATION PROCEDURE

To assist the understanding of the lot acceptance procedures, a
general discussion of the semiconductor part vendor selection and flight
qualification procedures will be given as performed for the Apollo
Guidance and Navigation computer.
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The process begins with an assessment of the vendor's ability to
supply devices, the institution of component standardization in designs,
and the preliminary study of device failure modes. A block diagram of
this preliminary evaluation which precludes any production procurement
is given in Fig. 2. The qualification procurements which supply parts for
the qualification testing and engineering evaluations established the
manufacturer's device processing. One of the indirect results of the
initial procurements is the early detection of new failure modes. The
conclusions of the failure analyses are then fed back to the manufacturer
who in turn attempts corrective action. This cyclic procedure is continued
until the most obvious problems have been eliminated. Additionally. the
early detected failure modes coupled with past experience are utilized to
design the qualification testing.

"1040M FROM

SCREEN AND UURN-4N

EWALUATION

CUALIFiCAT'ON P TO PRODONTION

PROCUREMENT I. 0CUROMENT

SQUAIF:ICATION
TESTINGG]

Figure 2

Block diagram of the vendor selection procedure.

The formalized qualification testing begins when the vendors have
supplied devices representative of their finalized manufacturing process.
It is extremely important that all qualification and engineering testing be
performed on devices fabricated from the identical process used to supply
computer production devices. The qualification tests subject the devices
from various vendors to the extremes of and, to a limited extent, beyond
usage conditions in an attempt to detect failure modes which could occur
in normal applications.

The engineering evaluations are performed simultaneously with
the qualification procedures to determine device speed, fanout
capabilities, noise immunity, and operating temperature range. From
this evaluation, the optimum computer design is developed. It is at this
time that tests are conducted to determine the electrical parameters
which will insure proper device operation in every usage mode and to
establish the logical design rules for the computer.
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The qualification and engineering evaluations determine those
vendors who are capable of supplying the semiconductor part and who do
not exhibit any gross reliability problems. The qualificatim tests alone
ar- 'nsufficient to determine the ability of a vendor to control his proces s,
but large-volume production procurement data fed back from screen and
burn-in supplies extensive vendor history.

Utilizing the data generated during the engineering evaluations
and qualification tests, the specification control document (SCD) is
prepared. The SCD is the document to which production parts are bought.
Based on the qualification by vendors, the qualified suppliers list (QSL)
is formed which specifies the vendors from whom the production parts
shall be procured.

Once the SCD and QSL have been released, production procurement
may begin. Figure 3 pictures the general flow of parts and data as
required for flight qualification. The devices procured by lots proceed
through the screen and burn-in (S&BI) test sequence.

SPECIFATIOPIAM QS

REACT 'ARTS

UNITT
SJECTE

SI • -J AMl REPORT I

J P---- FLIGHT

Figure 3

Block diagram of the flight qualification procedure.

Upon completion of screen and burn-in the lot is stored until
failure analysis is completed. All failed units are catalogued, analyzed,
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and classified to complete the lot assessment, followed by a written
report. If the lot passed, all the devices that passed all tests can be
identified as a flight qualified part with a new part number and sent for
production usage. Onlythe semiconductor part with the flight qualification
part number can be used in flight qualified computer assemblies. From
failure analysis, rejected parts proceed to reject storage where they will
be available for future study if required. In the event that the lot failed
because of circumstances not completely defined through failure
classification, the lot can be flight qualified by waiver. The waiver must
be authorized by NASA and will accompany the computer. In certain
limited cases, parts from a failed lot may be resubmitted for rescreening.

The accumulated data from the screen and burn-in procedure and
failure analysis are utilized to further evaluate the vendor production
capability and his device quality and reliability. This in turn affects a
vendor's continued status as a qualified supplier.

LOT ACCEPTANCE SPECIFICATIONS

The specifications which control the implementation of the process
described in Fig. 3 for the dual Nor gate, are given in the appendix.
These documents will be briefly described to summarize the salient
features.

A. ND 1002248

The Apollo Guidance and Navigation Specification, ND 1002-
248, is the central document on which each procured lot qualification
is based. This document specifies the procedures required for lot
acceptance resulting in flight qualified parts. In particular, ND
1002248, specifies the details of:

1. The operational and environmental stress test
procedures and sequence commonly referred to as the
screen and burn-in procedure. The screen and burn-in
procedure was designed to detect failure modes which
could occur during the normal stress and environmental
application of the device.

2. The electrical parameter tests to be performed during
the 3creen and burn-in procedure. The tests as defined
were determined during the engineering evaluation and
were chosen to detect failures and assure proper
computer operation.

3. Definitions of failures. Failures have been defined as
catastrophic, several categories of non-catastrophic,
induced, and inspection failures.

.4. Allocation of failures. The conditions are defined for
removal from the screen and burn-in procedure of
failures which are to be forwarded to failure analysis.

5. Classes of failure modes. Failure modes are classified
according to screenability and detectability. This
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classification will be discussed in detail in a later
section.

6. Maximum acceptable number of failures per class of
failure mode for all 100% electrical parameter test
stations.

7. Maximum acceptable number of failures for
nonelectrical tests and all sample electrical parameter
tests.

8. The report required for each flight qualified lot. The
report must contain the complete history of the lot with
the specific data and analysis required for flight
qualification.

9. Data and failed parts storage. In order to assure
traceability and future analysis should field failures
occur, the conditions of data and failed parts storage
are given.

10. Contractual requirements to implement lot
qualificativi.

B. ND 1002257

The Apollo Guidance and Navigation specification, ND 1002-
257, defines the rejection criteria for internal visual inspection of
silicon monolithic integrated circuits. This specification was
included in the appendix because of the affect of the criteria on lot
acceptance. ND 1002257 serves a dual purpose in that it is applied
by the device manufacturer during a one-hundred-percent preseal
inspection for removal of defective parts, and by the customer on
a sample basis as a destructive test for lot acceptance. Some of the
problems in a lot may only be detected by destructive internal
visual inspection. Certain failure modes can only be observed
after the sealed and branded device has been exposed to operational
and environmental stresses.

The internal visual inspection criteria were defirled after
most, if not all, of the failure modes of silicon monolithic integrated
circuits were determined. No device is rejected merely on the
basis of aesthetics. Devices are rejected only when a fault which
contributes to a known, potential failure may be visually observed.
The rejection criteria of ND 1002257 do not attempt to reject all of
thevisually observed faults contributing to failure, becausz of the
difficulty of precisely or quantitatively defining faults which are
subject to individual interpretation. It has been our approach that
ultimate reliability will be improved by rejecting to major, easily
observed defects rather than by rejecting to a long complicated
list of qualitatively defined defects.

C. ND 1002246

The Apollo Guidance and Navigation Specification, ND 100 2-
246, which was written after a series of correlation tests, states the
procedures for leak testing of flat packages. It was determined
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that the standard fine and gross leak tests are insufficient for
detecting the entire range of leakers for all flat package designs.
This specification was included because lack of adequate
hermeticity abets some of the insidious time-dependent failure
modes.

FAILURE MODE CLASSYFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE NUMBERS

The essence of the lot acceptance procedures as specified in ND
1002248 is contained in the classification of failure modes and associated
acceptance numbers. Although any failure which occurs in a critically
highly reliable system is undesirable, failure modes may be grouped in
accordance with available methods of elimination. A previous report1

lists the failure modes detected in silicon monolithic integrated circuits
along with some contributing causes and stress dependencies. An updated
list of the detected failure modes is given in ND 1002248, section 4.2.2.
These failure modes which were generated after one-hundred-percent
testing may be classified in the following manner:

1. Special Cases of Noncatastrophic Failures (Group 0)

These include devices which do not meet the electrical
specifications at incoming electrical tests, devices which drift out
of the electrical specification limits during stress testing but do not
-exceeda given percentage drift, and devices which never exceed
the electrical specification limits during stress testing but which
exceed a given percentage drift. These failures do not necessarily
impede computer operation.

2. Screenable Failure Modes (Group 1)

The contributing causes and stress dependencies of these
failure modes are sufficiently well known so that the failure modes
are screenable lto a high confidence through electrical and stress
testing,

3. Nonscreenable but Detectable Failure Modes (Group Ii)

Failure modes which are classified in this manner usually
exhibit intermittency, serious surface problems, or require severe
stressing for screenability. These failure modes are not screenable
at normal, nondestructive stress levels, but are generally detected
in finite amounts at normal, nondestructive stress levels if they are
insidious within the lot.

4. Nonscreenable Difficult-to-Detect Failure Modes (Group III)

These failure modes are generally long accumulative time
dependent at nondestructive stress levels. As a result, detection of
such failure modes during short-term nondestructive testing
becomes a low probability event. Also placed in this category are
failure modes which are nonelectrically detectable, as for example,
a chip detached from the header where the header does not provide
electrical contact and the bonds or lead wires are not broken.
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5. New Failure Modes or Failure of Unknown Causes (Group IV)

If such failure modes occur, studies must be performed to
determine the screenability and the destructive effects of the
various stress tests.

The failure mode classifications described above were listed by groups
in order of decreasing screenability and detectability. Table I of ND
1002248, section 4.2.3, gives the maximum allowable percent failures for
each failure mode classification for each lot processed through screen
and burn-in. As the degree of screenability and detectability decreases,
the failure mode classification is more heavily penalized. The Group 11
and HI failure modes are more heavily penalized after the incoming
electrical teat, because it is of more concern when these devices fail
after they were known to be good. Note that a maximum limit is still
placed on the screenable failure modes. This is done for two reasons.
First, one'can never be one-hundred-percent confident that all potential
failures have been eliminated. Second. the limit sets a guard against a
multiplicity of failure modes which is indicative of poor workmanship and
sloppy control. The limits set on the Group 0 failure modes are, in
general, a guard against careless testing.

The percentages of Table I were based on a screen and burn-in
study of over 200,000 Nor gates. Lots which have not passed the limits
of Table I have exhibited reliability problems predicted by the results of
screen and burn-in and failure analysis.

Table II of ND 1002248. gives the limits of the leak tests and
sample tests of the screen and burn-in procedure. Theoretically, package
leaks are screenable, but the limits guard against poorly executed leak
test procedures. All the sample tests performed, with the exception of
the emitter-base back bias and physical dimensions tests, are considered
destructive. The additional handling required by the shock and vibrations
testing have induced failures in the flat package. The emitter-base back
bias test which is performed to detect surface instabilities will indicate
the surface problems of the entire lot. Although the limit set on the
internal visual inspection appears loose, the limit reflects problems in
interpretation and subjectivity.

METHODS OF LOT REJECTION AND ACCEPTANCE

Because the provisions of ND 1002248 do not explicitly define, at
this time, the various methods of possible lot rejection, a discussion will
be presented here.

1. Lot Rejection

Any large lot of a semiconductor device fabricated from a
continuously operating production line does not necessarily consist
of homogeneous product and is certainly a function of start-to-finish
yield. However, there are some failure modes which when detected
are known to be prevalent in the entire lot. An example of such a
failure mode Is interconnect corrosion which is caused primarily
by the presence of excess oxygen and moisture although thinning of
metalization and heat are aggravants. The primary causes of this
failure mode are usually traced to improper wash and dry techniques
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of the unsealed assembled device, device storage and device sealing.
Another example requiring lot rejection are failure modes due to
surface instabilities. Surface problems depend on the variabilities
of most of semiconductor processing and, if not eliminated, are
known to be prevalent in many lots of semiconductor devices. Lot
rejection is necessitated when failure modes whose causes originate
in the production line affect the entire lot. t

2. Sublot Rejection

Since each lot of integrated circuit Nor gates is composed
of many diffusion lots, sublot rejection is possible if failure modes
are related to the diffusion sublots, and traceability is maintained
after dicing and subsequent assembly. It is the intent of ND 1002248
to reject devices with the possibility of insidious failure modes and
accept devices with excellent reliability potential. The assumption
that sublots are handled nearly identically implies that if one unit
exhibits insidious or long-time dependent failure mode, many
undetected devices will contain that failure potential. Failure modes
whose causes originate in the variations of diffusion, oxidation;
metalization, and etching may not be insidious in all diffusion lots.
Examples of such failure modes are contained in Section 4.2.2 of
ND 1002248 and are al, b3, b8, c2, and c4.

3. Rescreen and Rework

Some of the listed failure modes are amenable to rescreen
by the stressing which triggers or selects out failures. Most of
these failure modes are generally in the Group 0 and Group I
category. If this resubmittal procedure is applied, tighter ac-
ceptable limits should be met.

There are also certain applicable screen procedures which
are not part of the screen and burn-in procedure because of their
lack of universal application, or their effectivity or lack of
destructivity have not been proven. For example, x-raying of
TO-47 package integrated circuits has shown to be an excellent
screen procedure for excess lead length and leads shorting to one
another. However, the technique is useless for devices which
employ aluminum leads, (aluminum is transparent to x-rays) and
the applicability to flat packages has not been proven.

As effective nondestructive screen procedures are
developed, usi, of such procedures on an individual or universal
basis may be instituted.

4. Waivers

Since no specification is perfect, unforeseen contingencies
of the specification may cause lots to fail for reasons other than
device faults and poor stressing procedures. In these events,
waivers become necessary.

VARIATION AMONG MANUFACTURERS AND LOTS

The previous sections have dealt with a description of the system
incorporating the lot acceptance procedure by failure modes. Data will
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now be presented indicating the need for such an acceptance procedure
because of the variations among manufacturers and lots of a single
manufacturer.

Table I is a summary of reliability data accumulated up to October
1964 for the single Nor gate in a TO-47 package, This data has been
previously discussed in detail. 1 The data is presented here to show the
extreme differences in reliability performance among manufacturers.
The screen and burn-in procedure is as described in ND 1002248 except
that Y 2 centrifuge, emitter-base back bias, vibration, and shock testing
were not performed. The electrical failure definitions during screen and
burn-in were any inoperable devices or any device exceeding the electrical
specifications. The percentages include approximately 0.05 to 0.1%
combined induced failures and testing errors. The initial qualification
results are also included in Table I where the failure definition was an
inoperable de-ice, The extreme differences among the manufacturers is
also reflected in the failure modes generated during both the initial
qualification and screen and burn-in. For the data in Table I Manufacturer
A rarely exhibited the nonscreenable, and/or long-time dependent failure
modes while both Manufacturers B and C consistently did. The inoperable
failures generated at computer use conditions for Manufacturers B and
C were of the nonscreenable, long-time dependent failure modes.

TABLE I

A summary of vendor reliability evaluation.

INITIAL SCRIM s am-IN FAiLU RATEM AT USE
VENDOR OUAPICATMN % FAILURM CoNoITIOIS

% FAILURES TOTAL
0 
PO

T  
SO% CON I•OICE

A 5 l.9 0.3 4006%/IOs W (0 MRLUIVS)

* a S.U .7 . 3%/ios bwe (t FkILURUm)

C 55 8.0 '..5 1.8%1IO I3a (14FZILJM)

* TOTAL - ALL ELECTRICAL AND MECKAAL FAILURES

& S ELECTRICAL FAILURES AFTrR INCOM111 ELECTRICAL TESTS

It is interesting to note that the same devices used to generate
the data of Vendor A of Table I have since exhibited a failure rate of
0.0018%/103 hours at 90%i confidence as of 30 August 1965 with no oper-
ational failures. The same devices of Vendors B and C have not im-
proved their failure rates because additional failures have occurred.
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The data of Table I once again points out the fact that there are
differences in the quality and reliability of devices produced among dif-
ferent manufacturero. Even though the general technical procedures of
designing and building semiconductor devices are well known thrtoughout
the industry, the approaches to production control, problem detection and
elimination, and process refinement varies widely among manufacturers.
It is necessary for a qualified manufacturer not only to minimize the
number of failures but also to maintain process control such that a
multiplicity of failure modes does not occur, and long-time dependent
failure modes do not exist. If it is not the ultimate goal of a manufacturer
to design and build reliability into his device, effective improvement can
never be realized through device evaluation, stress testing and quality
control.

The more subtle differences in quality and reliability may be
observed invariations of lots shipped from one manufacturer. The data
of Fig. 4 indicates the numerical variations for the single Nor gate in a
TO-47 package from one qualified manufacturer. Here, only the
inoperable failures are plotted and induced failures and testing errors
have been eliminated from the data. These single Nor gates were exposed
to the screen and burn-in procedure as described in ND 1002248 except
that Y 2 centrifuge, emitter-base back bias, vibration and shock testing
were not performed. Each point represents a shipment lot of 2000 tc
5000 Nor gates. Figure 4a shows the percent catastrophic failures at the
incoming electrical tests. Figure 4b shows the percent catastrophic
failures which were generated after stressing with incoming catastrophic
failures removed. There are fewer points plotted in Fig. 4b than in Fig.
4a, since some lots not used for flight hardware were not exposed to
screen and burn-in.
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Figure 4

Vendor's performance through screen and burn-in vs time.
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Examining only the numerical differences among lots of the same
device shipped from the same vendor, Fig. 4 shows that the percent
catastrophic failures developed an average stabilized region of 0 to 0.1%
at incoming electrical test and 0.1 to 0.15% at electrical tests after
stressing. Most high points above these levels have been correlated to
events occurring at the manufacturer. The high points prior to October
1963 represent the tail end of the manufacturer's learning curve. The
high point at late April 1964 may have occurred due to reallocation of
line personnel in anticipation of line shut down. There was no buying of
the three input Nor gate between June and October 1964, so that the line
producing the integrated circuit was temporarily discontinued. As a
result when the production line was reinstated, several lots after October
1964 indicated a new region of instability. At that time rapid feedback to
the manufacturer from the customers resulted in subsequent decrease of
catastrophic failures during the screen and burn-in procedure.

One aspect of problem areas which the data of Fig. 4 does not
indicate are the failure modes generated during screen and burn-in.
With very few exceptions, the lots prior to June 1964 exhibited only the
less troublesome or screenable faiiure modes and usually each lot would
exhibit only one predominant failure mode. This was not the case for lots
shipped after October 1964. These lots exhibited a variety of failure
modes including the nonscreenable type, but they were waivered because
of some uncertainty of the lot reject levels. It is interesting to note that
several of these lots have already exhibited failures after screen and
burn-in. Confidence in the reject levels has since been established.

It might appear that the high points of Fig: 4 represent only a
small percentage of catastrophic failures. But once again we must be
reminded of the very low failure rates that must be achieved. Referring
again to Table I it is seen that Manufacturer A developed a total of 0.37o
failures after 100% stress tests were performed. Looking only at the
catastrophic failures due to device faults, the percentage becomes 0.2 to
0.250!3. This sample of devices exhibited one predominant failure mode ol
a screenable type and subsequently proved that a failure rate of 0.0018110'
hours at 90% confidence is attainable. In accordance with the data of
Table I and the failure modes generated, the lots with the larger number
of failures of Fig. 4 do not represent a negligible percentage fallout in
light of the required reliability goals.

One might ask how a manufacturer can achieve excellence in
reliability performance, and then for a short period of time relax his
control. The reasons are encompassed in a "state-of-the-art" process
where incomplete knowledge of all the variables or insufficient control of
all the variables (including the human variable) causes inadvertent
changes. As a "state-of-the-art" device approaches excellence in
performance, the recipe for producing the device becomes critical.

UPGRADING RELIABILITY THROUGH THE LOT ACCEPTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS

The lot acceptance specifications provide a direct and indirect
means of upgrading component reliability. In addition to rejecting unac-
ceptable lots, it is readily seen that the lot acceptance specifications
present a formal means of continuously monitoring a manufacturer,
Other than occasionally rejecting a lot, the procedure provides extensive
vendor history with time. If the manufacturer shows a -consistent
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degrading of performance, he is then eliminated as a qualified source
until he shows proven recovery. This is an effective means of maintaining
a list of reliable vendors.

On the positive side, the screen and burn-in evaluation process
sets a procedure for rapid dynamic feedback of information both to the
componesis manufacturer and to the customer analysis, testing, and
reliability groups. This information, in turn, has the potential of
eliminating failure mechanisms. After tailure analysis, the customer
may find some failure modes are eliminable by allowing controlled
process changes, by modifying specifications, or by refusing to qualify
certain designs (i.e., package, device design, or metalization patterns)
which have been found to contribute to failures. The manufacturer
receives from the customer extensive data and failure information which
increases the incentive to study the problems, find the failure causes and,
consequently, eliminate or control them. Both manufacturer and customer
are roused to study screen procedures because of the failure modes
which defy present screening or are difficult to detect.

The lot acceptance specifications themselves are open to constant
study and revision. The appended specifications represent a first ap-
proach toward accomplishing an assurance of needed reliability goals
and have already shown their effectivity. However, as more data is
accumulated, as semiconductor processing and screening procedures
reach new levels, and as failure mechanisms become better known,
modifications must be employed. Since the procedure must be realistic
with respect to needed failure rates, this does not necessarily mean that
all acceptable limits will be tightened. On the contrary, the limits may
be loosened and failure modes reclassified as more assurance of process
control and screenability is developed. Tightening of the limits becomes
necessaryif failures occur during field use, indicating that the rejection
criteria are insufeficient.

The entire approach requires an intimate cooperation between the
customer and vendor with resultant understanding of the problems of
both. The mutual cooperation is necessary to achieve success of the
mission.

COST

The approach presented by ND 1002248 has the potential of
quantitatively defining reliability cost. By establishing limits for the
number of failures per failure mode for lot acceptance, it has been shown
that failure rates of 0.0018% per thousand hours are achievable. The
approach also makes possible future correlation to field failure rates by
the formalized procedure of the lot acceptance specification.

The cost of applying ND 1002248 may occur in one of two ways.
The customer, buying Zromr reliable component manufacturers, may
absorb the cost by buying an excess of units and not using the rejected
lots or sublots of parts in high reliability equipment. The component
manufacturers may absorb the cost by guaranteeing the device will meet
the specification and thus accept the return of rejected lots. For high
volume usage devices, where adequate competition is possible, the latter
approach appears to be the least expensive and most desirable. The
component manufacturer is incentivwly induced to increase his yield to
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the acceptance specification while adequate competition and low unit price
prevents a component manufacturex from attempting to screen out
failures. Attempts by manufacturers to "test in" reliability does not
rermove nonscreenable and insidious long-time dependent failures which
is one of the primary reasons for lot rejection by failure mode. The
actual added cost of applying ND 1002248 lot rejectiontothe manufacturer
has been shown to be equivalent to the cost of standard Group B sample
testing.

In any event, the cost of assuring the success of space missions is
finite and justified. However, for any program, the cost required to
increase component reliability must be weighed against the cost of retrofit
due to field failures. In short, the most effective positive method of
building an economically reliable system is to build the system with
reliable parts.
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PROCESS SPECIFICATION
SPECIAL -CONDITIONING OF NOR GATES

(Flat Packs)

1. SCOPE

1. 1 PURPOSE

This specification establishes the minimum requirements for the
acceptance of Integrated circuit nor gates for use in flyable deliverable
end items. The procedures described herein shall be performed by the
G&N Industrial Contractor as part of incoming inspection, screen, and
burn-in.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 EFFECTIVE ISSUES

The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of this
document form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-STD-750 Test methods for semiconductor devices

Apollo G&N

ND 1002246 Leak test procedures for nor gates.
ND 1002257 Internal visual rejection criteria for

integrated circuits.

DRAWINGS

Apollo "G&N

1006321 Specification control drawing for dual
nor gate (flat packs).

REPORTS

-MIT/IL E-1679 Progress Report on Attainable Reliability
of Integrated Circuits for System Applic-
ation.
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3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 GENERAL

The provisions of this specification shall be applicable to all
phases of acceptance of integrated nor gates to the extent specified herein.
Specific requirements or provisions not covered by this specification
shall be as specified on the applicable drawing or purchase order. In the
event of conflict between the requirements of the applicable drawings,
this specification and other documents cited herein, the requirements of
the applicable drawings and this specification shall govern in that order.

3.2 PROCESS CONTROL

The process covered by this specification shall be controlled in
accordance with the process control provisions of 4.2.

3,2.1 Lot Control

Each lot (6.2.1) of up to 5000 units as supplied by the vendor in
compliance with 1006321 shall be identified and maintained by the
contractor throughout the test sequence, 3.3.1,

3.2.2 Serialization

All units of a lot shall be serialized by the G & N contractor. A
unit shall be identified by the lot number and the unit serial number.

3.3 TEST PROCEDURES

3.3.1 Test Sequence

Each lot of nor gates shall be subjected to tests in the following
sequence:

a. External visual inspection (Test #1).

b. Physical dimension, lead tension, and fatigue inspection
(Test #2).

c. Electrical test (test #3).

d. Thermal cycle test (test #4).

e. Helium leak test (test #5).

f. Nitrogen bomb, oil bubble tests (test #6).

g. High temperature bake test (test #7).

h. Centrifuge Y 1 test (test #8).

i. Continuity open and short test (test #9).
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J. Centrifuge Y 2 test (test #10).

k. Electrical test (test #11).

m. Propagation delay (test #12).

n. Emitter base back bias (test #13).

o. D.C. current gain measurement (test #14).

p. Operation life test (test #15).

q. Electrical test (test #16).

r. Vibration test (test #17).

s. Shock test (test #18).

t. Continuity test (test #19).

u, Internal visual inspection (test #20).

A flow diagram of the above sequence is attached.

3.3. 1. 1 Removal of Failures

Catastrophic failures only shall be removed from the test sequence
at the point of detection and subjected to failure analysis. The point in
the test sequence 3.3.1 where the failure was detected must be recorded
and a set of electrical readings as specified in Paragraph 3. 3. 2. 3 shall
be performed. * All electrical failures at the end of the test sequence
3.3.1 shall be subjected to failure analysis except the incoming marginal
failures as defined in 6.2.3 (a), may be returned to the vendor.

3.3.2 Tests

3.3.2.1 External Visual Inspection

Each lot of nor gates shall be subjected to an external visual
inspection in accordance with MIL-STD-750, method 2071, and
Specification Control Drawing 1006321 with additional requirements to
be negotiated with the vendor, and to be included in the purchase order.

3.3.2.2 Physical Dimension, Lead Tension, & Fatigue

A sample of 10 nor gates shall be subjected to the physical
dimension examination of MIL-STD-750, method 2066, and Specification
Control Drawing 1006321. Five of the 10 units shall be subjected to the
lead tension and lead fatigue tests. Test #2, as specified below. The five
units subjectedto the lead tension and lead fatigue tests are to be forwarded
to test 20 of the test sequence 3.3.1. The remaining 5 units shall be
forwarded to test 3 of the test sequence 3.3.1.
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(a) Lead Fatigue. Leads shall be capable of withstanding the
following test: The Vnit shall be held in a vertica! position
with a 2 ounce weight suspended from the lead to k'e tested.
Two cycles of bending shall be performed A cycle consisting
of moving the body of the unit, 45 degrees from the vertical
in one direction, and back 45 degrees to the original position.
No mechanical damage shall be evidenced after the test.

(b) Lead Tension. Each lead shall be capable of withstanding an
axial pull of 1 pound for a period of 30 seconds. No mechanical
damage shall be evidenced after the test.

3.3.2.3 Electrical Test (Test #3 of 3.3.1)

The entire lot shall be subjected to electrical test as described in
Specification Control Drawing 1006321 with the limits as specified. The
test to be performed on all base currents I all output voltages. VO,
both output currents, In, both collector emitteT threshold currents, 10
and both collector emiVer sustaining voltages V sust D.C. curSiM
gain h shall be measured on only one transis•joif each gate and RL
shall TeO easured on one gate only.

3.3.2.4 Electrical Test (Test #11 and #16 of 3.3.1)

The electrical test shall be the same as performed for 3.3.2.3
except that the maximum limits au defined in Specification Control
Drawing 1006321 shall be raised 4% the minimum limit decreased 4%
ard the VCEO sust. test will not be performed.

3-3.2.5 Thermal Cycle Test

The units shall be subjected to thermal cycle consisting of 3
cy3cles of the fo owin% The units shall be stabilized for 30 minutes
niinimumat +150 C ± 5 C Vn oven. They shall then be transferred to
am oven operating at -65 ± 5 C in less than 10 seconds. The units shall
stagilize for not less than 30 minutes and then be returned to the *150
1 5 C oven in less than 10 seconds transfer time.

3-3.32.6 Helium Leak Test

The helium leak test sh&U be performed In accordance with ND
1002246 using a rate of 5 x 10 cc/atm/sec, as the upper limit.

3-3.2.7 Nitrogen Bomb, Oil Bubble Tests

The nitrogen bomb, oil bubble tests shall be performed in ac-
cordance with ND 1002246. The nitrogen bomb test shall be performed
first.

3.3.2.8 High Temperature Bake Test

The high temperature bake test shall be performed in accordance
witt MIL-STD-750, method 1031, except the temperature shall be 150
:- 5 C and the time shall be 168 ± 8 hours.
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3.3.2.9 Centrifuge Y1 Test

The centrifuge Y test shall be performed with an acceleration of
20,000g in accordance ;ith MIL-STD-750, method 2006. Plane Y is
defined as a force attempting to push the internal lead wires toward 4 he
bottom of the device.

3.3.2.10 Continuity Open and Short Test

The continuity test shall be performed to detect open bonds and
shorts between leads, leads and case, and leads and chip. At test # 9
check 100% at test #19 check 77 units from test #18.

3.3.2.11 Centrifuge Y 2 Test

The centrifuge Y axis test shall be performed with an acceleration
of 20,000g in accordanct with MIL-STD-750, method 2006. Plane Y 2 is
a force opposite to YI as defined in paragraph 3.3.2.9.

3.3.2.12 Propagation Delay (Test #12)

Propagation delay shall be performed according to Specification
Control Drawing 1006321 on a sample of 200 units from each lot.

3.3.2.13 Emitter Base Back Bias Test

The emitter base back bias test shall be performed on 200 units*
as follows. Each base input shall be connected to minus 6 volts with
respect to common emitter via a 10K series resistor in each base. The
units shall be operated with voltage applied at a temperature of 25 0 C
± 50C for a period of 72 hours.

3.3.2.14 Beta Measurement

The D.C. current gain measurement shall be performed in ac-
cordance with Specification Control Drawing 1006321 on the same
transistors as measured at 3.3.2. 4.

3.3.2.15 Operation Life Test

An odd number of units (Gates) shall be connected in series with
the output of the last unit supplying the input to the first unit, thus forming
a "Ring" oscillator with 8 vdc ± 5% applied continuously to the power
terminals of all units in the circuit, ("Ring") oscillation must occur at the
initiation of the test. This test will be performed on all units for a period
of 168 hours ± 8 hours. The ambient temperature shall be maintained at
25 ± 10 0C.

* When samples are selected for tests #12, #13, & #17, the sample shall
be representative of all diffusion sub-lots included in the shipment lot.
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3.3.2.16 Vibration Test

The vibration test shall be performed on random sample of 77
units.* The vibrationtest shall be performed in accordance with MIL-
STD-750, Method 2056, 30g's from 5 to 2000 cps. limited to 0.12 inch
double amplitude, 3 cycles, 15 minutes per cycle minimum.

3.3.2.17 Shock Test

The shock test shall be performed on the same units tested in
3.3.2.16. The shocktest shall be performed in accordance with MIL-STD-
750, Method 2016, 1500 g's, 0.5 msec, 5 blows inall axis directions, 30
blows total.

3.3.2.18 Internal Visual Inspection

The internal visual inspection shall be performed on the 82 units
from test 3.3.2.17 and 3.3.2.3 and in accordance with ND 1002257.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 GENERAL

In order to assure proper control of the acceptance process
covered by this specification, the contractor shall meet all the
requirements specified herein arnd shall provide continuous audit of the
acceptance process to assure compliance with the requirements of this
specification.

4.1.! Inspection

The contractor, through his quality assurance or control agency
shall be responsible for the performance of all inspection requirements
and tests specified herein.

4.2 FAILURE CRITERIA

4.2.1 Failure Analysis

All nor gates failing in the electrical tests specified in 3.3.2 (test
#3, 9, 11, 14 and 16) except the non-catastrophic failures as defined in
6.2.3 (a,b,c, and e), shall be subjected to a failure analysis sufficient to
identify cause and mode of failure. For failure definitions refer to
Section 6.2.

4.2.2 Failure Modes

After failure analysis all failures detected at test 3, 9, 11 and 16
of test sequence 3.3.1, except induced failures and non-catastrophic
failures as defined in 6.2.3 (a, b, c, and e), shall be classified as to the
following failure modes which ar. described in MIT/IL report E-1679.

* When samples are selected for tests #12, #13, & #17, the sample shall
be representative of all diffusion sub-lots included in the shipment lot.
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a. Class A failure modes (class A failure modes are generally
of a type readily weeded out during screen and burn-in).

1. Open bonds due to poor metalization adhesion to the
silicon dioxide.

2. Open bonds due to underbonding.

3. Open bonds due to gold-aluminum eutectic formation.

4. Open bonds due to overbonding.

5. Opens due to nicks and cuts "in the bonding wire.

6. Leads shorting to the edge of the chip or leads shorting
to the package lid.

7. Open interconnects detected only during test 3.3.2.3
due to only scratches with no evidence of metalization
corrosion at the open.

8. Shorts due to metalization scratching and smearing.

9. Shorts induced by the collector to emitter sustaining
voltage test of paragraph 3.3.2.3.

10. Failures due to cracked chip.

11. Opens due to the thinning of lead wire due to poor
bonding procedure.

12. Non-catastrophic failures due to surface instabilities
that are not included in 6.2.3 (a, b, c and e).

b. Class B failure modes (Class B failure modes are of a type
less readily detected during screen and burn-in as compared
with Class A).

1. Shorts resulting from leads touching any other leads
and shorts resulting from leads touching metal
interconnects.

2. Opens in the interconnect due to the gold-aluminum
eutectic formation at the neck of an interconnect.

3. Shorts through the silicon dioxide due to poor oxide
dielectric strength.

4. Shorts through the oxide because the bonds are too
close to the chip edge.

5. Shorts, intermittent or otherwise, due to particles in
the package.
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6. Shorts, intermittent or otherwise, due to free lead

material and fixed extra leads or lead material.

7. Catastrophic failures due to surface instabilities.

- 8. Opens in interconnect at oxide steps detected during
test 3.3.2.3.

c. Class C failure modes (Class C failure modes are of a type
which are time dependent and/or are not easily detected
during screen and burn-in).

1. Opens in the interconnect due to corrosion.

2. Opens in the interconnect detected after test 3.3.2.3 at
oxide steps.

3. Opens in the interconnect detected after test 3.3.2.3 at
scratches.

4. Any failures due to electrically insulating or
electrically high resistance layers forming at the
silicon oxide window between the metal contact and the
silicon or between the layers of metal.

5. Die separated from package header.

4.2.3 Failure Mode Grouping

4.2.3.1 Classification
Following the classification of failure modes from a lot the

electrical failures will be divided into Group I - IV below and the
percentage failure for the lot in each group shall be determined. Group
0 contains special cases of non-catastrophic failures.

a. Group 0. Test 3

Non-catastrophic failures as defined in 6.2.3 (a) and
propagation delay failure of Test # 12.

b. Group 0. Test 9, 11, 16

Non-catastrophic failures as defined in 6.2.3 (b, and c).

c. Group I. Class A failure modes.

d. Group H. Class B failure modes.

e. Group III Class C failure modes.

f. Group IV Any failure, except induced failures, not listed in
Section 4.3.2 or any failure for an unknown cause.
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TABLE I

Test Number *Maximum Percent of Failures

(See Parm. 3.3. 1) Group 0 Group I Group II Group III Group IV

3 0. 5% 0.3s% 0.0816 0.0416 00
9, 11, and 16 1.0% 0.316 0.04% 0.02% 010

* For shipment lots of from 4000 to 5000 units, use the same number
of allowable failures as applied to lots of 5000. For smaller lots, use
percentages as shown in Table I. If the number of unit failures allowable
is calculated to be a mixed number, a combination of an integer and a
fraction, use the integer only.

TABLE II

Test Number Maximum Percent of Failures or
(See Paragraph 3. 3. 1) Maximum Allowable rejects

2 1 defective unit, Physical Dimensions

2 1 defective unit, Lead fatigue and
tension

14 10 units

5 2.0%

6 2.0%

19 1 unit

20 8 units

4.3 REJECTION CRITERIA

4.3.1 Lot Rejection

The failures of a shipment lot shall be classified as specified in
4.2.2 such that the failures can be identified with the groupings specified
in 4.2.3. The maximum allowable percentages of failures from test
number 3, 9, 11, and 16 of paragraph 3.3.1 according tothe failure mode
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groupings of 4.2.3 are given in Table I. The maximum allowable
percentages of failures from test numbers 2, 5, 6, 14, 19, and 20 of
paragraph 3.3.1 are given in Table 1 where the failure definitions are
given in 6.2. Failure to meet any one of the maximum allowable
percentages of Tables I and II or failure to comply with the test sequence
of 3.3.1, the test procedure 3.3.2, the flight qualification requirements of
4.4, or the data requirements of 4.5 shall be cause for lot rejection.

4.3.11 Conformance to ND 1015404

Disclosure of any violation of previously agreed to contractor-
supplier ND 1015404, "Critical Process" list without prior notification
autorrnically fails 'the entire lot. Notice of such deviation must be made
by the contractor to MIT/IL within 24 hours of disclosure,

4.3.2 Sub-lot removal

If the reason for shipment lot rejection can be assigned to failure
modes which are traceable to a diffusion sublot(s), the entire diffusion
sub-lot(s) shall be removed from the shipment lot and t•he provisions of
paragraph 4.3.1 shall be reapplied to the remainder of the shipment lot.
For example, failure modes which are traceable to diffusion sub-lot(s) are
described in paragraph 4.2.2 sub-paragraphs, a 1, b 3, b 8, c 2, and c 4.

4.4 FLIGHT QUALIFICATION

4.4.1 Flight Qualified Hardware

A nor gate is flight qualified when the lot, of which the nor gate is
part, is not rejected according to 4.3 and the nor gate does not fail any
test of the sequence of paragraph 3.3.1.

4.4.1.1 Failure Traceability

Any nor gate failure detected in qualified flight hardware must be
traceable to a lot as identified in paragraph 3.2.1 and to the unit serial
number.

4.4.2 Qualification Report

Two copies of a report justifying the acceptance or rejection of a
lot as flight qualified shall be forwarded to MIT/IL, prior to use in
deliverable end items. The report shall include the following:

a. A summary of screen and burn-in data.

b. A detailed list of the screen and burn-in results which includes
the number of failures at each test station of test sequence
3.3.1.

c. A failure report of all electrical failures, by unit serial
number including induced failures, as specified in 4.3.1 which
includes:
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1. Photographs of each category of each photographable
failure. A minimum of two photographs of each cat-
egory is required where more than one exists.

2. Analysis of each failure.

3. Classification of each failure according to 4.3.2.

4. All electrical test data of each failure.

d. Number of failures in the failure mode groups according to
4.2.3.

e. Date of purchase.

f. Total number of ordered parts.

g. Date code of parts received.

h. Lot identification number.

i. Allocation of all parts from the lot updated to the date of
issue of qualification report indicating the number of units
which passed screen and burn-in, the number of failed units,
the number of induced failures and the number of units
removed from the lot for any other reason.

j. Vendor supplied Table I and Table II, sub group 1 and 3 test
data.

k. A report by lot of all internal visual inspection failures (test
#20 in test sequence 3-3.1) by unit serial number which
includes

1. Photograph of each failure category detected.

2. Classification of each failure according to ND 1002257.

1. A list of all process changes allowed by the contractor in
accordance with 1015404, paragraph 3.3.2.2.

4.5 DATA

4.5.1 Data Storage

Incoming inspection, screen, and burn-in data shall be maintained
and stored by lot number and unit serial number for three years.

4.5.2 Cataloging

Nor gates failing the tests specified herein with the exception of
the external visual inspection and leak tests shall be cataloged and stored
by lot number and serial number for three years. The devices must be
readily accessible for future reference.
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4.5.3 Lot Storage

Units submitted to the contractor as part of the Quality
Demonstration Test shall be stored by contractor' s lot number for three
years. The devices must be readiy accessible for future reference.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

S---~hifs-see~ib•-is•ot-apca~ble- to-this specification. -.

6. NOTES

6,1 INTENDED USE

This process conditions nor gates used in Apollo Guidance and
]Navigation Equipment.

6.2 DEFINITIONS

6.2.1 Lot

A shipment lot is defined as a group of nor gates submitted by a
vendor in compliance with 1006321.

6.2.2 Catastrophic Failures

A catastrophic failure is defined as any device which fails the
electrical tests of Table 11 of Specification Control Drawing 1006321 by
-twice the maximum or one half the minimum limits of that table. 0

6.2.3 Non-Catastrophic Failures

A non-catastrophic failure is any device which cannot be classed
as a catastrophic failure by definition 6.2.2 but which fails according to
-the definitions described below:

a. A non-catastrophic failure at test 3.3.2.3 exceeds the limits
of Table 11 of Specification Control Drawing 1006321 and
does not become a catastrophic failure during test sequence
3.3.1.

b. A non-catastrophic failure at test 3.3.2.4 exceeds the limits
described in 3.3.2.4 but changes parameters from 3.3.2.3 to

"-3.3.2.4 bylessthan* 15%for base current and outputvoltage,
± 10% for output current or ± 20% for collector emitter
threshold current. For collector emitter threshold current
of less than 100 namps, an initial reading of 100 nampa is
assumed.

c. A non-catastrophic failure at test 3. 3. 2.4 does not exceedthe
limits described in 3.3.2.4 but changes parameters from
3. 3.2.3 to 3.3.2.4 by more than 115% for base current and
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output voltage, & 10% for output current, or ± 20% for col-
lector emitter threshold current. For collector emitter
threshold currents of less than 100 namps, an initial reading
of 100 namps is assumed.

d. A non-catastrophic failure at test 3.3.2.4 exceeds the limits
described in 3.3.2.4 and changes parameters from 3.3.2.3
bymorethan ± 15% for base current and output voltage, ± 10%
for output current, or ± 20% for collector-emitter threshold
current. For collector-emitter threshold currents of less
than 100 namps, an initial reading of 100 namps is assumed.

e. A non-catastrophic failure attest 3.3.2.14 exceeds a change
in D.C. current gain by : 15% in test sequence 3. 3. 1 test
number 11 and test number 14.

6.2.4 Induced Failures

An induced failure is a catastrophic failure which through failure
analysis can be proven to be caused by exceeding the stress limits of
Specification Control Drawing 1006321.

6.2.5 Leak Test Failures

A failure at test 5 of paragraphh 3.3.1 is failure to meet the leak
ratetherein. A failure at test 6 of paragraph 3.3.1 is the failure to meet
the criteria as specified in ND 1002246.

6.2.6 External Visual Inspection Failures

A failure at test 1 of paragraph 3.3.1 is failure to meet the visual
and mechanical examination criteria of Specification Control Drawing
1006321 and additional requirements negotiated with the applicable
vendor.

6.2.7 Physical Dimension Failures

A physical dimension failure of test 2 of paragraph 3.3.1 is a
package which does not meet the physical dimension criteria of
Specification Control Drawing 1006321.

6.2.8 Lead Tension, Lead Fatigue Failures

The lead tension, lead fatigue failures of test 2 of paragraph
3.3.1 is a partial or complete severing of a lead from the package.

6.2.9 Propagation Delay Failures

A failure at test 12 of paragraph 3.3.1 is a failure to meet the
criteria of Specification Control Drawing 1006321.
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6.2.10 Failures

Failure of a unit in one or more tests will be charged as a single
failure. A unit which could be classed by several failure modes shall be
classed in the highest alphabetical mode as listed in 4.2.2. A unit which
meets the definition of 6.2.3 (ab and c)shallbe counted inGroup 0 only.

6.2.11 Internal Visual Inspection Failures

A failure at test # 20 of paragraph 3.3.1 is a failure to-meet the
criteria of ND 1002257.

6.2.12 Continuity Failure

A failure of the continuity test is the detection of an open or a short.
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INTERNAL VISUAL REJECTION CRITERIA
FOR

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

1. SCOPE

1.1 This specification defines the internal visual rejection criteria
covering surface imperfections, cleaniness, workmanship, and desigrn as
it applies to silicon plank integrated circuits for use in the Apollo
Guidance Computer.

2. REQUIREMENTS

2.1 INSPECTION

Inspections shall be performed with at least the minimum
microscope powers as specified herein. When the minimum microscopic
powers are not sufficient to determine if the herein specified faults are
present, higher magnifications shall be used. When powers of 80 or
more are employed, a coiumnated light source applied through the
objective lens shall be used.

3. REJECT CRITERIA

3.1 SCRATCHES

A scratch is defined as any tear in the metalization caused by
instruments such as tweezers, probes, vacuum pickups, scribing tools,
etc. Inspection for scratches shall be performed at a magnification of
150 power minimum. The following constitutes rejects for scratches:

a. Any device which exhibits a scratch which reduces the width
of the undisturbed metalization to less than 0.4 mils and
which exposes silicon dioxide anywhere along the scratch is
a reject. (Refer to Fig. 1).

b. Any device, which exhibits a scratch over or along an oxide
step (when the oxide step intersects all but 0.4 mil or less of
the interconnect) and which reduces the width of the
undisturbed metalized conductinLg path to any contact to less
than 0.6 mil, is a reject. (Refer to Fig. 2).
NOTE - It is assumed that ocr,&tches over oxide steps are
electricaily open at the step.

3.2 METALIZATION CORROSION

Inspection for metalization corrosion shall be performed at a
magnification of 150 power minimum. Any device which exhibits any
junction area covered only by untherrnally oxidized silicon is a reject.
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3.4 VOIDS

A void is defined as any region in the metaliiation where silicon
dioxide is visible within the designed areas of the metalization and the
silicon dioxide exposure is not caused by a scratch. Inspection for voids
shall be performed at a magnification of 80 power minimum. The following
constitutes rejects for voids:

a. Any device which exhibits voids at an interconnect which
reduces the width of the undisturbed metalizationto less than
0.6 mils is a reject (refer to Fig. 3).

b. Any device which exhibits voids at a pad or fillet which leaves
the pad or fillet less than 50% of its designed area is a reject
(refer to Fig. 4).

c. Any device, which exhibits voids dver an oxide step (when the
oxide step intersects all but 0.6 milor less of the interconnect)
and which reduces the width of the undisturbed metalized
conducting path to any contact to less than 0.75 mil, is a
reject (refer to Fig. 5).

3.5 MISALIGNED CONTACTS

The alignment of the metalization contact to the silicon shall be
inspected at a magnification of 80 power minimum. The metalization
shall make contact to the silicon over at least one half the area of the
applicable window contact. Any device which does not meet this
requirement is a reject.

*3.6 CRACKS IN THE DIE

Inspection for die cracks shall be performed at a magnification of
80 power minimum. Any die which exhibits cracks in the active circuit,
metalization, or bond areas is a reject. Any die which exhibits cracks 1
mil in length or greater which point toward the active circuit metalization
or bonds is a reject (refer to Fig, 6).

3.7 BOND PLACEMENT

The placement of bonds shall be inspected at a magnification of 80
power minimum. For ultrasonic or bird beak bonds, the word "bond"
refers to the tool impression. Bond placement shall be viewed directly
from above. The following constitutes rejects for bond placement (refer
to Fig. 7):

a. Any bond which is placed such that silicon dioxide is not
visible between the outer periphery of the bond contact area
and any other bonding pad or a silicon oxide edge (unthermally
oxidized or "raw" silicon) shall cause the device to be
rejected.
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b. Any ultrasonic bond which has less than 75% of the bond
azea in contact with the metalized pad shall cause the device
to be rejected.

c. Any bird beak or ball bond which has the wire at the base of
the bond outside the boundaries of the pad or any bond with
less than 50% of the bond area in contact with the metaL~zed
pad shall cause the device to be rejected.

d. Any bond which is , ated in the fillet area and the longest
distance between the bond periphery and edge of fillet is less
tl.an 0.4 mils shall cause the device to be rejected.

e. Any bond contact area made on the interconnect shall cause

the device to be rejected.

3.8 DAMAGED LEADS

Leads shall be examined for damage at a magnification of 80
power minimum. Any lead which exhibits nicks, cuts, crimps or scoring
which cut ihto or deform the wire by more than 25% of the original
diameter shall cause the device to be a reject.

3.9 LEAD WIRES

Lead wires shall be inspected at a magnification of 20 power
minimum. The following constitutes rejectes for improper lead placement
and lead dress:

a. Leads which exhibit sufficient excess length such that there
exists the capability of shorting to another lead, edge or
surface of the die, or to the bottom or top of the package
without deforming the diameter of the lead shall cause the
device to be rejected.

b. When viewed from above, leads which cross one another or
which cross any metalization which is discontinuous with the
pad to which the lead is bonded shall cause the device to be
rejected.

c. Lead material greater in length than 2 wire diameters that
is fixed only on one end, as for example "pigtails", shall cause
the device to be rejected.

3.10 CONDUCTING PARTICLES

Inspection for conducting particles shall be performed at a magni-
fication of 20 power minimum. Any device which contains loose or easily
removable electrically conducting segments of material which are not
part of the device design is a reject. Electrically conducting material
shall include any material of sufficient conductance to cause device failure
of any electrical specification by shorting contacts.
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3.11 WEDGE BONDS

Wedge bonds shall be inspected at a magnification of 20 power
minimum. Wedge bonds which are made at the post such that the diameter
of the wire at regions where the wire does not make metallurgical contact
to the post is constricted to less than 1/2 of the normal wire diameter
shall cause the device to be a reject.

4. PAD, FILLET, AND INTERCONNECT AREAS

The pad, fillet, and interconnect areas shall be negotiated by the
purchaser with the vendor prior to procurement.
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KEY

so*** SCRATCHES WITH

ACCEPT EXPOSED SiO2

0 METAL

C d

c < 0.4 mil

REJECTS d 2! 0.4 mail

-ACCEPT a÷ b kO.4miI
REJECT oa b< O.4mil

Fig. 1. Examples of acceptable and rejectable devices for scratches.
Note that only those scratches which expose silicon dioxide
somewhere along the scratch shall cause rejection.
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KEY
0000 SCRATCH

CID -* CONDUCTING PATH

OXIDE STEPS

CONTACT TO Si

cp*-d * C CI SCRATCH WITH
I EXPOSED Si0 2

METALTA

~~~~Fig. 2 b. ACCEPT, a + ŽN 0.6 mi L
~~~~REJECT, a +bO < 0.6 mu.

METALMETAL

~~~~~Fig. 2b. ACCEPT, a 2t 0.0.6 ig d CEPaŽ. mil.
REJECTEJCT a < 0.4 mumEJCl.0. u
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0000 SCRATCH

cp--.l CONDUCTING PTH
.. OXIDE STEP

MCONTACT TO SiMETAL CPr 0 •

Fig. 2.. ACCEPT. a • b ;0.4 rail.
REJECT. a • b ( 0.4 rail SINCE THE CO)NDUCTING PATH
TO CONTACT IS IS AFFECTED.

ACEP, c•d*ek0.6 .11 SINCE THE CONDUCTING PATH
TO CONTACT S ;• 0.6 mel AND NO OTHER CONTACT

--..iS AFFECTD. ..
REJECT, €•d•e • 0.6 mii.--

00 METAI

00 I
o I

Fig. 2f. ACCEPT SIN; E THE SCRATCH DOES NOT EXPOSE SiO 2
AND a * bo < 0.6 alil.
REJECT, a • b+ 0.6 oil.

Fig. 2 cont. Examples of acceptable and rejectable
devices for scratches at or along oxide
steps.
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REGIONS OF
VISIBLE SiO 2
OR VOCS IN THE
METALIZATION

ACCEPT

//

METAL
INTERCONNECT

ACCEPTe o*b~c < 0.6rmi

REJECT, oa b+ c < 0.6mil

Fig. 3. Examples of acceptable andi rejectable devices for vbids in,
the metal interconnect. Note that the conditions for accept
or reject are the same as for scratches (Fig. 1) except that
the minimum acceptable distance is larger.
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THE METAUZATION

SMETALIZED PAD

METAUIZED FLE

.. '/ - METALIZED INTERt-

ACCEPT IF AREA S (1/2 AREA A AND IF THE RMIUIRMENTS
OF PARAGRAPHI &b. c. d ARE MET.

REJECT IF AREA 6 2! 1/2 AREA A.
AMrEPT IF AREA D < 1/2 AREA E.
REJECT IF AREA D.11/2 AREA E.

Fig. 4. Examples of acceptable and rejectable devices for
voids in the metal pad "~d fillet.
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SREGIONS OF Si0 2
Olt VOIDS IN THE

METALIZATION.

. .OXIDE STEP,

- CONDUCTING PATH
U CONTACT TO SILICON

cp

METAL a

ACCEPT. ae 0.6 vL
OR b2 0.75 •i.
REJECT, a < 0.6 miL
Ot b < 0.75 mil.

Fig. 5. Examples of acceptable and rejectable devices for voids at
an ude step. Note that the conditions for accept or reject
are the same as for scratches at oxide steps (Fig. 2) except
that the minimum acceptable distance is larger. For
more examples of voids at oxide steps refer to Fig. 2,
substituting the appropriate numbers.
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DIE

I --- I-

REJECT I ACTIVE CIRCUIT I
I I

REJECT

REJECT, a CA b 2! 1rail.

Fig. 6. Examples of acceptable or rejectable devices
for cracks in the die.
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ACCEPT IF AiWA- IS MOR -THAN-12 OFTHEKOND-AREA
AND IF THE WIE IS INSIDE THE BOUNDARY OF THE PAD,
REJECT IF AREA S IS LESS THAN 1/2 OF THE BOND AREA.

BOND REJECT

1ILL T
INTERcONNECT

ACCEPT IF a IS LARGER THAN
0.4 oil AND IF THE REQUIREMENTS
OF PARAGRAPH 3.7b AND-c
ARE MET.

REJECT IF a IS LESS THAN
OA mil.

Fig. 7. Examples of acceptable and rejectable devices for bond
placement. Pad, fillet, and interconnect areas are to
be negotiated.
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LEAK TEST PROCEDURES FOR NOR GATES

1. SCOPE

1.1 PURPOSE

This specification establishes the procedures for leak testing of
-Nor gates i a-flat package and the rejection criteria for the leak tested

flat packages.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 EFFECTIVE ISSUES

The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of this
document form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.

Specifications

Military

MIL-STD-202C Test methods for electronic and electrical
component parts.

Drawings

Apollo G&N

1006321 Specification control drawing for dual
__ - _- no rgrtes (fnat-packs)...

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 GENERAL

The three leak tests specified terein are required to detect all
* nor gate flat pack leakersup to 5 x 10- cc /sec. The leak tests shall be
performed in the following order.

3.2 HELIUM OR RADIFLO LEAK TESTS

3.2.1

The helium or radiflo leak tests shall be performedn m accordance
with MIL-STD- 902C method 112, condition C, to the limits specified in
1006321.

3.3 NITROGEN BOMB

3.3.1 Materials

3.3.1.1 Isopropyl Alcohol, Reagent Grade
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3.3.2 Apparatus

3.3.2.1 Pressure Vessel

A pressurevessel capable of storing flat packages and capable of
maintaining 150 psi of nitrogen for 20 hours shall be used. The vessel
must be constructed such that the packages can be removed from the
vessel under pressure to the alcohol bath within a time period of no

.onge -thin three minutes. . . . . ..-

3.3.2.2 Alcohol Bath Container

A container of approximately 4 inch diameter and 1/2 inch depth
shall be used.

3.3.2.3 Binocular Microscope

A binocular microscope capable of magnification of 7 to 10 X
shall be used.

3.3.3 Procedure

Flat prackages shall be subjected to a nitrogen gas pressure of 150
psi for 10 to 20 hours. The flat packages will then be removed from the
pressure vessel ana placed in an alcohol bath such that the top of the
package is under a 3/8 to 1/2 inch depth of alcohol and the alcohol bath
container shallbe under a binocular microscope of 7to 10 Xmagnification.
The time interval from beginning of depressurization to examination of
the packages under the microscope shall be no longer than three minutes.

-- - The flat packages shall then be examined through the binocular micros cop$
in groups of-ii -o-rf-thaxn-25- per person observing and no-package-body
shall rest on another package body. The examination procedure shall
consist of the following:

The entire group of 25 packages shallbe examined
for a continuous period of fifteen minutes.

The criteria of a failure are the following:

Observation of a continuous or intermittent
stream of bubbles emanating from package leak
producing areas during any examination period.

Note: Some packages will immediately emit a stream of bubbles
then stop bubbling. Others will emit an intermittent stream of
bubbles while others will not emit a stream of bubbles uritil a time
period of minutes has elapsed.

3.4 HOT GLYCERINE BUBBLE TEST

The hot glycerine bubble test shall be performed, testing units
in accordance with MIL-STD-202C method 112, condition A, With the
following exceptions:
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1. Glycerine shall be used instead of mineral oil.

2. The failure criteria shall be the observation of a growing
bubble emerging from a sealed area, instead of observation
of a continuous stream of bubbles emanating from the
specimen. The observation of a growing bubble constitutes a
leaker of greater than 107 cc(sec. Note that small non-
growing bubbles may immediately appear upon insertion of
the spEc-ixneii-o-th-e-glye -in-de--to6trapped airi-external-
package voids.
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LIFE PREDICTIONS OF DIFFUSED GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS

BY MEANS OF POWER STRESS

W. C. GIBSON

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
MARION AND VINE STREETS
LAURELDALE, PENNSYLVANIA

Introduction

Accelerated stress techniques 1' 2 have gained general
acceptance as a means of rapidly predicting semiconductor
device life. The technique was initially employed using
temperature as a stressing agent. Later, because of the
belief that normal operating failure mechanisms may be
enhanced by the applied voltage (field), power was also
used as a stressing agent. In this case the thermal
resistance of the device being evaluated was used to de-
term.ne the power necessary to realize a Junction~temper-
-ature-equi-valent to storage temperatures. Little attention
was paid to the manner in which the power was applied.

Results obtained from power stress experiments,
therefore, frequently did not agree with those previously
arrived at via temperature stress. 3 Different failure
modes were observed and different life predictions resulted.
These differences have caused some skepticism as to the
validity of the use of power as a stressing agent, and in
fact, the uqe of accelerated testing as a-means of de-
termining deVice reliability under operating conditions. 4

Considerable effort has been expended to justify the
use of both temperature and applied power as the stressing
agents for silicon devlces. 5 In general, however, life
predictions of germanium translstors are based on temper-
ature stress data only. 2 ,o Mainly, this results from the
fact that germanium has a lower intrinsic temperature than
silicon. Consequently, the power dissipation range over
which one can power stress a germanium device without
introducing catastrophic thermal failures is relatively
narrow. The range also depends on the particular device
design.
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The objective of the work reported herein was to show
the feasibility of power stressing germanium devices to
obtain meaningful life predictions. The general approach
followed in an attempt to achieve the objective was to:

A) Insure that failure modes often observed when
using power stress teohniquese were not the
result of inadequate testing or aging equipment;

B) secure a "safe" range over which the device
could be operateteithout-introducing abnormal
failures;

C) stress sample geoups of devices based on these
findings and predict the device life;

D) compare the prediction with temperature stress

life predictions of this and a similar device;

E) comment on "in service" results.

Device Used

An epitaxial germanium transistor designed for
operation in the low microwave region was used for this
study. The device Is of the diffused base, alloyed emitter,
mesa variety (Figure 1). S102 is deposited on the device
wafer for surface passivation and to protect it from
possible particle inclusion during encapsulation. It is
encapsulated in a TO-18 package. An encapsulation ambient
of nitrogen, oxygen and helium is used. A BaO getter is
included to minimize moisture content. The measured
thermal resistance of the device ia l.3*C/nw.

Special Precautions

The transistor has a relatively large gain-bandwidth
product. Consequently, it is very susceptible to oscil-
lations in standard test sets. The feedback required to
initiate and sustain the oscillati ns is provided by the
measuring circuit and the package.( These oscillations
are of sufficient magnitude to drive the device to
destruction. Failure, due to oscillations, Is recognized
by a surface irregularity between the base and emitter
contacts. This irregularity results from excessive local-
ized heating which causes the base to collector, and
usually, the base to emitter junction to short. Because
of the speed with which this type failure occurred it was
not directly proven the result of oscillations. It was

;concluded, however, from the fact that elimination of
oscillations in the test set eliminated this type failure
during testing. It will be shown later f Section LPower
Stress Evaluation, Part CJ I why oscillations cause the
failure.
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MESA RING DOT TRANSISTOR

EPITAXIAL, p a 0.85a - CM
SUBSTRATE 1 p 0.005 l- CM
"BASE' Sb, CS_5 X 1018/ CM3

Figure 1

A second problem resulted from the small gold wires
required to connect the emitter and base regions of the
device to the header terminals (0.2 mils dia). The wires
are easily burned open circuit by relatively low energy
transients. For short pulses (< 102 Isec) the energy
required for burnout is approxiimately 4.4 x l-o5 Jouies. 8

Opens as a result of transients are easily distinguished
from those resulting from poor contacts or wirebonds by the
characteristic ball which forms at the melted end of the
wire. In general, the transistor element is not damaged,
but is protected by the fuse-like behavior of the wire.

The two conditions discussed above made it necessary
to carefully design and construct test sets specifically
for measuring this device. Oscillations were eliminated
simply by minimizing long lead-wire runs which provided
feedback loops, and by inserting inductive ferrite beads
around the base terminal at the test socket. This was done
by trial and error and required adjustment as the gain of,
the device was improved.
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The new test set design also incorporated a low pass
filter between the test device and the test set circuitry.
In this way transients from power lines, power supplies and
switches of sufficient magnitude and duration to cause
failure were eliminated. In addition, static charges from
test set operators were dissipated by use of grounding
bracelets. The same approach used to eliminate oscillations
and transients in the test sets was used also in designing
the aging facility. No catastrophic shorts or opens result-
ing from transientswere observed for evaluation samples
tested--and-power stressed using this equipment.

Determination of "Safe" Operating Region

Background

Sikora and Miller 5 have done extensive work to de-
termine the reasons for the differences between semi-
conductor device life predictions based on temperature
stress results and those based on power stress results.3, 4

Their general conclusion was that much of the discrepancy
could be eliminated if devices were operated In the region
below hFB (common base current gain) equal unity. If
devices are operated above this region, corrections must be
made for power dissipated in the emitter and for changes in
the thermal resistance. Although their work was done using
diffused silicon mesa transistors, it is reasonable to
suppose that the same conditions would apply to germanium
transistors.

Experimental Approach

Ten transistors, randomly chosen from production
devices, were used to generate an hpB equal unity curve.
The devices were placed in a specially constructed test
circuit, Figure 2, and the VCB (collector-base voltage) was
varied for fixed values of lIeC (collector current) until
hFB equalled unity; i.e., until IB equalled zero. During
the tests, the collector terminal was monitored to insure
that no oscillations occurred. This was necessary because
the base current usually reverses when the device oscillates,
erroneously indicating an hFB greater than unity.

The results of these tests are illustrated by Figure
3 which contains a plot of the distributions of IVCBI versus
the various set values of lICJ for the parameter hFB equal
unity. The plot exhibits a definite nonlinearity through-
out, as the 175mw isopower curve illustrates. The power
capability of the device is seen to decrease drastically as
IVCBI is increased. The plot shows that misleading power
stress results might be expected if the device is operated
above a IVCBI of about 8 volts to supply power greater than
about 150mw.
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hFB MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

H. FFERRITESCOPE

CON~STANT DI

Figure 2

Dominant Failure Mechanism for Operation in hFB >
REgion

The reason for the decrease in the device power
capability with an increase in IVCBI can best be understood
by reviewing the device geometry shown on Figure 1, and the
device impurity profile shown on Figure 4.

The three epitaxial layer impurity profiles shown on
Figure 4 were measured using differential capacitance-
voltage techniques. The base Impurity profile was calcu-
lated using the complementary error function and the
nominal measured sheet resistance and junction depths. The
depth of the alloyed emitter was calculated using the weight
of aluminum evaporated over the device emitter area and the
temperature of alloy. The difference in the three epi-
taxial layer profiles shown results from variations in the
epitaxial layer tl *knesses. It is mainly this variation
that causes the -atively wide distributions in IVCBI for
a given lIcj a. liB equal unity as shown on Figure 3.
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Figure 3

Three different values of Iv I required to extend
the collector depletion region to the epitaxial layer-
substrate interface for three different devices are shown
on Figure 4. When the collector side of the depletion
region reaches this point, additional increases in IVCBI
will result In a rapid extension of the depletion region
into the base. Using the average of the impurity concen-
trations shown on Figure 4, and again applying depletion
layer equations, one will find that for a VaB - -4 Vdc
0.126L of the base region and 0.9% of the collector region
have been depleted. Thus about 2/3 of the base thickness
is swept free of ma.4ority carriers at this low voltage.
Any further increase in fVCEI, therefore, would result in a
severe increase in the transverse base resistance which
causes an increased voltage drop in the semiconductor
between the base and emitter and particularly under the
emitter. Consequently, the emitter starts to severely
debias a1 the center which causes extreme current crowding.
beyond this IVcE1.9-12
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CONCENTRATION VS DISTANCE
INTO SEMICONDUCTOR

1022
pVC8 a -8.2 Vdc

019 VCB -6.?Vdc

0 CBS-525Vdc
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W
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DISTANCE FROM SURFACE-/A

Figure 4

For thin reason, if" one chooses to maintain a
constant TI and step /VcBI to increase the power stress
level, aa TVcBj increases beyond about 8 volts, severe
emitt~er current crowding will occur. For the same amount
of current (constant Ig) passing through the much re'duced
emitter area, the emittter current density will begome
excessively high; i.e. greater than 15,000 amp/c44 at

IE = lOms. The result is thermual runaway, intrinsic
conduction, and finally f~ailure due to local melting.

A failure caused by this mechanism is recognized by
a surf~ace irregularity which results from the melted region.
The irregularity is the same as was observed for devices
that failed as a result of` sufficiently high energy oscil-

, lations. Figure 5 is a photomicrograph of such a failure.
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The melt occurs between the base ring and the emitter
dot adjacent to, or under, the base wire bond for this
device. It occurs here because this is the line of least
resistance during the extreme emitter current crowding.
The melt usually originates at the base gold wire bond and
extends towards the emitter during this period since the
Au-Ge eutectic temperature (3560C) is the lowest melting
point of the structure. It is postulated that failures of
this nature resulting from oscillation occur when the
oscillatiom are of sufficient amplitude and frequency to
cause an excursion of operating voltage beyond the "safe"
voltage during the negative gortion of the cycle. When the
RMS power dissipated in the unsafe" region is sufficient
to cause thermal runaway, failure occurs in a manner
similar to the DC case.

CURRENT DENSITY FAILURE

BIAS SETTING

VCB -8.6 VDC

XTc P- 14.8MADC

PT 127 MW

Figure 5

By eliminating the capability of the test sets and
the aging facilities to oscillate, and by selecting points
within the "safe" operating region, these type failures
will be eliminated. For example if one chooses a constant
IVCBI of 5 volts and steps the current, the device can be
safelyistressed to about 15Omw. (By "safe" it is meant
that only normal operating failure mechanisms will be
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accelerated). As stated previously, the "safe" operating
region will vary from device to device depending on the
design. This is true regardless, of whether the device is
silicon or germanium.

Power Stress Evaluation

Criteria of Failure

The failure criteria used for this evaluation are as
follows:

2. ECBO(VCBO- -lOVdc) > 5AVdc(init>al 5 CBOn h 1.%Adc)
2. 'ýhFE(UC- -5mAdc, VCB- -5Vdc) > 25%(initial hFE k 8)

3. ACob(VCBO= -5Vdc,f-lOOKC)> +25%(Initial COb< 0.6pf)

(ICB0- collector to emitter current, base open)

(VCB0- collector to base voltage, emitter open)

(Cob- collector to base capacitance, emitter
open)

These characteristics were selected on the basis of
performance of this device and a similar device (2N559)
during temperature stress experiments, and because, by
correlation, their stability will determine the performance
of the device in the field. The allowed drift in ICBO,
however, is more restrictive than would be required for
good field performance. The allowed range in hFE is
sufficient, however, to cause field failures.

The collector capacitance was monitored for initial
samples tested in the hope that channels could be detected.
This proved ineffective, however, since, in general,
increases in ICBO resulted from general collector-base
Junction softening rather than from channeling.

Experimental Approach

Five sample groups of devices were randomly selected
from regular production lots. Two of the sample groups
were set for long term, low level fixed stress aging. The
remaining three sample groups were set for intermediate
to high level power step stressl, 2 aging. Table I, below,
lists the pertinent information related to the sample
groups.
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TABLE I

Power Stress Summary

Sample Applied Equiv.

Sample Size Variable Operating Pt. Power Temp*

1 69 Time IIcI-lOmAdc,IVcBI-5vdc 50mw 90oC

2 52 Time IICI-l5mAdc,IVCBI.5Vdc 75mw 1230C

3 20 Stress
4 hrSteps 15mA < IICI < 3omA 75-150mw

4 20 Stress
20 hr 123-Steps 22( CIVcBI - 5Vdc A-25mw

5 20 Stress
100 hr
Steps

*Tj M 0Jc PA + TA, OC - thermal resistancc = L.3°C/mw,

TA = temperature of ambient = 25 0 C.

As the table indicates, sample 1 and 2 were held
constant at 50 and 75mw and measured periodically. Samples
3, 4 and 5 were stressed beginning at 75mw and increased to
150mw in increments of 25mw. They were at these stress
levels for periods of 4, 20 and 100 hours, respectively.
The equivalent Junction temperature was arrived at using a
measured QJC of 1.3°C/mW (measured at IC - 5mA and VCB--5V).
This is Justified since the operating points did not exceed
the point where hFB equals unity; therefore, the thermal
resistance should not vary significantly from the measured
value.

Analysi.s of Results

The data obtained from these tests were plotted to
determine the failure distribution of each group. Samples
1 and 2 were plotted using coordinates of log time versus
percent failure whereas samples 3, 4 and 5 were plotted
using coordinates of linear applied power versus percent
failure. The data points were easily fitted by a straight
line in each case. Table II, below, contains a tabulation
of the time of failure, the applied power and the equivalent
Junction temperature for the five sample groups power
stressed. The 10 and 50% failure points are included.
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TABLE II

Power Stress Failure Rates

10% 50%
Time of Time or

Sample Failure Power Equiv. Failure Power Equiv. Ta
1 lxlO4 hrs* 50mw 90 0 C 1.5xlO5hrs* 50mw 900C

2 3.5x103  75 123 5xl04* 75 123

3 4 105 162 4 141 208

4 20 83 133 20 119 180

5 100 70 126 100 122 184

Extrapolated values

The failure modes observed were increased ICBO and
decreased hFE. Eighty-eight percent of the failures
occurred because of high ICBO and l2f, because of low hFE.
No catastrophic failures sLch as described previously were
observed, although in isolated cases (because of variations
in gain) the devices were operated within the range which
separates the "safe" from the "unsafe" operating region.
No significant differences were observed between these
devices and the others as far as failure mode and frequency
of failure is concerned. These results, therefore, indicate
that the first two objectives of this program had been met.
That is, the capability to safely test and power stress the
device without causing catastrophic failures.

The values of time and equivalent junction temper-
atures listed in Table II are used to construct a 10% a.d
50% acceleration curve. The curves are shown on Figure 6
along with an extrapolated 1% acceleration curve. Coordi-
nates of linear reciprocal degrees Kelvin and log time in
hours are used. The points obtained from the five sample
groups used describe reasonably well defined straight lines.
The activation energy obtained from the slope of the lines
is about 1.6 ev. From t,.3se curves the extrapolated 10%
and 50% life at thg rated temr'rature (1000C) is about
8x 103 and 1 x 100 hours, 'respectively. At 30mw, the
maximum power dissipated by the device in the field at 25 0 C,
the expecteC life is about 6 x 100 and 4 x 108 hours for
10% and 50% failure, respectively.
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POWER STRESS ACCELERATION CURVES
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Comparison of Results With Other Reports

For a general comparison, the activation energy and
median life at 1000C are listed in Table III alqng with
data reported by Dodson and Howard1 and by Peck'% who used
temperature step stress to determine expected life of a
similar device (2N559).

TABIE III

Median Encapsulation
Report Activation Energy, ev Life at 1000C Process

Peck 1.0 104 vacuum baked

Dodson 8
Howard 0.9 3.5 x 10 5  vycor getter

This Data 1.6 106 SiO2 coated
wafer

barium oxide
getter
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The differences in results listed in Table III are
attributed to improvements made in the techniques used to
fabricate this type device. For example, Peck's data was
obtained using devices which were vacuum baked prior to
encapsulation and then encapsulated without a moisture
getter. Dodson and Howard's work was done after the vycor
getter had been introduced. As stated previously, the
device wafer used here was coated with S102 prior to
encapsulation and then encapsulated with a BaO getter.

Although these data were necessarily obtained using
small samples, the use of five such samples and both short
term and long term power aging lend confidence to the
results. A comparison of the results with temperature
stress data obtained for this device lends additional
support.

Long term fixed temperature and short term step
temperature experiments were conducted. Figure 7 is a plot
of the resulting median acceleration curve and the power
stress median acceleration curve shown previously on
Figure 6. For purposes of comparison. the median temper-
ature acceleration curve was drawn parallel to the median
power stress acceleration curve. As seen, the line provides
a reasonable fit to the points. The activation energy

.obtained from the two acceleration curves is, therefore,
considered the same, and since the observed failure modes
for both temperature and power stress were alike, the
failure mechanism is also considered the same.

It In interesting to note the difference in levels
between the median power and the median temperature ac-
celeration curve. Recall that this difference resulted
even though no abnormal failure modesO, 5 were observed
among the failures. Therefore, even after extensive
precautions are taken to eliminate all but normal failure
modes, the predicted life at a given temperature may be
significantly less when power stressed than when temper-
ature stressed. Consequently, it must be concluded that
the associated electric field enhances the failure
mechanism. For any particular device design, therefore,
the electric field •applied voltage) should be kept
constant (and in a safe" region) during power stress
experiments. This will insure a constant electric field
stress for each sample group of the experiment. TI.e actual
electric field enhancement of the failure mechanism,
however, was not determined during this experiment.

The mechanism which caused failure of this device
during power and temperature aging is believed to be
diffusion of gold from the base contact through the 0.15%
base layer to the collector-base depletion region, or
migration of gold or silver or both under the Si02 and
down the mesa to the collector base junction. Such
migration has been observed. The gold diffusion through
the base probably takes place along strain lines set up in
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the base layer when the emitter region Is alloyed. These
beliefs are supported by the 1.6 ev activation energy
resulting from these tests.
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"In Service" Results

Twenty thousand of these high frequency germanium
transistors have been in service for over a year. To date,
from these twenty thousand devices, only eight "in service"
failures have been observed. These eight, through failure
analyses, were traced to failure of another component in
the system. The characteristic molten region shown in
Figure 5 appeared on each device. This type failure is not
normally observed when the device is operated at rated
conditions. It would only be expected to occur if the
emitter current density is greatly increased as discussed
earlier.

An extrapolated 1% power acceleration curve was
plotted, Figure 6, in an effort to determine when "in
service" failures should start occurring. Under maximum
"in service" operation conditions (30mw(max); 6 4 0 Cmax) the
curve predicts that 1% of the devices (200) should have
failed after 15 months of operation. To date, however,
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after about six months of actual "in service" operation no
known normal failures have occurred. This was expected,
however, for two reasons. First, devices which would have
failed the ICBO > 31LAdc end point will not necessarily
appear as field failures, and secondly, few, if any, or the
devices are operated at maximum ratings.

Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from the work reported herein
can be summarized as follows:

A) Meaningful predicted life expectancy of
germanium devices can be determined from power stress
results if test sets and aging facilities do not introduce
failures, and if the "safe operating region of the device
is predetermined and operation is kept within this region;

B) predicted semiconductor device life based on
power stress results are not necessarily the same as when
based on temperature stress results. It was found not to
be the case for the germanium device used for this work
even after extensive precautions were taken to eliminate
abnormal failure mechanisms. Power stress results yielded
about 2 magnitudes shorter life for a given temperature
than did temperature stress results. The activation energy
in both cases is considered the same, about 1.6 ev;

C) the magnitude of the difference between the
temperature stress extrapolated median life and the power
stress extrapolated median life predictions depends on the
device design. For any given design, voltage, i.cl., the
electric field, should be held constant. This will insure
a constant field enhancement of the failure mechanism and
the same transverse base resistance for each sample group;

D) temperature and power stress techniques should
be used during any initial device reliability evaluation
program to determine the difference in magnitude of the
two acceleration curves. If a consistent difference occurs,
(i.e., same activation energy but different life prediction)
the easier temperature stress technique, can then be used
with the necessary correction.
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FAIURE MECHANISMS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONETS

H. F. Church and B. C. Roberts

The Electrical Research Association
Leatherhesd, Surrey, Eglsand

Introduction

The Electrical Research Association has for many
years been investigating the causes of failure of electron-
ic components. Long term tests under fixed conditions
have been made on most types of resistor and on impregnated
paper capacitors; short term tests have been made on
resistors under changing conditions. The effects of
storage on a wide range of components have been investi-
gated. Components derived from AGREE testing and from
field service have been examined. This work falls within
the Materials Department of E.R.A., whose general concern
is with the behaviour of insulatin- materials and dielect-
rics under electrical stress. The work is supported and
guided by member companies and by the Ministry of Aviation.

This paper is a review of E.R.A.'s work on mechan-
isms of failure in components. An attempt has been made
to assemble the many different mechanisms into a few
groups and to point out the relationships between these
groups where they exist. The chart in FiS.i shows these
groups and relationships, and can be used also as a table
of contents for the paper. The number against each group
refers to the relevant section in the text.

This progranmme of research has occupied many years,
and the types of tailure observed do not necessarily occur
to the same extent in current production, the manufactur-
ers having profited by the results of the research as they
became available.

NOTE: Section 4 is missing in this paper.
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Cause of failure of component

(1)(2) (3)
Accidental Accidental Failure dur- Failure in
damage or damage during in- storage service
defect during assembly of of component
manufacture equipment .or equipment \
of component, I .

Failure on Failure in
testing service

[ equipmentJ

Failure on Failure Secondary fai-
testing in lure (due to
orMponentJ service 7 failure of an-

Primary failure
due to defect of
component or un-
suitable opera-
ting condition.

(5) (6) (7) 1(10) (11) (12) (13) (14)j(2)
rlectro- Surface Gas-

Mechan- chemical failure eous
icaIc: a fiue eu

effects of in- dis-
wear, of sulation charges

moisture (track-
TM8 Mw) ing)I

w D ligra- Corro- Mould

tion sion growth

metals

Mechan- Insta- Electro- Local- Mis-
ical bility chemical ised cell-
damage of mat- effects arcing aneous
due to erials in ab- init- fail-
shock of con- sence of iated ures
or vi- struct- moisture by pecu-
bration ion. mechan- liar

Thermal ical to
degra- defect parti-
dation. cular

compon-
ents.

Classification of mechanisms of failure
in

Electronic-omponents

Fig. 1.
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1-. Accidental damage or defect during
manufacture of component.

Examples of failure due to defects in manufacture
are drawn from life tests of resistors and capacitors,
from AGREE testing of equipment and from field service.
The latter two sources also provided a few failures of
other components.

In film resistors, scratches in the film and flaws
in the substrate have led to failure by local overheating
and eventual arcing at the discontinuity. The conse-
quences of this defect are dealt with in detail in
Section 12.

Poor cutting of the spiral groove has occasionally
been found in metal film resistors. Fig.2 shows a partial
bridge across the groove where the cutting tool nearly left
the surface. This defect caused instability on load and
a high noise level.

Figure 2

Bridge across groove in metal film resistor,
caused by cutting tool leaving surface.

A rare defect is the cracking of the brass end cap
of a resistor which led to eloctrochemical attack in a
moist environment. Examples are given in Section 9.

Silver, which is lised by some resistor manufacturers
for making connections, is occasionally applied accident-
ally to the resistive film. Here it causes an unstable
path for the current in parallel with the film, and, in
moist conditions, can migrate to other parts of the re-
sistor (see Section 8). An example of careless applica-
tion of silver is given in Fig.3 together with an electro-
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graphic print in Fig.4. In FiZ.5 is shown a speck of
silver bridging a groove. The silver was ap:ilied before
the groove was cut, but evidently survived the passing of
the cutting tool and was pressed into the bot tom of the
groove, making a fairly permanent conductive bridge. The
alternate heating and cooling during the subsequent life
test caused the bridge to open and the resistance to rise
by about i19.

Figure 3. Figure 4

Figure 5

Fig.3: Silver accidentally applied to body of film
resistor.

Fig.4: Electrographic print, made with potassium chrom-
ate of silver shown A Fig.3. The dark areas
correspond to the light, silver, areas oFig.3

Fig.5: Silver bridging groove in film resistor. Silver
in groove was not removed by cutting tool.
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Fig.6 is an X-ray photograph of two film resistors
with ceramic substrate which failed during cyclic load.
One of the leads in each resistor had been pushed too far
into the ceramic tube during assembly. Heating, or a
momentary surge of voltage probably initiated an arc
which led to a short circuit.

Figure 6

X-ray photograph of 2 film resi.stors,
showing leads causing short circuit

Inadeauate sealing against moisture has been a fre-
quent cause of failure among resistorc on test. The
electrochemical effects of moisture penetration are dealt
with in Sections 8 and 9. Generally the resistors with
a rigid protective coating of moulded plastic or synthetic
resin admit moisture eventually between the case and the
leads. Resistors protected with lacquer may eventually
admit moisture through the sides as well as t>rou,;h the
ends. Thermal cycling either in service or on test may
open crac1 cs through which moisture can enter. In one
type tested at E.R.A. moisture evidently entered at the
ends while the environment was cool and miioist, but became
trapped wheA load was applied. Failure was very rapid.

In paper and plastic film capacitors, conducting
particles can cause local electrical stress concentrations
which lead to breakdown of the dielectric. The effect of
ionizable iinpurities introduced during manufacture into
impregnated capacitors is dealt with in Section 10.
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A gross manufacturing defect in a silvered mica cap-
acitor is shown in Fig.7. The rectangular deposits of
silver were applied as~hmmetrically to opposite faces of
the mica, so that at one corner they nearly overlapped the
mica and touched. Breakdown took place at this corner.
Fig. 8 shows a crack in a sheet from another silvered mica
c&pacitor which led to breakdown.

Figure 7 Figure 8

Silver applied asymmetrically Crack in sheet of silvered
to mica in capacitor,causing mica capacitor, causingshort
short circuit at lower left circuit.

corner.

Fig. 9 shows part of an aluminized plastic film cap-
acitor, in which external connection was made by spraying
the edges with zinc. Some of the zinc had penetrated too
far and, at another part of the capacitor, made contact
with the aluminium of the wrong electrode.

On a small AF transformer a solder tag was incorrect-
ly positioned and because of vibration eventually touched
a vacuum tube screening can.

Figure 9

Penetration of srayed zinc into metallized plastic capac-
itor. The invading zinc aipears as the streaks on the

left-hand side.
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A tap on the inside of a toroidally wound RF trans-
former was carelessly soldered and, under vibration or
heat cycling, touched an adjacent turn and put the circuit
out of tune.

In a silicon Zener diode the wire connecting the
crystal to a termination was severed but made intermittent
contact. Also a short piece of the same kind of wire was
found loose in the case. Thus by appropriate knockin2; or
shaking it was possible to make the device function
correctly, have an opez circui.t, or a short circuit.

2. Accidental damage during assembly
or repair of equipment.

Serious damage at this stage would usually be detect-
ed by pre-service testing. The fault illustrated in
Fig. 10 did, however, escape detection at this stage. The
photograph shows a wire-wound resistor, oriýinally coated
with lacquer, withthree adjacent turns evidently damaged
by a sharp object such as a screwdriver. The wire was
flattened at the point of impact and broken at one point.
The wire must have devel~ped a hot spot at the point of
damage and eventually burnt out.

Figure 10.

Damage to wire-wound resistor during assembly.
Extreme left wire is broken. Two others are damaged.

SolderinC is a hazard to thermally sensitive compon-
ents, which can result in failure after the equipment has
been put into service. An example of this failure is pro-
vided by the small silvered mica capacitors mentioned in
Section 5. The terminal wires were partially detached
from the mica stack during solderin-;, and became discon-
nected during service.
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3. Failure durin' storage of component or equipment.

For the past four years E.R.A. has been engaged on a
programme of component storage. Five identical sets of

components are under different storage conditions. The
range of components includes fixed resistors and capaci-
tors, potentiometers, relays, plugs and sockets, trans-
formers, potted circuits, and semiconductors. The
storage conditions are

(1) Laboratory condition, protected only from dust;

(2) Laboratory temperature, doubly wrapped in poly-
thene and desiccated;

(3) Laboratory temperature in dry air;

(4) OeC, desiccated, as in (2):

(5) -209C, desiccated, as in (2).

The results which have so far emerged from these
tests are as follows :-

Carbon composition resistors have lost moisture and
fallen in value in the dry conditions at laboratory temp-
erature (Nos. 2 and 3 above). This is not a serious
effect, since it takes place in any case when the resist-
ors are loaded, and is reversible.

Some electrolytic capacitors have also lost moisture
in the dry conditions at laboratory temperature (Nos.,2 and
3 above). This loss is accompanied by loss of capacit-
ance and increase in loss tangent. Whether the effect is
eventually reversible has not yet been determined, but if
the capacitors were put into service strai.ght from dry
storage they would be defective.

Some paper-foil and metallised-paper capacitors in
the first storage condition (only protected from dust in
the laboratory) have absorbed moisture with consequent
increase ofcapacitance and increase in loss tangent. The
sealing against moisture is evidently inadequate. These
would be classed as defective.

Among the other types of resistor and capacitor, and
all the other components, there are no significant differ-
ences which can b)e attributed to the storag;e conditions.
It is now proposed to load the components for 10,000 hours

to discover if the storage conditions have had any delayed
effect upon performance.

In addition to the components in the above programme,
E.R.A. has examined components which have failed in

Service stores. The behaviour of one typo of carbon
composition resistor is described in Section 7.2. Large
numbers of vitreous enamelled wire-wound resistors were
also found to be open circuited after storage in an un-
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heated brick building. The failure was caused by
moisture penetratinj to the resistance wire down minute
cracks in the glaze . Contact EEIF's within the
resistor then initiated electrochemical erosion of the
wire. The pattern of crazing was revealed by an electro-
graphic technique using photographic emulsion pressed on
to the resistor body. Fig.11 shows two prints obtained
by this method.

-i
Figure 11

Pattern of crazing in vitreous-enamelled wire-wound re-
sistors. Print was made electrographically.

5. Mech•nical damare due to shock or vibration.

AGREE tests were carried out on batches of ýwo
British coimiunication equipments, one for use in Army tanks,
the other for use in R.A.F.aircraft. The equipments were
reneatedly put throu-h cycles of rapid temperature change
and operated periodically, when hot, with vibration.
Components were replaced as they failed. E.R.A. examined
all the faulty components except vacuum tubes, and found
that most failures had been caused by vibration. The
more interesting examnles of this type of failure are
given below.

Several resistors and small capacitors and many of
one type of RF choke had broken leads resulting from in-
aderuate support. A few cable-forms became detached for
the same reason. In one small metallised paper capacitor,
one lead was pulled off by the vibration. In an electro-
lytic capacitor an internal connection was broken because
bending stresses were transmitted throu,:h the rubber end
seal.
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A hxgh proportion of small silvered mica capacitors
failed by loss of capacitance or instability because the
terminal wires which were crimped around the ends of the
mica stack were loosened during soldering and later
detached by the vibration. Thus there were three causes
of failure: the capacitor was very easily damaged during
soldering; this weakness was hot recognise'd and countered
by use of a heat shunt during assembly; vibration further
weakened the terminal connections.

In a large electrolytic capacitor an open circuit
was found between a solder tag and the rivet which attach-
ed it to the insulated top and connected it internally to
the capacitor foil. Vibration probably loosened an
already poor contact.

A trimmer capacitor with air dielectric failed
because the two sets of vanes touched. The stationary
wt of vanes were supported by a single pillar which
depended for stability on how tightly it was held in a
hole in the ceramic base. Vibration caused failure in an
inherently weak component.

A voltage sensitive relay failed because the plastic
base, on which the whole of the inner assembly was mounted,
broke.

Several sealed relays caused trouble in a keying
circuit because their contacts did not open and shut
simultaneously. Vibration had put them out of adjustment.

.A very high proportion of vibrators failed. The
fault in every case was due to breakage in the same place
of one or both of the leads joininG the operating coil to
base pins. The breakage occurred at a point in the wire
where it underwent oscillatory bending during vibration.
Re-routing the wire from coil to pin might have prevented
this failure.

Several neon indicator lamps became short circuited
because the electrodes were not rigid enough to withstand
the vibration.

P.T.F.E. retains its shape and excellent electrical
properties even at a temperature of 250oC. It has how-
ever a low coefficient of friction and cannot be relied
upon togrip smooth metal parts firmly under vibration.
This short-coming led to the loosening of the reed of a
coaxial relay and the central members of several coaxial
plugs and sockets.

6. llechanical wear,

E.R.A.'s main contribution to the subject of mechan-
ical wear in components has been the study of contact
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(2)
erosion in light-duty electromechanical relays . One
investigation was made of the way in which erosion at
break is affected by the circuit inductance(3). Below
about O.2PH the transfer is from anode to cathode, and
the amount is indopendent of the inductance. At higher
inductances the direction and amount of transfer depends
on the type of discharge.

The volume of transfer is not the only measure of
its effect on contact operation; equally important is
the shape of the pip and crater formed as a result of the
transfer. A tall pip is more likely to caus 9.echanical
locking than a flatter pip of the same volumeT4T.
E.R.A. investigations have shown that pip steepness
increases with the number of operations, and decreases
with the radius of curvature of the contact surfaces.
The use of nearly flat contacts will therefore delay
failure. Pips formed by high-conductivity metals like
gold and silver are steeper than those formed by poorer
conductors.

By correct choice of circuit inductance and contact
material it is possible in many cases to reduce erosion
to a satisfactorily low rate. E.R.A.,is also, however,
investigatin- more radical ways of reducing erosion by the
use of special contact metals and contacts of dissimilar
metals.

7. Instability of materials

Some materials used in the construction of components
may be chemically unstable and slowly degrade until the
characteristics of the component are seriously impaired
or even'until failure occurs. Chemical instability is
more serious at high temperatures and is therefore more
likely in components such as resistors which generate heat
during operation.

7.1. Thermal instability

An example of thermal instability was an early type
of metal oxide film resistor (no longer made) which was
protected by an unsuitable lacquer coatin-. This coating
gradually carbonised, became electrically conductive, and
caused a reduction of the resistance value by shunting the
resistive element. Resistors of 47 KQ (2 watts) and
100 KO (1 watt) fell rapidly in resistance after about
7,000 hours on full load. 47 KO (I watt) resistors
endured 15,000 hours before the detarioration of the
varnish affected the resistance. 1000(1 watt) and 2000
(2 watt) were unaffected even after 15,000 hours on load.

Carbon composition resistors also degrade thermally
when appreciably loaded. The resistive element in this
case consists of a rod or layer of synthetic resin loaded
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with fine carbon :.articles. During long continued opera-
tion under load, the resin decomposes at the high operating
temperature and shrinks, thus increasing the number of
contacts between carbon particles and causing the resist-
ance to fall l. At constant voltage a fall in resist-
ance results in an increase in current and eventual
thermal instability. This effect may become serious
after 10,000 hours' operation under full load but the
phenomenon is not an electrochemical one. The same
effect occurs if this type of resistor is heated excess-
ively in an oven without voltage.

7.2. Effects of moisture

Moisture, even in the absence of voltage, can
adversely affect components. In damp atmosphere, carbon
composition resistor elements absorb water, the synthetic
resin binder swells, and the resistance value increases.
:In some cases a doubling of resi 9tqnce occurred from this
cause after a few years' storage 1 Li On the other hand,
electrolytic capacitors which rely on a moist conductive
electrolyte may slowly dry out if operated at too high
temperature or maintained in exceptionally dry conditions,
and, as a consequence, fall in capacitance and increase in
loss tan-ent. Some capacitors. fell in capacitance by more
than 30% in two years in a desiccated store at room
temperature (See Section 3).

7.3. Incompatibility of materials

Sometimes materials used in the construction of com-
ponents are chemically or physically incompatible. An
example of chemical incompatibility occurred in a wire-
wound potentiometer. The ceramic former contained a
number of cavities in the surface which were filled by the
manufacturer with magnesium oxychloride cement. The
presence of this material was revealed by its alkalinity
and its fluorescence in ultraviolet light. This in time
corroded the resistance wire and caused an open circuit.
In the manufacture of tin oxide resistors it is particu-
larly important that the protective coating is chemically
neutral since the resistivity of the film is changed, at
high operatingtemperature, by both oxidizing and reducing
environments.

In the construction of capacitors, electrically
active impurities shou d not of course be present in the
capacitor unit but it is also important that they should
be absent from materials within the container, since they
may slowly diffuse into the unit and calsy an increase in
the leakage current and dielectric lossY5 . Initial
tests on the capacitor may not reveal their presence.
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8. Migration of metals in the presence of moisture.

Silver is well known to migrate electrolytically in
moisture films on insulating surfaces under d.c. stress.
Its use in components is therefore a potential hazard;
in resistors it can shunt parts of the resistive element,
and incapacitors cause a short circuit. The hazard can
be reduced by adequate protection against moisture.

Fig. 12 shows part of a metal film resistor in which
one branch of a dendritic growth of silver nearly bridged
the spiral groove. It was not clear how the speck of
silver on the edge of the eoove originated& it may have
been accidentally applied during manufacture.

Figure 12

Dendritic growth of silver across
groove of film resistor

In the porous lacquer coating mentioned in Section 9
not only silver but also compounds of copper., derived from
the end ap, were found distributed along the' body of the
resistor and lodging in the spiral groove. Fig.13 shows
two craters in the lip of a copper end cap made by electro-
chemical attack. In Fig.14 is shown a dendritic growth
of a copper compound derived from the brass end cap of
another resistor.
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Figure 13 Figure 14

Electrochemical erosion of Dendritic growth of copper
xim of end cap of film re- compound from brass end cap
sistor. 3 small pits are of wire.-wound resistor,
visible. Cap was of silver- along vitreous enamel

plated copper, coating.

One type of resistor examined employed a turned
brass end cap. The cap had resisted electrochemical
attack even when uncoated with lacquer. In one case,
however, the cap had evidently been cracked while being
forced on to the body of the resistor. The metal exposed
in the crack was severely attacked, and the products of
attack spread down the body. This preferential attack
in a crack has also been observed in a silver-plated
coppe~r end cap.

9. Blectrolytic corrosion in the presence
of moisture.

Failures due to erosion of the conducting film have
been studied at S.R.A. in cracked carbon, tin oxide and
metal film resistors. The conditions conducive to this
erosion are

(1) A relative humidity of 95 - 100%.

(2) A direct potential across the resistor which is

small enough not to drive moisture off by
heating.

(3) A porous or poorly fitting coating.
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Warmth or thermal cycling encourages the effects.
Erosion proceeds wherever moisture connects parts of the
film which are at different potentials.

In cracked carbon films erosion takes place at the
anode where oxygen is released. The film is converted to
carbon dioxide and removed. If a water droplet connects
the film on( J t. sides of a groove, erosion can be
very rapid.

In tin oxide films erosion takes place at the
cathode where nascent hydrogen is released and reduces the
film to metallic tin. The tin thus produced is thinly
deposited and too poorly attached to the substrate to be
an effective substitute for the oxide from which it is
derived. Fig.15 shows a point of erosion. The large
light area is film and the large dark area part of the
spiral groove. The dark semicircular area is metallic
tin, and the small light areas bare substrate, from which
the tin was probably stripped when the lacquer was removed.

Figure 15

Electrochemical erosion of tin oxide film.

In metal film resistors erosion takes place at the
anode. Fig.16 shows erosion on one side of the groove
in a resistor with a ceramic substrate.
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Figure 16

Erosion of nickel-chromiim film in moisture with d.c.
erosion ms on right (anode) side of groove.

Carbon,tin oxide, and metal film resistors of
similar value and wattage from which the protective coating
had been removed were immersed in distilled water and a
small direct potential was applied. The carbon and metal
film were eroded at about the same rate, but the metal
oxide was eroded at less than one hvndredth of this rate.

Although tin oxide is in itself much more resistive
to erosion than carbon or metal the performance of all
three types depends strongly on the effectiveness of the
protection again3t moisture. The most effective
(though not perfect) protection for general purpose
resistors seems to be a combination of several layers of
lacquer and a rigid outer case.

Open circuiting of vitreous-enamelled wire-wound
resistors at the base of cracks or pores in the vitreous
coating during storage in damp atmospýere has already been
considered in Section 3. In this case, the electrolysis
originates from small contact EMP's. This erosion pro-
cess is greatly accelerated if a small d.z. voltage is
applied between the terminations(1).

When a d.c. potential difference exists between
adjacent windings (e.g.,in a transformer) or betweerL a
single winding and a metal case (e.g.,in -transformers and
chokes) corrosion of the wire can occur in moist situations
if the insulation contains harmful hygroscopic impurities.
Such impurities may be present in the wire covering.p in
interlayer insulation, in adhesive tapes used in the com-
ponent and in wire sleeving. Spinning lubricants used
with fibrous insulating material.s are a serious cause of
electrolytic corrosion. Tests are available for checking
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the liability'of materials to cause corrosiona7n(8) d afor the ionic content of insulation materials 5)(9) n

S10. Electrochemical effects in the absence of moisture

glectrochemical corrosion owing to moisture films in
components such as thin-film resistors, transformers, and
chokes, has already been considered in Section 9. Elect-
rolysis can also occur under dry conditions in insulation
if impurities are present which dissociate in the material.
These effects are more serious at high temperatures be-
cause of the increased ionic mobility and they are
especially important under d.c. stress.

One example of this is the migration of sodium ions
under d.c. stress in ceramics and glass at high tempera-
tures. Ceramic or glass formers for wire-wound resistors
must be of very low sodium content. If not, sodium
migrates to the cathode end of the resistive element and
can cause corrosion of the wire or film or detachment of
the film.

Paper capacitors are thoroughly vacuum dried, im-
pregnated and sealed during manufacture, but nevertheless
may fail quickly under d.c. stress by an electrochemical
process if impurities are present which dissociate in the
dielectric. One class of impurity which has serious
effects, especially with Aroclor impregnants, is soldering
fluxes used when making conpections or sealing capacitor
cans. Any fluxes used should be removed before impreg-
nation take6 place. Rosin flux has beer 1 own to reduce
the mean life of capacitors by 100 times(1O). The follow-
ing evidence confirms the electrocnemical nature of
failure in low-voltage capacitors :- under lon, main-
tained d.c. stress visible changes occur which are depend-
eat on polarity. For example, with some impregnants, a
polymer which is fluorescent in ultra-violet light, forms
at the cathode whilst *k*h~aluminium electrodes the anode
beco,,es oxidised. 'With metallised paper capacitors the
anode may be gradually eroded away (with loss of capaci-
tance) whilst the cathode remains intact. The rapid
decrease of life with increase of temperature of paper
capacitors is consistent with this deterioration process.

Some nickel-chromium film resistors sealed in a
ceramic case were found to have eroded on full load (d.c.)
at 700C. Erosion had taken place mainly on the positive
side of the spiral groove on the resistor. This erosion
was evidently electrochemical in nature, although water
was absent. The "electrolyte"' in this case consisted of
rosin in a viscous organic solvent used in soldering the
connections.
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11. Surface failure (Tracking)

Surface breakdown of organic insulation, known as
tracking, can occur on exposed surfacT bYetween electrodes
maintained at a potential difference. It can occur
with less than 200 volts r.m.s. In electronic apparatus
it way occur in moulded plugs and sockets and on exposed
terminal boards. It is initiated by leakage currents in
surface contamination; sparking in the surface films
carbonizes 'the insulating material until a carbon track
grows across between the electrodes. Phenolic mouldings
and laminates, especially if the filling or reinforcement
is cellulosic, are particularly susceptible to tracking,
melamine and alkyd materials are fairly resistant, whilst
silicones are almost immune.

12. Localised arcing initiated by mechanical defects

Open circuits have been found in film resistors at
scratches in the film and flaws in the substrate. In the
period of service before the open circuit occurred localised
overheating was probably caused at the defect, which led
to degradation of the film and eventually to rupture and
arcing. Further damage was caused by the arc itself.

Examrles of scratches in metal oxide resistors are
shown in Figs. 17 and IS. In Fig.18 a scratch crossed
the film track at three places and caused an open circuit
at one of them. The dark material at the open circuit
consisted of remiants of the film and of the protective
lacquer. In a resistor similar to the one shown in
Fig.18 an opencircuit was caused at an existing scratch
by overloading the resistor while it was under observation
through a microscope. An alternating potential was
applied, and, after the open circuit was created, the film
was burnt away at equal rates on each side of the gap.

Figure 17 Figure 13
Scratches in film of a tin Scratch and open circuit in
ox:L e resistora No open cir- film of tin oxide resistor.
cuix was c use&.
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In Fig. 19 is shown another oxide film resistor with
a flaw in the ceramic substrate causing an open circuit.
Fig.20 shows an electrographic print of this resistor made
in a reagent sensitive to metallic tin. The dark area
shows the distribution of tin near the flaw. It will be
seen that one edge of the dark area on the print corres-
ponds closely to the flaw in the ceramic, and that the film

Shas boon burnt away on one side only of the flaw. It is
thought that the tin oxide film was chemically reduced to

¶ tin by carbon derived from the plastic case by decomposi-
tion in the heat of the arc across the original flaw.

Figure 19. Figure 20.

Flaw in ceramic substrate of Electrographic print of re-
oxide film resistor. sistor in Fig. 19, made *ith

cacotheline, showing extent
of metallic tin. The left
edge of the dark (tin) area
corresponds to the shape of
the flaw in Fig. 19.

Another example of a discontinuity in the thin film
of a resistor is shown in Fig.21. The conducting film is
here nickel-chromium and the substrate ceramic.
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Figure 21

Crack in surface of metal film resistor causing
open circuit. The light bands at each side of

the photo are the grooves.

15. Failure due to gaseous discharges

If components operate at high alternating voltage
(greater than 250 V r.m.s.) discharges (corona) may occur
in air or other gas included in the insulation or in the
surrounding air. The gaseous ions in the discharge bom-
bard the insulation, form breakdown channels and event-
ually produce complete breakdown(12). Materials vary in
their resistance to discharges: in general inorganic
materials are more resistant than organic materials. This
mechanism of failure cannot occur in components operating
a-t low voltage, and even at high voltage it is slow if the
applied stress is unidirectional. Discharges not only
lead to breakdown but cause electrical disturbances.
Dust or moisture on a component such as a transformer can
reduce clearance distances and initiate discharges.

Absence of gaseous discharges in electronic com-
ponents can be established in suitable cases with the
&.R.A. Discharge Detector (13).

14. Mould growth

Most component specifications include a test for
susceptibility to mould growth. Common moulds are depend-
ent for their growth on the presence of moisture and
oxygen and on the existence of a suitable nutrient sub-
stance which may be a material used in the construction of
the component or a contaminant such as grease or dirt.
Xn moist air the thread-like mycelia of moulds are some-
what conductive electrically and may canse undesirable sur-
face leakage over insulation. In addition, the host mat-
erial may be badly degraded and chemically harmful by-
products may be formed. In order to avoid mould growth
the proper choice of materials and conditions of use are
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important.

15. Miscellaneous failures peculiar to

particular components

Occasionally failures occur which do not fall into
any general classification. Three examples will be
mentioned.

(i) Some resistors consisting oi a fine wire winding

coated with an organic varnish developed p!ny opgP
circuits during use. This was found to' dteto
gradual embrittloment o'ý the varnish whit .IzAcked
and imposed sufficient strain on the wire to break
it in tension. Fig.22 shows three points of break-
age, all under cracks in the lacquer.

Figure 22

Breakage of thin wires in brittle lacquer
The dark bands are the unbroken wires

(ii) high-K ceramic capacitors, in which the electrodes
were fired-on silver, failed at the edge of one cf
the electrodes. This was because the applied high
frequency stress was highly concentrated at the

-sharp edge and resulted in local heatin6, due to
dielectric loss. Rapid degradation of the ceramic
at the edge followed.

(iii) In polystyrene film capacitors it is important to
avoid any material containing grease or oil. This,
if in contact with the film plasticises it, and
causes distortion and the formation of holes.
Accidental sources of grease during manufacture have
been found to be human hairs and dandruff. These
must be scrupulously avoided since one such inclu-
sion can lead to failure.
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16. Discussion

The authors believe that high reliability of
electronic components is attainable only if the causes of
failure are understood and eliminated in advance by
correct design and production control. A specified
level of performance in short term tests cannot ensure
reliability. It is essential to control every manufact-
uring process so that faults will not develop during
service.

This paper attempts to summarise all known failure
mechanisms (physical, chemical, electro-chemical and
mechanical) which can affect conventional passive
electronic components. The conclusions reached are
based on many years of component and equipment testing
and long experience of "trouble-shooting" in this field.
Although the list of failure processes is long, failures
are rare in the best components, provided they are
properly used.

Very recent electronic devices, especially micro-
circuits of various types, inevitably have not yet received
this long detailed treatment but many of the conclusions
of this paper are of a basic nature and are likely to
apply also to these new developments.
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ACCELERATED AGING AND FAILURE MECHANISM ANALYSIS

OF THIN TANTALUM FILM R-C NETWORWS

N. Walker
A. McKelv ey
G. Schnable
N. Sharp
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Lansdale Division

Lansdale, Pennsylvania
ABSTRACT

Accelerated stress testing of tantalum thin-film
resistor-capacitor networks was conducted to establish a
means of predicting use level failure rates and to determine
the major modes of failure associated with the networks.
Also, a rigorous study was made of the physical mechanisms
of failure.

Accelerated stress tests were performed simultaneously
at a number of conditiorA involving elevated voltage and
temperature as well as at use voltage and temperature levels.
TMe relationships between accelerated stress failure rates
and actual failure rates were investigated. The resulting
modes of failure includes resistance changes and thermal
runaway for the resistors, and leakage current increases and
dielectric breakdown for the capacitors.

Failure mechanism analysis resulted in significant
Information on the causes of the observed modes of failure.
Xn conjunction witih this study, information on the basic

-structure of sputtered tantalum and anodically formed Ta205
was acquired through the use of electron diffraction and
electron microscopy techniques. Plots of the rate of inter-
action of tantalum resistors with various gases were made at
elevated temperatures. In air, the reaction rate was found
to be parabolic. The effect of substrate ion migration on
resistors was also studied. Ta205 dielectric conduction
mechanism studies indicated ionic conduction. Several
nethods for the location of defects in the Ta 2 05 capacitor

SThe work reported in this paper was supported in part by
the United States Air Force, Rome Air Development Center,
under Contract No. A? 30(602)-3287.
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dielectric films were evaluated; the best results were
obtained with a copper plating technique. A detailed study
of the defective regions indicated that crystallization of
the amorphous Ta205 is the principal reason for localized
defects.

It was concluded that the reliability of tantalum
thin-film resistors is very good, and the failure mechanisms
are well enough understood to permit prediction of resistor
reliability under various stress conditions. Conservatively
rated thin-film capacitors are reasonably reliable, but
represent the limiting factor in R-C network reliability.

INTRODUCTION

The work described here was performed to develop
techniques for accurate and economical accelerated testing
of resistor-capacitor networks formed from tantalum and
tantalum oxide films, and for analysis of the physics of
failure of such networks. Accelerated testing, as governed
by physics of failure considerations, can be reliable and
useful only if one of the following conditions exists2

1. A single or predominant mechanism accounts
for the greater part of the failures, and
this mechanism can be accelerated;

2. Failure is caused by more than one
significant known mechanism, and sufficient
information regarding reactions rates as a
function of stress level and type is avail-
able to permit weighing the relative effect
of each for various conditions-of stress.

The construction, testing, and statistical failure
study of tantalum film R-C networks are described, as well

---as the study of the physics of failure mechanisms and their
associated rates. Since the de-ice under study is less com-
plex in structure than many electronic circuits and systems
studied with similar objectives in the past, it is probable
that the work will yield accelerating techniques that will
be widely applicable, and will provide a basic understanding
of all the significant failure mechanisnis. Early work on
this project was previously reported by K. Walker in a
paper on tantalum thin-film circuits1 .

In addition to information on accelerated and use-
level R-C network failure distribution, and tantalum resis-
tor and capacitor failure models, the program thus far has
resulted both in the development of a number of novel tech-
niques useful in film failure mechanism analysis, and in
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considerable information in the area of basic tantalum and
Ta2 05 film structure.

NETWORK LUSCRIPTION AND FABRICATION

The devices tested are networks consisting of an
850-pf capacitor and a 5000-ohm resistor on the same oxi-
dized silicon substrate. The resistor is U-shaped, 10 mile
wide and 250 mile long. It consists of a sputtered tantalum
film with a thermally grown oxide passivating coating. The
capacitor consists of a sputtered tantalum lower electrode
and a dielectric formed by anodizing selected areas of the
Lower electroda. Resistor terminations, conductors, and
capacitor upper electrodes are vacuum deposited aluminum.
The capacitor and resistor are connected internally, and
three external leads are provided so that either component
can be tested independent of the other. The networks are
sealed in dry nitrogen in TO-5 packages. Figure 1 is a
sketch of the cross section of a completed R-C network and
illustrates the various film layers involved. The process
ased to fabricate similar devices has been described by
Walker and Sharp2 .

Similar networks are also made on Corning #7059 glass
substrates coated with 500 A of tantalum oxide.

The preliminary tests of the program were conducted on
resistors and capacitors sealed individually in TO-5 pack-
ages. Their construction was generally similar to that of
t~he components of the R-C networks except that chromium-
gold terminations and upper capacitor electrodes were used
iLstead of aluminum.

I-C Network Accelerated Testing

The network test circuit (Figure 2 ) was designed to
maintain a constant voltage across the network capacitor
regardless of leakage current variations. This was done
b3 means of a Zener diode voltage clamping network. This
clamp, however, would not be in effect in the event of a
drastic increase in leakage current as would occur with
a capacitor short. The test circuit was designed to allow
imitial hourly, and eventual daily, monitoring of resistor
current and capacitor voltage to determine the catastrophic
failure time as accurately as possible. The devices were
removed from the circuit for parameter measurement at 5,
25, 125, 625 hours and will be removed for parameter
measurements every 1000 hours thereafter for units under
the lower stress conditions. The parameters measured in-
cluded capacitor value, dissipation factor, voltage at
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1 na and 25 0C, current at 15 volts and 1000C, and resistance
at 300C. Controls held at room temperature and no stress
were also measured at these intervals and indicated a change
of approximately tO.06% for resistors and ±0.l% for capaci-
tors after 625 hours. These figures represent a combina-
tion of shelf life change and variations in measurement
accuracy.

THERMOCOMPRESSION
BONDED GOLD WHISKER

S102 OR T62 05 7 NPASSIVATION

SUBSTRATE-GLASS OR Si

Figure 1

Sketch of cross section of R-C network illustrating film
layers involved.

To limit the amount of damage caused by capacitor
shorting which would restrict subsequent analysis, capaci-
tor current is limited by means of a series resistor, RLE.
This resistor is varied to allow a maximum leakage current
for the particular test temperature involved. This is re-
quired to allow for the higher operating leakage currents
associated with elevated capacitor temperature.
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DEVICE UNDER TEST
I 1 R

' ..
S- RS LRt._ion 5OOOn•

I N1692I
ZENER
DIODE

Figure 2

Network Test Circuit

There are two ways to effect capacitor heating. If
the network resistor is not under load, all of the heating
Li effected by ambient heating. However, When the resistor
in in operation, the high thermal conductivity of the sili-
con substrate results in the capacitor being heated as a
result of the resistance heating. The temperature which
the capacitor reaches as a function of power applied to the
resietor is determined by means of an infrared thermal
scanner, known an the Philco Thermal Plotter. The hotspot
thermal resistance of the resistor to air can also be
determined in the same manner.

The accelerated test matrix (Figure 3) was designed
to permit variation of capacitor voltage stressing from 0
to 35 volts and of capacitor temperature stressing from
250C to 2250C. Resistor power stressing varied from 0 to
1440 urn, and temperature stressing from 250C to 2560C.
Since earlier work had proven that film capacitor failure
rates are considerably higher than film resistor failure
rates, more attention was given to designing the matrix
to judicious acceleration of capacitor failure. The
matrix contains capacitor test conditions which include
the rated use level of 15 volts and 1250C and the rated
absolute maximum level of 15 volts and 175*C. The con-
ditlons were also selected to permit variation of tempera-
ture stress while voltage was held constant as well as
variation of the voltage stress with constant temperature.
This was done to acquire information relating failure to
stress level.
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CAPACITOR WAS
OV IOV 15V 25V 35V

NO. IN GROUP 20 10 10 10 10
CAPACITOR T 256C 25*C 25*C 250C 250C
RESISTOR PWR. 0 0 0 0 0
RESISTOR T 25eC 250C 256C 250C 250C

NO. IN GROUP 20 - 20 20 20

CAAITOR T 125eC - 125I C 125*C 1250C
RESISTOR PWR. 0 - 7"55nm 0 755"m
RESISTOR T 125C - 146*C 125°C 146C

NO. IN GROUP 20 - 20 20 20
CAPACITOR 1759C - 175*C 175*C 1750C
RESISTOR PWR. 0 - 1094mw 0 1094mw
RESISTOR T 1750C - 2000C 1750C 2000C

No. IN GROUP 20 20 20 - -

CAPACITOR T 2250C 2250C 225C - -

RESISTOR PWR. 0 0 1440mw - -

RESISTOR T 225C 2250C 2WC - -

Figure 3

Accelerated Test Matrix

The 625-hours data included in Figure 4 showed no
catastrophic film failures at conditions of 0 voltages
and accelerated temperature stress or of 25 0C and accelerat-
ed voltage stress. A number of failures occurred during
conditions when both stresses were accelerated, with over
50% film failyres at the 35-volt, 175*C condition, and
25% film failures at the 225°C, 15-volt condition. These
were also a result of capacitor dielectric breakdown.
The conditions resulting in the highest number of failures
were selected as the accelerated stress conditions to be
compared with the use and absolute maximum stress !•vels
for determination of acceleration factors. At this time,
insufficient failures have been achieved in the low stress
levels to allow any but approximate acceleration factor
calculations. A few failures occurred because the ball
bonds lifted off the aluminum pads. Examination indicated
the lack of metal fusion, probably caused by insufficient
heating at the tiie of bonding. Since only actual film
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I

failures are considered to merit extensive study, these
factors were not included in the statistical analysis. No
actual film resistor failures occurred under any of the
test conditions.
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Figure 4

Summary of voltage and temperature stress results after
625 hours of testing.

No large shifts (>5%) in resistance or capacitance
were noted at any of the test conditions. Therefore the
shifts were not included in the statistical failure analy-
sis as failures. The shift data was related, however, to
stress type and level and was used in the examination of
minor R-C network failure mechanisms, such as resistor
oxidation and ion migration. Significant shifts, however,
were noted in the capacitor dielectric resistance, parti-
cularly under high temperature, 0 voltage conditions,
where 100°C leakage current increases of 30X to 40X were
observed. In some cases, particularly under bias, these
shifts were reversed and often resulted in net decreases.
These changes in leakage current had little observed
effect on the first order capacitor parameters such as
capacitance and dissipation factor. This shift therefore
was also studied with respect to dielectric conduction
mechanisms, in the analysis of the major failure mode,
which was capacitor dielectric breakdown.
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Failure distribution analysis was made, through the
use of the Weibull distribution fuinction3 , of the capacitor
catastrophic failures:

Fx - I - exp -( (1)

where: Fx = the cumulative fraction failed at any time,
X,

x - a variable parameter, for this case, - t,

(time),
y - location parameter, usually (0),
a - scale parameter, and

A - a shape parameter.

Substituting t + 0 for x + y, and differentiating (1)
yields

-- =-, t exp--, (2)
dt a a

since, from (1), 1 -FX exp-t-

d(F F tP-1 -failure rate. (3)
SFx a

The value of A therefore is valuable in defining
failure rate as a function of time, since

P = 1 indicates a constant failure rate,
B < 1 indicates a decreasing failure rate

with time,
B > 1 indicates an increasing failure rate

with time.

Equation (1) can be manipulated to the form

(i00n 100 ) l n t - in a (4)
100 - % Failure

This relationship is graphically represented on
Weibull plotting paper (Figure 5). The shape parameter,
p, now becomes the slope of the plot. The fact that 0 is
independent of time and therefore results in a straight line
Weibull plot is a good indication that a single or predomi-
nant mechanism is operative over the time examined. Also,
plots resulting in similar A values, which indicate that -
their failure rates are similar functions of time (equation
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(3)), are probably derived from failures caused by a similar
mechanism. This is so because it is a necessary (although
not sufficient) condition that failure rates resulting from
similar mechanisms are the same function of time. There-
fore, similar P values for both low and high level stress
testing are an indication of a similar failure mechanism
being operative and a good indication of time failure
acceleration.

... ... .

Figure 5

Failure - Age in 103 hrs.

The scale parameter, a, is the ordinate intercept on
the Weilbull plot and a function of Ix at time, t - 1, and
it is also time independent. The ratio of the a values
from two plots achieved at an accelerated (a1) and a use
(a2) condition therefore can be used to calculate the ratio
of the cumulative fractions failed at time, t - 1, and thus
is an acceleration factor. However, there is some question
as to the utility of such a factor since, although it can
be used for cumulative failure ratio calculation -in any
time t - 1 to t - total hours of accelerated testing for
plots having similar slopes or A values, the number of
failures incurred at the low stress level during the time
of an accelerated test (<1000 hours) will, in many cases,
be so small as to result in a low confidence level for the
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low stress information, and therefore make the factor
difficult to validate.

A more useful ratio is the ratio of (t 2 ), or time,
to achieve a specified cumulative fraction failed at the
accelerated stress level to (t 1), or the time reqired to'
achieve the same cumulative fraction failed (Equation (1))
from 1 we got the fraction surviving, or

VR- (- x) - exp(---) , (5)

or, ln FR -

At equal cumulative percent failed (or equation fraction
surviving), the following relationship will apply between
groups at two stress conditionst

t0 2 lt2 ' . .r(6 )
072 ql1

where P is the same for the two stress conditions,
1/0

tj 0,7r-(7)

which is the acceleration factor used in the analysis of
test data acquired in this program.

Weibull plots of the capacitor catastrophic fail-
ure distribution incurred at the 35-volt, 175"C condition,
and the 15-volt, 2250C condition are shown in Figure 6.
With both conditions resulting in failure distributions
having P of 0.45 indicating decreasing failure rates
and similar failure mechanisms. The plots also result in
an a value of 95 for the 35-volt, 175*C condition, and
122 for the 15-volt, 2250C condition. When more failure
data has been achieved at the low stress levels, the above
shape and scale parameters will be compared with those
parameters derived from the low stress data, provided the
0values are similar, to arrive at acceleration factors.

Figure 7 shows the conditions used to validate the
derived acceleration factors. This is done by testing
larger quantities of networks than were tested in the
initial phase of the program, at the two selected accelerated
stress conditions and the two use-level conditions. The
devices are selected from different lots than those used to
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derive the acceleration factors. It is therefore con-
ceivable that the actual failure rates will differ from
those of the originally tested devices, due to uncontroll-
able process variations. However, if true acceleration has
been achieved, and the sam basic failure mechanism is
still operative in the validation sample, the acceleration
factors derived in the validation test should be similar
to those derived in the initial test. The validation test
includes, in addition to larger quantities of units at the
four specified conditions, small sample quantities under
similar conditions of either voltage or temperature stress
as the four specified. This is done to acquire more data
relating both catastrophic failure and parameter shift to
stress, as was done for the resistor oxidation shown later
in this paper.

Tantalum Thin-Film Resistor Failure Model

There are two major modes of failure in thin-film re-
sistors: parameter shift and catastrophic failure, the
latter includIng opens and shorts. Some of the mechanisms
to which these modes have been attributed in the literature
ares

1. Oxidation
2. Precipitation
3. Evaporation
4. Chemical Corrosion
5. Agglomeration
6. Internal Stress Relief
7. Thermal Fatigue
8. Contamination
9. "echanical Fatigue.

In the study of tantalum thin-film failure, many of these
mechanisms can be excluded because:

1. Precipitation obviously does not apply in the
case of a single constituent film,

2. Evaporation and chemical corrosion do not
apply because of the refractory and inert
nature of tantalum film,

3. Agglomeration and internal stress relief
do not apply, based on knowledge acquired
through practical experience or from authori-
tative external sources,

4. Thermal and mechanical fatigue do not a ply
because of the use of thin films (<2500A).
This is supported by program testing.
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The remaining mechanism, oxidation and contamination,
were found to apply in the case of tantalum film. Xn the
course of the initial study, more were uncovered which are
combinations and extensions of these two.

The failure mechanisms believed predominant in
tantalum film failure and studied in this program are:

1. Oxidation,
2. Constriction,
3.. Crystallization,
4. Thermal Runaway,
5. Ion Migration.

Mechanisms 2, 3, and 4 ultimately involve oxidation.

The primary cause of tantalum film resistance change,
particularly at elevated temperatures, then, is oxidation.
This change occurs in the form of a resistance increase
caused by the formation of tantalum-oxygen or tantalum
nitrogen compounds or solid solutions having much higher
specific resistivities than the tantalum itself. Measurable
increases in resistance (0.2%) occurred in 650 hours at
175*C. A median 0.7% increase occurred in 650 hours at
2250C. The only type of failure bf which oxidation would be
a direct cause would be of the drift variety, where a device
having a resistance value at the edge of a specification
might exceed the specification due to a slight resistance
increase. However, almost every catastrophic failure mode
mentioned here has oxidation as its indirect cause.

Thermal Runaway

Thermal runaway results from the combination of two
other resistor failure mechanisms: (1) oxidation, and (2)
constriction. It occurs when current is passed through an
area which is constricted enough to cause a local increase
in resistance, thereby creating a hot spot, which results
in increased local oxidation and further constriction.
This cycle continues until the substrate in the area of the
constriction either cracks or vaporizes, causing ap open.
This type of failure is highly dependent on both the re-
sistor constriction and the substrate material, since they
are related to power dissipation. In fact, the existence of
a resistor hot spot without an actual constriction but due
to a substrate having poor thermal conductivity can cause
this type of failure. The final result of a thermal run-
away on a 5 mil wide resistor failure is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8

Thermal runaway failure.

Crystallization

The majority of the catastrophic failures of resistors
encountered in the initial test phase involving individual
resistors were related to transparent areas in the immediate
vicinity of the gold termination. Figures 9A and 9D are
photographs of a typical instance. Close inspection indi-
cated that these areas resulted from tim high temperature
stabilizing step, which caused complete opens during power
aging testing. Talyuurf measurements showed the trans-
parent areas to be raised rather than depressed, indicating
an additive reaction. Because of the transparent nature
of the material, it was assumed that there was a high rate
of oxidation in the immediate areas of the termination,
since tantalum pentoxide is transparent. As this occurred
mainly during the high temperature stabilization bake,
when the entire resistor surface was at the same tempera-
ture, the preferential oxidation in the termination area
must have been due to a reduction of effectiveness of the
protective self-limiting oxide film.

The existence of impurity nucleated crystallization
has been reported by Vermilyea 4 and recognized by many
others in bulk silicon and tantalum oxides. We have had
indications of this phenomenon in capacitor failure analy-
sis and recognize it as a potential basic failure mechanism.

2Thease with which gold diffuses into many materials,
including tantalum, leads to the suspicion that the exist-
ence of gold in the tantalum adjacent to the termination
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could act as a nucleation center for crystal growth. Sub-
stitution of aluminum for the gold-over-chromium termina-
tions has eliminated the termination transparent areas in
the R-C networks.

Figure 9

Photomicrographs of resistor affacbedtycrystallizationt
(a) resietor terminatlon area, and
(b) structure of crystallized area.

The curve of resistivity versus time in air at ele-
vated temperature (Figure 10) indicates three areas of
varying resistance stability (or curve slopes) with time.
The initial and final parts of the curve, relative to the
center portion, indicate unstable films. Stability is
obtained in the film resistors by:

1. An initial 1-hour stabilization steg,
2. Working with as thick a film (>600 A) as

possible.

This has the effect of placing the resistors in the
central or most stable portion of the curve, minimizing the
slope (a process control measurement) in that part of the
curve.

In the oxidation study, R-vereus-time curves were
plotted at a number of different temperatures and the films
were studied at various intervals of oxidation.
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Figure 10

Sheet Resistivity vs. Time at 4200 C in air.

Initial exposure of the film to high temperature in an
air ambient resulted in a rapid increase in resistance and an
itmuediate increase in the negative temperature coefficient.
Examination of the film at this point indicated none of the
surface interference color 'which iu associated with surface
oxide formation. Furthermore, Talysurf measurement indicat-
ed no significant increase in thickness, also nqiially
associated with surface oxidation. A plot of th6 growth of
oxide above the original surface is given in Figure 11.

70"

l 2 1 4 1S

Figure 11

Growth of Oxide above Original Surface
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It is believed that the initial increase in resistance
is caused by oxygen dissolution into the tantalum and the
formation of a tantalum-oxygen solid solution having a
relatively high specific resistivity. The oxygen is be-
lieved to come from one or all of the following sources:

1. External, resulting in a process rate
limited by the diffusion of 02 through the
film,

2. Grain boundary occlusion as a result of
the sputtering process,

3. Substrate occlusion.

The oxygen dissolution theory has been postulated by
Kofstadloand Basseches 6 .

In the second period of film oxidation, a con--
siderable decrease in the resistance increase rate is
noted, no further increase in negative TCR is indicated,
a surface interference color begins to form, and thick-
ness increases have been measured. In this area the tanta-
lum oxidation rate is limited by the formation of a dense
surface oxide layer, which in turn limits oxygen diffusion
and results in a self-reduction of growth rate. Since the
oxide is a nonconductor, oxide growth results in a calcu-
able increase in resistance, given by

AR- o-', (8)

w(To - Toxide)

where Ro - initial resistance,
1 = line length,
w - line width,
A - specific resistivity of the Ta filn,

To = initial film, and
Toxide - thickness of Ta converted to surface oxide.

This equation approaches infinity as the thickness of
the tantalum converted to oxide approaches the initial
thickness. For this reason, the inherent stability of a
stabilized film is a function of the initial film thick-
ness. This also explains the increased slope encountered at
the end of the resistance-versus-time curves.

Similar experiments were conducted to observe surface
reaction effects in various other media, namely dry oxygen,
dry nitrogen, and vacuum. The activation energy obtained
from Arrhenius plots was similar in each case - running
between 30,000 and 35,000 calories per gram mole. The
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reaction rate was 0.4 to 0.5 as great in nitrogen as in
oxygen or in air (Figure 12).

-RATE OF• CHAN OF CONDUCTANCE %/MINUTE

I/ I

Figure 12

Plots of reaction rate of tantalum in dry 02 and in dry N2 .

Resistance Change by an lon-Miuration Mechanism

Typically, a gradual increase in resistance is ob-
served on tantalum thin-film resPitors when these resistors
are life-stressed by temperature, power, or a combination of
the two. This increase in resistance is generally attri-
buted to oxidation. However, it was also observed during
the RADC accelerated stress tests on resistors that, in
certain cases, a negative change in resistance occurs.
U-shaped resistors on oxidized silicon substrates on power
stress showed initial declines in resistance, followed by
the expected increase. The decreases were more rapid and
ended sooner at the higher power stress. The maximum de-
cline was about 2% regardless of the magnitude of the stress.
It was proposed that this effect could be explained by an
ion migration mechanism whereby mobile ions from regions on
the substrate surface adjacent to the resistors are caused
to migrate and accumulate along the resistor length under
the influence of an applied electric field.

To study this ion migration phenomenon proposed as a
failure mechanism in resistors, a pattern of adjacent,
parallel resistors having various spacings was used as a
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vehicle. The ion migration experiments involved applying
a d-c potential between adjacent resistors and comparing
the resistance values of these resistors before and after:
the application of the electric field.

Two phenomena which might be expected as the ultimate
result of ion migration are:

1. An increase in the resistance of the re-
sistor biased positively, and

2. A decrease in the resistance of the resistor
biased negatively.

Figure 13 represents the layout of the resistors in
the test vehicle. Individual resistors were used as con-
trols so that orginary oxidation effects produced by am-
bient temperature could be taken into account when analyz-
ing the resistance change of the biased resistors.

.0 SPACING BETWEEN
PARALLEL RESISTORS

Figure 13

Ion Migration Test Pattern

In preliminary experiments, a 65-hour application of
215 volts at 25 0 C between Ta resistors 2 mils apart result-
ed in a 3% increase in resistance of the resistor which was
biased positively. The negatively biased adjacent resistor,
and control 'resistors on the same chip which were not biased,
remained essentially unchanged, The experiment was perform-
ed in room air (50% relative humidity). Microscopic examina-
tion of the biased resistor pair indicated the side of the
positively biased resistor facing the adjacent resistor be-
came discolored. It was concluded that migration of ions,
presumably arising as a result of absorbed moisture on the
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surface or by transfer of oxygen ions, from the Ta 2 05
covered glass, to the metal film, produced an anodization
process along the inside edge of the positively biased
resistor, resulting in the observed resistance increase.

Experiments at 280 0C with 215 volts applied for
24 hours between resistors separated by 0.5 mil have re-
sulted in decreases in the resistance-of the negatively
biased resistor relative to the adjacent positively biased
resistor, or to unbiased resistors on the same chip.

The possibility of the observed resistance decreases
being due to annealing effects was ruled out by the controls,
which are unbiased resistors on the same chip. Thus it
appears that cation migration can reduce resistance values
of resistors.

The following data support the logical assumption
that accumulated ions can be redistributed by reversing
the polarity o! the applied field. Two sealed R-C net-
works, which were part of a group of devices subjected to
an RADC acceleration power stress test (85 V, 1440 mw),
were evaluated for ion migration. These units had shown
a negative change in resistance of -2% after five hours,
and then a gradual increase in resistance approaching
their initial values. The sam bias of 85 volts which
the units had undergone during accelerated stressing was
applied, but in the reverse direction. After one hour,
the resistances were measured and the field was again
reversed. The results are shown below.

3WJLUS_4IhT # R4-108

Initial Reading 47740 50100
Polarity Reversed

1 hour at 85 V 47220 49930
Change -1.1% -0.33%

Polarity Reversed
1 Hour at 85 V 47400 50050
Change +0.4% +0.24%

A significant negative change in resistance was ob-
served in one hour. These resistors are U-shaped and the
adjacent parallel portions of the resistor are 10 mils
apart. Applying a potential of 85 volts produces an
electric field of 8.5 V/mil between the resistor legs
near the ten inals, and lower fields near the middle of
the resistor.
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Experiments were also performed, using autoradio-
graphic techniques with radioactive sodium, to demonstrate
that sodium ion migration, particularly on surfaces of
"*alkali-free" glass, is a si-.ificant factor which limits
the stability of resistors. These experiments clearly
demonstrated that sodium ions, when present on the surface
of the Corning #7059 glass of R-C networks, migrate in an
electric fie ld.

Work dealing with the autoradiographic technique
employed to show the ion migration phenomenon was done by
Dr. S. S. Choi 7 of the Ford Scientific Laboratory, Blue
Bell, Pennsylvania.

Capacitor The rmal Runaway

Capacitors fabricated on either oxidized silicon
substrates or Ta 205 coated glass substrates showed a
high incidence of dielectric failures and catastrophic
increases in leakage current on elevated temperature
plus bias stressing. The failure mode is characterized
by current runaway. Once a high localized current starts,
the Ta 2 05 dielectric in the path of the current is heated,
lowering the resistance of the dielectric and causing current
to increase further until a failure occurs. A tantalum
thin-film capacitor with low resistance in series with it
that exhibits this type of failure usually ends as an
open as sufficient current passes through the capacitor to
burn open some part of the tantalum under the anodized di-
electric. A higher resistance in series with the capaci-
tor prevents the lower electrode from opening and so leaves
the final failure a shorted dieloctric.

Any contributory factor which produces a temporary or
permanent weak point in the capacitor dielectric can initi-
ate a thermal runaway type of failure. It is felt that
this failure mode is caused by localized impurity nucleated
crystallization of the dielectric during anodization.
Application of high fields and temperature accelerate the
nucleation and the growth of the already nucleated crystals.

Dielectric Degradation by Ionic Conduction

Capacitors showed large increases in leakage current
after stressing. On zero bias stressing in the temperature
range of 125 0 C to 2 50*C, the median value of leakage
current increased 40 times over its initial value. The
leakage current eventually leveled off, with the leveling
off occurring earlier for high temperature conditions. A
bias voltage on the capacitor inhibited the leakage current



increase. The current decreased if voltage was high enough.
Approximately 15 volts bias inhibited leakage current change
at 125*C. Approximately 25 volts bias inhibited leakage
current change at 175 0C.

To illustrate these changes, a group of tantalum
thin-film capacitors were baked for one hour at tempera-
tures of 151 0 C, 175 0 C, 207*C, 227*C, and 2700C. Leakage
current was read as a function of applied voltage before
the series of bakes, and then after cooling to room tem-
perature subsequent to each bake. The resulting data were
converted into plots of logarithm of leakage current versus
reciprocal temperature to estimate activation energy for
the mechanism causing degradation of leakage current.

The construction of the capacitors was exactly that
used for the R-C networks, except that tin solder was used
in header bonding instead of gold-tin eutectic, and the
2000C pre-sealing bake and post-seal leak test were
eliminated to dimininh exposure to elevated temperatures
before the test.

Arrhenius plots were used to estimate the activation
energy for the mechanisms causing changes in room tempera-
ture leakage current. The estimation of activation energy
was complicated by the fact that room temperature leakage
current does not increase indefinitely with baking tempera-
ture, but reaches a peak at some baking temperature and
then proceeds to decline. Two straight line segments
were estimated from the leakage current data, and activa-
tion energies for both the mechanism causing increased
leakage current and the mechanism causing decreasing leak-
age current were estimated. The precision of the estimates
of the slope of the log I versus 1/T plots was poor,
especially at the high temperatures where leakage current
declined.

The estimated temperature at which leakage current
reached a peak after one hour of baking varied between
192 0C and 211 0C. Leakage current increased with one-hour
bakes at increased temperatures below the 1920C to 211 0C
range, and decreased with one-hour bakes at increasing
temperatures above this range. Shorter baking times pre-
sumably would increase the temperature at which the current
peaks, and longer baking times presumably would lower it.
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The activation energy for the mechanism causing
increasing leakage current was' calculated as 22,000
calories/mole from the average of twelve Arrehenius plots.
The calculated values ranged from 15,000 to 28,000
calories/mole.

The calculated activation energy for the mechanism
causing decreasing leakage current varied from 7,000 to
17,000 calories/viole. The average value obtained was
11,500 calories/mole. Activation energies for the leakage
current appear slightly higher at lower voltages.

Measurements of at least four capacitors which had
previously been subjected to temperature and bias stress-
ing indicate the existence of at least two separate
portions in the log I versus V curve. When I was plotted
versus V,a straight line, which extrapolated to the origin,
was obtained between 0.5 volt and 2 to 10 volts, depending
on the particular capacitor measured, as illustrated in
Figure 14. Thus leakage was ohmic in the low voltage
region. The slopes of the lines at low voltage are inter-
preted as representing resistance, at various temperatures,
due to ionic conduction. A plot of log of R versus re-
ciprocal of absolute temperature was approximately linear
indicating that the Arrhenius equation is obeyed (Figure 15).
The slope indicates an activation energy of 17 kcal/mole,
which is interpreted as thq activation energy for ionic
conduction in the Ta 2 05 dielectric.
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Figure 14

Plots of leakage current vs. applied voltage and temperature.
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Figure 15

Plot of log of R versus reciprocal of absolute temperature.

A series of recorder plots have been made of
capacitor leakage versus time unde-'various bias conditions
at 218 0 C. Figure 16 graphically shows the change in anodici
leakage current with time.

In another test, the 10-volt bias was applied in the
reverse direction at 218 0C. After the current had fallen to
about 20% of its original value and the polarity was reversed,
the leakage current measured 0.1 ma. In 12 minutes the leak-
age current gradually increased to a peak of about 2 ma. In
an additional 4 minutes, the leakage current fell to about
1.2 ma.

The above changes in leakage current with time are
considered typical of what could be expected as a result
of ion migration in the Ta 2 05 . The observation that anode
leakage current increased dramatically both on temperature
and temperature-plus-voltage stressing was made earlier in
this section. Analysis of the stress data has also shown
that at various stress levels, a small but detectable
increase in capacitance was seen on groups stressed at
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125 0 C, 35 V, and 225 0 c, 15 V. This kind of change in
capacitors has been discussed by Vermilyea 8  and smyth9 . The
changes are caused by oxygen diffusion from the Ta205 layer
into the tantalum lower electrode. A thin layer of the
Ta 20 5 at the tantalup interface becomes so depleted of
oxygen that it is in effect a semiconductor instead of an
insulator, causing the effective dielectric thickness to
decrease. As a consequence, an increase in capacitance
results.

0.6 +IOV APPLIED TO ANOOE (TANTALUM)

10.5 AMBIENT TfMP. 210C

0.4 BIAS ON (+IOV, SAME DIRECTION)
AMBIENT TEMP. 21rC

0.3-

0.2

0.1 •

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
TIME (MINUTES)

Figure 16

Change in anodic l#4 age current with time

Location and Identification of Dielectric High Current
Density Areas

Efforts have been made to develop and evaluate means
for detecting defects in anodic Ta205 films. When devices
have failed during accelerated life tests, the defective
regions must be precisely located to permit detailed
examination, as under the high magnification of an elec-
tron microscope.

Several techniques were tried in attempts to locate
the defective regions of shorted or near-shorted thin-film
capacitors. Using a Thermal Plotter and a 0.3 mil
resolution lens, successive scans were made across the
upper electrodes of biased capacitors. No hot spots were
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detected on any of the six shorted devices scanned. It
is believed that if any hot spots exist, they are too
small, relative to the field of view, to be detected.

However, defects in these same units were subse-
quently located by a copper plating technique. This
technique consists of the following steps: The tantalum
metal is made cathodic in an electrolytic cell. An
acidic aqueous cupric sulfate solution is used. Several
volts are applied to the cell between the anodized
tantalum sample and a relatively large platinum cathode.
The current passed is less than 5 mA with a typical
capacitor structure.

The copper plating technique is particularly useful
because it is very sensitive and provides a permanent
visual indication of the location of current-carrying
defects in the Ta 2 05 . On extended plating, the defect
areas become covered with more or less hemispherical
particles of copper, the diameter of which is an indica-
tion of the magnitude of the current flowing through the
particular defect. The use of copper plating to show
damaged regions on a dielectric was discussed by Fresia,
et alI0 . The novel feature of our application of copper
plating is to use the electroplated dot as a mask during
subsequent chemical etching so as to produce an identifi-
able region after the copper is removed.

This sequence of steps produces a capacitor struc-
ture in which the defects are clearly delineated, with
each defect being located in'the center of a plateau of
thicker Ta205.

The delineation of defects in anodic Ta 20 5 films
by anodic plating was compared with that revealed by
copper plating (cathodic). It was concluded that the
copper plating technique offered considerably greater
sensitivity than anodic plating methods which used
solutions containing Pb++ of Mn++ to deposit PbO2 or
MnO2 at the anode. A major problem with anodic plating
is an apparent tendency fbr the defective regions in the
Ta 2 05 film to anodize, with the result that the total
anodic current drops with time after application of
potential. By contrast, the cathodic copper plating
process can be carried out over a long period of time
without any decrease in magnitude of the cathodic current,
thus enabling readily visible copper dots to be obtained
and enhancing defect detection.
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The technique of encircling defective regions by
using the copper electroplated dot as a mask and etching
with an acidic fluoride solution to dissolve unmasked
Ta205 has permitted a more detailed study of the defects
in the capacitor dielectric. Devices which were weed-out
failures because of high leakage, but were not shorts,
were used for these studies.

Upon removal of the copper mask from the marked
area, the sample was re-etched in a solution of 30 ml
of hydrofluoric acid (49% HI by weight) and 70 ml of
water for five to ten minutes. A crystalline Ta205
hexagonal structure appeared within the originally
marked area. This structure was distinguishable because
the dissolution rate of crystalline Ta 2 05 is lower than
that of amorphous Ta205 in the same solution. Figure 17
shows a localized defect in the capacitor dielectric
before and after etching.

Figure 17

Localized Crystallization of Dielectric in Capacitor Failure
(a) before chemical etching, and
(b) after chemical etching.

A schematic of the processing steps used to isolate
and investigate defects in the capacitor dielectric is
shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18

Procedure for isolating and investigating capacitor di-
electric effects.

Tantalum. Tantalum Oxide Crvstallogranhic Studie,

Crystallographic studies performed by Holloway and
SchlacterII produced some interesting information about
the structure of sputtered tantalum films. The purpose
of this study was to determine the compositional structure
of the tantalum metal electrode used in the R-C networks.
This was necessary to establish a norm for comparison
with Ta layers in devices which fail. A further aim was
to establish the structural consequences 6f'Lýhanges in
sputtering conditions.

Tantalum was sputtered onto carbonized microscope
grids to a thickness of 300 A at four voltages: 1000 V,
1450 V, 2300 V, and 3500 V.

High magnification transmission micrographs of the
samples were taken.
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Initial results indicated a relation between sputter-
ing voltage and grain size, and indicated voids, which had
been suspected because sputtered Ta films were appreciably
less dense than bulk Ta. (The geometry of the Ta grains
and of the voids may explain the variation of electrical
conductivity of films with sputtering conditions1 2 . Figure
19 shows several transmission micrographs- of tantalum films
deposited at various cathode sputtering voltages.

Figure 19

Transmission Electron Micrographs

Conclusions

It is concluded that the reliability of tantalum
thin-film resistors is very gpod and the failure mechanisms
are sufficiently well understood to permit predictions of
resistor reliability under various stress conditions. The
major failure mode for tantalum film R-C networks has been
shown to be capacitor dielectric breakdown. Statistical
analysis of failures due to this mode indicates a failure
rate which is a single function of time over the time
examined, which is, in turn, indicative of a single or
predominant basic failure mechanism.

The development of a unique technique for dielectric
defect location has resulted in relating high-current-
carrying dielectric areas to Ta 2 05 crystallization.
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A study of the minor failure modes has resulted in
defining tantalum oxidation as the basic mechanism for
eventual resistor catastrophic failure. The similarity of
calculated activation energies for reaction in air, oxygen,
and nitrogen indicates a basic rate-limiting mechanism -
probably diffusion.

Parameter shifts in both resistors and capacitors
were traced to ionic conduction from ionic contamination
probably introduced during processing.

The study indicates a high degree of reliability for
the aluminum terminated tantalum film resistor and that
the R-C network reliability limitations are keyed to the
capacitors. The major capacitor problem was found to be
strikingly similar to that reported for discrete capacitors 1 3 .
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A TRANSIENT COMPONENT IN THE BREAKDOWN

VOLTAGE OF SILICON P-N JUNCTION RECTIFIERS

H. C. Gorton

Battelle Memorial Institute
Columbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The Electronic Component Reliability Center at
Battelle Memorial Institute is involved in a continuing
study7 of physical mechanisms and processes in electronic
parts pertinent to device reliability. In a study of
avalanche breakdown in diffused silicon p-n junctions, an
exponential decrease with time has been observed in the
onset voltage for microplasma conduction. The time constant
of this decrease is inversely proportional to the ratio of
average on- to off-time of the microplasma pulses, and the
magnitude is temperature dependent, peaking at approximately
2600 K. The theory is advanced that, during the avalanche
pulse, the acquisition rate of electrons by ionized donor
impurities is increased, decreasing the ionized donor con-
centratIon, thus changing the field intensity and hence the
breakdown voltage. In effect, compensating donor sites tend
to fill during the microplasma pulses and empty in the inter-
vals between pulses. Thus, AND(t) - rT, -r T, where
rf and re are the filling and emptying'rAfesP eS~ctively,
aid Ton and t off are the relative average on- an& off-times
of the microplasma pulses.

At temperatures where the Fermi level is several kT
from the energy level of the trapping sites, the occupation
index of the traps is relatively unaffected by injected
carrier density. However, where E is within a few kT of
01, the occupation density of the traps is a strong function
o the Inject•d carrier density. An increase in the magni-
tude of the transient voltage effect of a factor of 10 is
observed as the Fermi level is made to approach 0.24 eV
above the valence band--the energy level associated with
copper donor atoms. This effect may be accounted for by a
decrease in the concentration of ionized copper of the order
of 101l cm- 3 .
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INTRODUCTION

One of the oyjectives of the ECRC Reliability Physics
Research program(l Is to develop techniques for obtaining
from terminal measurements on electronic parts information
on the physical- processes and properties upon which the
useful life of the parts may depend. Specific to this
objoctive, a study of microplasma conduction in reverse-
biased silicon rectifiers has been carried out. At the
onset of microplasma conduction, the avalanche current is
intermittent, end particular attention has been focused on a
study of the physical properties'which influence the turn-on
and turn-off mechanisms of the microplasma. Devices used in
this study were commercial medium-power, controlled-avalanche
rectifiers with breakdown voltages between 750 and 1000 volts.

CALCULATED BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE

The usual expression for the breakdown voltage of a
step Junction(2 ) is:

B 2q t 7E 2

wheree € dielectric permittivity of vacuum,
dielectric ratio,

q - electron charge,
nn, pp - majority carrier concentrations on

either side of the p-n Junction,
EB - critical field.

The value ofXie critical field is given as
4 x 10' volts/cm.t). However, the notion of critical

field is only an approximation, and the value of' tl field

(1) The member companies of the ECRC include Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc., General Electric Company, General
Motors Corporation, International Business Machines
Corporation, International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, U. S. Air Force
(Rome Air Devel4pment Center), U. S. Army (Electronics
Command), U. S. Navy (Bureau of Weapons), and Westing-
house Electric Corporation.

(2) R. . Ryder, Transistor TechnologZ, Vol. 1, Edited by
H. E. Bridgers, J. 1. Scaff,-and J. N. Shive, D. Van
Nostrand Company, New York, 202 (1958).

(3) A. Goetzberger, B. McDonald, R. H. Haitz, and R. M.
Scarlett, 'Avalanche Effects in Silicon p-n Junction.
II. Structurally Perfect Junctions', J. Appl. Phys.,
2, 1591-1600 (June, 1963).
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at which an ionizing current may be sustained may depend
somewhat on the values of nn and Pp. In our rectifiers
n%>> p and the average value of p (see Figure 7) in
2.3 x 1 14 cm-3. Thus, the calculated value of VB i
2000 volts. The observed value, however, is 749 volts,
suggesting that breakdown is ocpurring through a localized
region where pp has been increased by about a factor of 3.

Since the mity carrier concentration Is the dif-
ference between thAIIAezed n-type and p-type impurity con-
centrations, Equationiill) may be expressed as

VB - 6.25 x I017(2
SB N A N D (2)

Of practical interest is the fact that the breakdown voltage
can be influenced by compensating impurities or defects
which may have sufficiently high diffusion rates to consti-
tute reliability hazards.

TRANSIENT VOLTAGE EFFECT

Consider an n+- p junction containing compensating
donor sites with a reverse bias insufficient to sustain an
avalanche current. The current in the space-charge region
-will be comprised principally of carriers generated within
the space-charge region. Because of the high field, the
generated carriers will be quickly swept out, and their
probability of becoming trapped in the depletion layer is
very low.

Consider now the junction in the avalanche mode.
Because of the very high current density, appreciable numbers
of carriers may be trapped at the donor sites although the
trapping probability is low. However, the degree of trapping
is strongly temperature dependent, as will be discussed
later. Thus, the value of N - N will tend to be higher
under the high current condition 9f avalanche conduction.
Contrarywise in a p+- n junction in the avalanche mode,
compensating acceptors in the space-charge region in the
n-type base will tend to capture electrons and become nega-
tively ionized, decreasing the value of ND - NA.

At the onset of breakdown, the avalanche current is
intermittent. Thus, the net ionized impurity concentration
tends to oscillate between the pre- and postbreakdown
equilibrium values. If the average pulse length and repeti-
tion rate are short with respect to the time constants for
the filling and emptying of traps, the concentration of
ionized compensating impurities will depend on the relative
on-times, Ton, and off.times, T n.f, of the microplasma
pulses. Thus, in an n - p junction in the avalanche mode,
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a D (t) - rfTon - re, off, (3)

where r' and r are the filling and emptying rates, respec-
tively. Fn,? tHe case of a model containing a single trap
level, the transition from the prebreakdown occupation den-
sity to the postbreakdown occupation density of trapped
carriers is expected to be an exponential process. Haitz
has shown this to be the case in diodes with shallow traps
and breakdown v?jages of approximately 20 volts which were
cooled to 770 K '. The time constant which he quotes for
the transition from prebreakdown to postbraakdowii occupation
density is 7.2 microseconds. This time constant was obtained
under conditions in which the on-time of the microplasma
pulse was long with respect to the filling rate of the traps.

In the circumstance where the pulse length is short
with respect to the filling rate of the traps, of course,
much longer times would be required for equilibrium density
to be reached, and the time constant would depend strongly
on the ratio of the average on- to off-time of the microplasme
pulses. The trapping rate would also increase exponentially
with the nearness of the energy level of the trap to midband.
In our rectifiers, which contain relatively deep traps, the
filling rates were relatively slow, and T was not long
with respect to the time constant of the gaps. Time con-
stants of the breakdown voltage decay of hundreds of seconds
were observed at room temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DISCUSSION

The rectifiers to be studied werc placed in a simple
circuit, as shown in Figure 1. Temperature was monitored by
packing a thermocouple into a hole drilled in the rectifier
stud with dental gold foil. The rectifiers were attached to
copper heat sinks which were placed in constant-temperature
baths.

The intermittent current associated with the onset of
microplasma conduction was monitored on a Model 310B Ballan-
tine VTVM, which has a frequency cutoff of 6.7 mc. As the
applied voltage is increased from the threshold of avalarche
conduction to a value sustaining continuous conduction, the
average duty cycle of the microplasma pulses increases from
zero to infinity. The response of thi a-c voltmeter will be
a maximum at an average duty cycle of one half. Since the
voltmeter response is also proportional to pulse height,
which increases with ap'lied voltage, the a-c voltmeter
readings gtve only qu- .tative readings of the pulse current.
However, a given va' of the a-c voltmeter reading corre-
sponds to a given a..rage ratio of on- to off-time.

(4) R. H. Haltz, *Variation of Junction Breakdown Voltage
by Charge Trappingn, Phys. Rev., 138, 260-267 (April,
1965).
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E

E = variable voltage power supply
R - 100 ohms

d-c V - d-c vacuum tube voltmeter
a-c V - a-c vacuum tube voltmeter

Figure 1

Circuit for Measuring Transient Voltage Effect

Because of the superposition of the characteristics of
two or more microplasmas which are simultaneously conducting,
only those rectifiers were studied that demonstrated a single
microplasma breaking down at an appreciably lower voltage
than any others. A typical separation between first and
second microplasmas is shown in Figure 2, which is a plot of
the noise envelope of the microplasma pulses as registered
by the a-c voltmeter, superimposed on the direct current-
voltage characteristic of the rectifier.

The trau&-ent component in the breakdown voltage is
observed by switching the applied voltage from a prebreakdown
value to a value in the range of intermittent conduction. In
the n+- p rectifiers, as shown in Figure 3, the voltage
necessary to maintain a fixed ratio of on- to off-time of the
microplasma pulses, and thus a constant microplasma current,
decreased exponentially with time. The variable plotted
against time after the application of the voltage is the
difference between the voltage at time t and its final stabi-
lized value. Thus, extrapolation of the curve to the origin
gives the total amount of voltage change, and the slope of
the curve represents a time constant for the process. The
expone3ntial decay curve may be represented by the empirical
expression:
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V't-V. (Vo-V.) , (4)

where t - time from application of voltage,
Vt - voltage at time t,
Vo - voltage at t - 0,
V.. voltage at t -

tl - t 2

in V1/N2 .

The curve with the time constant of 75 seconds was
obtained by maintaining a peak reading on the a-c voltmeter.
Thus, the average duty cycle of the microplasma pulses was
maintained at a constant value ^f one half. The curve with
a time constant of 910 seconds was obtained by maintaining
the a-c voltmeter reading at a constant value of one half
that of the peak reading on the leading edge of the noise
envelope, i.e., Ton < rotf. Thus, as the relative on-time
is decreased, the rate or-the transition to a final steady-
state condition is decreased. This situation is demonstrated
in Figure 4 in which the decay time constant is plotted
ai ainst the initial voltage required to sustain a given ratio

on- to off-time. The curve is seen to be roughly exponen-
tial.

The observation of a transient voltage decreasing with
time is consistent with a decreasing value of Nn in Equa-
tion (2). Thus, during the mnicroplasma pulse, Ziectrons are
captured by the traps at a rate proportional to the number
of unoccupied traps and to their capture cross section.
During the pulse interval, the traps release the captured
electrons at a rate proportional to the number of trapped
electrons and to the time constant of the traps. The rate
of release of electrons from the traps is assumed to be slow
with respect to the rate of capture. By the time the circuit
has restored itself to a state which permits the initiation
of the next microplasma pulse, not all of the captured

p electrons have been released; the number of ionized donors,
N Is less than at the beginning of the preceding pulse;
MVB is accordingly less. This process continues as the
traps continue to fill until the number of electrons released
from the traps during the pulse intervals equals the number
captured during the pulses.

The Voltage Transient in P*- n Rectifiers

Utilizing p+- n silicon controlled-avalanche rectifiers
with Makdown voltages in the range from 750 to 1000
volts ~1 , similar experiments were performed. The sign of
the voltage transient was positive, indicating the presence

(5) Courtesy of Standard Telecommunication Laboratories,
Harwell, England.
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of compensating acceptors in the n-type base region. The
time constants were of the same order as those observed with
p-type base devices.. However, whereas the magnitude of the
voltage transient In devices with p-type bases was in the
range from 0.5 to 10 volts, that in devices with n-type
bases was as high as 100 volts!

3.0

2 .5-

2.0.Q .- D

0 I0
0 1.5

744 746 74e ?50 7Ws :94 751 F•e -7so- 762

Voltoge, rolls

Figure 2

Direct Current and Noise Current

in the Avalanche Region

Temperature Dependence of the
Breakdown Voltage Transient

The breakdown voltage transient was measured at several
fixed temperatures between 195 and 3200 K. Surprisingly, the
magnitude of the voltage transient (Vo - Va.) did not change
monotonically with temperature. Rather, as shown in Figure 5
a maxinmum was observed near 2600 K. The maximum at this
temperature was observed In every case on each of the
rectifiers measured (temperature effect studies were made
only on the n+- p devices).
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Figure 3

Decay of the Transient Component of Breakdown
Voltage--Ratio of On- to Off-Time of the

Microplasma Pulses as a Parameter

Figure 6, which is a plot of the temperature dependence
of the Fermi level in the silicon comprising the rectifiers,
shows that at 2620 K, the Fermi level is positioned at
0.24 eV above the valence band, which is the energy level
of the copper donor in silicon. Kp(T) was calculateý1or
the case Rf a single acceptor level comprising 2 x 10
borons/cm- and also with the addition of S donor level
at 0.24 eV with a concentration o.Y 2 x I0'3 c)-3) It is
seen that the presence of a compensating donor with a con-
centration up to 10 per cent of the majority carrier concen-
tration has a negligible effect on the position of the Fermi
level above 2000 K.

Realizing the difficulties associated with invoking
the concept of the Fermi level in a region of high injected
hole and electron densities or in the region of high fields,
both of which obtain during avalanche conduction, the
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observed effects nevertheless suggest trapping phenomena
consistent with the relationship between Fermi level and
trap depth under equilibrium conditions.

10OO
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00

00

I-100-

0

To/Toff increasing oo -trff=I
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743 744. 745

VO, volts
Figure 4

Dependence of the Transient Voltage Time
Constant on the Relative Average On-Time

of the Microplasma Pulses

Consider a quasi Fermi level for electrons, E., in the
space-charge region. With the increase in carrier density
in the space-charge region associated with microplasma con-

---- dotion, ,En would shift toward the conduction band by an
amount A E. In the temperature region where FS would be
several kT above the trap depth ET, the value of the Fermi
function and thus the value of ND (the ionized donor con-
centration) given by
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1

where N is the total number of trapping sites, would change
but little from the equilibrium value, ND.w 0. Also, in the
temperature range where En << ST, a small change in En would
have little effect on the value of the occupation index, and
thus a large change in current density would have only a
small effect on the equilibrium value, Now NT. However, in
the temperature rauge corresponding to lerml energies near
o1, a small change in ER would produce a marked change in the

cupation index, and t us the value of ND would depend
strongly on the injected carrier density.

5

4-4

200 220 240 260 280 00 320

Temperature, K

Figure 5

Temperature Dependence of the Magnitudeof the Breakdown Voltage Transient -
Vac - 1/2 Yac(max), Ton< T off

Thus, at temperatures several kT above and below 2620 K,
the magnitude of the voltage transient is relatively small,
indicating little change in N, under the different conditions
of high and low injected currgnt density. However, near
2620 K, where En %u 0.24 eV, the magnitude of the voltage
transient has been observed to be a factor of 10 or more
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greater than at other temperatures, suggesting that the
occupation density of the 0.24 eV level at 2620 K depends
strongly on the ir4ected carrier density.

0.32

0 0 ND=O

0.30 X ND= 2 xlO 13 Cm "

0.28-

0.26- -

0.24

0.22

LJ

0.20-

0.18-

0.16

0.14

0.12
140 180 220 260 300 340

Temperature, K

Figure 6

Temperature Dependence of Fermi Level
in Silicon with p-• 2 x 10A* borons/cm3

and with 0.24 eV4Donor Concentrations
of 0 and 2 x 1013 cm-3
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In or&er to investigate further the possible corre-
spondence between the position of the Fermi level and trap-
ping effects in the space-.charge region under intermittent
avalanche conduction, measurements of the temperature
dependence of the voltage transient were repeated after
exposing the rectifiers to various doses of reactor neutrons.
The energy levels in the bottom half of the band gap associa-
ted with the defects from various types of nuclear radiation
are shown in Table I.

Energy
Level, eV Type Radiation Remarks

0.31 donor 0 Largely responsible for
lifetime reductO in
n-type material

0.30 -- Found in p-type

silicon(7, 8 )

0.29 -- neutron(9) --

0.27 acceptor 0, neutron(I0) Acceptor member of
defect pair with lattice
spacing < 50 1(10,11)

0.05 -- (7) --

Table 1

Radiation-Induced Energy Levels
Between Ev and 1/2 Eg

(6) G. K. Wertheim, "Energy Levels in Electron-Bombarded
Silicon", Phys. Rev., 105, 1730-1735 (1957).

(7) D. E. Hill, "Electron Bombardment in Silicon", Phys.
Rev., 114, 1414-1420 (1959).

(8) D. E. Hill and K. Lark-Horovitz, "Energy Levels Intro-
duced into Silicon by Electron Irradiation", Bull.
APS, Ser. 2.3.2, 142 (March 27, 1958).

(9) C. A. Klein and W. D. Straub, 3rd Semiannual Radiation
Effects Symposium, Lockheed Aircraft Company,
(October 28-30, 1958).

(10) G. K. Wertheim, "Neutron Bombardment Damage in Silicon",
Phys. Rev., 111, 1500-1505 (1958).

(11) H. Roth and V.A.J. Van Lint, 2nd Conference on Nuclear
Radiation Effects on Semiconductor Devices, New York
(September 17-18, 1959).
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The result of massive irradiation is to drive the
Fermi leul to midband. however, the radiation level of
8.6 x 10• neutrons/cml (our maximum fluence) was not
sufficient to compensate the p-type material in the recti-
fiers j as Ruch as 1 per cent of the boron concentration of
2 x I"O cm-U, which is the limit of the concentration
change detectable from measurements of the net ionized
impurity concentration profile. Plots of the net ionized
impurity concentration profiles across the base region of
the rectifier before and after irradiation are shown in
Figure 7. These plots are obtained from meys.ements of the
voltage dependence of the junction capacity 12)t (Charge
carrier lifetimes, however, were degraded from 8 microseconds
to less than 0.5 microseconds by a radiation fluence of
2.6 x 1012 neutrons/cmz.)

0- Preirrodiotion~2.8 t P4- x'8 .6 x 10 nerons /cm2

•- IR e

2 o
4-

z•

040 15 20 25 00 50 CO 70

Distance, microns

Figure 7

Net Ionized Impurity Concentration profile
Across Base Region of Rictifier Before and

After Exposure to 8.6 x 1012 Reactor Neutrons/cm2

(12) H. C. Gorton, "Studies of Impurity Profiles in Silicon
p-n Junction Rectifiers", Physics of Failure in
Electronics Vol. 3, Edited by Goldberg and Vaccaro,
Cato Show Printirg Company, 355-364 (1965).
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The acceptor level at 0.27 eV is the simple vacant
lattice site which has a small activation energy for diffu-
siou and is relatively mobile •t room temperature 13). it
would be expected either to have disappeared at the surface
or to have complexed with an interstitial impurity. Thus,
the only available sites introduced by irradiation are at
0.29 and possibly 0.30 eV. Therefore, the temperature
excursion was extended to 3200 K to position the Fermi level
at 0.30 eV, and indeed an increase in magnitude of the
,voltage transient was observed. (The effect of the introduc-
tion of levels at 0.29 or 0.30 eV is not confirmed, however,
since measurements were not taken at this temperature prior
to irradiation.)

A comparison of the temperature dependence of the
voltage transient before and after exposure to 8.6 x 1012
neutrons/c is shown in Figure 8. In addition to an
increase in the magnitude of the voltage transient at 3200 K
above the value observed at room temperature, a significant
increase in the magnitude of the peak at 2620 K was also
observed. Such an effect is not unexpected, however, since
copper exists in silicon in both interstitial and substitu-
tional sites--the interstitial site being electrically
inactive and predominent in concentration Fyef the electri-
cally active site by a factor of 1000 to i1• .

From Equation (2), one may obtain

6.25 x 1017 (VM - Vo)
ND D 0 = (5)

or 6.25 x 1017 &VB
ANDf 2 (6)

Thus, the change in occupation density of the trapping
centers, due to the increased carrier density in the space-
charge region during microplasma conduction, may be cal-
culated from Equation (6). Assuming values of 4 volts and
6 volts for the magnitude of the breakdown voltage transients
at 262' K, 11 sholn in Figure 8, values are obtained of
ND f 5 x 10' cm- and 7.5 x 1 0 12 cm-- before and after
iRradiation, respectively, Assuming -a defect introduction

(13) H. Y. Fan, Symposium on Radiation Effects in Semi-
conductors, International Conference on the Physics of
Semiconductors, Paris (1964).

(14) C. B. Collins and R. 0. Carlson, "Properties of Silicon
Doped with Iron and CopperO, Phys. Rev., 108, 1409-1414
(1957).
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rate of 10 vacancy-interstitial pairs per neutron per cm,
and a radiation level of 8.6 x 10 1 2 neutrons/em , a 6 per
cent efficiency of the vacant lattice sites coalescing with
interstitial copper atoms is required--not an unreasonable
value.

5-

S4 - 0 Unirrodioted

0 ~V a6x10'2neutrons~km2

0

200 220 240 260 280 320
Temperature, K

Figure 8

Temperature Dependence of t)he Magnitude
of the Breakdown Voltage Transient Before

and After Exposure to 8.6 x iO • Reactor Neutrons/cmz

CONCLUSIONS

A correlation between the magnitude of the transient
component of the breakdown voltage and the coincidence of
the Fermi level with the energy level of generation-
recombination centers has been demonstrated. The transition
of copper atoms from interstitial to substitutional sites
by reaction with radiation-induced lattice vacancies and a
value for the concentration of substitutional copper have
been deduced from an analysis of the temperature dependence
of the transient voltage effect. It is suggested that,'by
ordering the position and range of the Fermi level as a
function of temperature by appropriately doping the silicon,
the transient voltage effect could be used as a tool to
investigate both chemical impurities and structural defects
in silicon.
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ELIMINATION OF FORWARD-BIASED SECOND BREAKDOWN BY RESISTIVE

BALLASTING OF SILICON POWER TRAISISTORS

Daniel Stolnitz

Radio Corporation of America
Somerville, Rev Jersey

INTRODUCTION

Failure of power transistors by second breakdown often results
from severe non-uniformities in current density which may be initiated,
for example, by lower emitter turn-on voltages in. portions of the de-
vice. These, in turn, can arise from structural veriations which may
be systematic, as in the case of voltage drops along contact metalliza-
tion, or random as in the case of diffusion-front spikes. The latter
effect is simply illustrated by a glance at an I-V equation for tran-
sistor current in terms of emitter-base potential:

qA D nnp qVVBF/mkT

W

For fixed I: ln W + in (const.) VBE
nmkT) B

Taking differentials: (mkT AW AVBE

This equation shows how the consequences of base-width variations
(AW) are magnified when the base is narrow, as is the case with high
fT transistors, or when high collector biases are applied.

For m=l, kT/q = 26 my., a AW/W = 20% leads to a AV = 5.2 my.
This is a small diffenence in terms of the magnitude of V , typically
about 600 my., but it can give rise to significant non-unaormities of
current.
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VCE= 200 VOLTS

"IE

"VBE 10mV/DIV

Figure 1

vs. VBE F6f Two Sites of Si Power Transistor

Fig. 1 shows the separation of I-V.curves for two small, isolated
sites on a large power transistor. (The loop results from the return
trace of the oscill6scope.) Current variations translate into the
thermal variations that are frequently displayed with phosphors or
paints, and these in turn aggravate the initial current difference in a
process that can become regenerative and finally unstable.

A solution to the inevitable non-uniformities of current density

consists of dividing the emitter region into a large number of small,
discrete areas and placing a limiting, debiasing resistance in series

with each of them. Similarly, one might use a continuous, distributed
resistanae in series with an undivided emitter. In either case, an

excess of current to any sub-region produces a larger voltage drop

across the resistance in series with that area and reduces the forward

bias applied. The principle is a simple one and is encountered in the

parallel operation of power transistors, voltage regulator tubes, and
recently silicon controlled rectifiers. Fig. 2 schematically shows the
approach.

To reason quantitatively about the resistances required and their
effect, one might examine the I-V equation for emitter current to the

various sites. This can also be done graphically by load lines as seen
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in Fig. 3. The IE vs. VBE characteristics m1st be obtained under the
actual conditions of temperature and collector voltage that will apply.
Then the maximum permissible site current I , and the minimum de-
sired site current I . are assigned. The Tersection of these ab-
scissae with the extreme cases of the characteristics will determine a
load line that corresponds to an appropriate resistance. (See Appen-
dix).
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Figure 2

Principle of Bel-lasting Resistors

APPARATUS

To experimentally study the effect of resistive ballasting on for-
ward.-biased second breakdown, the folloving apparatus was constructed.
First, a conventional triple-diffused silicon power transistor which
employs an interdigitated contact geometry was modified as showin in
Fig. 14.

Each of the eight emitter fingers (0.120" x 0.01.0") was divided
into eleven segments (0.008"! X 0.007") before diffusion and metalliza-
tion, creatiLng eighty-eight electrically discrete emitters. Ease and
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collector were left unaltered. Gold wires two-!mi!s in diameter werethen bonded to forty-eight of these emitter sites and taken out to twotiers of contacting clips. Each emitter clip lies in series with an
external, variable resistance and a current sampling resistor which was
held to 25 milliohms so as to be negligible. (Mig. 5) %his arrange-
ment allows us to simulate the use of any desired resistance uniformly
in series with each emitter site, or to vary the limiting resistor in-
dependently to each site. Keeping the rheostats external alloys the
resistance value to be known accurately without the complication of
changes with temperature.

HIGH SITES(FEW)

IMAX. _ LOW SITES (MANY)

,MIN.

"i ~VBE

AV~BE

Figure 3

Load Line Determination of Ballast Resistance
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Figure 4~

Experimental Modification of Conventional Transistor

TO CR0

E

C CURVE

TRACER

Figure 5

Biasing fid Measuremne t Circuit
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The collector was reverse-biased and pulsed by a Tektronix curve
tracer. The emitter was forward-biased and driven from a D.C. current
source. While some non-destructiv.e test methods have been recently de-
veloped, the work reported here employed the condition of incipient
second breakdown. The criterion used was the characteristic arching-
back of the thermally-induced hysteresis loop that appears in the col-
lector waveform. The results obtained correlate quite well with those
found when units are taken completely into breakdown.

MEASUREMENTS

To demonstrate the improvement obtainable with ballasting resis-
tors, Table 1 gives the variation of second-break-free power derived
through resistors for twenty-four emitter sites operating at a collector
voltage of 200 volts. The power column, labelled PCC T' is simply the
product of maximum collector voltage end maximum colle6tor current, as
read from the curve tracer. Since all measurements are of the relative,
before-and after type, this product is an adequate index, For undis-
torted waveform the continuous collector dissipation is calculated to
be '.60% of the product PC.T.

V CE(Ma) I C(max) Pc .T.

200 v 150 ma 30 w 0

200 v 250 ma 50 w 1.0O

200 v 1000 ma 200 w 3.00

200 v 1000 ma 200 w 5.1a

200 v 1000 ma 200 w 10.0n

Table 1

Change in Second-Breakdown-Free Power with Ballast Resistance

A six-fold increase is observed from zero to 3 $1. Five to ten
ohms gives no significantly greater power, but provides a more closely
uniform current distribution. For the various resistances in Table 1,
each of the photographs of Fig. 6 shows the emitter current distribu-
tion among four of the twenty-four sites, including the worst, all
superimposed on a single photograph. The abscissa is a time axis, with
the distance between the triangular peaks corresponding to one complete
cycle of collector sweep. The five photos reading from upper left to
lower right correspond to the five values of resistance reading down the
table.

The limit on power is set by the thermal resistance of the ex-
perimental unit. The factor of power increase is not really the im-
portant measure, as this can simply reflect an initially poor unit.
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What matters more is that dissipated power be independent of collector
voltage and determined by thermal limits only. At a collector voltage
of 150 volts, data similar to that obtained at 200 volts was found. 3 a
was still required to secure the full power (200 w) but there was a
50% increase in the power obtained with 1 Q . At a collector voltage of
100 volts, 1 a was sufficient to obtain the full power. It is seen
that at lower collector voltages less debiasing resistance is required
to prevent forward-biased second breakdown.

Thus for this experimental unit under the conditions of bias em-

ployed 3 Q in series with each of twenty-four emitters ensures our ob-
taining the full second-breakdown-free power independently of collector
voltage over the range zero to 200 volts.

It should be clear that the effective resistance placed in series
with the emitter of the over-all unit is the parallel combination of all
the ballasting resistors. Thus 3 0 to each of 24 sites represents about
a tenth of an ohm to the whole unit.

CURRENT HOGGING AND BASE-SOURCE IMPEDANCE

The process of forward-biased second breakdown can begin with the

non-uniform turn-on of different emitter regions, but a central feature
of the regeneration that leads to breakdown is the drawing away of
current by the early turn-on sites from the others. This phenomenon,
called "current-hogging", is clearly displayed in Fig. 7. Here the
emitter current to four sites is shown as one site (the top trace) ap-

.preaches second breakdown. Observe the rising hump in the traces of
the three other sites at that region of the cycle in which the worst
site etraws the most current. These "humps" correspond to a reduction
in emitter current for these three sites, since the magnitude of I_ in-
creases as the waveform moves toward the bottom of the photograph.

IE

t

Figure 7

Current-hogging by Second-Breakdown Prone Site
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A solution to this aspect of regeneration is to again divide

the emitter region, and make the base generator a constant-voltage

source rather than a constant-current source as it is typically. To

d-emonstrate this, a transistor with only six emitter sites was used in

order to observe instantaneously the current to all active sites. The
results are the same when twenty-four or forty-eight sites are used.

The photographs of Fig. 8 show the IE distribution among the

six sites for constant-current and constant-voltage base supply. In the
constant-current case,'ebserve the rising humps (decrease in current)

in four traces as the leading two sites increase their current. By con-
trast, in the photograph of the constant-voltage distribution on the

right, although the same two sites are each drawing perhaps four times

the current of the others, there is no decrease in. any site current

over the cycle.

CONST. I CONS. V

VERT. - IF HORIZ. t VLT, IE, HOIZ. - t

Figure 8

Emitter Sites Current Distribution for Constant-Current and

Constant-VoŽAhage Base Drive Generator

A possible effect on second breakdown of eliminating current-
hogging in this way is offerred with the aid of Figs. 9, 10. In Fig. 9

for constant-voltage we see the I-V curves for both the worst site and

the large number (m) of average sites. The intersection of these char-
acteristics with the bias voltage ordinate gives the respective currents

drawn. If the situation is stable nothing further occurs. But if the

temperature-current situation is not stable for the worst site, then it

will begin to draw more current and attain higher temperatures. This is

shown for the worst site by the intersection of the bias-vcltage ordin-

ate with the I-V characteristics drawn for higher temperatures. The pro-

cess is terminated when the worst site achieves some temperature TF at
-which it draws a maximum current that causes it to be destroyed (IFAIL).
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The entire process occurs without any change in VBE, and thus both the
bias and the current to all the other sites remains unchanged. At fail-
ure, the total current drawn by the transistor is the sum of the failure
current to the worst site plus m-times the current drawn by the average
sites.

In Fig. 10 for the constant-current case the same initial I-V
curves are shown. The process to be described is a dynamic one, but
must be outlined by several discrete steps. The initial condition of
bias is the ordinate 'T" whose intersection with the characteristics
gives the initial currents. If the worst site is unstable under this
bias then it will tend toward higher currents and temperature. Its
static impedance decreases and thus the load impedance presented to the
base generator is reduced. The generator voltage decreases slightly as
shown by ordinate 2. This reduces the average current to the many sites
by some increment and makes available m-times this increment to the
worst site. With this additional current the worst site can rise to
some higher current and temperature shown by the intersection of ordin-
ate 2 with the I-V characteristic for temperature T2 .

Since the worst site will be unstable at T2 , its impedance
will decrease further and the process described will repeat, moving the
voltage ordinate from 2 to 3. Fig. 10 shows this final change as pro-
ducing failure by second breakdown. At failure the total current drawn
by the transistor is the sum of the failure current to the worst site
plus m-times the reduced current drawn by the average sites. This re-
duction in average current could lead to lower second-breakdown power
under the constant-current condition.

Lastly, it should be clear that the impedance of the base
generator must not be confused with that of the collector generator.
As Scsrlett has pointed out, the latter can have no effect on break-
down.

APPENDIX

In thinking about the magnitude of resistance required for
protective ballasting, one must keep in mind the effect of resistors on
the current distribution as a function of temperature. In Fig. 11
(drawn for I-V curves at the same temperature) the initial current dis-
tribution is shown as the intersection of the ordinate "I" with the

two IE-VBE characteristics. The re-distribution by ballasting is in-
dicated by the intersection of a load-line (RI or R2 ) with the same
curves. It is seen that both a low resistance (RI) or a high one (R2 )
can produce fairly similar results. In Fig. 12 I-V curves for the
high site at elevated temperature have also been included, since the
heating of this site is an important feature of instability. Now it
is seen qualitatively that as the temperature rises the high resistance
provides much more favorable current distribution compared to the low-
resistance.
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Constant-Current Base Supply
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plus m-times the reduced current drawn by the average sites. It is
this reduction in average current which may account for the smaller
breakdown power seen under the constant-current condition.

Lastly, it should be clear that the impedance of the base gen-
erator must not be confused with that of the collector generator. As
Scarlett has pointed out, the latter can have no effect on breakdown.

APPENDIX

In thinking about the magnitude of resifance required for pro-
tective ballasting, one must keep in mind the effect of resistors on
the current distribution as a function of temperature. In Fig. 11
(drawn for I-V curves at the sam temperature) the initial current dis-
tribution is shown as the intersection of the ordinate 'I" with the
two I E-V characteristics. The re-distribution by ballasting is in-
dicated ?y the intersection of a load-line (R1 or R2 ) with the same
curves. It is seen that both a low resistance (R1) or a high one (R2 )
can produce fairly similar results. In Fig. 12 I-V curves for the
high site at elevated temperature have also been included, since the
heating of this site is an important feature of instability. Now it
is seen qualitatively that as the temperature rises the high resistance
provides much more favorable current distribution compared to the low
resistance.
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FAILURE OF LARGE-AREA EPITAXIAL-DIFFUSED SILICON DEVICES

T. L. Chu
Westinghouse Research Laboratories
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Youngwood, Pa. 15697

ABSTRACT

The structural perfection of the epitaxial-diffused silicon films
is one of the most important factors determining the performance and
re-liabi-itrof large-area epitaxial-diffused devices. The character-
istics of these devices are affected by structural imperfections genera-
ted during the epitaxial growth and the diffusion processes.

The comonly observed imperfections in epitaxial silicon films are
dislocations, stacking faults, growth pyramids, and polycrystalline in-
clusions. They all have adverse effects of varying degrees on device
characteristics. Except those propagated from the substrate, structur-
al imperfections in epitaxial silicon films can be essentially elimina-
ted by using proper growth techniques.

The diffusion of high concentrations of dopants into epitaxial
silicon films has been shown to generate dislocations and to transform
stacking faults into other types of imperfections. Furthermore, local-
ized areas of high dislocation density in epitaxial-diffused silicon
films, due to contamination and improper handling techniques, have been
shown to be responsible for the softness of large-area epitaxial-diffused
junctions. The characteristics of these junctions were found to be
improved considerably by using a gettering technique.

The epitaxial growth technique has been shown to be a valuable
substitute for diffusion in reducing the failure of certain large area
devices.
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I. Introduction

Epitaxial silicon films are used extensively in the manufacture
of low pover devices, and have become increasingly important in the
fabrication of large area devices. In many cases, the diffusion techni-
que is also used for the further processing of epitaxial silicon films.
The reliability of epitaxial-diffused devices is affected by the
quality of the epitaxial material, the parameters of the diffusion
process, the effectiveness of surface passivation, and subsequent
mechanical operations such as contacting, lead attachment. encapsulation,
etc. It is likely that tke first three factors will ultimately limit
the performance of large-area epitaxial-diffused devices. Unless these
factors can be controlled reproducibly, the reliability of the device
cannot be predicted. Thus. an investigation of the effects of imper-
fections in epitaxial silicon and diffusion parameters on device
characteristics is a necessary approach to attack reliability problems
in large-area epitaxial-diffused devices.

The requirements of structural perfection for large area devices
are more stringent than those for small area, low power devices. While
imperfections in epitaxial or epitaxial-diffused material only reduce the
yield for low power devices, one major imperfection in a silicon wafer
would cause the failure of the large area device. In this paper, the
structural imperfections in epitaxial silicon and diffused silicon are
correlated with the parameters in epitaxial growth and diffusion pro-
cesses. The effects of these imperfections on the performance of
devices and possible techniques of minimizing their occurrence '.te
discussed. It is also shown that the epitaxial growth technique could
be used in place of the diffusion technique for reducing the failure of
certain, large area devices, such as power transi•tors.

/
Il. Experimental

I!.1 Epitaxial Growth

Theo.epitxial growth of silicon was carried out by the pyrolysis
of silane, using hydrogen as a diluent, on surfaces of heated silicon
substrates in a flow system. The silicon substrates were of till]
orientation, 0.01 ohm-cm n-type, and were of I" diameter. After mechani-
cal lapping and chemical polishing in the usual manner, the substrates
were supported on a susceptor in a quartz reaction tube, and the suscep-
tor was heated externally by an rf generator. Prior to the deposition
process, the substrates were chemically etched in situ with ardydrous
hydrogen chloride (1) or water vapor (2). Subsequently, silicon film
were grown using phosphine or diborane as a dopant for n- or p-type
material, respectively.

11.2 Diffusion
The 1sl~on of boron into n-typo epitaxial silicon films was

carried out at 1150"C in a flow system using boron tribromide as a
diffusant. Phosphorus oxytrichloride was used as an n-type diffusant,
and the diffusion temperature was IIO0OC.

11.3 Evaluation
Structural imperfections in epitaxial and epitaxial-diffused

silicon films were investigated by chemical etching and optical micro-
scope techniques. The Sirtl etch (100 g. anhydrous Cr03, 200 ml.H 2 0,
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and 200 ml. 49% HF) (3) is very useful for this purpose. The inter-
sections of imperfections with the surface exhibit faster etch rates
than the adjacent crystal and are revealed as grooves, pits, etc.

The electrical characteristics of epitaxial or epitaxial-diffused
junctions were evaluated by measuring their reverse current-voltage
relations at rom temerature. When the large area junctions (5 cm2)
exhibited high reverse currents at low voltages, these specimens were
made into mesa structures by photolithographic techniques. Each mesa
was about 20 m 2 in area. and the reverse characteristics of these mesa
junctions were than measured to isolate defective regions.

A nuber of power transistors with an active junction area of
4 cn 2 were fabricated by (a) the double diffusion technique using
n-type epitaxial films deposited on low resistivity n-type substrates
and (b) the phosphorus diffusion using epitcial n- and p-films deposi-
ted on low resistivity n-type substrates. The voltage capabilities and
gains of those transistors were measured by standard techniques.

III. Results and Discussion

111.1 Ierfactions in Epitaxial Silicon Films
Structural iwperfections are often ob;M.idin opitaxial silicon

film (4). They could propagate from the substrate, originate at the
substrate-film interface, or develop during growth. The most common
ixpoerfoctions ar dislocations, stacking faults, growth pyramids, and
polycrystalline inclusions.

Dislocations in bulk silicon crystals have been studied with
respect to their effects on the properties of silicon and the electrical
characteristics of silicon devices (S). The most direct influence of
dislocations on device properties is related to the recombination of
minority carriers and breakdown phenomena. Prussin (Sb) has ompared
the reverse characteristics of a number of diffused mesa devices which
were all identically prepared and differed from one another only on the
basis of the dislocation density. In areas where dislocation arrays
were present, the mesa devices experienced a decrease in the reverse
voltage to a fraction of the voltage in the adjacent areas. The
distribution of soft junctions also had a direct correlation with dis-
location density, The indirect effeots of dislocations in silicon,
such as the enhancement of the diffusion of dopants along dislocations
and the precipitation of impurities at dislocations, have been shown to
be important factors for device failure. The diffusion enhancement
along dislocations results in the formation of non-planar junctions,
and the precipitation of impurities is a predominant cause of the soft
reverse characteristics of p-n junctions.

The dislocations in epitaxial silicon film are the results of the
propagation of nearly all dislocations in the substrate and the improper
growth conditions. For example, the work damage and foreign impurity
particles on the substrate surface could increase the dislocation density
in the grown film. Furthermore, if the substrate was not adequately
supported, the deformation of the substrate during the growth process
could produce arrays of dislocations.
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Stacking faults in epitaxial silicon films usually initiate at
the substrate-film interface and propagate along W1ll planes. When the
substrate is of (1113 orientation, the intersections of the stacking
fault planes with the grown surface are revealed, by chemical etching,
in the form of equilateral triangles, incomplete triangles, or straight
lines. Experimental results indicated that structural defects at the
substrate surface, foreign impurity particles on the substrate surface,
and local stress developed during the growth process are predominant
causes of faulting.

Stacking fault planes in epitaxial film are not expected to have
direct harmful effects on device characteristics, since the atoxic
arrangement in the region of stacking fault planes is similar to that in
twin planes ard twin planes exhibit no observable effects on device
properties. However, stacking faults always termirate at partial
dislocations. For example, the adjacent faulting planes in stacking
faults with triangular etch figures intersect at stair-rod partial
dislocations with 1/6 (110 Burger's vectors. Thus, stacking faults
my have similar effects on device characteristics as dislocations.
Finch et al. concluded that p-n junctions in epitaxial silicon containing
stacking faults did not exhibit anomalies which cmi be attributed direct-
ly to faulting (6). On the other hand, preferential microplasma break-
down at the stair-rod dislocations, presuiably due to the precipitation
of silicon dioxide, metals, etc. have been observed upon application of
a reverse bias (7). The effects of stacking faults on the subsequsnt
processing of epitaxial film such ua diffusion and alloying were
studied, using films containing high concentrations of stacking faults
C105ca°l or higher). Chemical etching and optical exIminations of
specimens subsequent to boron diffusion indicated thai a major portion
of the stacking faults has undergone rearrangement (cf. Section 111.2).
Chemical staining of the cross-wsectioned surface showed no enhancement
of diffusion along the remaining stacking fault planes or their inter-
sections at a junction depth of 25 4. Furthermore, stacking faults
were also found to cause no localized deep alloy penetration into
silicon.

Triangular growth pyramids, observed on epitaxial silicon films
of t111) orientation, possess flat faces which are tilted from the
underlying surface at small angles. No low angle boundaries greater
than 0.5O are present at the edges of the pyramid. However, other
structural imperfections such as stacking faults or polycrystalline
inclusion mny be present at the apex of the pyramid. Impurities on the
substrate surface are presumably responsible for the formation of
growth pyramids. Besides the associated imperfections, growth pyramids
ars undesirable for device purposes because of the non-planarity of
the surface.

Polycrystalline Inclusions in epitaxial silicon films usually
originate at the substrate-film interface, owing to the presence of
foreign particles which generated random nucleation. They have the
most harmful effects on devices. Grain boundaries in the inclusions
act as mobility scattering centers and carrier recombination centers.
Junction devices containing inclusions in the depletion region exhibit
high reverse currents and are incapable of supporting voltages more
than SOV. The diffusion of impurities in silicon is also strongly
enhanced along inclusions.
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In summry, structural imperfections in epitaxial silicon films
are undesirable because of their adverse effects on device characteris-
tics. Except the imperfections propagated from the substrate, the
formation of other imperfections can be attributed mainly to contam-
inants in the reactant mixtures, mechanical damage in the substrate,
and foreign impurities on the substram~e surface. By observing proper
cleanness precautions and using suitable in situ etching techniques
and high purity reagents, these imperfectTns•i be essentially
eliminated. Thus epitaxial silicon films possess great promise for
the fabrication of large area devices. Conventional silicon crystals
have been shown to exhibit various types of chemical and structural
defects (8), and epitaxial filicon films can be superior in these
aspects.

111.2 Diffusion
Diffusion of dopants into silicon is perhaps the most widely used

fabrication technique. The surface concentration of several dopants in
silicon and the junction depth can be controlled reproducibly to a high

oieree. However, the diffusion technique has the inherent disadvantage
that dislocations are introduced into silicon due to the lattice mis-
match between the silicon and the dopant atoms (9). The diffusion of a
high concentration of boron or phosphorus into a shallow surface layer
of silicon produced slip lines due to the stress from dopant atom in
the silicon lattice. The presence of silicon phosphide precipitate has
been detected in the surface layer of silicon after the diffusion of a
high concentration of phosphorus (10). The introduction of dislocations
and second phase material during the fabrication of p-n junctions has
serious implications for the quality of devices.

Diffusion-induced imperfections in epitaxial silicon films were
investigated by using optical examinations and microplasma observations.
When the substrate anr the epitaxial film differed greatly in dopant
concentrations, the diffusion of dopant during the growth process
resulted in high concentrations of dislocations in the interface region.
For example, when a boron-doped substrate of 0.01 ohm-cm resistivity
was used for the deposition of a 20 ohm-cm n-type epitaxial film of
200,4 thickness, the grown material just above the interface showed a
high density of etch pits arranged in arrays along (110) directions.
This is illustrated in Fig. I where the etch figure of the surface
2 to 4/f above the interface is shown. The grown material above this
region and the substrate below this region had few dislocations. Thus,
the observed etch pattern resulted from the dislocations induced by the
diffision of boron from the substrate into the grown film. Dopants
with smaller misfits in silicon, such as arsenic, gallium, or aluminum
could reduce considerably the dislocations at the epitaxial interface.

A guard ring test junction, with cross-sectional configuration
shown in Fig. 2, was used to evaluate the effects of phosphorus dif-
fusion on the breakdown characteristics of p-n junctions (11). The
guard junction is much deeper than the central .itnction and thus has a
higher breakdown voltage. The central junction should breakdown uni-
formly except for regions of imperfections or local resistivity varia-
tions. To permit the observation of the light generated in the junction,
the central junction was one micron or less in depth. Epitaxial silicon
films "sed for the diffusion process were of 0.1 ohm-cm p-type and
differed widely in stacking fault densities (1 cm- 2 to 6 x 104 cm- 2 ).
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In nearly all cases, microplasuas worn observed under a reverse bias at
the periphery of the central Junction, the region labeled A in Fig. 2.
Figure 3a shows the top view of a completed structure, anid Fig. 3b
illustrates the microplasmas observed. These micrcoplasmas presumably
occurred at dislocations generated during the formation of the guard
Junction by diffusion, and those dislocations would intersect the
Junction and served as sites for localized breakdown.

Figure 1.

Etch Figure of Surface Near the Interface of Epitaxial Silicon
Grown on Low-Resistivity Boron-Doped Substrate (Sirtl etcht 3 min)

When the guard ring test Junction fabricated from epitaxial films
containing a high concentration of stacking faults was subjected to a
reverse bias., no microplasmas related directly or indirectly to stacking
faults were observed. When the epitaxial film was etched before diffu-
sion, however, there was a one-to-one correspondence between microplasma
breakdown sand stacking faults. Detailed examinations indicated that
stacking faults were transformed during diffusion into other imperfec-
tions and that the nature of the transformation was dependent on whether
the epitaxial film had been etched prior to the diffusion process.
This phenomenon is rather complex and will not be further discussed
here,
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Cross Section of Guarded Junction Structure
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Figure 3.

(a) Top View of a Guarded Junction Structure (left)

(b) Microplasmas From Guarded Phosphomus-Diffused Junction (right)
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Besides impcrfections produced at high dopant concentrations due
to the lattice mismatch, the processing techniques used for diffusion
way also introduce imperfections into silicon. The processing techni-
ques are particularly important for the formation of shallow junctions.
For example, the formation of "pipes" through the diffused layer has
been attributed to contamirntion (12), The effects of procassing para-
meters, such as the cleanness of the specimen surface and the handling
o, specimens, on the properties of large-area shallow junctions were
investigated in detail in connection with our progrno on power transis-
tors. The transistors were fabricated by the double diffusion technique
using 10 ohm-ca u-type opitaxial silicon films deposited on low resis-
tivity n-type substrates. The depth of the base diffusion was S to 6*.,
and the surface concentration of boron in silicon was approximately
1018 cg- 3 . The collector Junctions. approximately 5 caZ in area.
sometimes exhibited high reverse currents at low voltages, so mA or
higher at lOOV or lower. To correlate the electrical characteristics
with imperfections in epitaxial-diffused junctions, the specimens with
high reverse currents were made into 19 mesas, and the junction area
of each mesa was about 20 m2. It was found that mesas with poor
characteristics invariably had localized areas with etch figures of
various shapes associated with high concentration3 of dislocations.
Several examples are shown in Fig. 4 and S. The etch figures shown in
Fig. 4 were east likely formed by contaxtinants on the specimen surface
before or during the diffusion process. Contamiiats such as dust
particles, solvent residues, impurities in the carier gas of the
diffusants, etc., could react with silicon at the temperature used for
the diffusion process, and the stress resulting from such reactions
would be sufficient to generate dislocations. The etch figures shown
in Fig. 5 were apparently due to tweezer or probe marks introduced into
the specimen by various handling processes before diffusion, and the
stresses caused by these damages were relieved during the diffusion
process by the formation of dislocation networks. These observations
clearly illustrate the importance of foreign contaminants and handling
damage as quality-detracting factors in large-area epitaxial-diffused
devices. Imperfections introduced by these factors are more serious
in large area devices than in low power devices.

To further investigate the effects of process-induced imperfections
on the electrical characteristics of epitaxial-diffused junctions,
specimens with poor characteristics wore subje ted to a gettering pro-
cess using phosphorus pentoxide at 900*C for 1/2 hr. (13). The reverse
characteristics of msas in a large arem opitaxial-diffused specimen
before and after the gettering process are summarized in Table I, and
the configuration of the me-a structure is shown in Fig. 6. This
specimen had unusually poor characteristics because of the presence
of many localized areas of imperfections. Since the reverse character-
istics of most of the mesas were found to show considerable improvements
after the gettering process, the observed softness of the junctions is
due partly to the presence of metallic precipitates. The tendency for
heavy metals to precipitate in the damaged area is therefore more harm-
ful than the dislocations themselves or the non-planar junctions which
they sometimes cause.
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Figur 4.

Etch Figures Showing Clusters, of Dislocations in Epitaxial
Silicon Specimens after Boron Diffusion, Sirtl Etch, 2 *in.
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Figure S.

Etch Figures Showing Deep Scratches and Associated Dislocations
in Epitaxial Silicon Specimas aftea Boron Diffusion, Sirtl
Etch, 2 min.
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Figure 6.

Mesa Structure Used for Evaluating Quality of Small Regions
of a Large Area Epitaxial Structure. The Black Dots in the
Mesas Are Rogions Where Destructive Breakdown Occurred Because
of a Localized Defect Area.

111.3 Ecitexial Growth
In spite of tho extensive applications of diffusion in the fabrica-

tion of doevices, it is difficult to produce large area shallow Junctions
free from process-induced dislocations by the diffusion technique in a
routine manner. On the other hand, the epitaxial growth technique in
which the Junction structures are produced during the crystal gr.owth
process is more attractive in my instances. In the power transistor
under consideration, the preparation of the base region by the epitaxial
growth technique simplifies considerably the fabrication technique and
could also provide better electrical characteristics of the collector
junction. Experiaentally, a low resistivity p-type film of a few microns
thickness, the base region of the transistor, was deposited subsequent
to the deposition of mediwA resistivity (S - 20 ohm-cm) n-type epitaxial
silicon film, the collector region, on low resistivity n-type "carrier"
substrates. Large area epitaxial p-n Junctions prepared in this manner
usually exhibited good electrical characteristics; the characteristics
of mess in a specimen are given in Table I for comparison. The large
area epitaxial p-n structures, after emitter diffusion, have produced
transistors with reasonably good charactcristics, as shown in Table II.
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Table I

FV Characteristics of Mesas in Diffused and Epitauial P-N Junctions

Diffuse i-wation Epit&3dal lunctio

Mesa After Boron Diffusion i fe toS - (wtotGteig

2 30V,&OxA SOV, SmA 20OV, lnA
3 8OV, &GMA 6SV, SMA 200V, Ink
4 2OGY, ISM NO CHANGE 200V, 2mA
5 200V, SmA NO CHANGE 2OGY, l.A
6 IOY, 90mA 70V, 9OmA 2OGY, l.a
7 3OV, MOA SOY. 9GmA 2OGY, 2.A
a 2OGY, ISM NO MIANGE lOGY, l.A
9 20O-V, ISM N40WCAGE 2OGY, l.A

10 20oY, S~k NO CHANGE 200Y, SMA
11 9OV, 8OmA SHORT lOGY, 30M
12 40V, SOmA loov, SOMA 20GY, 4MA
13 lOGY, ~G SHORT 2OGY, 3MA
14 160Y, 5GM SHO0RT 2OGY, l.A
15 40V, 5GM lOGY, ISM lOGY, 2sk
16 90Y. BonAk boy, IONA i&OY, l.A
17 6V, SWuA soY. 90GM iSGY, l.A
is 36V, 9GmA lOGY, 5GMA ISGY, l.
19 32V, 9MlOGY, looM iSOY, 2MA

Table 11

Simary of Characteristics of Large Area Epitaxial Base Transistors

___VC hFE at IOA

1. 170V at lxM 17SV at l.A is

2. 120V at 1GMA 130V at 1GMA 33

3. 120V at 2GmA 130V at 2GmA 15
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IV. Smm and Coaclusions

Structural imperfoctions in epitaxial and epitaxial-diffused
silicon fimlas are presumably the ultimate limitations on the reliability
of large-aiem epitaxial diffused devices. They are more serious in
lage area, high power devices than in low power devices since one
majOr imperfection in a wafer would cause the failure of the large
area device.

The commonly observed Imperfections in epitaxial silicon films are
dislocations, stacking faults., growth pyramids, and polycrystalline
inclusions. Their principal causes of formation mad effects on device
properties are sumarized in Table III. All these imperfections have
adverse effects of varying degrees on device characteristics, the poly-
crystalline Inclusions being the most harmful. Except those propagated
from the substrate, structural imperfections 4%n epitaxial films cam be
essentially eliminated by using proper growth techniques thereby mini-
mizing the failure of devices.

Structural imperfections in diffused silicon could be inherert
from the diffusion process or introduced by processing techniques, as
summarized in Table III. Optical examinations and aicroplasua effects
have been used to study the effects of dopant diffusion in epitaxial
silicon films. The process-induced imperfections, mostly in the form
of localized areas of high dislocation density, have boen observed in
large-area epitaxial-diffused silicon films due to contaminations and
improper handling techniques. These imperfections have been shown to be
responsible for the softness of p-n junctions by providing preferential
sites for the precipitation of metallic precipitates. The cleanness of
the diffusion process and the proper handling of specimens are therefore
important in reducing the process-induced imperfections.

The epitaxial growth technique may be used in place of diffusion
in reducing the failure of certain diffused devices. It has been
shown that in the fabricatics of power transistors, the use of epitaxial
base has improved the characteristics of the collector junction and
simplified the fabrication process.
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A LIMTATION TO THE STE STRESS TESTING

CONCEPT FOR INTERATED CIRCUITS

W. Shurtleff and W. Wor)an

Texas Instruments, Inc.
Dallas, Texas

INTRODUCT ION

The concept of step stress testing, briefly stated, is
to accelerate time-dependent failure modes by increasing
stress levels in discrete steps until a large percentage of
the test sample fails in a relatively short time span. The
failure modes observed are assumed to be active at lower
levels and would have caused failures after extended times.
"Time compression" by the utilization of step stress tech-
niques is desirable; however, the failure modes observed
must be carefully screened to deternwiiie whether or not they
would have occurred at lower stress levels. If, indeed, it
can be shown that the failure modes observed would not occur
at lower levels, no useful information has been obtained.
Simple laboratory tests may be used to determine the onset
of failures that would not occur at normal "use" conditions.
It is the intent of this paper to describe certain examples
for determining upper stress limits for the step stress
testing of i-ntegrated circuits.

The word stress denotes the act of subjecting a device
to mechanical, thermal, and/or electrical factors which
cause the device to deviate from its equilibrium condition.
The particular examples chosen in this paper will be re-
stricted to the simultaneous application of thermal and
electrical stress. Thermal-electrical stress can be stepped
in three obvious ways:

(1) increase electrical power dissipation with
ambient temperature fixed,

(2) increase ambient temperature with power
dissipation held constant, and

(3) simultaneous increase of ambient temperature
and power dissipation.
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To determine the useful maximum limits for the preceding
tests, consider the following stress limitations:

(1) bar temperature must not be increased beyond
the eutectic point of the materials composing
the units,

(2) bar temperature must not be such that thermal
biasing of components occurs,

(3) reverse voltages across p-n junctions must be
less than the reverse breakdowns of these
junctions unless current flow is limited to
prevent violation of items (1) and (2), and

(4) the operating test circuit must be transient
free to prevent transient latch-on of p-n-p-n
action.

Eutectic Limitation

'lien the eutectic Point of the materials comprising
the unit is surpassed, the unit will become a molten mass
resulting in device destruction (one example is the gold-
silicon eutectic which occurs at 370°C); hence, bar tem-
peratures should not exceed or reach this temperature. This
obvious limitation is often violated by designers of step
stress tests.

Thermal Biasing Limitation

Thermal biasing refers to thermally generated tran-
sistor action which occurs when the impurity carrier con-
centration of a doped material becomes "swamped" by the
thermal generation of carriers. Figure 11 gives the be-
havior of the resistivity as a function of temperature for
n type (phosphorous) silicon. Figure 21 gives this infor-
mation for p type (boron) silicon. As may be observed, the
resistivity of both n and p type silicon increased with
temperature to a maximum value, then decreases as tempera-
ture is further increased. The region of negative slope is
the intrinsic range of the impurity semiconductor and is
caused by thermal generation. The materials having the
lower acceptor or donor concentration are more susceptible
to the onset of the intrinsic region. For example, an n
type material with 1013 phosphorous atoms/cubic centimeter
will begin to decrease in resistivity when its temperature
exceeds 100 0 C. A p type material with 1020 boron atoms/
cubic centimeter will surpass 10000C before carriers pro-
duced by thermal generation "swamp" out impurity carrier
concentration.

To illustrate how the resistivity behavior with tem-
perature produces thermal biasing consider the following
example. Suppose three regions are juxtaposed such that an
n type region of 1015 atoms/cubic centimeter is sandwiched
between two regions of p type doping of levels 1016 and 1013
atoms/cubic centimeter respectively. Further suppose that
their cross sectional areas are identical and the 1016 and
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1013 regions are the same thickness while the 1015 region
,is very thin in comparison (effectively of zero resistance).
Place a bias of 15 volts across these three layers with
1016 being the most positive terminal. These regions may
be viewed as a resistor voltage divider where the potential
of the n region with respect to the 1016 p region is

P 1016
vl~l 6 __+1 0 15  - - p10 1 3 +olOl 15

At 0C, the ratio of resistivities in the preceding
equation may be determined from Figure 2 to be .001; 'hence,
the potential of the n region with respect to the 1016 p
region is -. 015 volts. The effective transistor is turned
"off". At 200*C, the ratio of resistivities is approxi-
mately .04 and the potential would be -. 6 volts, The effec-
tive transistor would be biased "on". This thermally gene-
rated transistor action will be referred to as thermal
biasing.

Reverse Voltage Limitation

Reverse voltages that exceed breakdown voltages of p-n
junctions coupled with unlimited current produce high power
dissipation leading to increase in bar temperature. This
increased temperature may result in thermal biasing of other
components and/or eutectic formation.

Transient Limitation

Any four layer device may serve as a p-n-p-n rectifier 2

and transients may act as a gating signal causing "latch-on"
and device destruction due to increased bar temperature.

Further Clarification of the
Preceding Stress Limitatioa

To further clarify the preceding stress limitations,
a discussion of their effect upon integrated circuit com-
ponents and their parasitic components will be presented.
This discussion will be restricted to triple diffused, mono-
lithic integrated circuits that utilize reverse p-n junction
isolation. Also, the above discussion of the eutectic point
limitation is adequate and will not be discussed further.

Component Transistors of Integrated Circuits

A typical diffusion profile of an n-p-n transistor is
shown in Figure 3. This basic substrate material is p type
(boron doped) silicon into which successive n (phosphorous),
p (boron), and n+ (phosphorous) diffusions are made to form
the collector, base and emitter regions of the transistor.
The electrical equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 4 may
he described as two transistors; namely, an n-p-n transistor
and a p-n-p transistor. The upper three layers form the
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n-p-n, and the lower three layers form the p-n-p. The two
interjacent layers are comwon to both transistors.

RESISTIVITY VERSUS TEMP. FOR N-TYPE SILICON
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Figure 1
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Thermal Biasing Limitation of
Intearated Circuit Transistors

Examination of the equivalent circuit shown in
Figure 4 reveals that transistors whose bases are floating;
i.e., no external electrical connection to the base, are
particularly susceptible to thermal biasing. The hypotheti-
cal transistor discussed above is a direct analogy to this
situation. The parasitic p-n-p transistor of an n-p-n
transistor is also susceptible if the collector of the
n-p-n (the base of the parasitic p-n-p) is floating. How-
ever, general practice by designers of step stress tests is
to turn-off components (reverse-bias stress) or turn them
on into their saturation condition (power dissipation
stress). This prevents thermal biasing as bases are gene-
rally biased externally and not allowed to float. Also, the
doping level of the emitter, base and collector regions of
the n-p-n are high and the intrinsic region lies above the
eutectic point of the contact in silicon systems. This is
not true, however, in general for the parasitic p-n-p
transistor.

Reverse Voltage Limitation for
Integrated Circuits Transistors

In designing a step stress test, consideration should
be given to the fact that resistivity shifts with tempera-
ture; hence, reverse breakdown voltages shift to lower
values when the silicon is thermally driven into its in-
trinsic region. Driving any of the junctions of the tran-
sistor into avalanche and not limiting current will produce
high power dissipation resulting in localized eutectic for-
mation and/or thermal biasing of neighboring components.
Hence, failure to observe this limitation will lead to the

.-meaningless information that a unit can indeed be melted.

Transient Limitation for
Integrated Circuit Transistors

Examination of the equivalent circuit shown in
Figure 4 reveals that the transistor and its parasitic
transistor are not equivalent to the two transistor analogy
of a p-n-p-n controlled rectifier. The basic difference
lies in the mode of bias application; namely, the polarity
is reversed. Hence, the transistor is in general not
,irectly subject to transient latch-on of p-n-p-n action.

Component Diodes of Integrated Circuits

A typical diffusion profile of a diode is shown in
Figure 5. The basic substrate material is p type (boron
doped) silicon into which successive n (phosphorous), p
(boron), and n+ (phosphorous) diffusions are made to form
the diode isolation tank, its cathode, and its anode. By
comparing Figures 3 and 5, it is easily seen that the
diffusion profile of a diode and a transistor are identical.
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Hence, the equivalent circuit of the diode shown in rigure 6
is the same as that of the transistor shown in Figure 4.
This basic structure may be modified into the following
diodes:

(1) a diode with low reverse breakdown and
normal forward voltage characteristic,

(2) a diode with a high reverse breakdown and
normal forward voltage characteristic, and

(3) a zener diode.

Type (1) diode is formed by either electrically connecting
the diode isolation tank to the cathode or allowing the tank
to "float". The reverse breakdown is the game as the re-
verse emitter-base breakdown voltage of the n-p-n transis-
tors. Type. (2) diode is formed by using the diode isolation
tank as a cathode. Hence, its reverse breakdown is the same
as the collector-base breakdown of the n-p-n transistors.
A zener diode may be formed by adjusting the resistivity
of the isolation tank until it is equivalent to that of the
final n diffusion. By making electrical contact tc the n
regions, a zener diode with essentially an emitter-base
reverse breakdown under both voltage polarity conditions
is formed.

DIODE
TYPICAL DIFFUSION PROFILE

Figure 5
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DIODEPARAITIC QUIVAL•E•T

Figure 6

Thermal Biasing Limitation for
Integrated Circuit Diodes

Examination of the equivalent circuit shown in
Figure 6 reveals that diodes whose isolation tanks are
floating are particularly susceptible to thermal biasing.
The hypothetical transistor discussed above is a direct
analogy to this situation. Diodes whose isolation tanks
are ohmically connected to their anodei are not subject to
the.mal biasing.

Reverse Voltage Limitation for
Intearated Circuit Diodes

The remarks about the application of this limitation
to transistors are applicable and need no further discussion.

Transient Limitation for
Integrated Circuit Diodes

The diode, an the transistor, is not in~general sub-
ject to the transient latch-on of p-n-p-n action.

Comnonent Capacitors of Integrated Circuits

A typical diffusion profile of a capacitor is shown
in Figure 7. The order and type of diffusions are identical
to those for the formation of an n-p-n transistor. The
diffusions differ only in regard to their placement. The
final n+ diffusion is not centered in the p diffusion;
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rather, it overlaps the n diffusion and leaves a section of
the p diffusion exposed as shown in Figure 7. The n+ end
n diffusions form one plate of the capacitor, and the p
diffusion serves as the other, i.e., the p-n/n+ juncticn
formed is reverse biased, and the resultant depletion layer
forms the capacitor.

CAPACITOR
'rvpgCAL DIPPUSION PotPILSt

a MOSTRATI

Figure 7

The equivalent circuit of the capacitor is given in'
Figure 8. It can be represented by a p-n-p transistor'.
The n+ and n diffusions serve as the base, the p type sub-
strate as the collector, and the p diffusion as ther emitter.

The capacitor is not sensitive to the above discussed
limitations of transistors and diodes. Therpal biasing can
be neglected since the junctions of the capacitor are formed
from heavily doped material; therefore, the intrinsic tem-
perature range is high. Transient latch-on can be ignored
as the device is three layered. Reverse voltage limita-
tions must be observed, but the heavy doping levels prevent
shifting of reverse breakdown voltages.

Component Resistors of Integrated Circuits

Resistors are formed by two successive diffusions,
n type and p type, respectively, into a p type stibstrate.
See Figure 9. The n diffusion forms the resistor isolation
tank and the narrow p diffusion forms the resistor.
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Figure 8

RESISTOR
TYPICAL DIFFUSION PROFILE
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Figure 9
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The electrical equivalent of the resistor (refer to
Figure 10) is a dual emitter p-n-p transistor with a re-
sistor connecting its emitters. The base of the p-n-p is
the resistor isolation tank, and its collector is the sub-
strate. The resistor in not directly subject to p-n-p-n
latch-on as it is a three layer device. It is sensitive to
the reverse voltage limitation in the same manner as the
transistor and diode. Hence, the remarks made earlier are
again applicable. The resistor is exceptionally sensitive
to thermal biasing. The resistor isolation tank may or may
not be externally biased. Consider first the case where it
is not biased. Here the hypothetical transistor discussed
above is again a direct analogy; namely, the elevation of
temperature shifts the silicon to its intrinsic range and
causes the voltage of the tank to move toward that of the
substrate. As this happens, it becomes forward biased with
respect to the resistor, and the equivalent p-n-p transistor
turns-on leading in many cases to device destruction. If
the tank is externally biased, this tendency is reduced but
not eliminated because it is of large geometry and hence,
is difficult to maintain at a particular bias. In other
words, voltage gradients across the tan* are generated by
the application of temperature. These gradients allow
thermal biasing of the resistor isolation tank leading to
turn-on.

RESISTOR
PAMAITC QUIVALENT

SUU8TRATE

/JMOTOR I9PLATIMTNTK

Figure 10
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Two examples of devices that failed because their
temperature capabilities were exceeded will now be discussed.

The SN355 was subjected to an operating step sitress
test. This test was -erformed by applying constant power
biasing with increased ambient temperature at each stress
level. The biasing circuit is shown in Figure 11. The
components within the dotted line comprise the integrated
circuit while the outside components furnish bias. Voltage
nodes are also included.

SN355 DRIVER SWITCH
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Figure 12 graphs cumulatie percent failure as a
function of bar temperature for the step stress test. Bar
temperature was determined by the equation

Tb Ta + (P) (Oj),

where Tb - Bar temperature in OC
Ta - Ambient temperature in *C
P - Power dissipation in mw
ej - Thermal conductivity in *C/mw.

The graph shows z sharp increase in the rate of failure
after the bar temperature exceeded 200*C.

BAR TEMPERATURE VS CUMULATIVE % FAILURE

man DRIVE SWITCH

OPERATINO STEP STMRES

so-

hi

-Iso
to.

W0 15 100 206 3

BAR TEMPERATURE • C

Figure 12

Examination of the failures revealed melted evaporated
leads in all cases on the pin 8 side of the R2, R3, and R4
resistor. Figure 13 is a photomicrograph of the bar with
axrows to indicate the location of the open leads. The
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photomicrograph also reveals the resistor isolation tanks
are not biased on this bar design.

Figure 13

PHOTO4ICROGRAPH OF SN355 BAR
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A study of the operating circuit indicates that
sufficient current to melt the leads could not have passed
through the surface resistors, but instead passed through
the resistor window and down to the substrate. This theory
was verified by opening the evaporated leads across the re-
sistors from pin 8 and observing that when the bar tempera-
ture was increased above 2000C, the evaporated leads melted
on the pin 8 side of the resistors. Material resistivities
and temperatures attained correlate well with the thermal
generation theory discussed earlier.

It was concluded that this device failed due to a
thermally generated transistor action when subjected to bar
temperatures above 200*C and that meaningful step stress
information cannot be obtained above 200 C.

The SN341 was subjected to an operating step stress
test which was performed by applying constant power biasing
with increased ambient temperatures at each stress level.
The biasing circuit is shown in Figure 14. Components
outside the dotted line supply bias for the integrated
circuit within the dotted line. Voltage nodes are included
to show the operational conditions.

Figure 15 graphs the cumulative percent failure versus
the bar temperature for the step stress test. Bar tempera-
ture was determined by the equation used in the previous
example. The graph shows a marked increase in rate of
failure as the bar temperature surpasses 3000C.

An examination of the fa.led devices revealed melted
leads at several places on the bar (see Figure 16). These
melted leads are associated with the 5.9K resistor, the
1.0K resistor, the output transistor, and the substrate.
Since the melted leads are associated with only the above
mentioned components, a study of the diffusion profile of
these components is desirable. Figure 17 is the diffusion
profile of the 5.9K resistor, the 1.0K resistor and the
output transistor in their biased condition. Figure 18 has
included in the profile, a parasitic equivalent. Observe
that thermally generated transistor actions at the two
resistor diffusions has created a current path through the
substrate material to its bias tap. This current path has
caused a voltage gradient to exist across the substrate
material. The voltage gradient has raised the substrate
potential beneath the collector of the output transistor
to a p-n diode above the "on" VCE of the collector which
allows substrate current to flow into the collector of the
"on" transistor. The failure indicators are melted evapo-
rated leads along the current paths.

It is concluded that meaningful step stress informa-
tion cannot be obtained if the device is operated at bar
temperatures above 3000C.
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Figure 16

PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF SN341 BAR
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CONCLUSION

Reliability information for integrated circuits is
extremely difficult to obtain. Process improvements and
major breakthroughs in the "state of the art" have pushed
the reliability of integrated circuits extremely high.
Reliability engineers must depend on accelerated life test-
ing to obtain the required reliability information. There
are limits to accelerated life testing which, if exceeded,
preclude the possibility of obtaining useful data. Simple
laboratory tests, such as those described above, on a few
device& can reveal the onset of these limitations and allow
the maximum information to be obtained.

1. Ranyan, W. R., "Silicon Semiconductor Technology",
McGraw-Hill, Pp. 167 and 168.

2. Adams, J. and Workman, W., "Semiconductor Network
Reliability Assessrent", Proc. IEEE, Vol. 52, No. 12,
December, 1964, Pp. 1624-1635.

.................................................... .............................
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TlE1MOPH8IC5 OF SILICON POWlR TRANSISTOBS*

David A. Peterman

Central Research Laboratories
Texas Instrments, Inc.

Dallas, Texa

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a study of the fundamental thermo-
physics of silicon epitaxial power transistors with emphasis
on obtaining quantitative agreement between analytical calcu-
lations of junction temperature variations and experimental
temperature profiles obtained with an infrared microradiom-
eter. These temperature distributions are a prime manifesta-
tion of thermal-electrical interactions which affect the
performance and reliability of the device. Obtaining quanti-
tative agreement requires an accurate model representing the
heat conduction problem, a realistic energy dissipation
distribution for correct boundary conditions, and accurate
experimental temperature profile data.

A commercial NPN silicon epitaxial power transistor was
chosen for detailed study in this analysis for several
reasons: (1) Its common comb-type structure shown in
Figure 1 is typical of geometries used for most high-frequency
power transistors. The wafer is 100 x 100 mils. The dotted
line indicates the emitter diffusion outline and the cross-
hatched areas are emitter and base contact metalization.
(2) The 9-mil emitter finger width allows detailed tempera-
ture variations across the emitters to be observed by the
-i.frared -microradiometer., which bs. a resolution of 1.5 mil.

..................................................................................

* This work is being supported by Rome Air Development
Center, U.S. Air Force under Contract AF 30 (602) 3727.
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Figure 1

Surface Geometry of Test Transistor

(3) Analytical results and understanding resulting from this
study should be extendable to devices designed for use at
either higher frequency (smaller geometry) or higher power
(larger geometry). (4) Volume production insures applicability
of the results and availability of detailed information on

................. device characteristics and design.

INFRARED PROFILE EXPERIMENTS

The infrared microradiometer used in this study con-
sists basically of an InSb photodetector that is sensitive to
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infrared radiation in the 2 to 5.6;L range. Radiation is
collected from a 1.5 mi! spot and focused on the detector by
a 15X Beck reflective objective lens. Amplification is
achieved by chopping the radiation below the objective and
using a phase-sensitive ac amplifier. A reference chamber is
provided into which the detector looks when the mirrored
chopper blade is interrupting the source radiation. The
detector and reference chamber are maintained at 770K by
liquid N2 dewars. This instrument has a sensitivity of
0.5*K and an absolute &ccuracy of about 1.01K at 300°K for a
black body. Subjects are mounted on an X-Y stage which has
an automatic X drive with a manual Y adjustment. A position
signal is obtained from a multi-turn potentiometer connected
to the drive mechanism. Infrared profiles are obtained by
recording the amplifier output (infrared signal) vs. the
position signal on an X-Y recorder.

In order to convert the output signal of the instru-
ment to actual temperature, the emissivity of the device
surface must be known at every point. This poses a serious
problem when the surface temperature of a semiconductor
device is d~sired. Generally, the emissivity varies on the
surface froni less than .05 on the metal contact areas to an
apparent value of .6 to .8 on the silicon., The silicon
actually is not opaque to radiation In the 2 to 5.6V
region so that the radiation signal originates from within
the device. This situation not only distorts the thermiAl
picture but introduces unknown variations which preclude
quantitative measurement of surface temperature. It is
essential, therefore, to use some method of controlling
surface emissivity.

Several coatings were studied to determine their capa-
bility to provide uniform high-emissivity surfaces.
Figure 2 shows reflectance measurements on three sample
coatings. This data was obtained by applying the coating to
a silver mirror surface and measuring the reflection spec-
trum with a Perkin-Elmer Model 337 Infrared Spectrophotometer.
Since emissivity in this case is one minus reflectance, a
1 percent reflectance corresponds to an emissivity of .99.
Although 3M Black gives a higher emissivity, it requires a
4-mil thickness to obtain uniform coverage. Krylon, on the
other hand, also gives better than .99 emissil :ty and only
requires a 0.2 m.1 thickne~ss'.Eiig b~thnaive very 'high,
resistivities, 3M Black is at least an order of magnitude
better than Krylon. Parsons has several strong absorption
lines in the 4 to 6 t region causing it to have the lowest
emissivity; therefore, in device testing, 3M Black has been
used to obtain contour maps and Krylon has been used to obtain
detailed temperature profiles.
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Figure 2

Infrared Reflectance of Emissivity Control Coatings

Transistors were tested at steady state conditions
using a common-emitter circuit with conventional power
supplies. Thermocouples were mounted on the header adjacent
to the chip to record the true stud temperature during oper-
ation. Continuous scans were made at 5-mil intervals across
the chip. Iqothermal contour maps are obtained from this
data by plotting the location of incremental temperatures on
a map of the transistor surface. Figures 3 and 4 show

__--typic3l A. tothermAl contour-maps obtained with.3M - -ck-coatý ........
ing for two test conditions. Figure 3 was obtained with
IC = 5 amps and VCE = 10 volts. This map indicates nearly
uniform heat dissipation across the active area of the
device. The longer emitter fingers produced proportionately
larger heating than the shorter ones. The maximum tempera-
ture of 125"C occurs near the center on the long emitter side.
In general, this isothermal map is quite reasonable and
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Isothermal Contour Nap of Transistor Surface

indicates approximately uniform current distribution over

the emitter fingers. Figure 4 was obtained with

IC = 2 amips and VCE = 25 volts. These parameters produced a

significant change in temperature distribution. The maximum
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Figure 4

Isothermal Contour Map of Transistor Surface

surface temperature near the center on the long emitter side
has now increased to 195 C, while the outer areas of the
device remain at a lower temperature. Although hot spot
formation has previously been predicted and qualitatively
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observed, the contour maps shown in Figures 3 and 4 are
quantitative and were obtained at the same total power dissi-
pation. This Lidicates a mechanism other than power level
causing current concentration, resulting in local heating
and hot spots. Contour maps also were obtained with con-
stant collector-emitter voltage (V9E), constant collector
current (Ic), and constant base emitter voltage (VBE) to
determine the relative importance of these parameters. At

sufficiently high voltages (VCE 2 20 v), hot spots developed
in each case as power level increased. The increase in
current concentration with increasing Ic for the bonstant
VCE case is particularly significant in that higher Ic
values did not result in more uniform distribution as pre-
dý4 d from Figures 3 and 4. Tests with varying case
temperature showed that case temperature level was not a
significant factor in the development of hot spots.

Several devices were deliberately destroyed after ob-
taihiing temperature contour data. Examination of these
devices showed local melting of the aluminum contacts in
regions exactly corresponding to the maximum -temperature
regions observed with the infrared microradiometer.

ENERGY DISSIPATION STUDIES

In order to correctly interpret the experimental
results and obtain a valid model for the thermal character-
istics, it is necessary to understand the mechanisms and
location of energy dissipation in transistors. Energy is
dissipated in a transistor in several ways. Potential
energy is lost by the electrons as they come to thermal
equilibrium in the depletion region near the collector-base
junction. This energy is absorbed by the lattice in the
thermalization process. A similar change of energy distribu-
tion occurs in the emitter. In this case, however, the
lattice must give up energy to thermalize the electrons in
the emitter because of the loss of high energy electrons at
the emitter base junction due to injection into the base
region. Energy is also dissipated in the base region due to
sheet resistance. The actual energy exchange between elec-

trons and lattice will therefore be a complex function of the
operating current and voltage values and will be distributed
through the active region of the transistor. When the base
current (IB) is much smallrta.h~l~trxret(C
(i.e., IC s IV), the net energy dissipation to the lattice
can be approximated by ICVCE. Assuming that this is the
case and that the active region is very near the surface of
the transistor, the problem reduces to one of obtaining the
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local variation of collector (or ekitter) current density
across the surfacm of the device.

For this type of structure, a significant portion of
the base current flows parallel to the emitter-base junction.
This parallel component of base current produces an IR drop
in voltage which debiases the center of the emitter with
respect to the periphery. causing a large portion of the
emitter current to be carried at the periphery. Power
transistors, therefore, are usually characterized by a series
of long slender emitters (usually called fingers). In this
case, a two-dimensional model can be used to characterize
heat conduction in such devices.

Wilcox 1 has solved the heat conduction equations for
the case if an infinite number of emitters with uniform
energy dissipation across the emitter surface and a constant
substrate temperature (TO). He also gives an approximate
solution for the surface temperature variation across a
single emitter. This solution is an infinite series and is
given by-

TS To + -c •2W_-- 113
k~ 6n + .. .[++ (1)

n•l

where To = surface temperature,

To = constant substrate temperature,
R - thermal conductivity of semiconductor

material,
q - energy dissipation rate per unit length

of emitter,
w = half-width of the emitter,
b = thickness of semiconductor chip,
x = distance normal to emitter finger.

Since the equations and boundary conditions of this problem
are linear, a solution for a finite number of emitters can be
obtained by superposition of a series of the solution in
equation (1). The results of these calculations are com-
pared in Figure 5 with an experimental -surface temperature

1 Wilcox, W.R., "Heat Transfer in Power Transistors" IEEE

Transactions on Electron Devices, Vol. ED-10, Number 5,
p. 308-313, September 1963.
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Temperature Profile Across Emitter Fingers

profile obtained with the infrared microradiometer. The pro-
file was obtained at the end of the emitter fingers, most
nearly representing the condition of uniform energy dissipa-
tion across each emitter.

Although the agreement is good, several differences
between theory and experiment point to improvements that can
be made to improve the analytical model other than including
variation of energy dissipation. The experimental curve
indicates a more rapid decrease in peak height than pre-
dicted by the calculations. This indicates that the iso-
thermal boundary condition on the header side of the chip
should be modified to account for the actual temperature
variation in the header. The difference in smoothness
probably results from the fact that, in the ac .. . ..vice,

energy is not dissipated on the surface as assumed in the
analytical model but near the collector-base junction. The
coating of paint may also need to be accounted for in the
analysis. Some smoothing could also be due to 3-dimensional
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spreading effects at the end of the emitters. The analytical
solution, however, does yield a valid representation of the
temperature variation in the junction region of the transis-
tor.

THE1RAL IMPEDANCE

It has been common practice to indicate the heat dis-
sipating performance of semiconductor devices by defining
thermal impedance (tjc) as the temperature difference
between the heat dissipating junction (Tj) and the case
temperature (Tc) divided by the power being dissipated (P).
There are several difficulties in using this parameter.
Since device area and thickness are not used, ejC can only
indicate rolative performance of devices with identical
geometries. Definition of a unique, meaningful case
temperature is often difficult. The most significant prob-
lem, however, deals with defining what is meant by junction
temperature. Junction temperature is not a unique quantity,
but depends on location and operating condition as demon-
strated in Figures 3 and 4 (assuming that the surface tempera-
ture variation correctly indicates the temperature variation
in the junction region which is just below the surface).

It is easy to see, therefore, why junction temperature
measurements based on temperature dependent device param-
eters give ejC data that is difficult to interpret unequiv-
ocally. Often, the measurements are made at conditions not
at all representative of operating stress conditions thereby
yielding no correlation of failure rate with stress level.
Infrared microradiometry and thermal analysis can be very
valuable in defining test procedures which yield OjC values
that can be used with confidence for reliability screening.
The major requirement fora definition of junction tempera-
ture is that a unique physical quantity is obtained which
truly indicates the state of thermal stress on the device.
Figure 6 shows experimental data obtained with the micro-
radiometer on the test transistor. With the case
temperature held at 100*C, the collector current was set at
various current levels. At each level, the collector-
emitter voltage was increased until the point of maximum
surface temperature was at 200°C. The line drawn through
these points represents\ the operating conditions for the
maximum value of Tj = 20° C. A constant power line (30 watts)
and the maximum dc operating limit (Joint Electron Device
Engineering Council Registration Data) for this particular
device are also shown for comparison. The JEDEC limit line
was established prior to these experiments by displacing to
the 'eft a line representing the experimentally determined
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failure zone. It therefore represents an average safe
operating limit for this device type. Since the constant
naximum Tj line is parallel and to the right of the JEDEC
line, it appears that the maximum value of Tj is a direct
indication of thermal stress level. This- quantity is .not.
only easily defined physically, but can logically be
expected to indicate critical thermal stress.
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Having identified the maximum value of Tj as the
critical junction temperature, a corresponding thermal
impedance can be defined as

S= TjmRU - Tc (2)
P

where P is the power dissipation and Tc is the case tempera-
ture. Both P and Tc must be appropriately defined for a
particular device. Electrical *jC measurement techniques
can be directly evaluated by their ability to indicate the
critical thermal impedance (W) and its variation with oper-
ating condition.

CONCLUSION

This paper has described an analysis of the thermal
characteristics of silicon power tra.nsistors aimed at under-
standing temperature-dependent failure mechanisms. The
infrared microradiometer has been shcwn to be a powerful
analytical tool which can be used to vralidate and guide
theoretical efforts. A simple analyti.cal solution for the
temperature profile of a transistor surface has yielded good
agreement with the experimental profiles. These results
demonstrate how a difference in surface temperature leading
to a thermal instability can occur even in an ideal device
with uniform energy dissipation. Experimental isothermal
contour maps clearly demonstrate the accelerating effect of
VCE on the formation of a hot spot in the test transistor. A
realistic thermal impedance (f,) has been defined based on the
maximum temperature in the junction region which can be used
to evaluatc indirect measurements of thermal impedance (OjC).
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ACCUMULATION AND DECAY OF MOBILE SURFACE CHARGES

ON INSULATING LAYERS
AND RELATIONSHIP TO RELIABILITY OF SILICON DEVICES*

W. Schroen**

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

ITT Semiconductors Product Laboratories
Palo Alto, California

ABSTRACT

Reverse biased diodes of various geometrical dimensions, oxide
preparation techniques and brealrdown voltages were used to measure
surface contact potential differences and surface ion distributions in

various ambientc. The experimental data of ion accumulation were
compared to complementary error function solutions expected for a
distributed capacitance afnd sheet resistance. After bias removal the
accumulated positive and negative charges were allowed to decay. Sig-
nificant differences of decay times could be observed determined by the
sign of the charge and the chemical preparation of the sample. The in-
fluence of mobile surface charges on device characteristics, particular-
ly on the diodebreakdown voltage, is described. The relationship
between the surface breakdown voltage and the external bias applied to
a metal strip located geometrically above the p-n junction is established.
Finally, it is shown that a "freezing" of the surface charges can change
and stabilize the diode V-I characteristics considerably.

I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of mobile surface ions on insulating layers has

been investigated by a number of authors. Browni proposed ion motion

along the surface across a p-n junction to form an underlying inversion

layer. Atalla, Bray and Lindnerz explained the observed instabilities

* Research sponsored by the U. S. Air Force, Rome Air Development
Center, Rome, New York.

** Present address: Central Research Laboratories, Texas
Instruments, Inc. , Dallas, Texas.
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of thermally oxidized silicon junctions in wet atmospheres by the
motion of ions on the surface of the oxide under the influence of an
applied electric field. The ions, in order to become mobile, require
the presence of water or of organic molecules of large dipole moment.
Essential features of Attala's model, namely that the ions can set up
fields of the order of 106 V/cm in the oxide layer, producing potential
differences of the order of half the reverse bias applied to the p-n
junction, could be verified by Shockley, Queisser, Hooper and
Schroen. 3, 4 They measured the large contact potential differences
ýetween the charged oxide surface and a metal reference electrode
using a vibrating capacitor probe ("Kelvin probe" 4, 5). In the present
paper, investigations are reported which demonstrate that surface
treatments and ambient variations can drastically change the charge
distribution and the associated drift.

Furthermore, it was the aim of the present investigations to
study the influence of external fields - supplied either by mobile surface
ions or by an external potential to a metal layer - on the breakdown
voltage of oxide protected p-n Junctions. It is well known that high
voltage planar junctions generally exhibit breakdown voltages consid-
erably lower than those predicted 6 from impurity density profiles (in
addition, the onset of breakdown at corners plays an important role7 ).
It is expected that a better understanding of the influence of external
fields on the breakdown voltage will contribute to mitigate and finally
eliminate device reliability problems due to charge motion and surface
breakdown influences.

Historically, as early as in 1948, Shockley and Pearson8 dis-
cussed the concept of using an external electric field normal to the
surface of a semiconductor to control the carrier density near the
surface. In 1956, Garrett and Brattain9 established a theoretical
model for the influence of surface fields on avalanche breakdown.
Later, Kahng and Atalla' 0 pointed out that a structure, consisting
of a reverse biased p-n junction superseded by an insulating layer
combined with a metal control, can be used to enhance as well as
deplete charge near the surface of the semiconductor. Usinf the
insulated-gate field effect transistor, Hofstein and HeimanI reported
the control of avalanche breakdown at the surface of a p-n junction.
Nathanson 1 2 observed a decrease of the breakdown voltage with in-
creasing gate field of the p+n high field triode. The variation of the
breakdown voltage of an n 4 -p control ring diode with various gate

potentials was investigated in detail by Schroen, Hooper and
Queisser. 13,14 Part of their results were applied by Shockley and
HooperlS, 16 in the surface-controlled avalanche transistor. Using
a p+ -n control ring diode, Gastrucci and Logan1 7 found an increase in
breakdown voltage when the control ring was biased negatively, pro-
ducing a field that opposed the field of the immobile charge. Their
measurements showed an optimum value of the control-ring vcltage,
at which breakdown voltage was a maximum. The effect of increasing
the breakdown voltage by a metallic contact that is connected to the
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diffused region and extends over the oxide-protected junction edge has
been reported by Clark and Mack,1 8 Castrucci and Logan 1 7 and Schroen.1 9

The following Sections 2 and 3 describe at first briefly the diode
structures and the experimental equipment used, then the results of
surface ion accumulation and decay. The complementary error function
distribution is found to be a good representation of the measured values.

- &--dithi 4 deili with the influence of surface ions and external potential
on device reliability. The diode breakd6wn voltage is investigated as a
function of time and of the bias on a control electrode. Finally, some
methods are briefly described for immobilizing the surface ions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The specimens used for the investigations consisted of diffused
n+p or p+n planar diodes with various protecting oxides. The prepara-
tion of the diodes was performed in the following sequence. (A) For
p-type starting material: Resistivity I f-cm, oxidation in oxygen plus
steam at 1200 C for 30 minutes, resulting in an oxide thickness o 0. 61j
window opening, P 2 0 5 phosphorus predeposition at 1050 C for 30 min.
(B) For n-type starting material: Resistivity 5 f-cm, oxidation and
window opening as above, B2 0 6 boron predeposition at 950 C for
30 min, followed by a diffusion at 1300" C for 45 minutes in wet oxygen.

For some experiments, the oxide was removed and new oxides
were deposited: (1) Method: Pyrolytic decomposition of ethyl silicate
at 850°C for 1 hour according to

SI(OET)4 ). Si0 2 + 2 [(ET)2 01 (1)

where E - CH 3 CH , resulting in an oxide thickness I IL. Decomposi-
tion at 5'0°C resulied in a thickness of e0. 2 ji. Some samples received
an additional phosphorus glass layer using POC13 at 1050°C for 20 min.
(Z) Method: Oxidation in oxygen plus steam at 1200 C for 30 min, re-
sulting in an oxide thickness f 0. 6 IL. (3) Method: Oxidation in wet
oxygen at 1200° C for 45 min, resulting in an oxide thickness rd 0.6 IL.
(4) Method: Oxidation in dry oxygen at 1300°C for I hour, resulting in'
an oxide thickness ,0. 3 I.

After oxide windows were opened for contacts, the samples
were rinsed in trichloroethylene and then heat treated at 600* C for
30 min. in vacuum (pressure 10-6 Torr, residual gas consisted almost
exclusive of pure, N ), Samplees prepared by this procedure are re-
ferred to as "untreated" because they showed surf aceion-motioni ona it
very reduced scale.

For the investigations of the ambient influence, the samples
and the measuring equipment were enclosed in a metal can so that the
ambient type and relative humidity could be well controlled. The moist
ambient was obtained by passing dry nitrogen through a flask of heated
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water, the relative humidity being determined by the nitrogen flow rate
and water temperature. The humidity was monitored by a relative
humidity indicator located in the ambient flow line.

Bias was applied to the diodes as shown schematically in Fig. I
for an n+p diode. The electric field fringing through the oxide layer
disturbs the originally randomly distributed surface ions so that posi-
tive charges accumulate over the p-substrate and negative charges
over the n-layer. The resulting ion distribution is "frozen" by flowing
dry NZ over the sample and measured using the vibrating capacitor
technique. 4, 5 The "Kelvin probe" is positioned close to the diode
surface (see Fig. 2) and scanned across the junction under various
conditions of diode bias and ambient. The probe used consisted of a

fine wire tip (diameter Z5 or 75 t) which had been gold plated to mini-
mize changes in its work function, The measured contact potential
difference VK between the probe and the specimen surface is that of
the bucking voltage required to produce a null condition on the
oscilloscope. 4,5

N-TYPE P-TYPE

+ -I

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of an oxide protected planar n+p
diode. The electric field due to the reverse bias is fringing
through the oxide layer and causes separation of mobile
surface ions.

N-YEP-TrYPE'

ELECTRICAL CONTACT I
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of surface contact potential

difference measurement. Ions located on outer surface
of oxide covering p-n junction.
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3. ION ACCUMULATION AND DECAY

3. 1 Complementary Error Function Distribution

A p+n diode with ethyl silicate oxide was reverse biased with a
Z2. 5 V battery (terminal voltage 24V). The measurement was carried
out first in dry N2 ambient, and then repeated in 50f relative humidity.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. The curve marked "dry nitrogen"
shows the contact potential distribution prior to surface charge motion.
The ambient was then changed to 50% relative humidity and, with bias
applied, the surface was allowed to "drift" for 12 minutes, after which
time the diode was again flushed with dry nitrogen. The diode wasthen
scanned with the Kelvin probe to measure the distribution of the accu-
milIated ions, and the curve of Fig. 3 marked "measured, 50% RH" was
obtained. It will be noticed that the change in potential due to the
motion of surface charge is not equal on both sides of the junction.
Over the n-material, the drift did not go past 1500p, whereas on the
p+ side, an appreciable disturbance is evident past 2500 F. The reason
for this behavior is the fact that edge effects of the geometry become
important over the diffused area when the disturbance occurs over a
distance which is an appreciable fraction of the diode diameter.

,., 25 . _
V0.rfc x/2,./rt, ./Vt.4OOj, (THEORY)

20 -_ MEASURED, 50% RH-- FZ JASURED (DRY NITROGEN)
15 t720 s)

I0*0

24V

&D 2.0 1.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0
_ x--m-[ .,

Fig. 3. Surface potential vs. distance from the junction of a p+n
diode with ethyl silicon oxide.

It is quite informative to compare the potential distribution
obtained in Fig. 3 to the complementary error function solution ex-
pected for a distributed capacitance, Ca, and sheet resistance Rsq,
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which give the equation

a2VK/Sxz = CR 8V/at (2)

or

C V = (1/R sq) 8 VK 1 5 x/ . (Za)

The complementary error function solutions are available in standard
diffusion tables, and can be readily compared to the measured poten-
tial distribution. Figure 4 shows this comparison. Plotted is the

logarithm of the contact potential difference VK vs. the probe positionx,

where x = 0 is chosen at the junction and V is the potential directly
above the junction, equal to half the applie~bias.

i10

V•- f - I ,,5T(HEIY

I%(50% RH, tI 720 2sc)

Fig. 4. Logarithm of contact potential difference vs. distance from
the junction. Also plotted is a theoretical complementary
error function solution for potential distribution.
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Three curves are shown, the contact potential distribution
measured over the n-aide of the junction, the contact potential mea-
sured over the p-side, and the complementary error function which
gave the beat fit to the measured potential distribution. It should be
mentioned that the potential measured over the p-side should actually
be plotted upward from V0 = 12 V at x = 0, since here the potential is

increasing with distance. For the purpose of comparison, however,
both curves are plotted together. The curve labeled V0 erfc x/2 'Jt
is a complementary error function plot, obtained from diffusiontables,
with Ost chosen equal to 400 1& for the best fit. It can be seen for x
up to 500 1L that the potential distribution on both sides of the junction
is a perfect fit to the error function. For x > 500 1& the measured
potential over the p-side does not fit the error function because of
diode edge effects mentioned earlier. The measured potential over
the n-side, however, is an excellent fit to the error function between
750 and 1500 1L. Since the data for the n-side of the diode does fit the
theoretical curve so well, one can accurately determine D, the diffu-
sion coefficient of charges on the oxide surface. For N't = 4 x 10"2 cm,
and t 7 720 seconds, D = 2.2 x l0-6 cm2 sec"1 . This value of D' is in
excellent agreement with the value determined by Shockley, et al. 4

studying charge motion on glass surfaces.

The sheet resistance of the oxide surface can in turn be found
by the relationship

R = lI(D Ca) (3)
sq a

where R is the sheet resistance in ohms per square, D the diffusion
coefficieniI in cm2 sec-1 and Ca the capacitance per unit area inF cm-2 ,
of the oxide layer. The diffusion coefficient "D was calculated above
to be 2.2 x 10-6 cm 2 sec-l. The capacitance per cm 2 of the SiO2
layer was 6 x 10-9 F, so that Rq = 7. 6 x 1013 ohms per square.

3.2 Ion Accumulation and Decay as a Function of Chemical Treatment

Previous investigations 1 3 have shown that ohemical treatments
of the diode surface cause charges to compile in different quantities
in the same time interval and to decay with different time constants.
An acceleration of the decay was particularly pronounced if the sample
was treated with water. On the other hand, benzene with its very
small dissociation constant (pKa > 60) and lack of electric dipole
moment was found to decay very slowly. In order to get more infor-
mation about ion accumulation and decay, detailed measurements were
performed which are reported in the following paragraphs.

Bias of 50 V was applied to the sample for 10 minutes. It can
be seen in Fig. 5 that for the untreated sample the amounts of charges
accumulated over the n and p sides are almost equal. The sample
was then boiled in water for about 10 minutes and baked at 150' C for
I hour. (Without the bakeout process the decay of the surface ions
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was too rapid to be measured accurately). Ion accumulation was
achieved by applying bias of 50V across the diode for only 1 minute.

The ion decay is also shown in Fig. 5. There is a very fast decay of
the surface ions, and, in addition, a difference of the decay rate for
the ion type. Accumulated negative ions decay fast to an equal distri-
bution while positive charges slow down their decrease.

7

61

5%

4
I

3 - POSITIVE IONS
� --- NEGATIVE IONS

o UNTREATED
2- A H20

I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

[min]
Fig. 5. Effects of surface treatment on the decay of charge

accumulated on the oxide. Shown is the decay with time
of the maximum negative and positive potential observed
on the oxide above the n-type and p-type silicon after bias
removal. Untreated and treated (H2O) states are shown.
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As another example of inorganic treatment, Fig. 6 shows the
curves after a rinse in 5%HzSO4. The diode was submerged for
5 minutes and then dried with dry nitrogen. Reverse bias of 50 V was
applied for 10 minutes. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the amount of
accumulated charges is almost equal in the untreated and the treated
case. There is, however, a pronounced difference in the decay times
for the treated and the untreated samples, but not as drastic as in
Fig. 5. The decay rates of positive and negative charges are similar.

,- ' 10 , -- i ,

9

& &

6

5

4

SPOSITIVE IONS
NEGATIVE IONS

0 UNTREATED
S5%H2ZS0 4

2 I I I I I "

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(min]

Fig. 6. Effects of surface treatment on the decay of charge accumu-
lated on the oxide. Shown is the decay with time of the
mvaximium negative and positive potential observed on the
oxide above the n-type and p-type silicon after bias removal.
Untreated and treated (5%HZS0 4 ) states are s9'own.

In Figs. 7 and 8 two examples of an organic treatment are
shown, benzene and methanol. In both cases the sample was sub-
merged for 5 minutes in the organic solvent and dried in dry nitrogen.
A bias of 50 V was applied for 10 minutes in laboratory atmosphere.
As can be seen, the accumulation of charges is almost equal in all
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cases. In comparison to Figs. 5 and 6, the decay of the ions is slower
(particularly for the C6H6 -treated sample), the decay rates being very
similar to those of the untreated samples. The results of Figs. 7 and
8 are in agreement with the experimental findings of the previous
report. 13 Benzene has a slow surface ion. motion because of small
dissociation constant and the lack of electric dipole moment. Methanol,
on the other hand, has an appreciably higher dissociation of pKa = 16
and thus can prrvide protons and negative charged CH 3 0- methoxyl
ions. There is also an electric dipole monment for methanol of
1. 7 Debye. Methanol films, therefore, increase the surface conduct-
ance and the ions decay with a faster decay rate. Similar results were
found for nitromethane.

'-10

*j 8

6

5

4

3 - POSITIVE IONS
NEGATIVE IONS

0 UNTREATED
L C6 H6

2 I I_ I I I I

0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7
[min]

Fig. 7. Effects of surface treatment on the decay of charge
accumulated on the oxide. Shown is the decay with time of
the maximum negative and positive potontial observed on the
oxide above the n-type and p-type silicon after bias removal.
Untreated and treated (C 6 H 6 ) states are shown.
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Fig. 8. Effects of surface treatment on the decay of charge
acc-,imulated on the oxide. Shown is the decay with time
of the maximum negative and positive potential observed
on the oxide above the n-type and p-type silicon after bias

removal. Untreated and treated (CH 3 OH) states are shown.

4. SURFACE CHARGE INFLUENCE ON DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

It is obvious that these widely differing charge distributions

and decay rates can seriously affect the reliability of samiconductor
devices. The presence of mobile charges on the oxide surface in-
fluences the performance of the junctions and the surface layers of
the silicon beneath the oxide.

4. 1 Surface Charge, Oxide Contact Potential and Diode
Leakage Current

Figure 9 shows an oscillogram of a reverse biased n+p diode

exhibiting distinct channeling characteristics. A narrow channel
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region was located between the diode and substrate edge by measure-

ment of the oxide contact potential while the diode was reverse biased.

The figure shows the diode under two conditions, "A" during exposure
to room atmosphere and "B" after exposure to moist atmosphere.

Three distinct characteristics of each curve can be seen. First, con-

siderable channel current flows with very low reverse bias. Second,
the channel current saturates and becomes voltage independent. This

is referred to as the channel "pinch-off" condition. Third, the normal

avalanche breakdown occurs.- All three conditions are determined by

the surface. It can be seen that introducing a moist ambient has

doubled the channel current at "pinch-off" and nearly doubled the

breakdown voltage VB.

20 V/div

50f&A/div

Fig. 9. V-I characteristics of n+p planar diode with channel.
Condition "A" in room atmosphere, "B" after 100% relative

humidity. Accumulated surface charge increases channel

strength and surface breakdown voltage.

In Fig. 10 is plotted the contact potential in the channel region

vs. the diode leakage current, with 20 V reverse bias applied. With

these conditions, the leakage current was maintained in the channel
"11pinch-off" region. It is seen from the plot that an almost linear re-

lationship holds. Figures 9 and 10 together show a definite correlation

between breakdown voltage, leakage current, and oxide surface

potential.

Condition B. of Fig. 9 represents a strong..accumulation of

surface charges. The increased density of positive charge on the

oxide over the p-region enhances the channel conductance and there-

fore the pinch-off voltage. The breakdown voltage is also increased

in agreement with the model proposed by Garrett and Brattain, 9 which

explains surface breakdown by field enhancement through surface

charges. From the model it follows that high leakage ("channel") is
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linked to high breakdown voltage, whereas a low breakdown voltage is
associated with low channel leakage.
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Fig. 10. Oxide contact potential vs. diode leakage current

Figure 11 shows an experimental arrangement to study time
effects; an aluminum gate ring is evaporated around the n+p junction.
A saturation current of Io = 3. 7 ILA is flowing across the junction at a
voltage well below VB. At the time t = 0 a potential of -100 V is
applied between gate and substrate. It can be seen from the chart
recorder curve in Fig. 11 that the current drops to 1 1&A with a very
fast time constant. This can be interpreted as a narrowing of the
channel by the gate potential, resulting in a reduction of channel
current. After this initial drop the current decreases further, at
first with a long time constant, the origin of which is not fully under-
stood, and then with an almost exponential time constant. This time
constant can be readily explained as an effect of redistribution of
surface ions by the potential applied to the gate ring. After 120 sec-
onds, only a very small channel current remains persisting. The bias
at the gate is then discontinued. As can be seen from Fig. 11, the
very low channel conductivity remains for a certain time; later on,
the gradually redistributing surface ions enhance the channel current.
This increase in current is approximately exponential. Figure 11
demonstrates clearly that mobile surface ions have a considerable
influence on the electrical characteristics of the diode.
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Fig. 11. Influence of surfa: 3 ions on saturation current I of diode
surrounded by metal ring; I plotted vs. time.

4. 2 Surface Charge. Oxide Contact Potential and Breakdown Volt-age

The increase in breakdown voltage of reverse biased planar
diode.• ("walk out" effect) has been correlated with changes in oxide
contact potential difference in the region directly over the junction.
A diode with a typical breakdown voltage of A 150 V before "walk out"
effect occurred, was rinsed with methanol to neutralize surface
charges, dried, and the Kelvin probe then positioned over the oxide
on the weakly doped substrate, close to the junction, as shown in
Fig. 12. The diode was then connected to a c,,rve tracer, and reverse
bias applied sufficient to produce avalanche breakdown. Avalanche
breakdown voltage was measured at a reverse leakage current of Z0XA.
The diode was allowed to remain biased in the laboratory ambient of
-330 %relative humidity during which time the breakdown voltage in-
creased from 160 V to nearly 400 V. At the same time the contact
potential of the oxide was measured using the vibrating capacitance
probe, as indicated in the inset. Plotted in Fig. 12 is the breakdown
voltage as a function of contact potential difference. Although not in-
dicated in the figure, contact potential was of positive polarity. Over
a wide range, an approximately linear dependence with the breakdow-n
voltage prevails. This change in VB with surface charge accumulation
may be understood by the theory of Garrett and Brattain; 9 a descrip-
tion based on the superposition of surface field and junction field has
been presented by Shockley and Hooper. 15, 16
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Fig. 12. Plot of breakdown voltage vs. oxide contact potential for
diode exposed to moist ambient.

In order to show the time constants involved in the above
described effect, an n+p diode (VB f 210V) was reverse biased at a
relative humidity of t50%. Figure 13 shows the result of the experi-
ment. VB is plotted as a function of time. The observed long-time
change in VB is typical for surface ion motion under the field set up
by the reverse bias. In this experiment, VB increased from 210 to
Z70V. The increase continued for almost 7 seconds.

Yep,- 40OV, OL *" IM

Fig. 13. Surface ion influence on breakdown voltage VB of n+p diode.
VB plotted vs. time. Va__ = 400V. A load resistance of
I MQ is in series with the diode; the dynamic impedance of
the diode is about 0. 1 MIZ.
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4. 3 Control Electrode

In order to replace the field of mobile surfade charges by an
easily controllable surface field, an aluminum gate ring over the oxide
was evaporated around the planar junction (distance 10, 30, or 100 ýi
from the junction). Bias Vg was applied to the gate in order to study
the influence of this additional surface field on the diode breakdown
voltage. The externally applied electric field penetrates the semicon-
ductor surface and extends into the space charge layer. This field
modifies that produced by reverse bias, Vd, across the p-n junction,
thus changing the voltage across the junction at which avalanche break-
down occurs. The plot of Fig. 14 shows the effective breakdown
voltage, namely the surface breakdown voltage, Vs, as a function of
the voltage, Vg, applied to the field electrode; also plotted is the ratio
Vs/Vb, where Vb denotes the final constant maximum voltage ("corner
breakdown" voltage) which is close to the predicted bulk breakdown
voltage. It is seen that the breakdown voltage of the diode can be con-
trolled an dc voltage is applied to the metal ring; by application of
negative voltage (polarity required to produce an accumulation layer
over a p-type substrate). Vs is observed to decrease, and conversely,
application of positive voltage, i. e. polarity of the same sign as the
conductivity type of the weakly doped .naterial, causes an increase
of Va.
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200 160 120 s0 41) 0 -40 -00 -120 -960 -200

FIELD ELECTRODE VOLTAGE [olts]

Fig. 14. Surface breakdown voltage. V., vs. field electrode
voltage, Vg, Also shown is the ratio of surface to bulk
breakdown voltage,- Vs/Vb. - .......

Three regions of the curve in Fig. 14 can be distinguished.
First, the center portion of the curve shows a strictiy linear depen-
dence of Vs on V extending from positive to zero and small negative
valltes of V . Thfis linear relationship can be understood by the theory
of the "surl-ace controlled avalanche transistor (SCAT)" developed by
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Shockley. 15, 16, 20 Briefly, the condition for avalanche breakdown can
be approximated 2 1 by the condition that the maximum field F in the
avalanche source region (located usually close to the intersection of
p-n junction and silicon/oxide interface) reaches or exceeds the break-
down value FB,

F >-- FB. (4)

The corresponding voltage at breakdown will be denoted as VB = Vs.
In first approximation, F can be written by superposition as

F = F(V ) + F(Vd). (5)

For wide space charge layer widths (in Fig. 14: for positive and
small negative field electrode voltages), the effect of Vd is less than
the effect of V because of the larger distance avalanche region/drain,
and because olthe shielding action of the gate electrode. The total
voltage V acting over the width of the avalanche source to produce the
internal field F can be written as

"V = V + Vd /[. (6)

At breakdown yields, according to Eq. (4):

V > V = V (7)B s

I is the amplification factor defined as
8Vd

IL -V > .atlId = const. (8)
g

ý describes how strongly V influences the field F compared with the
influence of Vd on F, and his to be calculated from potential theory.

The second portion of the curve in Fig. 14 shows a curvature
at high negative voltages leading to an asymptotic decrease of V5 . The
high negative values of Vg cause 9 narrowing of the space charge layer
width so that it becomes comparable to the oxide layer thickness.
There I& approximates 1, and the influence of Vd on F exceeds the
effect of Vg. Finally, V. becomes almost independent of changes in Vg.

The third portion of the curve is the flattening at high, positive
values of Vg which leads to a constant maximum voltage Vb (in Fig. 14
at 1.75 N) dcteaned by corner breakdown of the diffused layer. A
subsequent decrease of V5 at still higher Vg values, as found by
Castrucci and Logan, 17 has not been observed. Curves similar to
the one shown in Fig. 14 have recently been measured by Brown. Z2
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In order to achieve an equipotential layer over the oxide

surf ace and hinder surface ion motion, a thin metal layer was evapo-
rated. As material, gold was selected. The layers were 100 to ZOO A
thick (diameter 350.R). The gold layer was at the same potential as the
n+ plug. While the breakdown voltage of the planar diodes without the
gold layer was about 400 V, V. after gold evaporation was about
1400 V. In addition, the V-I characteristic was hard. It was inter-
esting to observe how this considerable increase of V. by a factor of
3. 5 occurred. On an oscilloscope, 900 V of the breakdown voltage
appeared instantaneously, the additional 500 V occurred with a drift
of a short time constant (m 1 sec). The first increase is caused by
the "SCAT" effect described above, the second one probably by the
push-out of the surface channel due to an Atalla-type effect. 2, 13, 17

4. 4 Stabilisation of Device Characteristics by HeatinM
of Sample or Freezng of Surface Charges

n+p and p+n diodes have been subjected to repeated heat treat-
ments at 600"C for 30 minutes in vacuum (pressure 10-6 Torr,
residual gas pure Nz). Ion accumulation and decay curves have then
been measured using the techniques described in Section 3. The
result for an n+p diode is shown in Fig. 15. While the ion decay
curves before treatment are similar to those of Figs. 5 through 8,
the curves measured after the second heat treatment show a consider-

able reduction of the amount of ions accumulated and a decrease of the
decay time constant. Finally, after the third heat treatment almost no
mobile surface ions are left. The diodes exhibited hard and stable
V-I characteristics. This stabilization persisted not only as long as
the measurements were performed in dry ambient, but also for several
hours at a relative humidity of 30% Heat treatments were also per-
formed at 200"C with similar results.

It is well known that charges which are normally mobile on an
insulating surface can be made immobile in a number of ways. Atalla 2 3

succeeded in freezing surface charges on oxide covered p-n junctions
by actually freezing them, i. e. lowering the device temperature
below 0"C. Surface treatments with organic compounds24, '5 have
proven to be quite effective in reducing ion drift on oxides in moist
ambients; the reason for this being that large organic radicals "tie up"
the OH" groups of the surface water layer, thereby reducing the
surface conductivity. Silicone rubber has also been employed to
reduce the effects of charge motion on high voltage diodes. 26

It has been found that covering the surface of a diode with
commercial KPR (Kodak Photo Resist) has a marked effect on the
stability of the V-I characteristics in a moist ambient. For illus-
tration, Fig. 16 shows the iinfluence of KPR treatment on surface
ion accumulation and decay. While the ion decay curves before KPR
application behave in the familiar fashion, no ion accumulation and
hence no ion decay is observed after the KPR treatment. The surface ions
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appear immobilized by the KPR layer. Reverse bias was applied for
three days without deterioration of the V-I characteristic or any ob-
servable influence of moist ambient.
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Fig. 15. Effect of repeated heat treatment on surface ion

accumulation and decay.
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Fig. 16. Effect of KPR treatment on surface ion accumulation
and decay.
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Covering the diode surface with a masking wax also itdproved
the stability of the V-I characteristics. To illustrate this fact, a p-n
junction diode was heated on a hot plate, and the diode surface covered
with molten apieson masking wax. The diode V-I characteristics were
photographed under two conditions. First, reverse bias was applied
while the wax was in a molten state; second, the wax was allowed to
harden before reverse bias was applied. Figure 17 shows these two
conditions.

ImA/CM

50 v/cm

WAX APPLIED WITH BIAS ON

100 j.A/CM

50 V/CM

WAX APPLIED WITH BIAS OFF

Fig. 17. V-I characteristics of planar diode with "frozen in"
surface ion distribution.

The upper photograph shows the characteristic when bias was
applied throughout the waxing procedure, and the lower photograph
shows the reverse characteristic upon applying bias after the wax had
hardened. When the wax was melted with bias applied, "walk out"
occurred, and breakdown voltage increased from 130 V to approxi-
mately 300V. In addition, channel current increased from 20 ILA to
nearly 1 mA. The magnitude of reverse bias applied during the time
the wax was soft was the essential factor. The upper curve was
"frozen" with 300 V bias applied, hence a large amount of charge
separation, channeling and incrcased Vs. The lower curve, on the
other hand, was "frozen" with no bias, hence no charge separation,
higher surface fields, and reduced Vs. Once the wax had hardened,
it was found that both V-I characteristics were very stable, and were
impervious to moisture or other ambients except for those that dissolve
the wax. This diode was stored in the high Vs ("walked out")conditioa
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and retested periodically over a one month period. A slow drift back
to the "pre-frozen" condition was observed, which took nearly a full
month, rather than seconds as observed without surface protection.
Although the surface charges were not permanently "frozen in", this
experiment is clear evidence that the V-I characteristics of a p-n
junction can be tailored by fixing the surface ion distribution in a
manner similar to that just described.

5. SUMMARY

Diodes of various geometrical dimensions and breakdown
voltages were diffused into p- as well as -n type material. Various
oxide preparation techniques were employed. Quantitative measure-
ments of the potential distribution on the surface determined by the
Kelvin vibrating condensor method were performed. The measure-
ments were carried out in dry and humid ambients. The contact
potential distribution observed after bias had been applied for a
certain length of time was compared to the complementary error
function solution expected for a distributed capacitance and sheet
resistance. From the theoretical curve fitting the experimental data
best, the diffusion coefficient of the charges on the oxide surface could
be estimated.

After bias removal the accumulated positive aid negative
charges were allowed to decay. Significant differences of decay times
could be observed determined by the chemical preparation of the
sample. In particular, a treatment with water caused peculiar dif-
ferences of the behavior of positive and negative charges.

In the last part of this paper the influence of mobile charges
on device characteristics is described. The relationship between
oxide contact potential and diode leakage current was established.
The vibrating condensor probe was also used to determine the corre-
lation between surface charges, oxide contact potential and diode
breakdown voltage. The time dependences of the leakage current
and the breakdown voltage weie investigated. Particular emphasis
was put on a study of the influence of an external bias applied to a
gate electrode on the breakdown voltage. Finally, methods for
stabilizing the device characteristics by heating of the sample or
freezing of mobile surface charges were investigated. It has been
shown that a treatment with silicone rubber, KPR, and black wan,
as well as the evaporation of a thin metal layer enhance the relia-
bility of the planar diodes.
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MECHANISMS OF CHANNEL CURRENT FORMATION

IN SILICON P-N JUNCTIONS

D. J. Fitzgerald and A. S. Grove

Fairchild Semiconductor
Research and Development Laboratory

Palo Alto, California

The phymical mechanisms of the formation of channel currents
associated with reverse biased P-N junctions are studied in detail.
It is demonstrated that a channel characteristic results when a site
of very high carrier generation rate is connected by an inversion layer
to the P-N junction. Such sites are shown to be due either to a fault
associated with the field-Lnduced junction between the inversion
layer and underlying sil'.con, or t, thc.breakdown of this junction.

1. IM)rUCTION
Typical reverse characteristics of silicon planar diodes are

shown both on linear and log-log scales in Figure la. Characteristics
such as these are referred to as hard characteristics. Also shown
in Figure 1 are the reverse characteristics corresponding to the two
most common reverse-bias failure modes. The first of these, the soft
characteristic, has been shown by Cketaberger and Shockley (1) to be
the result of the presence of defects within the depletion region of
the junction. The second, the channel characteristic, is the_ subject
of this paper.

It is well known that surface Inversion of one side of the
junction plays an important role in channel current junction
failures. Therefore we shall begin by briefly reviewing the mechanism&
of inversion layer formation on thermally oxidized silicon surfaces.
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Figure 1
Compa•zison between a hard reverse characteristic and the reverse
characterietics corresponding to the two moat common reverse-bias
failure modes. Note from the Log-log charmcterimtics that the
reverse currents of the failed junctions are orders of magnitude
larger than the reverse current of the hard junction.

2. * UIY ION LAM FONITION
A clean thermal oxide is characterized by a positive surface

state charge which is fixed at the oxide-silicon interface (2). The
density of this charge per unit area, Qgs, is generally of the order
of 1011-1012 electronic charges/cu2 . if its magnitude is large
and the doping concentration of the silicon low, the positive
surface state charge will induce an inversion layer on P-type material
as illustrated in Figure 2a.

A second type of positive charge which can be present in SiO
is due to alkali ion contamination (Figure 2b). Such charge can 2
migrate readily in the oxide at elevated temperatures. The kinetics
of this migration have been studied in detail by Snow et. &l. (3) using
MB capacitors.

A-- z.•tdional type of positive charge which can exist within the
oxide is a positive space-charge that develops upon exposure to
ionizing radiation (4). This is illustrated in Figure 2c.
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Figure 2

Schematic representation of mechanisms of inversion layer formation
on thermally oxidized silicon surfaces. The mechanisms illustrated are
due to (a) surface state charge, Q, s , •b) Na* ions within the oxide,
(c) positive space charge resulting from ionizing radiation and (d)
net charge on the outer surface of the oxide.

In Figure 2d an inversion layer caused by a net positive charge
o the outer surface of the oxide is 'shown. Such a charge can readily
arise in the presence of ma electric field if moisture is present in
the ambient (5). Unlike the surface state charge Qus, and ionic
contanination within the oxide, the net charge on the oxide can be
either positive or negative.

In the absence of a metal-over-oxide gate, the net charge due to
the above mechanisms, Lq, will induce an equal and opposite charge, Q4,
in the semiconductor. The absolute value of Q. corresponding to the
onset of LnveraionjQs(inv)j , is given in Figure 3 as a function of
surface impurity concentration, Ca. For a P-type semiconductor,
inversion occurs when Lq is positive and exceeds IQd(inv)j gKiven by
Figure 3 for the surface concentration of the material. For an N-type
semiconductor inversion occurs when L is negative and larger in
magnitude than IQs(inv)I

Another way of inducing an inversion layer is simply by
applLcation of a voltage to the gate of an NOB structure. By varying
the voltage, the condition of the surface xmder the gate can be varied
in a controlled manner from strong inversion to strong accumulation.
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Figure 3

The magnitude of the total charge induced in the silicon at the onset
of inversion, IQ8(inv)I, as a function of the surface impurity
concentration, C8. This relationship was obtained by setting Os:=F

in Equation (M) of Ref 2. A scale giving the corresponding surface
field, E , is also included; this field is given by Gauss's
law Eels (inv ) /KsjO.

1. CARRIER GZNMION
Any of the mechanisms of inversion layer formation reviewed in the

lost section, or a combination of them, cent result in inversion of the
surface of one side of a junction. In Figure 4 a P+N junction having
a metal-over-oxide gate covering all of the junction perimeter and
extending out over part of the N region is shown. By applying a
negative voltage to this gate, the surface of the N region under the
gate can be inverted. A field-induced gluction then exists in parallel
with the original metallurgical junction as illustrated.

It is commonly assumed in the literature that when conditions
are such as illustrated in Figure 4 a large channel current inevitably
results. The fact that channel current, can be orders of magnitude
greater than the reverse current of a corresponding hard junction
(see Figure 1) is usUally-attributedto the-existenceof &a-high............
concentration of thermally activated carrier generation centers close
to the oxide-silicon interface. The validity of this model in the case
of large channel currents is highly doubtful as is shown by the
following arguments:
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From theoretical considerations the density of such centers
required for a particular channel current can be calculated
if both the area mad the depletion region width of the
field-induced junction are known. Values obtained in this
manner are many orders of magnitude too high for the model
to be at all feasible. For example, for those channel currents
associated with P+ regions (which we will consider in detail
later) one gets the following values (6):

Reqyired density of surface generation centers
_1O 7 cm"2, i.e. .100 per surface atom

Required density of bulk generation centers
,16 2 3 cm"3 , i.e. "0 per butlk atom.

Experimentally one can observe the change in reverse current
of a gated diode, such as that illustrated in Figure 4, as the
condition of the surface under the gate is varied from
strong accumulation to strong inversion. Typically this
change is very small (as will be shown in a later figure)
in disagreement with the predictions of the model.

FIELD-INDUCEDJUNCTION N

METALLURGICAL JUNCTION

Figure 4

A fieZd-ind!uced junction in pamZZeZ with a metallurgical junction.

Thus it appears that a channel current involves not only an
___inversion layer but also some site of vepr.high carrier generation

rate which can supply carrters to this inversion layer, i.e.,

CHANNL CURRINI = INVERSION LAYER + CARRIER GENERATION SITE.
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The remainder of this paper will be devoted to the consideration of
such carrier generation sites. It will be shown that the generation
mechanisms fall into two classes: (L) mechanisms involving defects in
the depletion region of the field-induced junction, and (ii)mechanisms
involving breakdwn of the field-induced junction. Since the excess
currents which can flow in metallurgical junctions also involve either
a defect within, or breakdown of the junction, there is a close
analogy between these two types of large excess currents. A defect in
the depletion region of a metallurgical Junction results in a soft
characteristic (1), whereas a defect in the depletion region of a
field-induced J%"ction results in a channel characteristic. In the
latter case the carriers must flow through the series resistance
associated with the inversion layer and, because of this, current
saturation occurs as in an NM transistor. In the same way, when
the field-induced junction breaks down, this series resistance gives
rise to;.a saturating channel characteristic instead of the customary
breakdown characteristic of metallurgical junctions.

4. FALTS ASSOCIATM WITH MUE F][D-INOUCID JUNCTION

We will first consider those carrier generation mechanisms which
involve some fault or defect associated with the field-induced junction.
These mechanisms will be demonstrated by controlled experiments using
gated diodes. The diodes initially had hard reverse characteristics,
even when the voltage applied to the gate was such that the surface
under the gate was strongly inverted. A carrier generation site wasthen
deliberately created resulting in a large channel current. We will
study the first experiment in some detail, even though it is very
simple, because it scrves to bring out the significance of the
concept contained in the chanuel cxprassion given above.

4a. Carrier Generation At Scribe Lines

The first experiment involved a gated N÷P diode having the
structure shown in the inset to Figure 5. Note that the gate did
not extend to the edge of the die. For VGO, none of the P surface
of this device was inverted. The reverse current initially was in
the 10 to 100 pA range and increased only 5 5% upon inversion of the
surface under the gate. The experiment was as follows: A corner
was scribed off of the die in such a way that part of the scribe line
passed through the gate but not through the metallurgical junction.
(This is indicated schematically by the section line AA dram through
the cross-section of the device in Figure 5). Then with a positive
gate voltage,part of the surface of the P region could be inverted
all the way from the metallurgical junction to the new scribe line. The
reverse characteristics for VGc 0 (surface not inverted) were unchanged
by the scribing; the curve-tracer display was the zero current trace
shown in Figure 5. However, for V sufficiently positive for the
surface under the gate to be inverted a large channel current flowed.
The particular case shown in Figure 5 represents a six orders of
magnitude increase in I R with inversion of the P region.
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Figure 5
Reverse crrent-.voZtage characteri8tica after scribing along Section
AA. (C,= 1l101 6 born atoms/cm3 , /q, ,O.. 011on-2.,, x° -0.75pa).

Let us now consider this experiment in terms of the channel
expression given in the lost section. Initially, a channel current
did not flow when the surface of the P region was inverted; this implies
that a carrier generation site was not present. Since after scribing
a channel current did flow whenever the surface of the P region was
inverted, it is concluded that scribing along line AA resulted in the
creation of a carrier generation site. This Is not unreasonable
since the carrier generation rate associated with the severely
damged region along the scribe line is expected to be extremely high.

The sam result as above is obtained by extending the inversion
ltyer all the way to the original scribe lines. This can be shown
very easily with the saw gated structure by blowing moist air on the
surface of the die while the gate is positively biased. As shown
schematically in Figure 6, the oxide surface then tends to charge up
to the gate potential (5), and so the inversion layer spreads
,outwards from the gate. If V is greater than a critical value (which
is a function of the charge within the oxide, the oxide thickness and
the surface concentration of the P region), the inversion layer will
eventually extend from the metallurgical Junction to a scribe line,
and a channel current will then result.
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•. T+ve

Illustration of the role of oxide surface conduction in inducing an

inversion Zayer. When the inversion layer reaches a defective
region (e.g., a scribe line), channel current results.

It follow. from these controlled experimnts that chanel currents
can occur in production devices whenever the surface of a dev'.ce becomes
inverted all the way from a metallurgical Junction to an edge of the die.
This fact accounts for the very significant reliability improvement which
results by surrounding a junction with a diffused channel-stop region,
since it is mach less likely that an inversion layer will then
extend all the way to a scribe line. However, a channel-atop does not
prevent th~e formation of the other types of channel currents which will
be considered in the remainder of this paper.

4,b. Carrier Generation At Surface Defects
A Junction with an annular channel-stop can obviously experience

channel current failure if there is a carrier generation site betweenthe metallu.g i Junct ion and the channel-atop region. To
demonstrate this a carrier generation site was again deliberately
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created in a gated N4 1 diode, but one which had an annular P÷ chanmel-
stop added as shown in the inset to Figure 7. The initial reverse
characteristics are shown dotted for VG - - lOyv, 0, and +lOOv.(lO0v
applied to the gate of this d4vice corresponds to a net charg~e induced
In the silicon of magnitude 3x1012 electronic charges/cm2 ). Note,
as previously pointed out, that there is only a very slight change
in reverse current as the condition of the surface of the P region
under the gate is varied from strong accumulation to strong inversion.

I mA

v..,IOOV

11000p

I 1,A -V6.0

I, 100 lO
a V*--IOO

I --- INITIAL 7
- AFTER ZV •-i00

100 PA V YN

10 PA

V" (voWl

Figure 7
Reverse current-voltage characteristics before (dotted) and, after
(solid) electrostatic damage to the oxide-siZicon interface under the
gate. (CB=_5XlO 5 boron atoms/a 3,Qssq8 /q-5x1Ol2 cM- 2 ,X0 =O.?5u).

The technique used to create a carrier generation site in this
device was to partially discharge a capacitor between gate an4
substrate. (This technique is based on the well known fact that MOG
devices can be permanently damaged if their gates pick up.. stray
electrostatic potent-als)>.- Te- inaiatlhj i6pipties of the oxide
were unchanged by the discharge, but the channel characteristics shown
solid in Figure 7 resulted when the P- surface was inverted. In terms
of the channel expression, a carrier generation site was created. The
carrier generation site might posaibly be aluminum which was shot
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through some weak point in the oxide as a result of a localized oxide
breakdown during the partial discharge of the capacitor. This
would sive rise to a region of extremely high carrier generation
rate which could effectively short the inversion layer to the under-
lying silicon. It is interesting to note here that, as early as
1958, Bray and Lindner (7) pointed out that defects resulting from
localized oxide breakdown could play a significant role in channel
current failures of pasivated silicon junctions.

A small percentage of the devices of the type shown in Figure 7
were found to have initial reverse characteristics similar to those
shown solid. The percentage of such devices depended very strongly
upon processing history. Since the Incidence of defects which result
in soft junctions (1) is highly process-dependent, it is concluded that
these devices had processing-induced defects between the metallurgical
junction and the channel-utop.

The channel currents just considered are of the same class as
those channel currents having carrier generation sites at scribe
lines, because in each case the carrier generation mechanism involves
a fault associated with the field-induced junction. We will now
consider a comletely different class of channel currents, a class in
which the carrier generation mechanism Involves an intrinsic property
of the field-induced junction rather than a fault. This property is
junction breakdown,

5. BRIAJDCIN Of TH FPILD-IMUC•D JUNCTION
The controlled experiments which were considered in the previous

section were performed on N47 diodes. For these devices inversion
was induced on the P side of the junction. Analogous results are
obtained with P+H diodes if the N region is inverted. However, since
the surface state charge and ionic contamination within the oxide are
both positive, inversion of N material is less likely to occur in
production devices. The class of channel curretits which we will now
consider involves inversion of the surface. of a P+ diffused region.
If the concentration of positive charge within the oxide is high,
this can take place in many types of production devices, for example
P-N-P .transistors havine P+ annular channel-stop regions, or N-P-N
transistors where the-P region ivwo.lv-d is the b-ae.

Controlled experiments were perfrmed on devices which were
initially hard. The structure used was the gated P+N diode shown in
Figure 8. The oxide under the gate of this structure was purposely
contaminated with sodium ions using the method of Snow, et. al. (3).
This method involves a rinse in a dilute solution of sodium chloride
prior to metallization. By applying ~apositive gate voltage at an
elevated temperature to the finished devices, Nat ions from the NaC1
trapped at the metal-oxide interface can be driven down to the
oxide-silicon interface, and then "frozen" into position by cooling
under bias.
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NoCI contaminotion
at metal-oxide
interf ace

driven to oxide-
p÷ silicon interface

N!

Figure 8
Schematic cross section of the experimental structure used to study
channel currents associated with P+ regions. NaCl contamination was
deposited at the metal-oxide interface prior to metallization. Na+
ions could then be driven down to the oxide-silicon interface on
the finished devices. (CB=5x1015 phosphorus atoms/cm3 , Qss/q=3xlOllcn-2

x=O.74p).

The devices used in the' experiments initially had reverse
currents of less than 1 nA. It was found that a channel current AEMAYS
resulted when the density of Ha+ ions near the oxide-silicon intertace
exceeded a critical value. This is shown in Figure 9, where ig Is
(measured at Vi-lOv) is plotted as a function of Q , the charge p•'r
unit area induced in the silicon by the positive clfarge within the
oxide. q' was varied by gradually driving N1a+ ions to the oxide-
silicon interface and its value was determined from the shift of WS6
CV characteristics along the voltage axis (3).

The experimental data of Figure 9 were obtained using several
diodej from a device run having a P+ surface concentration of
4x105' boron atoms/cm3 . The value of Q. at the onset of inversion of
a P+ surface of this concentration (obtained from Figure 3) is
indicated in the figure; note that channel currents appear when the
magnitude of Q exceeds this value. Thus the onset of channel
current flow corresponds to the formation of a field-induced junction
as shown in Figure 10.

A very large increase in zero-bias junction capacitance occurs
along with the onset of channel current flow. This is to be expected
on the basis of the representation of Figure 10 because the
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Figure 9

ReVerse current at VR=lO volts ao a function of the charge per unit

area induced in the 8ilicon, Q.. Fxperimental data were obtained

using severaZ diodes from a dvice run having a P surface concentra-

tion of 4X10
1 8 

boron atoms/cm- .

capacitance of the field-induced junction is in parallel with the

capacitance of the metallurgical junction. Since the field-induced

junction area is known, a value for its depletion region width can be

estimated from this increase in capacitance. This value is .-100

and i. in reasonable agreement with the theoretically calculated

value of the maximum width of the depletion region corresponding to

inversion of the P+ surface (2).

Having accounted for the inversion layer term of the channel
expression, we will now turn our attention to the carrier generation

mechanism responsible for supplying carriers to this inversion layer.

It is possible to determine this mechanism by studying the channel

characteristics in detail.

Typical characteristics are shown in Figure 11. The saturation

value of the channel current is again determined by the properties

of the inversion layer, and can be modulated by varyJng VG as shown.

The shape of the low current part of the characteristic is determined

by the carrier generation mechanism. Note that this part looks very

much like the breakdown characteristic of a junction. Experimental

evidence that it is in fact the breakdown characteristic of the
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field-induced junction be cween the inversion layer and the P+ region
has been presented in det ail by the authors elsewhere (6). This
evidence will now be briely reviewed.

Breakdown of the field-induced junction of Figure 10 is
determined by the surface concentration of the P+ region. Thus if the
low current part of the channel characteristic is indeed the result of
breakdown of the field-induced junction, then its shape should in
turn depend on the P+ surface concentration. This is in fact the case
as 1an be seen in Figure 12 where ýhe low current parts of channel
characteristics are plotted with P surface concentration as parameter.
Also shown in this figure are reverse characteristics of narrow alloyed
silicon tunnel junctions of Chynoweth et. al. (8) with bulk doping aw
parameter. Note the qualitative agreement between the characteristics.

,x11" • •• inveriion layer

field-in uced P depletion region
junction

r N

Figure 10
The field-induced junction in parallel with the metallurgical
ju; tion following the onset of a chennel current associated with
a P• region.

The characteristics of Figure 12 can be quantitatively compared by
plotting the breakdown voltages of the junctions of Chynoweth et. al.(8)
and the offset voltages of the channel current characteristics (both
measured at lpA) vs. doping concentration. Such a plot is shown in
Figure 13. There is good quantitative agreement over three orders of
magnitude of both voltage and doping concentration. This agreement
indicates that it is breakdown of the field-induced junction that
determines the low-current part of the channel characteristics.
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Figure 11
ChanneZ current-reverse voltage characteristics as a function of gate
voltage at 'T = -66 0C •or a device having a P& surface concentration of
4x0102 boron atome/cm°.

It vould be expected for the low offset-voltage cases ( -. V and
less) that the breakdown mechanism is tunneling. The fact that these
voltages decrease with increasing temperature shows that this is
indeed the c-ae. Furthermore, the value of Qs at the onset of
"channel current flow corresponds to a surface field EZsmaOv/cm as can
be seen from Figure 3. This value and the value of -100 A given above
for the depletion region width of the field-induced junction are both
of the correct magnitude for tunneling to occur. In the greater than 10
volt offset cases, the temperature dependence is opposite to that
of the lower offset cases indicating that the breakdown mechanism is
avalanche. These observations thus confirm that breakdown of the field-
induced junction determines the low current part of channel character-
istics associated with P+ region., i.e., the carrier generation
mechanism involved is breakdown of the field-induced junction.

In the above controlled experiments care was taken to maintain
a uniform density of Na+ ions at the oxide-silicon interface. However,
in actual production devices, the concentration of positive charge with-
in the oxide may vary radically from point to point. Such variations
can in turn affect the channel characteristics as the following
experiment demonstrates.
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Figure 12
C om arson betil en th Zot• cur ent parts of channeL c haracte ristics
and the reverse characterilsttcs of the narrow4 alloyed silicon
tunnel dunctions of Chngroaeth et. aL. (8) at T 25 0 C. Th concentra-

tion ?'alues designate the estimated P• surface concentrations and

the substrate concenitratlons, respectively.

In Figure 14 the reveran characteristics of a gated device
folloving channel current failure are shown dotted. e inset labeled

"Before" schenaatlcally shows the originally unifornly distributed Na+

ions an the resulting inversion layer. The Junction was then reverse

biased well into avalanche for about a minute * The reverse

characteristics after avalanching are shown solid. Note that a
chann•el current did not flow until VR•v 2O The explanation of this

is i.ndicated schemattically in the "After" inuaet. Because of the

localized heating of the oxide in the vicinity of the Junction
during avalanching and the action of the Junction fringing field, the

Na+ ions vere rearranged to the configuration shown in this inset.

Thus after avalanching, the inversion layer van isolated frosu the
Junction (9) until depletion region • spread far enough into the
P• region to touch depletion region •.
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Figure 13
Offset voltageas of channel character-istics and breakdown voitages
of the narrow ailoyed silicon Junctions of Chynoweth et. atl. (8)
(both measured at 2wii) as a function of P+ surface concentration and
bulk concentration, respective ly, at I- 25-C. Each point from this
work represe?. s a separate device run, Diode to diode variation in
each device run was neI liiible.

The validity of the above model was demonstrated by measuring
thea zero-bius ca-.scitance of the junction. Prior to driving Na+ ions
down to the oxide-ailiccn interface the zero-bias capacitance of the
device of Figure 14 was 9.0 pf; this value reprecente the capacitance
of the metallurgical junction alone. Following the onset of channel
current flow, the capacitance increased to 47.0 pf, the additional
capacitance being that of the field-induced Junction. After avalanching
in the manner described, the capacitance returned to 8.3 pf indicating
that the irversion layer was now isolated from the metallurgical
junction at zero applied junction bia, corresponding to the picture
in the "After" inset.
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Figure 14

The effect of the frnging field of a junction on channel e.havaoter-
"istces . The original channel oharacteriatias are shown dotted;
the characteristic after avalanching are shown solid.

,6. CONeLusION

It hasm been demonstr--ted by this work that the simple expression

CH.MNL C'PJgREW - INVERSION L.A!!R + CARRIER. CNRATIOtI 8I'•

provides the basis for tindrstsnding channel curzents. Whereaz the
physical mechanisms which give rise to inversion layers hVe b-en

discussed in detail, in the literature , the iechdanisms responsible for

carrier generation have been all but neglected. It has been shown
in this study that these me•chaisml involve either (1) a fault or
defect associated with the field-induced Junction (the Junction
between the inversion layer and underlying silicon) or (ii) breakdown
of the field-induced Junction. Since the excess currents which
can flow in metallurgical Junctions also involve either a defect
within, or breakdown of tiae juuiuLion, a complete analogy can be made

between these two types of large excess currents. The difference in
the shape of characteristics is dua to the. aadition~l series
resistance ia.~ocitetd with the inversion layer alou• which the
channel cur;'nt must flow. This series resistance gives rise to the
distinctive saturating characteristic of channel currents.
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EFFECT OF AMBIENT 1 BREAKDOWN OF SILICON P-N JUNCTIONS

John 1'. Carroll

Roie Air Development Center

Griffiss Air Foree Base, New York

Introduction

The occurrence of microplasma breakdown considerably below bulk
breakdown in reliable devices has been considerably reduced through im-
proved processing controls, screen tests, and burn-in tests. Field
plates, guard rings, and design of junctions so that breakdown is in the
bulk can, in many instances, be employed to prevent surface breakdown
through design of the device. There still remains, however, those de-
vices in which these design techniques cannot be employed or those in
which these design techniques can themselves be the cause of high leak-
age or premture breakdown due to defects. It is the purpose of this
paper to show that surface effects can significantly influence prefer-
ential breakdown near the surface.

Light emission at breakdown and its change w.qith surface conditions
can ipronide significant intorntion on the junction characteristics and
surface condition of planar silicon devices. Extensive studies have
beer. made by various workers on field emission, avalanche breakdown and
microplasma breakdorn.. Mbet studies have been concerned with the limit-
ing situations of low voltage tunneling, uniform avalanche, large num-
bers of metal precipitates, etc. In silicon planar high reliability
devices, deviation from ideal behavior is often caused by a relatively
low number of defect sites and their interaction wl 'h surface fields.

Mhe assumption made in analyzing data from experimental studies
of junction and surface interactions and reliability test programs can

-.. be-erified -in mr- Instances. through observt4.ron. of the. ligt, emission
during reverse bias. The light emission from the junction is dependent
on the distance of the source of light from the surface, type of defect,
position of the defect with respect to the metallurgical junction, sur-
face condition and the applied field.
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Light emission near the surface appears white and as the break-
down increases in depth the Color becomes deep red due to the absorp-
tion properties of the silicon. Light from near the surface can be
observed at a leakage current in the order of 1 microampere through
the bre~adown region whereas light from a few microns below the surface
required reverse currents in the iAillianp range and are difficult to
locate. Emission from greater than 3 microns will not be observed at
reasonable current levels..

To locate the light emission from a smell defect it is necessary
to apply a voltage considerably greater than the turn-on voltage due to
the small amount of light emission at turn-on when the plasma has a
high resistance after breakdown. If the defect breakdown voltage is
close to the bulk breakdown voltaee and exhibits a high resistance
characteristic it will not be observed since the applied voltage will
be limited to the value of the bulk breakdown voltage. This is why
even with a strong channel condition light emission from breakdown in
a channel is seldom observed.

The limiting series resistance associated with various defects
after breakdown is usually greater than 100k ohms for point defects and
less than 25k ohms at the corner of a rectangular dilfasion. In most
commercial devices the resistance after breakdown will be l.ess than
1000 ohms with an applied bias which is a few volts above breakdown.

Small point defects (less thap 0.5 micron) which cause breakdowns
with a hieh limiting resistance can have either a sharp breakdown or a
soft breakdown. The characteristics appear to be governed by the type
of defect, location with respect to the surface, surface condition and
the field in the depletion layer at the defect. If it is in the bulk
Junction well below the surface, it will be unaffected by surface
changes.

A strong channel in the low resistivity region will cause a low
soft breakdown with white uniform light emission in the region where
the metallurgical Junction meets the surface. A strong channel on the
high resistivity side of a deep diffusion will force the bhiakdown to
be far below the surface with a high sharp breakdown. If there is a
low voltage breakdown region in the channel, high leakage at low voltage
or an offtoet type I-V characteristic will be observed. When sufficient
voltage can be applied to the channel Junction, light emission may be
observed in the channel. The observation of light emission outside the
depletion layer spread of the metallurgical Junction is seldom observed
due to the high series resistance of the channel.

The above described light emission provides a good picture of the
junction at the surface in the extreme condition of strong accumulation
or inversion. The low voltage and high current reverse characteristics
provide sufficient information to assess the reliability of devices
with these characteristics. Most devices will not be in either of these
extreme conditions but rather in some intermediate state. The cbarac-
teristics will be determined to a large degree by smell defects, either
where the junction meets the surface, or in the channel, since gross
defects can be screened by visual inspection. If the defect is well be-
low the surface, it will usually be stable and can be screened according
to the required specification with a high degree of confidence.
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A similar defect at the surface has the possibility of a changing
current-voltag, characteristic with time, depending on bias, ttaperature
and ambient. 7-he initial condition of the surface, particularly in the
region where te junction meets the surface, will cause anomalous re-
sponses to stress conditions. For example, a defect may be active and
the stress can cause it to become inactive, or the converse can be true,
depending on location of the defect and initial surface condition. It
is necessary therefore to understand the role of defects and their in-
teraction with the surface to effectively design and interpret relia-
bility tests of devices.

MDerimantal Observations

Diodes available were surveyed for an isolated premature break-
down with the following characteristics (1) near the surface (2) light
emission at about J of bulk breakdown voltage of the junction (3) no
significant other prematuxre breakdown (4) high leakage at low voltage
and (5) resistance after breakdown of greater than 50k ohms. A plasma
on a large area (74 x 122 mils) p÷-n device with 1.0 ohms - cm material,
7 micron diffusion, a.-d state grown oxide was found which satisfied
these criteria. A photograph of the plasma is shown in figure (1i).
The diameter of the plasma is about 3.2 microns and the P-region is on
the left siae. A 40x objective with an NA of .65, a& 5x eyepiece, a 10
minute ewposure and Polaroid 3000 film was used. The most intense re-
gion of the plasma is approxitately 1.1 microns from the edge of the
emission on the p region side. The plasma had a bluish center and was
very bright at 58 volts. The original photograph was taken at 31OX
with 10 minute exposure.

Figure 1

Photograph of plasmn in initial condition.
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The I-V curve f te device with the plasma in this ,ondition is
shown in Figure (2) . c" be seen that the current tends to saturate
at 5 volts and the sl0 U resistive up to breakdown and tbw.t the
breakdown is soft. Li, -fission could be observed at 35 volts. The
limiting resistance a4% -akdown was 50k ohms and no break or noise
in the curve could be o ; 4 Ad on the curve tracer up to 58 volts.
Careful optical .jat k(Ox) of the plasma site revealed no ob-
vious mask defect, scrati. a imperf,:ction of the oxide in that area.
The light emission was th V distance from the step in the oxide
as higher voltage brakdo , indic&ting that it was not C'ne to diffu-
sion at a pin hole ±n the LtZ? or a large diffusion spike.
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A plot of photo response versus voltage is shown in Figure (3).
A 5 micron spot size, chopped light source and a Princeton Research
Associated lock-in amplifier were used. The photo response was small
and was consistent with measurements made on similar point sources of
light emission at the surface of other devices. The plot is at the
point of maxinin response, which was ar the point of initial high emis-
sion, or slightly on the p side of that point. The response fell off
rapidly in all directions from the point of maxi-u response. The flat
portion below breakdown shows that the size of the light spot is much
larger than the breakdown region No attempts were made to correct
for impedance of the diode, light spot intensity asnd cize, or AVB
effects.

i - I I i I

INITIAL CONDITION

3
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0 I Ia 1-------
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Figure 3.

Photoresponse versus voltage at plasma site.

In the process of making photo response measurements the plasma
became dim and difficult to locate. The voltage at which light emis-
sion could be observed was about 4 volts. The photo response in-
cxeased and the location of the maximum response moved from the site of
the plasma to about 10 microns Tr~m the plasma in the lirection normal
to Junction as shown in Figure (4).
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After the position of maxi-um photo response was passed the response
fell off slowly as the light spot moved away from the Junction. Along
lines perpendicular to the line through the plasma and the maxim-
photo response the photo response fell off rapidly with distance. The
general characteristic of the nmxi-um response versus voltage is shown
in figure (5). It was established that moisture had been the cause of
the change. Return towards the initial condition was observed when the
leads were shorted. This was verified by increasing brightness of the
plams at a given voltage, increase in leaiage, and change in photo re-
sponse msximum and position.

RESPONSE

Figure 14.

General shape of photo response after reverse bias and water vapor.
H.ximun photo response has moved from the plasma cite and is localized

10 microns from p-n Junction.

It was observed that when the plasm was in the dim condition,
"a diffuze red streamer appeared after breakdown of the plasma site in
"a direction normal to the junction. This is shown. in Figure (6) where
the plasma on the right is the light emission characteristic in the
initial condition and the one on the left is the sawe plasma after
drift caused by moisture on the surface. Both photograph are at 58
volts reverse bias. The distance from the intense area in the original
photograph to the edge of light emission on the substrate side is about
the same distance as the length from the center of the bright spot to
the end of the streamer in the drifted condition which Ia about 2 mi-
crons. Photographs were taken at various reverse voltages using time
exposure to determine the effect of voltage on the streamer and the
sensitivity of the film on the photographs.

Figure (7) is a comiosite of four photographs of the plasm at
the following reverse voltages and time exposures: (1) 45 volts, 10
minutes (2) 50 volts, 10 minutes (3) 50 volts, 30 minutes and (4) 55
volts, 10 minutes. In the reproduction of the '45 volt photograph the
exposure was three times that of the other three photographs so its
relative intensity in the actual photograph was much less thcn it
appears in the figure.
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?ron the photographs at 50 volt reverse bias the length of the streazer
hma hardly changed while the width is significantly effected with an
increase from 10 minutes exposure to 30 minutes exposure. It can be
seen that at 55 volts reverse bias the width has increased.

PHOTO RESPONSE VS VOLTAGE / II II
INITIAL CONDITION
AFTER CHANNEL -i---i- K

z!
103

10 0 - -

I-

0 10 t0 so to 50 G10'
VOLTAGE

Figure 5.

Photoresponse versus voltage at plasma site showing change in maxinmn
response due to reverse bias and water vapor.

With vater vapor and reverse bias at 58 volts the leakage at
bxeaddoim was reduced from the 350 micro amp in the original condition
to 75 micro aams. The resulting I-V plot is Whown in Figure (8) with
the original I-V plot. It is apparent that the low voltage leakage has
lecreased and the softness of the curve is revealed. Another diode
ftom the same wafer had a leakage of 3 nanoamys at 10 volts and 40 nano-
amps at 40 volts. Surface breakdown of the type described above was
mot observed on this device.
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Figure 6.

Two photographs of same Vlasma. Photoraph on right is the same as
Figure 1 and the one on the left is after reverse bias and water vapor.
Original photographs were taken at 31ft and 58 volts reverse bias w±ith

a 10 minute expocure.

Figure7.

Four photographs of the saw placsm after reverse bias and water vapor.
From the lower left and going clockwaise the reverse voltages and time
exposures are (1) 45 volts, 10 minutes (2) 50 volts, 10 minutes (3) 50
volts, 30 minutes and (4) 55 volts, 10 minutes. Original photographs
were taken at 310x.
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Figure 8.

Current versus reverse voltage plot of diode with plasm% in initial con-
dition and after reverse bias with water vapor.

Discussion

The model for the observed behavior is as follows:

a. An accunuiation situation existed at the surface in the
initial condition.

b. At the point. where light emission appeared there was a
def~~c.vAorj~rthe surface of the silicon. The defect was probablyr

a metal precipitate as evidenced by the soft character of _te i-V c.-ve...

and the deep diffusion.

c. When reverse bias was applied, breakdowm with bright emis-
sion took place between the defect and the surface.
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d. When the diode was exposed to high humidity and reverse
bias, the accuulation was reduced, and a channel was formed to the edge
of the chip due to the increased mobility of contaminant on the surface.

e. The breakdown nov took place from the defect to the bulk
depletion layer.

The depletion region in the accuuilated condition is shown in
Figure (9). At low voltage, field emission takes place from A to B
with a high series resistance which does not allow the voltage to in-
croase rapidly across the depletion region. near the defect. From the

• diameter of the plasi.a a large photo response would be expected except
_fcor the high limiting resistance and the very narrow depletion region.

•A' aI plot of the photo response data showed the breakdown is at 35 volts
which is the voltage at which light was observed. The saturation of
the photo response at 40 volts shows that the depletion region at the
defect Is completely broken down.

BREAKDOWN

* OWIDE

P N

i LAYER

Figure 9.

Depletion layer at plasma site in accumulated condition.

The application of reverse bias and water vapor to the sample
eliminated the accumulation condition at the plasma site and caused a
channel condition. The change was probably due to increased mobility
of contaminant on the surface since reversible changes could be pro-

* duced with reverse biasing at breakdown and shorting of the terminals
at room temperature.

The space charge region in the channel condition is showm in
Figure (10). The breakdown no longer takes place from The defect to
the surface, but rather is from the defect at A to the bulk at C. The
change in -li&ht emission due to the change in surface conditions is
consistent with the I-V curve after drift and the photoresponse. The
leakage current at low voltage decreased, indicating much less field
emission and therefore a wider space charge region.,at low voltage.
pus is confirmed "by the increased photo response at low voltage. The

plot of the data gave a breakdown voltage of 40 volts and light
Lission could be observed at 42 volts.
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The softness of the I-V curve at breakdown and the high turn-on prob-
ability shows that field emission is still present. The increased de-
pletion width however, resulted Ln a lower field for a given voltage.
Photo response continues after breakdown due to the increase in field
which provides a greater active volume in the space charge region. The
increase in photo response to a mvximam at 10 microns from the position
of the initial turn-on of the plasm shows that the breakdown is limited
by field region at the defect. Figure (31) depicts this situation when
the light is at a distance from the plasma site. Electrons will move
away from the metallurgical Junction while holes will drift toward the
Junction. This changes the field in the transition region between the
depletion layer of the Junction and the channel such that a greater
collection area for breakdown from the defect is provided.
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Figure 10.

Depletion layer at plasma site in channel condition.

Conclusion

It is concluded that small defects near the surface with high
limiting resistance can cause significant change in the reverse current
at both low voltage sand near breakdown, with a change in surface condi-
tion. They can be distinguished from large defects or normal break-
down of the junction by their high limiting resistance after breakdown.
If their breakdown is near bulk breakdown or above, light emission will
not be observed. Alternatively, if the defect is in a channel, it will
not produce visible emission unless it is close to the metallurg7ical
.junction due to the series resistance of the channel.

Point defects in the region of the metallurgical .junntion provide
a means of determining the field configuration on the basis of their
light emission characteristics after brealdown when the surface condi-
tion is changed by the drift of ions in the oxide or charge notion on
the surface.
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Figure .11

Depletion layer at plasma site with channel and light at position of
=Wximum photo response.
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SURFACE LFAKRGE OF DIELECTRICS

L. Fedotowsky, P. Ho and K. Lehovec

Research & Development Laboratories
Sprague Electric Company

North Adams, Massachusetts

Abstract

The surface leakage resistance, R , of silicon oxide,
and its bulk leakage resistance, R., in~humid arbients are
determined from charging and discharging curves of MOS
capacitors. Using these data we derive tho extension of
creep of surface charges from an electrode to which a d.c.
voltage is applied. This creep which may induce breakdown
phenomena in oxide-covered silicon microcircuits is
retarded by reducing thickness and bulk resistance of the
oxide.

Intpoduction

Creep of surface charges adjacent to a metal Ti.ctrode
on an insulator has been studied by Shockley et al. by
means of a vibrating reed electrometer. They analyzed the
charge motion in terms of a distributed network consisting
of the insulator surface resistance per square, R5 , and
of the insulator capacitance per unit area

C -e 0 /L (1)

This paper describes the derivation of the surface
resistance R , and the insulator bulk leakage resistance,
1ý from the time dependence of charging and discharging
carves of MOS structures. These data will be used to
predict the extension of spreading of surface charge from
a charged electrode., It is well known that the field
generated by a surface charge on silicon oxide may influence
adversely Junction properties in a microcircuit utilizing

* Now at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
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the underlying silicon substrate. (2)(3) Thus the analysis
of charge creep has some bearing on long range stability
of microcircuits.

Mathematical Analysis

The conservation of charge on the oxide surface during
creep leads to the distributed equivalent circuit of Fig. 1.
Here R represents the surface resistance per square# k.
the bulk resistance per unit area and C the oxide capacl-
tance per unit area. The left side termination of the
circuit represents the boundary of an electrode on the
oxide. The common ground is the silicon substrate, By
applying a voltage V to this electrode for the time t,
the following voltagg distribution arises:

V(xt) - Vo exp (D)-l/2] -erfc[ x - 1 11/ 2

+ VO exp [+(Dr),-/2]'erfc [+ t 1/2 (2)

where

D - (RsC)V 1  (3)

T - (4)

R

VC R?oT TT

Figure 1

Equivalent circuit for the calculation of charging and
discharging currents due to surface charge migration on

the oxide
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The current flowing into the network of Fig. I is the

charging current

ic M -(s/Ra) "6v/AX]x X 0 (5)

where S is the length of the rim of the electrode at x - 0.
Inserting (2) into (5) one obtains the charging current as
function of time

ic M (SVo/Ra•)'(rDt}- 11 2 .exp (-t/r)

+(Dr)- 11 2 erf(t/r) 1 / 2  (6)

Thus the charging curve ic vs. t can be analyzed in terms
of R_ and A-, after suitable correction for the contribu-
tions to the charging current from the capacitance under
the electrode to the oxide.

After a charging time t , the electrode can be
shorted to ground. The resulting discharge current -from
the oxide surface can be obtained by the superposition prin-
ciple

id(t) - ic(-Vot') + ic(Vo, t - t' + to) (7)

where t' is the discharge time. Thus the analysis for
R and R, can also be based on the time dependence of the
dfscharg- current which has the advantage that corrections
for the leakage current under the electrode are less
important.

The equations (2) and (6) were based on a one-dimen-
sional charge flow such as provided by a line contact, or
else, a circular contact of radius r , large compared to
the average extension of the charge aistribution, i.e.,
assuming that

r° >L> u =V2 to/RC (8)

The surface charge flow for small circular contact4
[r° << L ] can be expressed in terms of Bessel functionsT)
in the cs• s•hat r - -, and the transformation of
DanckwertZ • can be used to obtain the solution for
finite T.

Exnerimental
Charging and discharging measurements have been made

on NOS structures of the two electrode configurations
shown in the upper left of Fig. 2. In wet afbients relative
humidity of about 50% at room temperature) it was found that
these currents are nearly in proportion to the rims oaf the
electrodes indicating the dominance of surface effects.
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A Si- Ni+
0 Si+ Ni-
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Figure 3

Comparisons of experimental .discharging.c.ur.veas. .(corrected ...
for bulk effect under the electrode) with theory (full lines)
assuming R- 4 x 10 6 ohms/square and I: %, = 2 x 101

ohms/c; hI: R% - 1.2 x 10 ohms/cm2 and III: Rb =
4 x I1 ohms/cmz. N-sample 9 ohm-cm; oxide thickness
4150 A; Ni-electrodes! charging at V = 80 volts for

to - 600 sec.; 47.7% relativS humidity at 23-C
0
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* N5 (NO SURFACE TREATMENT)
0 N9 (HF ETCHED SURFACE)
A N1o (PbO COATED SURFACE)
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Figure 4

Surface resistance, R_, as function of ambient humidity at
room temperature for three oxide surfaces. Steam grown
silicon oxides with no etch before Al-electrode application
(-), an BF etch before Al-electrode application (o), and

silicon oxide overlaid with 300 A lead oxide (A)
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Further experiments have shown that the charging and
discharging currents are in proportion to the charging volt-
age which indicates that R and Rb in Fig. 1 are voltage
independent quantities. F~gure 3 shows the fitting of a

'discharge curve by Eq. (7), using the values of R. and Rb
indicated in the figure. Good fitting was always possible
for metal electrodes which have been charged negatively,
but not always for electrodes charged positively. The
reason for this phenomenon is not known at present.

The theoretical prediction on the effect of charging
time on discharge current [id to1/2 . f(t'/t) if 2 x

is found to be valid. Figure 4 shows surface leakage
resistances as functions of ambient humidity.

The values of R. determined by our method should not
be greatly affected by pinhole-shunts through the oxide,
since such shunts would be in series with a large spreading
resistance at the oxide surface.

Ijglication for Microcircuit Failure

Figure 5 shows an example for a prototype of a micro-
circuit failure resulting from charge migration across the
overlaying oxide surface. The right hand contact in Fig. 5
is charged positively to provide a bias in the blocking
direction to the junction between the underlying n-region
and the p-type bulk of the silicon wafer. This p-n junction
meets the Si-Si02 interface at the distance A from the rim
of that contact. Creep of positive charge across the outer
oxide surface from the contact over the distance A generates
a field

AF - v(A, t 0 )/L (9)

in addition to whatever field already may exist at the
silicon surface where the p-n junction meets the oxide.
Such an additional field is knowi2 o, have an adverse effect
on the junction leakage currentn 2) Eqs. (9) and (2) can
be used to calculate the induced field as function of
potential VO, time of its application t , creep distance A,
oxide thickness L, surface resistance R and bulk resis-
tance Rb.

The field induced at the junction will be less for
smaller oxide thicknesses, because the "diffusion constant"
D of the charge creep.Aisdecreased.[Eq. .3]...and.. this effect .......................................
over-comnnsates the increase of the proportionality con-
stant, L" in Eq. (9). Furthermore, this induced field
will be less if the oxide leakage resistance is decreased
since charge leakage through the oxide detracts from the
surface spreading of charge. Thus thinner oxides of
larger bulk leakage are preferable for slowing down or
preventing the adverse surface creep effect under discussion.
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Figure 5

Cross section through a silicon based microcircuit. Creep
of charge at the outer oxide surface from the positively
biased contact over the distance A may affect the under-
lying p-n junction, and creep over the distance A' may

"short" the two n-regions by an inversion layer

For a rough estimate of .the time required for the
junction failure visualized in Fig. 5, we may equate the
distance A to a "diffusion length" (neglecting bulk oxide
leakage) to obtain

to = 2/2D - A2Rs EE0 /(2L) (10)

Considering an oxide thickness of L - 4000 A, a
surface leakage resistance of R - 103 ohms per square
(as is typical for many types of silicon oxides under
ordinary ambient conditions, see Fig. 416 ang a distance
A - 4 mi.ls = 10-2 cm, we obtain D = 10- cm /sec, and
t - 5 days. Thus the phenomenon discussed here may
c;ntribute to "failure under load o2 life test". In a
"dry" ambient, R values of 1019-1020 ohms/square occur
(-Fig.---4)- and-thelife. tim.e, unrd: ..... la.woidthenbe ........... ..
extended to periods ranging • A two months to two years,
for the creep distance A - *ils used above.

It is possible to treat cases of intermittent load
either mathematically or using equivalent circuits (with r-and
RsC-time constants scaled down conveniently). Note that the
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"life time t " of Eq. (10) increases with the square of the
distance which must be travelled by the surface charge.

The left portion of Fig. 5 has been added to demon-
strate a different failure type arising from charge creep
in the outer oxide surface. If the surface charge extends
over the distance A', an n-type inversion layer may be
induced bridging the p-gap between the two n-regions and
thus interconnecting them electrically. Before the inversion
layer spreads across the entire width A', it may already
significantly increase the capacitance of the p-n junction
at the right of Fig. 5. This effect o spreading surface
charge occurs also in MOS-capacitors.71),

It is known that silicon oxide and the silicon-silicon
oxide interface usually contain an excess positive charge.
Migration of a negative charge on the oxide surface would
partially compensate the influence of this negative charge
and may, therefore, improve underlying device properties,
via., the helpful effect of a negatively biased guard-ring
over the oxide of a p-n junctionS'y Thus the failure mech-
anism visualized by us should be expected preferably or
even exclusively near positively biased electrodes. Since
surface charge migration is enhanced by large bias voltages
(i.e., for p-n junctions biased in the blocking direction),
the failure mechanism discussed by us should be encountered
particularly with collector electrodes to n-regions of n-p-n
transistors or for n diodes in a p-type substrate biased in
the blocking direction.
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A SD4PLE TOCHNIiM FOR THE DIRECT OBSERVATION OF

TEMPERATURE DISTRHIJTION IN NICROELECTRONIC STRUCTURES

Donald W. Hoawoth

Guidance and Control Systems Division
Litton Systems, Incorporated
Woodland Hills, California

Introduction
The physical breakdown and failure of elenents of electronic

circuitry has long been related to localized pover dissipation and
resultant high temperatures. This is an increasingly serious
problem as the state of the art in microelectronics tends towards
smaller and smaller devices that are being packaged in tighter
mechanical configurations.

In the course of the design, and package development of a number
of hybrid circuits, a simple technique for directly observing
temperature distribution in microelectronic structures has been
evolved. The technique is best suited to planer structures and
consists of coating the surface of the device with a thin layer of a
birefringent organic naaterial which has a sharply defined, relatively
low temperature melting point. Power is applied to the device in
slowly increasing steps. As local temperatures at the surface of the
device reach the melting point of the material coating the surface,
a line which separates the liquid and solid phases of the material
is easily observed through a microscope, using polarized illumination.
This line traces an isothermal contour on the surface of the device.
The line is sharply defined and changes position on the surface as
heat dissipation in the device is changed.

The technique is simple to apply, provides direct observation
of temperature as a function of power dissipation over an entire
surface with extremely fine resolution, and provides information to
allow heat flow and thermaal impedances in the structure to be
inferred.

.............................................................
C hoic e of C oat in R Material1

Conduction is the principle mechanism of heat transfer in
microelectronic structures since these structures are usually packaged
in such a manner as to minimize convection heat transfer. Therefore,
a coating material needs to be chosen whose melting point is near room
temperature so that free convection heat transfer that is induced
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by t'.e temperature at the surface of the unpackae'ýd microelectronic
specimen is minimized. In addition, while the line which separates
the liquid and crystalline phase in a thin layer of material is
observable under proper conditions, it is observable to the point
of being spectacular if the crystalline material is birefringent
and is viewed under polarized light. Many materials are suited to
the application of this technique, possessing the useful properties
of low melting point and birefringence, Wing also chemically
passive to the surfaces upon which they are to be coated.

Phenyl salicylate, sold comercially as salol, was the material
chosen by us. It melts at J43°C which is usually less than 20°C
above room temperature. It is non toxic and does not react vith the
materials upon which it is to be coated such as aluminum, nichrome,
copper, gold, and silicon so that -non dpstructive testing of the
particular microelectronic structure can be accomplished. It is
birefringent in its crystalline form, and supercools so that it is
easily seeded in order to influence the path of crystal growth through
the ligrl layer. It is very soluble in ethanol, benzene, and
acetone• ..

Coating Technipue

The ultra clean surfaces of planar microelectronic structures
are not easily wetted by phenyl ialicylate. A simple techniqde was
devised however which allows a uniform thin layer of this material to
be coated on these surfaces. First a thin glass (microsheet) plate is
cut to cover as large a region of the surface as is to be viewed.
Phenyl -alicylate is melted and a small quantity of this melt is
picked up in a capillary pipette (made by drawing a fine tip on a
2 x 100 mm "melting point" capillary tube). The tip of the pipette
is brought into contact with the interface between the specimen
microcircuit and the glass cover plate. Surface tension draws the

liquid phenyl salicylate from the pipette into this interface until
the region under the plate is completely filled. Should there be
insufficient material in the pipette to fill the entire region it may
be refilled and re-introduced to the interface as Many times as is

necessary. Should there be an excess of material so that spillage

occurs and the cover plate tends to float, the excess ray be soaked

up with a piece of analytical grade filter paper. In either event the
phenyl salicylate will remain a liquid at temperatures below its
melting point, due to the supercooling phenomenon, so that the region

of interest can be satisfactorally filled with the liquid material.

This liquid layer is then "seeded" from one corner or one edge of the

cover plate with a minute quantity of crystalline material. Crystal

growth procedes in a nearly radial pattern from the seed point

through the layer.

Test specimens of planar microcircuits are coated at room

temperature. There is no requirement for preheating of the surface to

be coated so as to inhibit premature crystal formation. If the....
supercooled layer of phenyl salicylAte is ccideditaily seeded during
the introduction of more material, or while picking up excess

material, a few seconds of exposure to a 250 watt infra red sun lamp

at a distance of six inches will remelt the entire layer. It can

then be immediately re-seeded. Crystal growth is relatively fast

(1) Itandbook of Chemistry and Physics pp C191
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through the supercooled layer of liquid, travelling across a
0.20 x 0.40 inch cover plate in a few minutes. The crystalline
layer is transparent and is typically 0.005 - 0.015 mm thick. This
coating technique is easily handled at low magnification (lox to 20X)
under a well lighted stereo microscope as shown in figure 1.

KA,

Figure 1

Coating Surface of Microcircuit with Phenyl Salicylate

Hand2ling of. Specimens
Planar microelectronic structures on which the technique can

best be applied, specifically thin film resistor networks on glass
and ceramic substrates, screened resistors on ceramic substrates, and
integrated circuits, are small and are fragile, particularly when
some parts of their protective packaging have been stripped away.
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Special care must be taken in handling these devices and their
interconnect leads during the coating and viewing phases. Small boxes
of molded plastic are easily modified to become ideal test fixtures
for handling the specimens. The modification consists of drilling a
series of holes in each end of the bottom section of the box, through
which are brought as many conductors as are needed to energize the
specimen microcircuit.'- The ends of these conductors are turned up
in the box to form terminal posts to which the leads of the circuit
are attached. The conductors extend through the end walls of the box,
where they are fastened with an epoxy cement, and are fanned out for
convenience in attaching power connections.

The fixtures shown in figure 2 are thin wall boxes of
1 1/4 x 2 1/8 x 1/2 inch dimensions having five 20 gauge copper wire
conductors in each end. Specimen structures are supported below the
plane of the box hinge by a pad of polyfoam and their leads are -
soldered to the upturned ends of the copper, conductors. The specimens
are mounted in the fixture prior to coating and remain there
throughout the experiment. This fixture may be reused, or may become
a permanent container for tle coated specimen so that later
experimentation can be carrted on with a minimum of setup time.

i•.t

Figure 2

Test Fixture for Viewing Coated Microcircuit
(a) thin film resistor on alumina, (b) thin film resistor

on glass (c) integrated circuit amplifier
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Observation of the Specimens
The circuit element in the microelectronic structure which is

to be observed, typically a resistor or group of resistors in a thin
film or screened netvork or a resistor or transistor in an integrated
circuit, is connected to a power supply and other suitable
instrumentation to measure input voltage and current. Puwer is
applied in slowly increasing steps while the circuit element, or the
surface of the structure directly over this element, is viewed at
low magnification under polarized light. This surface initially
appears as an array of transparent multicolor crystalline material
through which the detail of the circuit structure is seen.

-II

a c

b d

Figure 3

Photomicrographs of coated thin film resistor on glass
substrate at various levels of power dissipation

(a) zero (b) 16.9 m watts (c) 20.1 m watts
(d) 26.5 m watts
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As power is increased dissipation in the circuit element raises
the local temperature to the melting point of the phenyl salicylate
layer, and local melting in the layer at the surface of the structure
is detected by an abrupt change in color of the crystalline material
over that point. With further increase in power melting continues
up through the layer with continuous changes in color over a larger
area until the melting reaches the lover surface of the glass cover
plate. At this point the melted material takes on a single unchanging
color while the crystalline material surrounding it continues to
change 'color as the melting progresses. These color patterns,
superimposed on the surface of the microelectronic structure, delineate
the 430 C isotherm for the particular level of power dissipation being
observed as shown by the series of photomicrographs in figure 3. M ne
process as described above seems to be dynamic, with constantly
changing color. This however is not the case, particularly for thin
film resistor networks on glass and alumina substrates. The color
changes proceed almost in steps. The temperature distribution with
each change in power level reaches equilibrium rapidly - in seconds -
so that the color patterns are for all practical purposes static for
each power level.

Akplication of Technique
The technique for coating planar microelectronic structures with

a birefringent organic material and viewing, under polarized light,
the changes in color pattern with changes in heat dissipation,
provides us with a method of observing directly the temperature
distribution in those structures. A set of 43°C isotherms may be
drawn, one for each power level used during the observation, and
from these contours heat flow and local thermal impedance may be
inferred. The technique is applied here to four planar structures in
order to demonstrate its usefulness.

The first example, seen in figure 3, is a serjes of
photomicrographs of a thin film resistor on a glass~substrate. The
resistor material is nichrome, having a sheet resistivity of 250'
ohms/square, and the conductor material is aluminum. The photo of
3b was taken at a dissipation of 16.9 m watts after local melting had
begun, and shows a small solid color area in the center of the
resistor, surrounded by several interference fringes, the outer most
of which touches the long edges of the resistor and nearly reaches the
aluminum conductors at the ends of the resistor. This outer band
delineates the 43°C isotherm and represents a 170 C rise above room
ambient (260 C). In figure 3c, at 20.1 m watts of dissipation, the
outer band is outside the long edges of the resistor and is touching
the aluminum conductor on the lower end. At the upper end however,
the band follows the aluminum edge only a short way, bending back into
the resistor area near the lower corner. This implies a local change
in heat flow cause- either by discontinuous contact of the nichrome
film with ths aluminum pad along that edge or by the influence of the

.....goq.d ribbon lead which is seen to be bonded to the aluminum pad at the
extreme right of the picture. .6te'the.'teiII1ith wh• this _loal .. ................
anomaly can be observed. Figure 3d, at 26.5 m watts of dissipation,
shows the bands to be confined tightly around the melted region as
this region moves out from the dissipating element. The expected
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elliptical shape of the pattern is distorted along the lower right
edge, again, influenced by the same local anomaly.

These pictures allow us to estimate gross thermal impedance of
the structure surrounding the thin film resistor. The estimate is
biased by the assumption that all heat flow is confined to the plane
of the substrate, and that heat flow perpendicular to that plane
arising from conduction or convection heat transfer through the surface
is negligible. This is a fair assumption for free convection heat
transfer when the temperature of the resistor is close to room arnbient
temperature. It is also a fair approximation of plastic encapsulated
thin film resistor substrates in actual use, which can be seen by
comparing the relative thermal conductivities of phenyl salicylate
and (cover) glass to encapsulant materials such as diallyl pthalate
or silicone molding compound.

Material Thermal Conductivity Reference

watts cm-2 °c-1 cm

Alumina .2 - .4 ()

Diallyl Pthalate .002 - .004 (3)

Glass .006 - .0o8 (2)

Silicone Molding Compound .001 - .002 (3)

Phenyl Salicylate .0013 (4)
Silicon 1.2 - 1.4 (5)

Table 1

Thermal Conductivities of some materials associated
with the application of this technique.

Dissipation, temperature, and thermal impedance are related to
each other in our simple planar model by,

Tmp -Ta =Zth q (1)

where T = melting point temperaturenp

T = ambient temperature
a

q = rate of heat flow (heat dissipation)

Zth= thermal impedance from Tap to Ta
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Figure 4 superimposes the melting point isotherms for
Figure 3 bcd on the region of the resistor network from which our
specimen was taken. The values of thermal impedance shown i the
figure were calculated from equation 1 using (T - Ta) - A and

values of q as shown in 3 bcd. 'be large thermal impedances
associated with tbe specific isotherms are easily understood when it
is realized that the opccimen circuit was well insulated from the
anbient, both by long leads and by the plastic fixture itself, a
condition that would be much improved in actual use by shorter leads
and by the package boing in direct contact with a printed circuit
structure that would provide conduction paths. The local
(differential) thermal impedance between isotherms, however is quite
realistic, being biased only by the assumptions made in formulating
the planar model.

26.5 MW ZthnS 4 2*C/WATT
TmliiTI" 7ec 200eC / WATT

2. MW Z th,0420C/WATT

Fgr.9 MW

20OHM / RQUARE
NICHROME

ALUMINUM

GLASS8 SUBSTRATE OL RIBBON

4310 C Isotherms superimposed on thin film resistor of figure 3.
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The second example is seen in figure 5, a series of
photomicrographs of a thin film resistor on an alumina substrate.
The resistor is 200 ohb/square nichrome and the conductor material
is copper. This series is of interest in that it shows clearly the
influence of the square corner on current distribution, which can be
inferred directly from the color patterns. Figure 5b shows the
beginnings of a hot spot on the inside of the corner. Figures 5cd
show the necking down of current flow in the corner.

a C

b d

Photomnicrographs of coated thin film resistor on alumina
substrate at vrious levels of power dissipation

(a) zero (b) 51.3 m watts (c) 58.6 m watts (d) 75 m watts
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In the third examle, the series of photomicrographs of figure 6
look at the temperature distribution around a defect in a thin film
resistor. 'The resistor is 200 ohm/square nichrome on an alumina
substrate. The resistor value is nominally 22K ohms, the defect
involving only a few per cent of the total resistor length. The
three strips visible in the. photos are all part of this resistor.
The beginning of melting is seen in 6b as color bands which surround
the narrowest point in the defective center strip. Continued melting
around this defect and the beginnings of melting in the defect of the
lover strip are seen in 6c. Note in 6d that the hot spot in the
center strip has now caused melting in the upper strip.

a C

--
S... . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .... . ......... . ------.. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . d . .

Figure 6

Photomicrographs of coated thin film resistor with process
defect, at various levels of power dissipation

(a) zero (b) 25.5 m watts (c> 59.8 m watts (d) 64.2 m watts
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A final example is taken from an integrated circuit amplifier.
The integrated circuit, because of the high thermal conductivity of
silicon around room temperature, proves to be the stickiest type of
planar microcircuit upon which to use this technique. The silicon
surface does not support much of a temperature gradient due to this
high thermal conductivity so that the color pattern changes rapidly
over a very narrow range of dissipation. However if care is taken to
shield the surface of the specimen and its glass cover plate from air
currents, and if current limiting precautions are taken in the power
supply, a satisfactory set of isotherms can be obtained. The series
of photcs of figure 7 show three levels of dissipation in a diffused
resistor, nominally 4.3 K ohms.

b d

Figure 7

Photomicrographs of coated diffused resistor in integrated
circuit amplifier at various levels of power dissipation

(a) zero, (b) 64 m watts (c) 65.5 m watts (d) 66.7 m watts
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The instrument used by us to observe and record these color
changes is a Reichert "Zetopan POL" research polarizing microscope,
set up for 35 mm photomicrography, as shown in figure 8. The test
fixture is attached to a standard microscope slide with double back
adhesive tape so that specimen may be manipulated with the mechanical
stage of the microscope. A 100 watt zirconium arc lap which is
integral with the microscope frame provides incident (bright field)
illumination of sufficient intensity for photographic exposures of
1/2 to 1 second to be made on ABA 100 sp.eed film when both polarizing
filters are in use. The range of magnification used is 40X to IOOX.

Figure 8

Research polarizing microscope as setup for viewing
and photographing coated microcircuit
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Conclusions
This melting point technique has so far been used to evaluate

temperature distribution and heat flow and to estimate thermal
impedance in thin film resistor arrays and in integrated circuit
structures. Design pare-meters such as line width and spacing have
been studied to determine their effects on temperature distribution
in thin film resistor substrates. It has been possible-to compare
evaporation through metal mask with photo etch processing of
aluminum - nichrorne thin film resistor arrays, both on glass and
ceramic substrate materials. Conductor patterns and lead breakout
have also been investigated in order to evaluate their influence on
local heat flow at the boundaries of the package. The evaluation of
heat flow through jumpers and package leads of mounted integrated
circuit structures is seen to be a simple extension of the idea.

A number of applications to studies of device failure have been
found. In thin film resistors, the thermal effects of irregularities
in line width, caused by mask imperfections or substrate scratches,
have been studied. In semiconductor devices, localized current flow
and excessive power dissipation, caused by non-uniform junction
properties of four-layer interaction, can be found and related to
fabrication or design deficiencies.
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THE ROLE OF MICRODEFECTS IN SILICON STARTING MATERIALS

AS QUALITY REDUCING FACTORS IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

J. W. Faust, Jr., H. F. John, and R. Stickler

Westinghouse Research Laboratories
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

SUI4ARY

Transmission electran microscope studies have shown that comer-
cial silicon materials have varying concentrations of microdefects
which a&e not detectable by normal evaluation procedures. The size
of these defccts ranges from less than 1OOX up to microns. The follow-
ing types of defects have been found: small loop-shaped defects, large
loop-shaped defects, inclusioss of several kinds, and precipitates
including those associated with crystallographic defects. The chemical
composition of these particles, precipitates, and inclusions are
generally uncertain; but some evidence exists that SiC, Si02 , and
possibly Si3NA ai~e present. The widespread occurrence of microdefects
in standird oa premium quality silicon emphasizes the need for develop-
ing iiqruved materials growth techniques and rapid procedures for
detecting microdefects. The frequency of occurrence of the different
varieties of microdefects differs with the type of material; however,
crystals grown by the three principal techniques - float-zone,
Czochralski, and crucibleless pulling - did not differ significantly
in the degree of the overall microdefect problem.

The effects of microdefects on devices depends strongly on the
nature and size of the defect, whether it is conducting (metallic),
non-conducting, or purely crystallographic. The size of the defect is
important in determining the behavior of the device under electrical
stress and during long time operation. Indirect effects, in particular
pzecipitatien of f'ss-d'iffiing heavy metal inurities on microdefects,
are believed to be a significant cause of poor device performance.
qualitative relationships between microdefects and the quality of p-n
juiction devices hwvebeenestablishod.---Frhcr-work-.to.-investigate
more quantitatively the effects of specific microdefects on the
performance of devices is necessary to establish acceptable concentra-
tion limits for microdefects.
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INTRODUCTIOH

Alnost fron the beginning of sodom se-4conductor device tech-
nology, it was realized that the electrical properties of semiconductor
unteria!s and devices were stz•mgly influenced by crys•llo•raphic and
inpurity inhonaaeneities. Consequently. considerable research and
engineering effort has been invested during the past twelve years or so
in the iuprevmumt of silicon aaterial quality with the results that
silicon is readily available today which is •"ree of such crystallographic
defects u dislocations, stacking faults, twins, and growth strains.
With sons selection, naterinl over a wide resistivity range can be ob-
•i•NJd whose radial re•stlvlty on a ms scale is onifora within +lOt(l).
Thus with an apparently reasonable quality of msterial assured, •uch of
the 1•seazch oa failure problem in shall area and power devices has
bean concerned with surface effects and defects introduced by processing.
which are now and undoubtedly will continue to be nnjor problems. The
relative inportance of msterinls and processing defects tends to vary
with tlms, depending on the state of devolopnant of the respective
toc.lmologies. At present it would appear that device technolo•7 is
again becoalng naterlals limited, particularly with respect to high
voltage, power devices.

It is the these of this ceemunica•lon that host colserical silicon
crystals contain wrying concentrations of sub-aicron size defects which
are generally not detectable in the nnzll evaluation procedure•. These
snail inclusions." precipitates, segregation and associated crystallo-
graphic defects, referred to here as microdefects, can seriously affect
the properties of naterials and devices.- At the present state of the
silicon crystal art. they are probably msre influential in detersining
device yields, pel•Ormance and reliability than V•e naterial properties
nonmlly specified.

Nest of the extended crystallographic defect5 (dislocations.
stacking faults, etc.) and the gross inpurity segregation effects (both
o£ which are referred to here loosely for ceeqparative purposes as macro-
defects) have been eliainated and lmqprovemsnts in process technology are
gradually minimizing the effects of defects introduced during fabrica-
tion. Thus. aicrodefects are a najor barrier to the further improve-
=ant of p-n junction devices. One purpose of this €oanamication is to
urge silicon producers to direct additional research efforts to the
elimination of microdefects and to set up quality standards for naterial
based on €oncentrstion. and possibly size. of foreign particulate matter.

The evidence for the existence of micro-defects in silicon has
been supplied aostly by transmission electron nicroscol•/ (TEM). The

° results of a survey of €ommrcial starting naterials using TEH and other
techniques wli• be reported here, a= woii as Soum qtmlitative o'Dserva-
tions of the effects of nicrodefect• on devices.

EXPERIHE•TAL •I•UES AND RESULTS

Twenty-five crystals of standard or premium quality were purchased
fro• the four najor donastic s•ppliers in the second half of 1964
especially for this suevey of the microdefect problon. Corroborstin•
dat• are available on a large nonber of other crystals that were
examined in a less systenatic Inner. before and since that tins.
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This group of 25 crystals included material grown by the three princi-
pal techniques - float-zone, Czochralski. and crucibleless pulling.
Both n- and p-type crystals with resistivitios up to 200 ohm-cu were
examined. In addition to examination by TEN for microdefects, the
crystals were characterized with respect to uniformity of radial re-
sistivity and presence of dislocations and other defects revealed by
chemical etching.

The techniques described in detail by Booker and Stickler( 2 )
were used in preparing the specimens for TEM. The esseMtial feature
of the specimen preparation is the formation of a thin section by
chemical jet polishing for electron transmission. The position of the
section to be examined can be varied within limits by polishing either
from one side only or from both sides of the specimen, as shown in
Figure 1. Usually five regions were thinned at different positions on
the cross-section and examined to ensure that a representative view of
the microdefect situation was obtained.

Figure 1.

Cross-section of a specimen for TEM examination:
(a) thinned from one side only
(b) thinned from both sides

Specimens were. prepared for optical examination by a two-step
procedure consisting of a 2 min. CP4* etch followed by a 3 min Sirtl**
etch. This etching technique is very effective for bringing out dis-
locations and other defects, such as shallow, flat-bottom pits
(referred to as "spots" in Table I), line networks, and hillocks. Some
of these etching effects can be correlated qualitativeiy with micro-
defects as revealed by TEM and. therefore, may be useful for rapid
evaluation- -- A -discusisi, of these..e.tching-effects.....
and their correlation with microdefects is not practical here, but will
be covered in detail in another communication. (3)

* 120 cc 49% HF, 120 cc acetic acid, 200 cc HNO3
100 g Cr0 3, 200 cc H2 U, 200 cc 49% 11F
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Resistivity measurennts were made on a mm scale using standard
two-probe tochniques(4) and on a micro-scale using special spreading
resistance probe tochniques. (5) The radial resistivity of silicon
crystals when viewed on a -m scale ofton varies SO% or more. sometimes
in a very irregular way, as shown later in Table I for representative
samples. Fluctuations are even more noticeable when measurements are
wade at intervals of a few microns by the spreading resistance probe.
Since junction properties, particularly peak voltage, are a function of
base resistivity, the performance of devices and the ability to withstand
electrical stresses are often seriously affected by non-uniform resis-
tivity. This has been recognized as a problem by device manufacturers
and selected material is available with a radial resistivity uniformity
of +10%. as measured by standard two probe techniques. The fluctua-
tioers on a micro-scale may, however, be considerably greater than 10l%.
The problem of non-uniformity impurity distributions on a macro- and micro-
scale is outside the main thems of this communication and will be
treated in more detail elsewhere. (3) It should be emphasized, however,
that impurity inhomogeneities are a limitation on device performance
and that the establishment of standards of acceptability for material
used in various types of devices is desirable.

Table I contains data on some representative crystals from the
survey group, the data being obtained according to the praczdures al-
ready described. Typical transmission electron micrographs are shown
in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows an example of an inclusion, i.e., a
particle so large that it must have been incorporated directly into the
crystal from the melt during growth. An example of what is meant by
"particles", as noted in Table I (particularly crystals 1, 3, 4, and 6),
is shown in Figure 2b. These particles are probably formed by diffusion
and precipitation processes. The third general type of muicrodefect is
what is referred to here as a "loop" defect, as shown in Figures 2c
and d. Two varieties of loop-shaped defects, distinguished by size,
seem to be encountered. The large loop defects are very distinctive
and are often the primary microdefect in crucibleless and Czochralski
silicon, whore it is frequently present in higher concentration in the
outer few ma of the crystal.

Although there is a tendency for microdefects to ýe clustered
in areas of a few =2 to lcm2 . it is not in general necessary to
search for or select regions in the examination areas which have micro-
defects. Although it is not unusual to find 1 or 2 of the 5 examination
regions relatively free of microdefects, only rarely are all five
regions defect-free. Of the special group of 25 crystals, only three
ingots had a microdefect concentration significantly lower than average.
Fortuitiously, perhaps, one of each of the three growth types was
represented.
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Figure 2a. Figure 2b.

Inclusion in Czochralski Si Particles in Float Zone Si

Figure 2c. Figute 2d.

Small loops in Czochralski Si Loops in crucibleloss Si
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The origin and chemical composition of these microdefects are in
most cases uncertain. Ilunisions are probably heterogeneous in compo-
sition and origin. Likely Si4, Al 03, quartz fragments, metal carbides,
and general crucible and furnace d-bris are among the species represen-
ted. In many cases the small particles or precipitates are probably
SiC. The presence of distinctive "line network" etch effects (Optical
Examination Table I) are apparently associated with a high concentration
of particles. Carbon is often carried through the process used to
prepare the polycrystalliue Si i.iAh is wsed to grow single crystal
material. (6) It appears that C or SiC mey be in solid solution in the
Si crystal and subsequently precipitate because of the decrease in
solubility as the temperatuwe of the crystal is decreased. In other
cases, particmAly Czochralski crystals, SiC may precipitate in the
liquid near the interface and be incorporated directly into the
crystal.

In som cases, the precipitates may be SiO2 . In general, however,
the 2recipitation problems discussed here are not related to the preci-
pitation and type coaversion pbeomen known to occur when silicon
containing a high oxygen zoncentration is annealed.(7) Wbay low
oxygen content crystals have a very high concentration of particles.

Even less is known about the nature of the loop-shaped defects.
It would appear that they, involve particulate Fatter' associated strain
fields, and segregation effects; however, ther is no positive evi-
dence for crystallographic defects. T7e small shaiiao "spots" noted in
the Optical Examination Colmn of Table I can apparently be correlated
with these loop defects. As noted preously, the evidence ior this
will be discussed in detail elsewhere.-JI

Based on the overall results of the crystals exaieened, the rela-
tive frequency of occurrence of the thiee major types of microdefects
is summrized in Table II.

Table II.

Frequency of Occurrence of Nicrodefects

Inclusions Particles Loop-Shaped Defects

Float-zone 1-R H N

Czochralski N H M

Crucibleless W-R N H

H n high frequency, present in at least I examination region of
.. .......... perlaps---75%r -of- rts

N = medium frequency, present in at least I examination region of
perhaps 50% of crystals

R = relatively rare, present in at least I examination region of
perhaps 10% of crystals

The data presented in Tables I and II should not be interpreted as
indicating that silicon grown by one technique is necessarily superior.
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First, the number of ingots systematically evaluated has been too
limited to draw any general conclusions. Second, the microdefect
situation is bad in all types of material. Third, other factors not
directly involving microdefects way determine the preferred type of
material for a particular device, e.g., iislocation density, diameter,
oxygen content, resistivity, resistivity uniformity, etc.

EFFECTS ON 1•'VICES

For purposes of a qualitative discussicm, of the effects on devices,
it is convenient to consider three general categories of microdefects:
non-conducting particles, conducting particles, and purely crystallo-
graphic defects, such as vacancy clusters, collapsed vacancy disks,
and dislocation loops. Both conducting and non-conducting particles
should be further divided according to size, since larger particles
give more pronounced current channeling effects which are likely to
lead to a rapid deterioration of IV characteristics under stressed con-
ditions and under long time operation. We have somewhat arbitrarily
chosen the dividing line between small and large pgrticles, as far as
electrical effects are concerned, to be about 2000A for conducting
particles and about 4000X for non-conducting particles; but there are
no compelling asrenots for these choices.

A fairly• extensive literature is available on the effects of
poisoning of devices by fast diffusing impurities, precipitation at
dislocations and stacking faults, and the effects of other inhomogeneit-
ies on device characteristics. Furthermore, the importance of inhomo-
gineities in determining the performance of devices is becoming better
appreciated, as evidenced by the results of several investigations on
second breakdown phenomena in silicon transistors. Perhaps the work
most relavant to nicrodefect problems as discussed in the previous
section is that of Shocklay. (B) Kikuchi,(9)( 0) and Goetzberger.(11) (12)
Of particular interest is the proposal by Shockley that small insulating
particies with a dielectric constant smaller than that of silicon will
produce a field concentration in the vicinity of the particle and cause
localized breakdown. For example, the fieLl in the vicinity of a small
SiO2 particle was calculated to be a factor of 1.5 greater than at
distance from the particle. This type of localized breakdown is often
referred to as microplasma breakdown because of the discrete current

pulses which are noted when current is measuroed as a function of
voltage.

Emission of light accompanies the breakdown process and furnishes
a very convenient way of detecting and establishing the position of these
localized breakdown regions, particularly in specially designed test
junctions. The highly localized type of breakdown gives an undesirable,
"no'isy" reverse IV characteristic. -11-e type of precipitate shown in
Figure 2b and the SiO precipitates which arise during annealing of
oxygen-containi-g Si Ire examples of the type of particle which should
exhibit localized breakdown as-predicte--byShocley -- Larg paticle-.--
as shown in Figure 2a, probably exhibit more pronounced effects. The
disturbance to the crystal is greater; consequently, the tendency to
concentrate current in this region is more pronounced and failure under
stress or deterioration with time is more likely.
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Table III summarizes in a very qualitative way the possible

effects of microdefects on p-n junction devices.

Table III

Effects on P-N Junctions of Various Types of tficrodefects

Implications for Stressed
Pri•ma Conditions and Long Time

Microdefect Electrical Effect Oleration,

Small lowered breakdown voltage progressive deterioration of
non-conducting near particle; microplasm crystal in vicinity of par-
particles effects with sharp current ticle with eventual channel-

pulses ing of current

Larger high revers leakago.4low- rapid destrioration ofi crys-
non-conducting ered breakdown voltage; tal in vicinity of particle;
particles current channeling; larg- second breakdown in trans-

er more noticeable effects sistors; local destructive
than small particles breakdown

"•Nall high reverse leakage, progressive deterioration of
conducting soft breakdown IV characteristics and event-
particles ual failure of device

Larger high reverse leakage; rapid deterioration of char-
conducting low breakdown voltage; acteristics; hot spot forma-
-particles current dhumeling in tion; destructive second

both roverse and breakdown$ current channel-
forward directions ing

Small lowrd minority car- non-uniform switching often
crystallo- rinr lifetime; high leads to destruction under
graphic reverse leakage, non- stressed conditions
defects uniform switching

Under many conditions the crystallographic changes and interactions
of the microdefects with other impurity atom which occur during device
processing produce a disturbance which is more harmful than the original
microdefect. The microdefects of the various types discussed here, as
well as the more familiar edge dislocations and stacking-faults, can
serve as sites for the precipitation of fast-diffusing impurities (Au,
CU,..Fe, MR, etc.) or & doping impurity which is being diffused. The
effects of the fast-diffusing impurities will ouviously b' 56an ovar a
wider region than the slower-diffusing doping impurities.

An example of the interaction of gold'witha'i oop-shaped defect'f'
tCe type shown in Figure 2d-is given in Figure 3. In this particular
"experiment, gold was diffused for 2 hrs at 1200"C and subsequently slowly
cooled. Mot only has gold precipitated on the defect, but the nature of
the defect itself seems to have been altered. Precipitation of impuri-
ties at loop-shaped defects and the strained region around inert pre-
cipitates, such as SiC or Si02, is probably responsible for many adverse
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electrical effects in devices.

Figure 3.

Gold precipitation at a loop defect

Most of our evidence for the effects of microdefects on yields
and periormlnce of devices is qualitative in nature and involves after-
the-fact examination of devices end material in runs which have shown
unexpectedly low yields or poor performance. It is not too unuswil to
find material which gives poor devices even though the crystal proper-'*
ties are within the normally acceptable ranges mid where processing
variables have been eliminated by including test slices from proven
ingots. Under such circumstances, microdefects of the types described
here have been found in a number of cases to be the probable cause of
poor yields and/or performance. An example of a somewhat more ltoni- -'

tive correlation is provided by the experiments of A. N. Knopp, (3
in which it was found that PUPt devices made on material having a high
conce~tration of loop defects (Figure 2d) in the edge region of the
wafers had poor switching and break-over characteristics. If, however,
the size of the PNPN device were reduced to such an extent that the
active area did not overlap the regions containing the defects, the IV
characteristics were normal.

Attempts have been made t• study more quant.itativoiy the infiuence
of microdefec" on breakdown processes by observing uicroplasma

phnma in Goetzberg.r.-.typ.m diffusekd. Vuar.. ring. p-.n.M._ct .on.
devices,( 1 4 ) as described in this Symposium by Chu snd Kannam ) for
epitaxial material. Such experiments have not yielded conclusive data.
One of the factors which interferes with obtaining conclusive results
is the presence of resistivity fluctuations. The development of
techniques for isolation and study of the electrical effects of the
various types of aicrodefects needs further investment of research
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effort and would be expected to yield valuable results. This inforsa-
tLon is especially needed to help establish acceptable concentration
liaits for microdefects in material to be used for different types of
devices.

CG4NCLUDING REMARKS

The magnitude of the microdefect problem in present day comercial
silicon and the usefulness of transmission electron microscopy in
studying microdefects have, we believe, been conclusively demonstrated.
7he TEN method is, however, relatively time-consumlng. Therefore,
X-ray diffraction microscopy. special etch techniques, ind other rapid,
lUt somewhat more qualitative, procedures should be worked out in detail.
In devising and evaluating these techniques, it will be necessary to
correlate the information with that obtained by TEM. The availability
of quick, reliable evaluation techniques should provide the incentive
for the improvement of standard growth techniques or for the adoption
of new material growth techniques.

Further work is necessary to develop techniques to study the
effects of specific aicrodefects on the electrical characteristics of
devices. It would be helpful to materials producers and device
fabricators to be able to specify maxima permissible concentrations of
microdefects for different kinds of devices,
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Introduction

In the past it had been assumed that dislocations do not seriously
affect device performance because devices built from dislocation-free
material were shown to perform no better than those built from less
perfect material. This conclusion, however, neglected the fact that
dislocations and other types of lattice defects may be introduced during
the fabrication of these devices. For example, Lomer-Cottrell and/or
stair-rod dislocations associated with stacking faults are nucleated in
epitaxial layers. I Dislocations are generated within shallow surface
diffused layers in order to relieve the stresses which result from con-
centration gradients. 2P 5 Temperature gradients have pronounced effects
on the segregation of impurities and may lead to plastic deformation.
Moreover, strains may originate as a result of surface damage, 4 and
built-in strains may occur as a consequence of solidification of impurity
atoms within the crystal. 5

This paper presents evidence relating crystal imperfections to pro-
cessing treatments and demonstrates the influence of process-introduced
dislocations on device yield in NPN silicon epitaxial planar transistors.
To follow the generation of imperfections in device processing and sub-
sequently to correlate device performance with the presence of imper- 7
fections, the non-destructive technique of x-ray diffraction microscopý'
was used to record large-area topographs of whole crystals wafers at
each stage in their fabrication. Knowledge of the locations of disloca-
tions, in particular high densities of dislocations, permits one to probe
the sample in specific areas in order to characterize the electrical
propertic- of- transistor -devices--coinciding with high defect versus Iow.
defect areas. In addition, this method at once establishes which par-
ticular processing step introduced dislocations or lattice strains.

The concomitant strain fields associated with lattice perturbations
such as those due to dislocations are revealed as localized regions of en-
hanced x-ray intensities in the x-ray diffraction topographs. The visibility
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of dislocations is dependent on the choice of reflecting crystallographic
planes. The criteria for x-ray diffraction contrast are similar to those
that apply in electron transmission microscopy. The advantages of
this technique are:

1. Testing in non-destructive.

2. Whole crystal wafers may be examined.

3. Silicon wafers may be examined after each step in the fabrica-
tion of devices, up to and including metallization.

4. A single topograph reveals the occurrence of bulk structural
defects coincident with transistor areas.

Imperfections in the Startuig Material

Dislocations in silicon are easily detected by a variety of tech-
niques, but x-ray diffraction microscopy based an the primary extinc-
tion effect also detects the effects of segregation and precipitation.
Figure 1(a) shows dislocation configurations representative for n-type
substrate silicon upon which NPN planar transistors are made. This
crystal was solution doped with arsenic to 1019 impurity atoms/cm3 .
Arsenic substitution atoms are not expected to produce lattice dilation
or compression conseqaently arsenic segregation is not detectable in
the x-ray topographs. Segregation of boron in silicon may be detected
by this method at doping levels as low as 5 x i107 impurity atoms/cm 3 .
Undersized impurity atoms such as boron severely displace the lattice
planes in solution-doped silicon as shown in Fig. 2(a). This is a topo-
graph of a silicon wafer that was boron doped to 3 x 1020 atoms/cm3 .
Subsequent growth of epitaxial layers upon such substrates may intro-
duce hjh densities of dislocations, depending on thermal and concentra-
tion gradients. Epitaxial growths of doping level and type compatible
with the substrate stress the crystal less than non-compatible growths.
Figure I(b) is a topograph of an arsenic-doped (101ý atoms per cm 3 )

epitaxial layer grown on a substrate similar to that shorn in Fig. 1(a).
Dislocations, located on octahedral (111) planes, are propagated from
the substrate through the epitaxial layer. Trigonal symmetry of the dis-
location configurations is evidence for slip due to thermal gradients
experienced by the wafer in the epitaxial reaction chamber.

To accommodate the mismatch in lattice parameters at interfaces
of varying dopant concentration, walls of dislocations aligned along crys-
taliographic <110> directions may lie generated. The dislocation config-
urations in Fig. 2(b) resulted after vapor growth of an arsenic-doped
epitaxdal layer on a highly boron-doped s.ubstrate similar to the wafer
shown in Fig. Z(a). The dislocation reactions iinvolved here are similar
to those that result from high concentration gradients during boron or

the degree of misfit at the interface. Generally, when the doping levels
and type between substrate and epitaxial layer are similar, the number
of misfit dislocations are few. The high dislocation density in Fig. 2(b)
results from a high concentration gradient at the interface.

Occurrence of stacking faults in epitaxial layers may be mini-
ized by surface preparation and cleaning procedures. Stair-rod disloca-
tions at bent stacking faults yre known to be electrically active and contri-
bute to localized breakdown. Batsford and Thomas have shown that
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(a)

(b)

Figure I

(a, Arsenic-do d (1019 arsenic atoms/cm3 ) substrate silicon of mod-
erate dislocation density. (b) Epitaxial silicon growth on a silicon sub-
strate similar to that in Fig. 1(a). Thermal gradients cause rows of
dislocations aligned along < I10> directions.
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(a)

i~ Il

Figure 2

(a) Boron-doped (3 x t 0Z0 boron atorns'cm 3r) substrate silicon showing a
hniah deg-reel of tnrmnrnoeneous strain tu LU usr.3i ;a dzo in

free" w-afer. (i,, Arsenic-doped (1019 arsenic atoms/cm_') epita:-•iai sili-
con growth on a substrate ;irrilar to that in Fig. 2(a). <110> dislocatiorn
arrays ýilieve t-he stress at interfaccs of varying dopant z-oncentrations.
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metallic impurities are perferentially precipitated on stacking faults. 1
Therefore the effects of stacking faults and their associated dislocations
may considerably influence devices made on epita.xial layers. However,
stacking fault densities in wafers made into transistor devices were
less than 500/cm2 in thin s.tudy. Consequently, their influence on re-
verse breakdown voltage spectifications was thought to be minimal in
_this investigation.

Correlation of Junction Properties and Im2!fcion!

NPN epitaxial planar transistors may be formed on wafers similar
to that shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The junctions are formed by dif-
fusing through oxide masks produced on the wafer surface by standard
KPR photoresist and etching techniques, The oxide windows give rise
to their ovn. diffraction contrast and arc discussed in the next section.
X-ray topographs (see Fig. 3) of defects in a silicon wafer after the
basa difusion .-may b u.d Ito s;l-ct -a of ...... Intercrt "Or othcr
tests. The junctions in areas such as A, B anc G may now be probed
for reverse-breakdown-voltage characteristics. Areas A and B are es-
sentially void of dislocations, wh!le the dislocation density of area C
is extremely high. The dislocation networks of area C are aligned in
< II0> directions and are formed as a result of thermal gradients
during the epitaxial silicon growth process.

In terms of meeting reverse-breakdown-voltage specifications (the
units were designed for 70-volt reverse breakdown), the junctions in
areas A and B had a 75 percent and 56 percent -eild respectively, where-
as none of the junctions in area C had greater than 70-vclt breakdowns.
After the emitter diffusion, formed to achieve a 1 4 base width, the
yields in areas A and B remain essentially unchanged; however, 10 of
the 16 junctions in area C became shorted.

To explain the variations in the revcrtie breakdown voltages in de-
vices built on the sa-.c--.,r, "-.'.p.ti.g proc-r--_tt ?Munt be
considered. D-:rect effects r-s dislocations, such as extra couductivi~y
pat'iis due to "dangling" bonds accepting electrons in n--type material,
are probably nriinimal. However, interaction betvwten dislocations and
",mpurities is known to occur. Impurities of larger or smaller ionic
radii Lit more easily in regions of dilation or compression in the vicinity
of a dislocation. Queisser, et al. 11 estimated that diffusion rates arc
105 higher in diffusion channels afforded by dislocations along small-
angle grain boundaries. As a consequence, selective diffusion and pre-
cipitation may occur in heavily dislocated..:egions. Emitter-collector
breakthrough, such as occurs in the- highly dislocated area C, may be
-n•tiated bv diffusion enhancement, i.e., punch-through due to an en-
hanced d-f'usion front and a shorted base region due to diffusion pipes
along dislocations.

Gettering action resulting from the P205 w'ar- ....... -*i-- "-
-rcas A and 3. This suggests that precipitation may be a dominant pro-

cess even in the absence of dUslocations. Silicon phosphide precipitates,
approximately i • in the longest dimension, have been detected in diffused
silicon by transmission eiectron lnrosc.,nv. 12 Although the size of
such Drecioitates precludes their detec£ion by x-ray diffraction micro-
scopy: it is reasonable to assume the existence of these or some other
precipitate form in these wafers.
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!C
Figure 3

X-ray topograph of silicon wafer similar to Fig. I but after base boron
diffusior. The areas outlined were selected for measurements of re-
verse breakdown voltages and correlated with the coincidence of struc-
tural defects.

Diffusion Enhancement at Oxide Window Peripheries

Thermal oxidation is commonly employed for passivation and
masking. Defects generated due to such standard thermal treatments
have not been detected by x-ray methods although recently Queisser and
van Loom, 13 and Wilhelm and Joshi14 have detected by etching tech-
niques the development of stacking faults after steam oxidizing silicon.
However, strains due to mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients at
silicon-silicon oxide interfaces are evident in x-ray topographs.
Figure 4 reveals considerable elastic strain associated with the window
openings and the diffraction contrast is clearly dependent on the reflec-
tion chosen. 15 In Fig. 4(a), the diffraction vector is vertical while in
Fig. 4(b) it is diagonal. Strain associated with grain boundary disloca-
tions enhances. diffusionz.. The.. migration-..f Irapuzritkes-,.escal..........
during diffusion cycles, toward areas of high strain such as exist at
oxide window peripheries might be expected and depend on the nature of
the diffusion process.

Emitter diffusions may be more influential in producing structural
effects than base diffusions due to the higher surface concentrations and
concentration gradients. Quenching after the base and emitter diffusions
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(a) (b)

Figure 4

i) Diffraction contrast due to strain at oxide window peripheries. The
)tal strain vector has a component in the direction of the diffraction
-ctor which is vertical; consequently, the entire window periphery is
isible. (b) The strain vector of the shorter side of the window opening
as a component normal to the diffraction, vector which is diagonal; con-
equently, the shorter side of the window periphery is invisible.

3 the general practice in the fabrication of silicon high-speed switching
ransistors. Joshi and Wilhelm have shown that misfit dislocations in
hesphorus-diffused silicon extend in <112> and <110> directions in
rder to relieve the stress due to solute lattice contraction of phos-
,horus. 1 Diffusion induced dislocations were not detected in x-ray
3pographs after either the base or emitter diffusions (see Fig. 5a).
Towever, after removing the oxide layer, residual strain at the emitter
inger periphery is present (see Fig. 5b) while no residual strain due to
ae base diffusion occurs. The rules for interpretation of x-ray dilfrac-
lon topographs eliminate the possibility of extensive precipitation at
tie emitter finger periphery and suggest that the diffraction contrast,
viiens min Fig. 5 -(b), idue to diffusion enthancement at the emitter
inger periphery.

he wafer displayed in Fig. 5(a). Diffusion-indiced dislocations,
Jigned along <I10> directions, are revealed only in the emitter areas.
oateral propagation of these dialocations to surrounding regions is

,rohibited. Diffusion-induced dislocations occur in each emitter area
df the same crystal wafer although the dislocation densities vary from
imitter to emitter. This suggests that inhomogeneities in the host
naterial produce local regions of stresa which more easily induce slip
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(a) (b)

Figure 5

(a) Enlarged (-60X) x-ray topograph of the wafer shown in Fig. 3 after
emitter diffusion. Note that both the bass and emitter oxide window
peripheries are visible. (b) Eblarged (~60 X) x-ray topograph showing
residual strain due to diffusion enhancement at emitter finger peripheries.

in the presence of concentratio? gradients. The inhomogeneities in the
host material may originate in the starting single crystal, or they may
be due to subsequent processing treatments. For instance, in epitaxially
grown films, it is known that stacking fault densities vary depending on
surface cleanliness. There may be residual KPR in the photoresist
process, and subsequently, there may be non-uniform oxide or pinholes
in oxide. Dust particle= may generate localized growth defects such as
growth pyramids, or pinholes in oxide films. The pinholes may cause
a non-uniform diffusion profile, defects may be introduced preferentially,
and precipitates may form at some defects preferentially.

The sensitivity of x-ray diffraction microscopy is limited to the de-
tection of strain fields that extend 5 to 80 t around a dislocation depending
on dislocation densities. Strain fields extending less than 5 iL would be
invisible in the x-ray topographs. The inconsistent observations (see

.Fig-. -54.). and 6) i-volIng dt$1ocation-reactior--witrn-emitte area- e a-r
explainable if these dislocations have short range (less than 5 •) strain
fields. Such dislocation reactions have been analyzed as due to two
partials and a stair-rod dislocation bounding stacking faults. The ex-
tension of partial dislocations in distorted silicon has been measured as
less than iO0 . It seems plausib'i then to assume that an extended
dislocation offers little x-ray contrast and consequently is invisible in
the topograph.
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Figure 6

Optical micrograph (500X) of an etched transistor area of the wafer
shown in Fig. 5(a).

Process-introduced 1a-croscopic Strains

Surface damage introduced by grinding or scratches strains the
crystal so that severe warping and bending of thin wafer sections occur.
Thin films of silicon oxide may also elastically bend the crystpl so that
portions of the crystal are misoriented relative to surrounding crystal
areas. N-type (arsenic doped) 10 1& thick epitaxial layers deposited on
n-type (arsenic doped) substrates may bend the lattice depending on the
substrate surface preparation. Bending in this type of material occurred
only when the substrate was mechanically polished,

Since arsenic atoms fit well into the silicon lattice, the bending
must occur due to strain originating at damage on mechanically polished
surfaces. Diffusion of doping impurities, especially selective area dif-
fusion, likewise introduces bending or flexure in silicon wafers. The
extent of this flexure can be measured by scanning crystal x-ray trans-
mission techniques. 1 7 The flexure becomes more pronounced as the
number of diffusion and • oxidation stepiiii'T "tai ssci- ............
ated with these flexures may be quite complicated due to multiple dif-
fusions through complicated geometrical masks such as are required
for integrated circuits. The ensuing warps or bends make it difficult to
record large-area x-ray topographs due to the misorientation of the lat-
tice in the wafers which are Z. 5 cm diameter or greater. Large areas
of the crystal, which is set for Laue reflection, will not reflect x-rays
depending on the degree of elastic or built-in strain. Topographs of the
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whole crystal may be made by compensating for the misorientation by
superimposing an oscillating motion about the Bragg axis simultaneously
with the iscanning motion of the crystal. Figure 3 is representative of
the quality of the x-ray images which may be obtained by application of
this technique. 18 Externally produced stress has been shown by
Bernard, et al. i9 to reduce breakdown voltages but no definitive tests
have been made to ascertain its significance in our studies.

Conclusions

X-ray diffraction microscopy, due to its non-destructive nature,
is unique in that it permits correlating process-introduced defects with
electrical measurements. Our work has shown such correlation. Al-
though one can locate the defects, many competing mechanisms con-
tribute to the device failure. Many defects have been revealed by the
x-ray technique. However complimentery techniques are always needed
to support conclusions deducted from x-ray topographs. Further re-
search efforts will attempt to define which defect is most detrimental
and how generation of defects might be avoided.
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THE EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS DIFFUSION IN THERMAL OXIDES
ON THE ELEVATED TEMPERATURE STABILITY OF MOS STRUCTURES

H. G. Carlson, G. A. Brown, C. R. Fulle and J. Osborne

Texas Instruments Incorporat d
13500 North Central Expresswa~y

Dallas, Texas

I. INTRODUCTION

At least two papers2-/. have appeared suggesting that sodium contami-
nation of planar oxides is a major source of device instability when devices are
operated under d-c bias conditions at moderately elevatod temperatures. This

suggestion seems well supported by papersI3.4.5 desc4ibing the properties of
alkali metals in bulk silica. In addition, at least three rbferences 5,6./ show

how the mobility of the sodium may be used to extract sodlum at the negative
electrode with the sample at a few hundred degrees Centigrade.

Numerous investigators A29 10.f1/ show how the instability of the sili-
con surface can be investigated using a simple capacitor formed from a metal
dot evaporated on top of a planar oxide, and with electrical connections made to

the dot and to a metal film evaporated on the back of the silicon wafer. Measure-
ment of the capacitance-voltage-frequency behavior of the capacitor is suffi-
cient to characterize the underlying silicon surface. In general, it has been pro-

posed that a positive potential applied at the dot with the sample at moderate
temperatures causes the sodium to migrate within the oxide to the oxide-silicon
innerface, where, by a charge mirroring mechanism, the free sodium ions

attract electrons out of the bulk silicon to form an electron-rich iegion at the
... . .............. silicon. &'.rJfce... Thia~effeet~isssrJy~nnarly. .revn .• ible...wex. eaused~by.moderate ........................

electrical fields at a few hundred degrees Centigrade.

It was shown in 1964 that a phosphorus diffusion into the oxide is suffi-
cient to suppress the positive bias instability up to 1750 p12. 3/. A mechanism

other than the sodium displacement was suggested by these investigators 1/.

*Supported in part under RADC Contracts AF 30(602)-3723 and AF 30(602)-3727.
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No direct measurement of the sodium contamination and distribution in
planar oxides has been reported in the literature to subetantiate- its presence or
to clarify its role in the instability mechanism. Normal chemical techniques
which might be applied to the problem are able to be used only when the atoms of
interest in a sample accrue to 1015-16 . However, much lower limits may be
easily detected with the technique of neutron activation analysis. This technique
has been exploited in the study of sodium distributions in bulk oxide samples.

This paper applies activation analysis along with accurate sectioning
techniques to the study of sodium distributions in simple dried steam oxides, of
sodium and phosphorus distributions in phosphorus oxide diffused dried steam
oxides, and of sodium and phosphorus distributions in slightly more complex
samples to be described. Some data on thermal and electrical stressing of the
capacitor structures formed in some of these manners is included for com-
pleteness. The stability findings are in essential agreement with the already

reported work12.13/.

Some discussion is made of an empirical model for the contaminated
planar oxide, and some qualitative arguments are offered for the cause of the
various sodium distributions found in this study.

I. EXPERIMENTAL

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Oxidized silicon slices were prepared from a 1-inch diameter, (111)
orientation, 4-6 ohm-cm, arsenic d&ped crystal wil a, etch pit count of 2680
per square centimeter and a lifetime of 128 p-seconds. After sawing to 0.020-
inch thick slices, the surfaces were lapped with 1800-grit alumina powder to
0.018 inch and then chemically polished to 0. 0•10 inch.

The chemically polished slices were then treated by varying combina-
tions of the following procedures: A. Oxidation in one atmosphere of water
vapor at 1200°C, followed by a twenty-minute period at 12000C in dry (-'0.2
ppm H 2 0) nitrogen. B. Phosphorus two-stage diffusion: (B-1) Deposetiion
from POC13 reacted with oxygen in a dry nitrogen diluent at 1200 0 C for 30
minutes. Solvolysis for 10 minutes in boiling water. Diffusion for 60 minutes
in a 5% oxygen, 95% nitrogen mixture at ll100C. (B-2) Deposition as in B-i
but at 925*C for 30 minutes followed by solvolysis and diffusion as in B-1.C C. . I-"Etch off the .phospho'ru.ss,"reo'iddihoihddtythe d -de- t~as in A-.

Processes above will be referred to as A, B-l, B-2, and C in the rest
of the paper. Oxidations and diffusions were performed In quartz reaction tubes

with 10-ppm sodium contamination enclosed in furnace liners with sodium con-
tent from 0.5 to 5%.
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Some samples were prepared for evaluation as MOS capacitors using

process A followed by B-2. Gold was evaporated over the entire back of the
slices and in 30-mil diameter dots on the oxide through a metal mask. After
scribing into individual units the capacitors were mounted In a TO-5 header

equipped with a special tungsten probe for contact to the gold dot. Ambient
daring encapsulation was (< 3 ppm H 2 0) nitrogen.

SECTIONING AND COUNTING TECHNIQUE

Both sodium and phosphorus concentrations were determined by count-

ing incremental etch quantities from the oxide following neutron activation. Since

high sensitivity was required, a high thermal neutron flux was necessary. With
the Union Carbide reactor facility at Tuxedo, New York, it was possible to
irradiate 1-inch diameter silicon slices at a flux of 1013 netttrons/cm 2-sec for
a period of twenty-four hours. The samples were placed in the reactor one
morning, removed the next day, and shipped to the Texas Instruments counting
facility for measurements within one half-life of sodium-24 (i.e., 15 hours).

The samples used were described earlier in the paper. After final

preparation the samples were sandwiched between zirconium foil disks and then
wrapped in aluminum foil. Specific activities to be used for calculation of the
sodium and phosphorus present in the samples were determined from counting
known quantities of sodium chloride and Na3 PO4 12H20 irradiated at the same

time and location as the silicon slices. In actual practice the sodium and the
phosphorus standards had specific activities of 1010 atoms/count-minute and

6 x 1011 atoms/count-minute, respectively.

Incremental layers were removed from the oxide using dilute aqueous

hydrofluoric acid in minimal volume. The thickness of the layer removed was
determined by measurement before and after etching using a Gaertner Model
L-119 ellipsometer. The small volume of water used to rinse the slice was
combined with the etch volume to total about two milliliters. After counting
this etch volume for sodium in a manner to be described, the phosphorus in the

etch was prepared for analysis.

It was necessary to separate the phosphorus from small quantities of
gold, arsenic, and copper, which comprise the other beta emitters known to be

present. First a measured amount of phosphorus carrier was added to the
incremental etch solution. After addition of concentrated sulfuric acid, the

solution was evaporated to dense S03 fumes, and diluted. Additional phosphorus
carrier waoadded,.and the white.silica precipitatwas discad. A.tir.ee- ..............
stage purification was then performed. First, ten milligrams of gold, copper
and arsenic carrier, one gre.n of ammonium chloride, and one drop of 10%
potassium permanganate were added to the above solution. Gold, copper and

arsenic were precipitated by hydrogen sulfide. The precipitates were discarded
after combining washes. Magnesium chloride solution was added, and the

phosphorus present was precipitated as magnesium ammonium phosphate by
the addition of ammonium hydroxide. This precipitate was redissolved after
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decanting the solution; additional gold, arsenic and copper carrier were added;
and the preceding process was repeated two times. The final precipitate of

magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate was collected, washed with
ammonium hydroxide, methanol and acetone, and dried at 110 0 C before mount-
ing for counting the beta emission from the phosphorus-32.

Since this process separates the sodium in the solution above the
phosphate precipitate, it in possible to measure the phosphorus activity without
waiting for the sodium to decay to a low level. Further, elimination of the only

significant additional impurities present, gold, copper, and arsenic, yields an
unambiguous value for phosphorus concentrations from the beta emission count.

The phosphorus beta emission was counted on a Baird Atomics, Wts
flow proportional counter using the magnesium ammonium phosphate precipi-
tates from each etch volume. Correction was added to compensate for loss in

the precipitation separations. Additional counts were taken over an extended
period of time to insure that the material had the decay constant of phosphorus-32.

Gamma radiation from the sodium-24 was analyzed using three different
instruments: (1) a Victoreen single-channel analyzer consisting of a model
764-1 scaler and a model 764-2 pulse height analyzer; (2) a Baird Atomics

single-channel analyzer composed of a model 215 amplifier, a model 134

scaler, and a model. 510 pulse height analyzer; and (3) a Nuclear Data 512
channel multichannel analyzer model number 130 AT. A separate 2- by 2-inch
sodium iodide well detector was used with each single-channel counting

apparatus. The 512 channel analyzer used a 3-inch sodium iodide detector.

The single-channel analyzers were calibrated using a cesium 137
standard source, and were adjusted to cut off all gamma energies below 1.3 mev
and above 4 mev. This region brackets the 1.368 and 2.754 mev gamma peaks of
sodium-24. The multichannel analyzer was used to cross check selected data

points taken with the Victoreen and the Baird Atomic instruments. Comparison
of the data is shown in Table I.

Table I

Sample Etch Step Concentration Na (atoms/cc)

Number Number Multichannel Analyzer Single-Channel Analyzer

........ .l . . 1......... 1.94.x 10 2 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.21 x 102 0

"19N73 1 1.16 x 10 1 8  9.49 x 10 1 7

19N73 7 1.19 x 10 1 7  1.15 x 1017

19N80 7 1.54x10
1 6  1.46 x 10 1 6
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Error in the sodium concentration values found in the experiment could
arise from the fast neutron reactions: Mjg (np) Na24 and A127 (n, a) Na 24 .
7hese reactions produce significant Na24 activity only when the product of the
number of atoms present, their reaction cross section (barns), and the fast
neutron flux exceeds 1024. The fast neutron to thermal neutron flux ratio in the
Tuxedo, Now York reactor Is about one to three, while that of the Oak Ridge
reactor is about one to thirteen. Several samples of smaller dimension exposed
in the Oak Ridge reactor gave results comparable to those found after irradiation
at the TUxedo reactor.

TYPICAL SODIUM AND PHOSPHORUS DISTRIBUTIONS

Sodium profiles were obtained on several slices from separate oxida-
tions formed according to process A, While the bulk concentration level in the
oxide was found to vary with chemical treatment, as shown in Figures 1 and 2,
the general form of the distribution is constant. More than 90% of all sodium
found in the samples was contained within a few hundred angstroms of the outer
surface of the oxide. A similar increase in concentrations in excess of the bulk
level was found at the oxide-silicon interface.

Typical phosphorus and sodium distributions are shown in Figures 3
and 4 for oxides prepared by Process A, B-i and A, B-2, respectively. It
should be noted that the sodium appears to be extracted by the phosphorus glass
and is lower in concentration in the oxide region between the glass and the sili-
con than in the simple oxide.

Samples listed in Table II were prepared by successive combinations of
oxide growth (A), phosphorus diffusion (B-i), and etching of the phosphorus
glass followed by reoxidation (C). Table II also lists the sodium concentration
per square centimeter in the silicon substrates under the oxide. Those samples
which did not have a phosphorus glass on the surface had at least thirty times
more sodium in the silicon than the diffused oxide samples.

Figure 5 shows the distributions in sample 19N86 from Table II which
has undergone a sequence of steps A, B-i, C, B-i, C, B-i. More sodium was
found at the outer oxide surface of this sample than for sample undergoing only
processes A, B-i. However, the sodium at the interface was removed to a low
level. In contrast, sample 19N92, prepared according to the sequence A, B-i,
C, B-i, C, gave the sodium distribution shown in Figure 6. This data is simi-
lar in mc tt.cspeCta--• that-show ,in. Figures- I and 2; .-------

An attempt was made to redistribute the sodium in a simple dried steam
oxide by applying an electric field of I x 106 volts/centimeter of oxide at 1750C
for 180 minutes. The positive potential was applied to a large gold pressure con-
tact on the surface of the oxide, while negative contact was made to the back side
of the silicon wafer. The distributions in the oxide for biased and unbiased
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Table II

Total Sodium in Silicon Substrates

Sample AtomsNa /cm 2  Process*

19NBO 1.26 x 10 13  A

19N81 2.80 x 10 1 2  A

19N73 1.44 x 1012 A, B-1

19N99 1.14 x 1012  A, B-1

19N78 1.32 x 1012 A,B-1,C,B-1

.19N81 1. 14 x 1012 A,B-1,C,B-1

19N68 1. 05 x 1013 A, B-i, C,B-1.C

19N96 3.34 x 1012 A, B-1, C, B-1, C

19N86 1. 15 x 1012 A,B-l,C,B-l,C,B-1

19N98 1.33 x 1012 A, B-1, C, B-1, C, B-I

* Refer to Sample Preparation discussion.

samples were identical within experimental error. Howeve,, the total sodium
concentration in the silicon of the biased samples increased thirty fold over the
unbiased samples.

On unbiased dried steam oxide samples the sodium concentration in the
first micron of silicon was in the 1017 atoms/cc range. This decreased to a low
level on sectioning into the silicon.

OXIDE STABILITY ASSESSMENT USING MOS CAPACITOR STRUCTURES

Metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitor structures were fabricated to
evaluate the stability of the variously prepared oxides. In particular, it was
desired to compare the phosphorus treated oxides with those in which no post.-
oxidation treatment was employed.

The analytical technique was based upon measurement of high frequency
MOS capacitance-voltage characteristics of the structures before and after sub-
jecting them to thermal and electrical stress. Quantitative analysis of the
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measured C-V characteristics was accomplished by comparison with theoreti-
cally derived curves calculated as described by several workers 8. 9 . 10,11/.

It has been shown that the differences between the measured and
theoretical capacitance-voltage curves are related to the magnitudes and densi-
ties of charge distributions in the oxide-silicon system, and that shifts of the
characteristics under stress can be interpreted in terms of charge migration
processes.

For this discussion MOB structures have been characterized by the bias
voltage, VFB, required to bring the silicon surface to a "flat band" condition.

This condition can be determined from the measured C-V curve by theoretical
analyses 8,9. 0, 11/ if the oxide thickness and silicon resistivity are known.
Since all samples were fabricated on silicon of the same resistivity and all
electrical measurements made on oxides of known thickness, a comparison of

sample stability can be made directly from the flat band potential. This assumes
that the resistivity of the silicon surface is not changed by the processing. With

one exception to be discussed below, this condition was satisfied in the
experiments.

The exception Involves material treated as described in process B-1.
The phosphorus profile shown in Figure 3 indicates that an appreciable concen-
tration of phosphorus penetrated the oxide-glass interface and reached the sili-
con surface. This doped the surface to a higher level, resulting in silicon

surface depletion layer capacitance too large to be observed experimentally in
this system. For this reason, the comparison of the stability of untreated and
phosphorus treated oxides was limited to material treated as in processes A
and B-2.

Figur. 7 shows the change for samples prepared as in (A, B-2) in flat
band voltage, LVFB, after various durations under stress at 175%C (TA) with a
positive electric field (Eox) of 106 volt/cm in the oxide. The level of stability
indicated is so much greater than that of the non-phosphorus diffused oxides that

it was not possible to compare both types of samples at this stress level. The
C-V characteristics of the process A oxides were so strongly shifted after 5
minutes at the above stress level that they could not be meaningfully analyzed.
By lowering the stress temperature to 1250C it was possible to observe the
growth of the instability in these samples. This is also shown in Figure 7,
where again I& VFB is plotted versus stress time with Eox = 106 v/cm and

with TA = 1250 C. It is seen that the phosphorus treated material is much more
-.............. arable •,t.l175 0C..tha•.the.w• r~ted m•aterial .a-t.2,5?i .......... ......... ............ .

Material processed by phosphorus deposition, glass removal and
reoxidation as described in process C was analyzed for MOS stability after up
to four repetitions of the etch-regrowth cycle. In this experiment, flat band
voltages, VFB, were measured initially and again after 200 hours at the 1750 C,
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106 v/cm stress condition. All the samples exhdibited stabilities similar to that
found for the simple phosphorus samples (Figure 7), but no significant improve-
ment In stability with repeated etch-back-regrowth cycles was observed.

MI. DISCUSSION

Figure 8 shows a Flscher-Herschfelder model proposed for a planar

oxide formed on a (111) orientation silicon slioe. On a local basis (a few atomic
spacings) it is impossible to join every silicon crystal surface atom via oxygen
linkage to other silicon atoms which are members of siloxane chains within the
oxide. For the same spatial reasons that prevent total inclusion of all silicon
crystal surface atoms in the oxide linkage, only a partial number cf the silicon
surface atoms uncombined with the oxide can terminate in simple linkages such
as SiOl or SIONa. The remaining silicon atoms have to relocate, much in the
same manner as on a clean surface to minimize the surface energy of the
system. All of the surface silicon atoms which do not bond directly into the
oxide are thought of as the origin of electronic surface states.

Because of the random arrangement of siloxane chains in the oxide,

sites occur where the silicon-silicon distance is too great for direct oxygen
bonding. At such positions reaction with water or with sodium oxide may occur
to termiAte the siloxane chains in pairs of SiOH or SiONa members. Chains at
such positions may also be terminated by SiOH-SiF pairs.

Chains may be modified by introducing phosphorus atoms which can act
as replacements for silicon in the siloxane linkage. Because of the differences

in bondirg angles, covalent radii and alectronegativity of silicon and phosphorus,
this replacement is suspected to lead to generally shorter chain lengths. This
means there will be a larger number of non-bonding oxygen sites in the glass
than in normal planar oxide. Since both water and sodium were present during
formation of the oxide, it is postulated that the equilibrium ratio of sodium con-
centration in the phosphorus glass to that in the undiffused oxide is proportional
to the ratio of the non-bonding oxygen concentration in the two phases.

The high concentration of sodium at the outer surface of the oxide is
attributed to termination of surface silicon atoms by an SIONa structure. Since
the steam oxide was "dried" at high temperatures in dry nitrogen (-0. 2 ppm
H20), a competition would arise between water and sodium oxide in the drying

___ ... .. ,* ablozt.While no measurements -.,re taken of a sodium distribution prior to
drying it is expected that the outer surface would be more populated with SiOH
terminals and have a lower net sodium level than on the dried samples.

Measurements by the BET14/ method have been made of the surface
area of oxides prepared by various techniques 1-I-' The particular oxide with
the sodium distribution shown in Figure 1 has an actual surface area of three to
four times the geometric aroa. Since the thickness of oxide layers removed was
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Figure 8

Molecular Model for Planar Oxi',de on Single Crystalline Silicon

In this model the atoms are identified as follows:

NO. Element

1 Silicon
2 Oxygen
3* Sodium
4 Hydrogen
5 Phosphorus
6 Fluorine

*Sodium size and bond spacing are not exact.
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determined by a difference in total thickness before and after etching, this
measurement would not necessarily reflect any porosity at the outer surface.
Hence, the physical surface is postulated to extend a short distance below the
ge•metric outer surface.

From measurement with the BET method' 14-- 5 the physical silicon
surface after chemical polish has from one to two times the geometric area.
At close approach (few hundred angstroms) to the innerface, the oxide thickness
measurement has questionable meaning for calculation of concentration of sodium
per cubic centimeter of oxide. In particular, if a large amount of the sodium in
the oxide innerface region is bonded to the silicon crystal in SiONa units, it
becomes meaningless to exprms the concentration of a monolsyer as a bulk
concentration. It is interesting to note that if the total number of sodium atoms
within 1001 of the innerface on stable samples is computed, this value is very
nearly the minimum number of states measured on the MOB capacitor samples
(i.e., 2 x 10 inch states/em2 ). Few measurements 16_-17/ have been made of
the properties of sodium in silicon. In particular the contribution of the sodium,
which was found to move into the silicon under positive bias at 1750C in the
experiment reported in this paper was not recognized.

It should be further noted that the samples stabilized by phosphorus
diffusion had appreciable quantities of sodium between the innerface (Si-SiO2)
and glassy phosphorus phase. A simple charge mirroring model is not sufficient
to explain all effects. In fact the most likely postulate is that the 1fseýy phhae
serves as a barrier to diffusion of the sodium present at the outer surface of
the glass through the oxide to the innerface or into the silicon. The significant
diffusion mechanism may be a replacement of sodium in the oxide bulk by sodimnr
liberated by electrolysis at the outer electrode. Considerable effort will still -.
be required to rigorously support this postulate and others offered in discussion
of this work.
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RADIOCHE4ICAL STUDY ON LATERAL ION MIGRATION IN

INSULATING SUBSTRATES FOR THIN FILM MICROCIRCUITS*

S. S. Choi

Philco Applied Research Laboratory
Philco Corporation

Blue Bell, Pennsylvania

INTRODUC TION

It has been shown that a u-shaped tantalum thin-film resistor
on oxidized silicon substratc goes through an initial decrease in
resistance value on power stress. Also, when a dc potential is
applied to the adjacent parallel tantalum thin-film resistors on 7059
glass substrate, a relative decrease in the resistance value of the

negatively biased resistor resu3ts.l

Similar results are reportad on the resistance changes of
parallel tantalum nitride film resistors on soft glass and other types
of substrate,

2

These phenomena which are distinct from the usual positive
change in resistance, noted in tantalum and most other metal oxide
thin-film resistors, together with other anomalous changes, have
been attributed to the migration of mobile alkali ions, especially
sodium ions, in .r on the glass substrate under the influence of an
electrical field, 1 - 5 And it has often been suggested that the ion
migration causes instability and other undesirable effects on various
types of semiconductor devices. 6, 7

While the-evidence. for.this.is..no-t conclusive, the .eulta .e
convincing. And evidently the quantity of such mobile ions in these
substrates and devices which influence.the characteristics of the
devices can be extremely small, in view of the fact that some of the
matrices used were very pure in regard to sodium content.

*This work supported in part by Cantract #AF30(602)-3Z87 Project #5519,
Task #551902, with Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force
Base, N. Y.
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To improve the stability of such devices and the reliability
of their performance, there is need for a more complete under-
standing of the mechanism of ion migration phenomena in these
devices and substrates. However, such study is hindered greatly
by the lack of suitable techniques which offer direct and quantitative

results. Thus, an analytical procedure which has high sensitivity of
detection is required to trace the motion of ions in these media under
various operational and accelerated test conditions.

The analytical technique is being. developed to facilitate the

study of ion migration in insulating substrate. Use is being made of
radioactive isotopes to trace the motion of minute quantities of
supposably mobile ions, and the radiations emitted from these isotopes
are being detected by means of autoradiographic techniques. The
distribution and the concentration of the tracer isotopes can be thus
determined before and after the aging or power stress, or both.
The results can be correlated with the test conditions used, and the
mechanism of ion migration may be thus evaluated.

Preliminary results indicate the potential value of this
technique. And some of the results obtained thus far are presented
in this paper.

BACKGROUND

Radioactive isotopes are widely used today in various fields
of research. One of the most important applications of these isotopes
is their use as tracers. Since the physical and chemical properties
of radioactive isotopes and stable isotopes can be considered identical
(except an isotope of the elements of low atomic nuniler-), "radioactive
isotopes can be used without interference to the process being carried
out. Because of the high sensitivity of detection radioactive isotopes
have proved useful in numerous analytical procedures.

-Photographic emulsion has been used for the identification
and the measurement of radiations from the radioactive isotopes. It
also provides a record of the space relation of many nuclear events

with the object under study. The two or three dimensional image on
or in the photographic emulsion produced by the radiation from the
radioactive isotopes in- called an autoradiogram.

Various types of photographic emulsions or plates can be

used for autoradiographic study. The particular emulsion selected
for any given program is determined by the type of radiation to be
recorded, the level of radiation and the degree of resolution required.
The problem under study is ion migration in the dimension of micro-
circuits and this requires a high resolution of image if a quantitative
analysis is to be made. One of the important factors determining

the resolution of the autoradiogram is the size of the silver halide
grain in the emulsion, which varies greatly with the type of emulsion.
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For instance, in X-ray emulsion there are approximFtely 6 x 106

graims/cm 3 while in nuclear emulsion there are approximately 1013

crystals/cm 3 . The range of the diameter in X-ray emulsion is from

0.5 to 3L and that in nuclear emulsion is 0.1 to 0. 4t with a mean

diameter of about 0. 2.u. Therefore, nuclear emulsion is chosen for
use in this initial study since it will provide a higher resolution. The

relevant information in various nuclear emulsions is given in Table I.

Table I

Characteristics of Nuclear Emulsion

Diameter of Diameter of
Silver Halide Grain Silver Grain after

Development

Kodak NTB3  O. 3 * 0.6 O4
"I NTBZ 0. 26pi 0. 6 $L
" NTB 0. 291 0. 6•
" NTA 0. ZZI o.61
,, NTE 0.o06LL 0. 0-0.l

after centrifuge (300-500) (800-1400A)
AR10 same as NTB 2  resolution ZIL
ARS5 Corse w l 5jL
NUC307 0. 071 difficult to handle

Wlford L4 0. 15F 0.2 , 0. 4 5 p

Sodium has two usable radioactive isotopes NaZ4 and Naz.

The relevant nuclear data is given in Table I.

Table 11

Radiation Data of Na 2 2 and Na 2 4

Radiaton Electron Captune (EC,) Gamma

Beta Energy, (MeViAbundance Energy, (MeV]

isotopes Abundance

NaZZ EC (11%) 1.28(100%)
B+ 0. 54 (89%)

(Halflife:2.6yrs) B+ 1.83 (0.06%)

Na2 4  B- 1. 39 (100%) 1. 37 (100%)

(Half life:15 hrs) 2.76(I00%)

As will be seen in the procedure described in the next section of this

paper; the problem under study requires considerable duration of

pretreatment of the test specimen before actual autoradiographs can be

made. Thus, preference was given to Na2 2 for its long half life with
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suitable radiation, Furthermore. Na 2 2 is produced by Mg2 4 (dQNa22

reaction and is obtainable in much higher specific activity than that of
Na 2 4 , This reduces the minimum amount of sodium which has to be
introduced to the specimen to obtain a meaningful autoradiogram.
Moreover, the maximum energy of positron from Na 2 2 is much less
(0. 54 MeV) compared to that of beta ray from Na 2 4 (I. 39MeV), so with
sodium 22 a higher resolution and higher photographic response
can be obtained on nuclear emulsion. For all these reasons
sodium 22 was chosen to be used in this study.

EXPERIMENTAL

Test Specimen and Procedure

Shown in Figure 1 is an experimental area of interest of a
discrete unit of the resistor sets on the test vehicle. At least four
such discrete units are contained in each test vehicle, which usually
measured .1 x 1 cm 2 ^ul x 2 cm 2 .

Figure 1

Parallel Resistor Test Pattern ("14)

Alkali-free glass (Corning #7059) was used as a substrate
material; a tantalum film. 700Xthick, sputtered at 2300 volts was used
as -the resistor material, Details of the method of fabrication of the
test vehicle have been given elsewhere. 1 In this investigation adjacent
parallel resistors, R1 and R2 in Figure 1. were used as the test pattern.
Each resistor is 1/2 mil in width. 50 mils in length, and they are spaced
2 mils from each other.
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All the resistors were stabilized at 4000 C for 1 hour in air
before use. The typical sheet resistivity of 7059 glass substrate vas in
the order of 1011 ohms per square at 2500 C in room air. Leakage
current between the two parallel resistors was in the order of 10-12
amperes at the same temperature.

After all the necessary electrical measurements were made
at 2500 C in air, the following procedure was adopted for the auto-
radiographic study of the migration of sodium ion in the insulating
substrate.

1. Place approximately 6 x 10"- micro-curies (gic)
of NaZ2 C I solution onto two of the usable parallel
resistor test patterns of adjacent units.

a. About 1/Z cm 2 or less of the surface area should
be covered by the radioactive solution.

b. The parallel resistor test pattern of the rest of
the unit in the same test vehicle is left un-
touched as a control.

2. After the radioactive solution has dried, place
the test specimens individually into a platinum
box and heat to 4000C for about 1 hour in air.

3. Measure the radioactivity of the specimen.

4. Rinse the specimen once with D. I. water to
remove foreign matter and, also, the excess
of easily removable sodium chloride from the
surface of the specimen.

5. Measure the radioactivity of the rinsed specimen
and check the amount of sodium activity
remaining with the test specimen.

6. Measure the resistance of each resistor, and
the leakage currents between the adjacent
parallel resistors o' test patterns, maintaining
the same conditions av before, such as
temperature, bias, etc.*

7. Note and discard the units in which the resistor
or resistor patterns have been damaged or have
produced anomalous effects during these processes,

*To be sure that the introduction of radioactive sodium did not
affect greatly the electrical characteristics of the test pattern.
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8. Strictly maintaining the safe light conditions,
expose the radioactive test specimens to the
appropriate nuclear emulsion plate by holding

together the radioactive surface of the specimen
and the emulsion side of the plate for a pre-
determined duration under preset conditions.

9. At the end of the exposure, separate the nuclea.r
track plate from the test specimen and process
photographically as per instructions given in Ihe
instruction manual for the particular nuclear plate.

10. Measure the radioactivity of the test specimens
again, to detect any loss of activity due to contact
with the nuclear plate.

11. Apply the potential for a given duration between two
adjacent parallel resistors of test pattern at given
temperature (220°C).

12, Quickly cool the specimen after biasing. Re-expose
to another nuciear plate of the same type.

a, Quick cooling will freeze the radioactive
atoms in their positions.

13. Photographically process the exposed nuclear
plate as before.

14. Compare the photomicrograph of the first and
second autoradiograms to observe the changes,
if any.

15. Measure the activity of the specimen a)again
and mount onto a slide glass which was previously
coated with gelatine. b)

a. To ensure that subsequent hut6radiograms
will be made from the test specimen which
retains the same distribution and the same
amount of radioactivity as in the previous
steps.

b. To ensure good wet adhesion of the emulsion
when the autoradlograph8 are processed.

16. Apply stripping film directly onto sample surface
as per instruction under the specified safe light
conditions, and store in a light-tight box for a
given duration under the preset conditions.
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17. Process the autoradiographic stripping film on the
sample specimen without removing it from the
specimen, am per instruction. 8

18. Prepare photomicrograph of the autoradiogram viewed
on the sample.

a. The change in density* distribution if any could
be observed in relation to its original test
pattern.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure Za shows photograph of an autoradiogram of the test
specimen (obtained at step 9 of the procedure) before the application
of the bias between two parallel resistors of a test pattern. The
radioactivity of this test vehicle rneazred at step 5 of the procedure
was about 15, 000 counts /r.inute, indicating that the activity re-
maining with the specimen is about 2 x 10" **micro curies after the
rinsing. (Step 4.)

Figure Za

Autoradiogram of Parallel Resistor Test Pattern

(R1. R 2 ) Before Biasing (X34)
..Radioactive Isotope Used: Na2 2

Emulsion:Kodak Nuclear- Track Plate NTB
Exposed one week at 40C

* Density: Defined as relative concentration of developed dark

grains in the emulsion or in the photograph.

* Compared with the 10-2 micro curies NaZZ standard which gives
7500 counts/min. under the same counting conditions.
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"The relative resistance value did not change appreciably
when compared with the control (step 6), the leakage current between -

the two adjacent parallel resistors were changed from the order of
10-12 amperes to the order of 10-11 amps, but a similar increase was
observed with the control patterns. Thus it was decided that in this
case the introduction of the radioactive sodium did not produce any
unusual adverse change in electrical characteristics of the test pattern
of parallel resistors.

Kodak nuclear track plates Type NTB (emulsion thickness 10R)
"were used to obtain the above autoradiogram. The specimen was
exposed for one week in a light-tight box at 40 C. The plate was developed
as outlined in ref. 8.

In spite of scattered areas of high density regions, the pattern
of the resistor unit is clearly discernible in the autoradiogram.
Figure Zb, an enlarged view of a portion of Figure Za, is representative
of the general characteristics of the entire pattern. Except for a few
spots, the distribution of the density is rather uniform between the
two resistors. Figure 3, an autoradiogram of the same area of the
test pattern* . depicted in Figure 2b, was produced after the application
of 500 volts between the two resistors** for over three days at 2ZO0 C.

Figure Zb

Enlarged Vi'ew of Figure Za
(Xn13)

* Exposed for 10 days, otherwise all conditions were the same.
** The terminal A ci R1 (inner resistor) was positively, the

terminal C of RZ (cater resistor) was negatively biased.
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Figure 3

Autoradiogram of Test Pattern
(Xfl3)
Biased 500 volts
A(R•) - Positive
C(Rz) - Negative
Emulsion! Kodak Nuclear Track Plate
NTB Exposure 10 days at 4 0 C

When Figure 2b and Figure 3 are compared, the distinct
change in the density of the area under the positively biased resistor R1
can be easily seen. Since there was no appreciable change in the
measured radioactivity of the test specimen before and after the first
exposure to the NTB plate (step 10), the density change seen here

should be due entirely to the biasing of the resistors. Since the
photographic registration in the emulsion is due to the radiation from
the radioactive *sodium ion (or atom, whichever it may be ) the change
of the density between Figure Zb and Figure 3 is due to the re-
distribution of the radioactive sodium. Thus the visual evidence is
established that the redistribution of the sodium occurs in or on the
insulating glass substrate (such as 7059 glass) under the influence of
an electrical field. Further comparison of these two figures yields

the following facts.
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- Figure 2 -

a. The density of the area between two resistors
R1 and R1 is rather urform.

- Figure 3 -

a. The area under the inner resistor RI, which
has been biased positively, reduced its
density greatly.

b. The area under the outer resistor R 2 .
which has been negatively biased, did not
reduce its density.

c. The width of both the lower density region
under Rl and the higher density region under
R incrieased when compared with the width
oF the corresponding region in Figure Zb.

d, It appears that the width of the lower density
region under R1 extended both sides of the R,
width, while the width of the high density
region under RZ extended towards the R1
direction*

e. The surroundings of both terminals (A, B)
of the inner resistor R1 , which were positively
biased, are reduced in density, while there
appears to be no appreciable change in the
surroundings of both terminals of R 2 , which
were biased negatively. (Terminals B and C
are not shown in this figure.)

From these facts it is evident that under the influence of the
electrical field, radioactive sodium was repelled further from the
higher positive potential region. However, it is difficult to make a
precise analysis from these autoradiograms alone of the change in
spacial distribution of density, without aligning the autoradiogram
with the test pattern from which these aaitoradiograms are made. It is,
however, not always a simple task, though not impossible, to align
exactly the autoradiogram and the original test patterns, 9S10
particularly when the size of the original test pattern is very small.

Figure 4 shows another autoradiogram of the same portion of
the test pattern, as that shown in Figures Zb and 3 which was made
after the second autoradiogram. - This autoradiogram was obtained
using an emulsion layer stripped from a Kodak AR10 stripping plate,
and was applied to the sample as per instructions provided in the
stripping plate package. The stripped emulsion layer was exposed to
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the specimen for two weeks in a light-tight box at 4 0 C and was
processed, as outlined in ref. 8. with the emulsion layer in permanent
contact with the specimen, so that the final autoradiograph is in
perfect register with the same specimen. There was no decrease in
measured activity (step 16) after the second autoradiogram was taken,
so that the test pattern still retains the same distribution and the
same amount of radioactive sodium. Therefore, the photograph in
Figure 4 may be easily correlated to that of Figure 3. However,
Figure 4 is the photograph of the final autoradiogram, whfrh was
viewed with the specimen using transmitted light. Thus, this
photograph represents the composite of two photographs, one of which
is the photograph of the test specimen itself, the other being that of the
autoradiogram produced by the distributed radioactive sodium on the
surface of the test specimen. The spacial distribution of the radio-
active sodium with regard to the resistors, terminals, ý etc., can
easily be studied by examining the distribution of the density in these
pictures. Also, by comparing Figure 4 with the photographs
previously examined, more detailed information can be obtained
concerning the motion of radioactive sodium on a glass substrate.
Furthermore, vwith the aid of densitometer, the quantitative treatment
of the subject appears possible. Whes Figure 4 is compared with
Figures 2 and 3 the following observations can be made.IA

Figure 4

Stripping Film Autoradiograph of the Biased Specimen
(X)13)

Emulsion: Kodak Stripping Plate AR-i0
Exposure: two weeks at 4 0 C
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a. Areas of depletion of density developed along
both sides of the positively biased resistor R1
and the area surrounding terminals A d Rl.

b. The width of the depleted area on both sides of
R1 and the area surrounding terminals A and B
is practically the same.

c. The width of the area of,'Increased density along
the side of R? facing R, can be measured.

d. A very high density area appears in the space
between terminal A and resistor R1 . Between
this high-density region, and terminal A and
resistor Ri, there exists a narrow but
distinctly highlighted boundary. Toward the
open end of this space, the densely grained

ribbon narrows in width somewhat abruptly,
forming an acute angle. This angle does not
reduce, however, to its vertex, but bleeds
off in a curved path around the corner of
terminal A, i.e., curved away from resistor

R1 . The radius of this curve is such that
any point on the bend remains approximately
equidistant from resistor R, and terminal A.
This high-density line (bend) forming the
curve decreases in intensity and fades into
the depleted area. This indicates that sodium
on a glass substrate is repelled strongly by
the positive bias.

From these observations it is obvious that sodium on a glass substrate
does migrate under the influence of an electrical field, and the
direction of the migration is the same as that of the electrical field.,
It is apparent that sodium does become positively ionized. However,
such sodium ions appear to be more strongly influenced by a positive
bias. It appears to be possible to obtain by this technique much useful
quantitative data, such as depletion rate, activation energy for
migration, etc. As can be seen in Figure 4, the grain size is small

enough to enable the study of sodium migration in much shorter
distances, perhaps as short as one-eighth the separation of R1 and R 2 .
Since the actual distance between R1 and RZ is Z mils, with this
technique one may be able to study ion migration in one-quarter of a
mil, Furthermore, one may be able to study ion migration in much
shorter distances, probably in the order of one-tenth of the present
practical limits of 1/4 mil. by use of finer-grain emulsion such as

NTE (Kodak), in conjunction with the electron microscope. 1!
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The migration of many other isotopes can be studied with

this technique. And many isotopes are available now in a carrier-
free state, or having very high specific activity. The amounts of
total isotopes (stable and active) associated with the minimum amount
of radioactive isotope which are required to produce meaningful
autoradiograms can be extremely minute. Since the chemical and
physical properties of radioactive isotopes and stnble isotopes can
be considered identical (except isotopes of the elements of low
atomic numbers), the behavior of the former represents that of the
latter. Thus, the results obtained in this work can be considered
as that of ordinary sodium,

Giclusions

Autoradiographic techniques are used to study lateral
migration of sodium in insulating glass substrate for microcircuits.
NTB plate and AR10 strapping film can be used for this purpose.
In this work the visual evidence hati been established that sodium does
in fact move laterally in insulating glass substrate under the influence
of an electrical field in certain ambient conditions, The direction
of migration of sodium is the same as that of the electrical field
as is to be expected. Use of stripping film technique, which involves
processing emulsion in permanent contact with the sample, provies
an excellent basal index of measurement. Because of the high

resolution obtainable, and the inherent high sensitivity of detection,
this technique should prove useful in allied fields as well as with the
problem presently, under study.

For the systematic study of ion migration phenomena in
insulating substrates work is underway using radioactive sodium
prediffused material as the substrates,
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SECTION VI

MINUTEMAN II CQAP

PROGRAM



OPENING REMARKS

NINUTUIA1 II, PHYSICS OF FAILURE PROGRAP

J. F. Wiesner, Capt., USAF

The "Component Quality Assurance Program" (CQAP) was part
of contract AF04(694)-247 between Ballistic System Division of the
United States Air Force and Autonetics Division of North American
Aviation Inc., and was directed towards improving the reliability of
the Minuteman H weapon system. The reliability of the Minuteman I
weapon system was achieved via life testing components, tight process
controls and extremely rigid failure analysis. In order to reach the
failure rate goals established for Minuteman II, it was quickly realized
that life testing wat impractical because of the extremely large sample
sizes that would be required to get statistically significant data within
a reasonable time. Tight process contz:.ols and rigid failure analysis
was continued in the Minuteman II reliability program. The solution to
the reliability problem then was the "Component Quality Assurance
Program" which was carried out by various component manufacturers.
By applying various step stresses such as temperature, voltage, heat,
vibration, etc., it was possible for the manufacturers to uncover weak
links in the device construction or fabrication techniques and to apply
corrective actions in the form of design, material or process changes.
If the corrective action resulted in the ability of the device to withstand
the ptress it had previously failed, it was assumed that its inherent
reliability was improved. It was also evident that a basic approach
was needed to identify the causes and mechanisms underlying the
failures that were uncovered by the application of these step stresses.
The Physics of Failure Program -"as just such an approach and com-
plemented the CQAP effort.
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Figure I illustrates the organization of the CQAP Physics of
Failure Program showing how it was controlled by Ballistic Systems
Division of the United States Air Force. Rome Air Development
Center (RADC) was asked to provide technical direction to the program
because of their reliability experience with electronic components and
their technical direction would not cause any proprietary problems.
One of the major obstacles that had to be overcome in this program
was the management problem associated with scientific work and its
direction towards a specific goal. The results of this program indi-
cate that this obstacle was successfully overcome and that the efforts

were instrumental in improving che reliability of the Minuteman II
weapon system.

A+,csto INTERFACE TECHNIQUES

Air vd Fvsniu PlpON(r CompmdSe ~ffier

S,,,_t tl.,, wi
(Ccm 1,iw ,,.' o 1 m,.,+,T.t+

SytmFood ,' co m,,ost_"

l1160ip MlP eId s f I CQAP 1q1k

lii U~ti Ewcuiqo ~ - tioe
Wt I"

Figure 1. WS 133B Physics of Failure/Component
Reliability Program

The devices that were to be investigated by CQAP and the Physics
of Failure Program were selected on the basis of their projected impact
on Minuteman HI reliability. Figure 2 series illustrates the kind of
chart used to compare the various devices, their failure modes and
their impact on Minuteman H reliability. All numerical references on
this chart are not actual values but do serve to demonstrate the method
used. Figure 3 serves to illustrate the kind of chart used to determine
a suitable grouping of failure modes into suitable Physics of Failure
investigatory areas. Tens of thousands of parts from the various CQAP
component manufacturers together with small quantities of unstressed
Minuteman II parts from system failures were made available to the
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Physics of Failure Program. Figure 4 illustrates the phased technical
approach used in the program while exploring the areas illustrated in
Figure 3. A wide variety of sophisticated instrumental analytical equip-
ment such as the electron beam microprobe, mass spectrograph, gas
chromatograph, etc., was used to characterize abnormalities in the
electronic devices of interest. All the abnormalities noted did riot lend
themselves to the complete phased approach illustrated in Figure 4.
As a result the methodology illustrated in Figure 5 evolved. In the left
hand column it may be seen that an initial Physics of Failure payoff
results because corrective action by the manufacturers can occur at

this point for mechanisrms that are obviously going to cause a failure.
The second payoff can be demonstrated by the middle column which
represents those abnormalities which can be shown to be associated

with a failure mode in a reasonable time such as within the study period
associated with Minuteman IL. The information in the right-hand column
can result in a third payoff by being of use to future programs concerned

with new types of devices that may have sensitivity to these abnormalities
in failure modes.

FAILURE MODES

TRANSISTOR I 5 10 X X 20 5 0 X 40 10I 5 5 X X 2,95

TRANSISTOR It 0 5 X X 5 5 0 a X 60 10 5 10 X X 1.54

TRA0MSTOR 111 0 5 X X 5 10 0 X X 60 5 5 10 X X 0.51

RUESSTOR X X X X X X 5 5 1X x X 10 5 10 5 0.07

DODE X 10 X X IS X 0 X 30 Z5 15 5 0 X X 0.60

CAPACITOR X 0 40 05 X 1 0 I 0 L 10 X I, X X 0.09

INTFGOATCI) CIRCUIT I Z0 5 1 X 5 i5 0 X X 30 0 IS 10 X 0 0.'5

IIITEGOLTED CORCUXTI 15 is 1 0 10 5 X5 0 0 X1 35 0 o10 10 I 0 0.55

"3 1 10 6. z 4 !

AFR A ACTUALP R.GOALFR

Figure 2. Systems Impact vs Failure Modes
for Minuteman CQAP Devices
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TAILUSZ 3MODES

TECHNICAL %

)AETAL DEPCWIC 3 x

PLATDING

CAPACITOR
WATERIAUS __ 3 3 x _

LIICON MA3IL 3_

RESISTOR waE
WICTALLWIMO 31

PLASTIC PAGKAOUO.L
WATMRALS 3 x 3

1111maICOICTCS 33

THERMAL

CONTASINATICI z x x x IS x x

MATERAL
COMPATIMLITY 3 3 IS 3 "I 3

DEGRADATIOIN x .3 IS I I

PACKADE INTIEGRITY - -

Figure 3. Failure Modes as Related to Technical Areas

PHASE I CHARACTERIZATION OF ABNORMALITIES

PHASE I I POSTULATION OF MECHANISMS

PHASE I II ~VERIFICATION OF MECHANISMS

PHASE IV C DETERMINATION OF REACTION KINETICS

PHASE V ASSESSMENT OF INTERACTIONS

PHASE VI VERIFICATION OF INTERACTIONS
Figure 4. Technical Approach
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CHART I

ABNORMALITIES

(Defined for CQAP Devices)

ASSOCIATED WITH NOT ASSOCIATED WITH
FAILURE MODES FAILURE MODES

MECHANI SMS POSTULATED Potential No Probable
Failure Failure Mechanism

Mechanisms In Reasonable Time
MECHANISMS VERIFIED Is4,

I Demonstrate
I Failure Mode

CORRECTIVE ACTION
(Process, Inspection, Test) IAppl Long Range Studies

I Physics of INew Devices, Processes)
I Failure

RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT

Figurf* 5. Types of Abnormalities Investigated

With the increase in performance requirements, yield and relia-
bility envisioned for the future there must be an accompanying increase
in sophistication in reliability techniques. This can come about only by
achieving an understanding of the materials - structures and electronic
properties of electronic devices on an atomic and molecular level. This
is modern reliability which can become a reality via joint efforts
between manufacturers, system builders and the United States Air Force.

The following papers represent highlights of the Physics of Failure
Program directed towards improving the reliability of the electronic
components used in the Minuteman 11 weapon system. Although this
program was directed at specific components and was designed to
respond to the reliability needs of Minuteman II, it did produce informa-
tion of use to the electronic components industry in general.
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FAILURE MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH
THERMOCOMPRESSION BONDS IN

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

G.V. Browning, L. E. Colteryahn, and D. G. Cummings

Autonetics, A Division of North American Aviation. Inc. ,
Anaheim, California

I. INTRODUCTION

About a year ago, Autonetics encountered a problem with gold-

aluminum thermocompression bonds between gold wire and aluminum
metalization on SiOx-silicon dice in integrated circuit devices
(Figure 1). A tendency for bonds to become electrically open was the
apparent problem encountered. The open condition was observed to be
permanent in some devices and intermittent in others. As part of the
Minuteman II Physics of Failure Program, an investigation was under-
taken to understand the cause of such failures and then to propose suit-
able corrective action to increase component reliability.

Complete electrically open bonds were not difficult to recognize
since a slight lift on the gold wire or prodding of the bond on opened
devices permitted observation of bonds detached from the bonding pad
(Figure Z). Intermittent behavior, however, was not recognized until
it W". observed that some open bonds closed when a static charge
accumulated on the case of the device. Following this tenuous lead
further, intermittent behavior was observed to occur rather frequently,
was established to be dependent upon voltage impressed during elec-
trical testing, was influenced by test temperature, and showed some
time dependency. Some bonds could be made to behave intermittently
almost at will, thus virtually making them act as a mechanical on-off
switch.

In spite of the ability to "nduce intermittent behavior readily, the
susceptibility of good (electzically closed) bonds to become open or
intermittent could not be predicted from electrical test data. Slowly
increasing the applied voltage to a fully rated value and above, did not
yield evidence that showed any correlation with subsequent behavior.
Because electrical tests were not discriminatory, a decision was made
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Figure 2

Open Thermocompression Bond - 750X

to conduct a physics of failure type investigation of both good and bad

bonds in the same device as well as in different devices to determine,
if possible, the cause of failure.
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II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Integrated circuit electronic devices from the Minuteman II pro-
gram provided the bulk of specimlens examined in this investigation.
Some high-power switches from Minuteman II, and a few transistor
devices from Minuteman I were also included in the metallurgical
examination, The examination of production devices was supplemented
by an extensive examination of Au-Al TC bonds made in Autonetics
M&P Laboratories so as to simulate processes and tests used in device
manufacture.

Standard metallographic preparation procedures were used to
polish bonds in cross-section (Figures 3 and 4). Normally employed
and special etching techniques were used in order to reveal the mnicro-
structure of the intermetallic bond. Photomicrographs were made with
Polaroid film, both black and white and in color. Subsequently, other
techniques were used to clarify results obtained metallographically.
Several Au-Al alloy compositions were made by vacuum fusion to pro-
vide "standard" materials needed for phase identification. X-ray dif-
fraction and electron beam microprobe techniques were used to
determine as rigorously as possible the composition of the various
microconstituents observed in the "standard" vacuum fusion alloys as
well as those in the intermetallic band.

Figure 3

Open Thermocompreasion Bonds - Z0OX
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Figure 4

Residue From Thermocompression Bond - 1O00X

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A summary of device processing history is provided in Table 1.
"With the exception of device burn-in procedure, the material and pro-
cessing variables were exhaustively investigated in laboratory
experiments.

The mnetallurgical work clearly showed quite early in the investiga-
tion that TC bond failures weze in all probability associated with a band
o± interrnetallic compounds. Until a suitable etching reagent to deline-
ate the variouF constituents was found during this investigation, the
constitution of the bond was imagined to be a single-phased aluminum-
rich region (Figure 5). Etching with various aluminum etching
reagents, however, did not attack the band. This lack of etching
suggested that the intermetallic band was probably composed of gold-
rich phases. Furthermore, thorough microscopic examination of open
and intermittently open bonds showed that a crack, void, or discontinuity
of some kind was visible at the outer edges. There was some micro-
scopic evidence that a discontinuity was entering the intermetallic band
near mid-thickness rather than along the interface between the band and
the unaffected gold mass.

The observed location of the discontinuity was additional indication
that the band was of multiphase structure. A suitable etching reagent
was needed to define the new structure. On the hypothesis that the band
was composed of gold-rich (differentiating on the basis of atom percent
Au) constituents, specifically the intermetallic compounds Au4Al and

Au5 A I. several reagents used for gold and gold alloys were tried.
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Figure 5

Polished Cross-Section of TC Bonds - Unetched

B.ased on knowledge at Autonetics and its suppliers, extensive examination
o:f this structure was carried out for the first time (Figures 6 and 7). The
condition was observed in all bonds, to more or less the same degree, in
a device and subsequently was found to be a general condition in all devices
regardless of small differences in manufacturing techniques. Between 500
amd 1000 bonds were cross-sectioned, polished, etched, and examined to
establish the generality of the observed multipha se condition of the inter-
maetallic band. The universality of the multiphase conditiin indicated
tMat the real crux of the bond failure problem was the nature of the metal-
liurgy of the gold-aluminum system (Figure 8), Further insight into the
plroblem depended upon identification of the phases observed and a knowl-
edge of the kinetics of the reactions leading to their formation.

Alloys synthesized to produce the various intermetallic compounds
represented in the gold-aluminum phase diagram were identified for
structure by x-ray diffraction techniques. Electron beam microprobe
emission characteristics of the intermetallic compounds were also
established with specimens from these "standard" alloys. Microprobe
eraission patterns obtained by scanning the standard alloys were com-
pared with those obtained by scanning polished cross-sections of TC
bands. In this manner, the identity of the various phases constituting
the intermetallic band was deduced withir the limits ol accuracy of
resolution of the microprobe. This work coinfirmed the presence of
th:e previously predicted Au4 AI and Au 5 A12 intermetallic compounds in
the band and also the compound Au 2 A1. It is interesting to note that
very little, if any, evidence was found for the compounds AuAl, AuAIl
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Figure 6

Polished Cross-Section of TC Bonds - Etched

Figure 7

Thermocompression Bond, Etched 750X

(commonly known as "purple plague" among device manufacturers

and users), or unreacted alum.inurn. This does not imply that Au.Al,

AuA1Z, or unreacted Al are not present but simply that, if present,

they are beyond the resolution capability of the electron beam of the

microprobe apparatus. Furthermore, no detectable amount of Si was

found in any of the bonds scanned with the microprobe.
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Figure 8

Gold-Aluminum Equilibrium Diagram

Another condition that was apparently unrelated to intermetallic
formation and bond failure was observed in many devices: A blackening
of the aluminum bonding pad and conductor stripe near the TC bond
(Figure 9). This condition could be reproduced in the laboratory by
holding a device at an elevated temperature (laboratory experiments
were conducted at temperatures of 400 C to 500 C for several hours).
The blackening was found to be caused by gold diffusing outward from
the TC bond, reacting with aluminumn to form intermetallic compounds,
the same as observed in the bond, which caused a very uneven or
jagged surface condition that randomly dispersed incident light. A
unique feature of this migration or diffusion of gold was that the leading
edge of the black area showed visible evidence of AuAlZ in polished
cross-sections (Figure 10). The significance of gold diffusion, away
from the TC bond, lies in the fact that a mechanism is provided that
explains the enlargement of cracks and voids around the peripbery of
the bond (Figure 11). A microcrack is thought to exist around the
periphery because during the lust few microseconds of the bonding
operatio.n, insufficient interdiffusion of gold and aluminum occurs for
a metallurgical bond to obtain. The original microcrack becomes
enlarged because of a large difference in diffusion rates of the two
&torn species; thus, it is an example of the Kirkendall effect.

With the information obtained from extensive metallographic
examination of polished and etched bond cross-sections, phase identi-
fication, and gold diffusion away from the TC bond, a failure mecha-
nism can be postulated. TC bonds ar•e most assuredly the result of a
diffusion-controlled reaction between the bonding wire and the bonding
pad metalization. TC bonding of gold wire to aluminum pads, of
course, is no exception, and the bonding operation is one of gold-
aluminum interdiffusion. Gold.diffusion continues even after the
aluminum beneath the bond is -consumed. Evidence of continued gold
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Figuxre 9

Time-Lapse Photograph Showing Surface Migration
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Figure 10

Diffusion of Gold From TC Bond Along Aluminum Conductor Strip
at About 400 C for 647 Hours, Unetched - 1500X

diffusion was obtained from cross-sections of TC bonds having been
held at the bonding temperature for times from I to 30 minutes
Figure (1). The intermetallic band was observed to grow until it
reached its maximum thickness in 5 to 7 minutes. Further holding
caused the onset and growth of a second phase next to the gold ball with
no further increase in band thickness; thus, gold is believed to be
diffusing into the original phase to cause a transformation to occur

(Figure 13). Meanwhile, aluminum atoms are still available around
the periphery of the gold ball from the bonding pad and the conducting
stripe. This source of Al serves to retain the original phase only
around the inside edge of the gold ball. Thus, we can oostulate that
all of the gold.-aluminum phases form and are present -aring the first
stages of the bonding process. Further diffusion of gold atoms into
the intermetallic band will transform the aluminum-rich phases pro-
gressively to more gold-rich phases. The rates of formation of the
various phases and the relative amounts of each at any point in this
process of phase growth and transformation will depend upon the dif-
fusion coefficient of gold and aluminum in the phases and the stability
of each. Thermodynamic and metallurgical considerations require
that a diffusion couple in a two component system consist of a set of
single-phase layers occurring in a sequence corresponding to their
location in the appropriate phase diagram. The single-phase regions
in the gold-aluminum system are aluminum (solid solution of gold in
aluminum), AuAI, AuAl, AuZA1, AuSA 12, Au 4AI, and gold (solid
solution of aluminum in gold). As soon as the aluminum beneath the
bond is consumed, the processes are gold diffusion controlled
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Figure 11

Open TC Bond Due to Annular Crack - 250 C for -I10 Hours

(except for the edge of the bond where a source of aluminum still
exists), and the transformation equations are as follows:

2AI (Au .s.s) +Au z AuAI2 (AH 1 j

AuAI + Au z 2AuAl (AH2 )

AuAl + Au = Au 2 A1 (AH 3 )
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Figure 12

Bond Made in Laboratory After 6 Minutes at 300 C - 1770X

Avi

Figure 13

Bond Made in Laboratory After 21 Minutes at 300 C - 1770X
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ZAu2 Al + Au zAu Al2 (AH 4 )

Au5Al2 + 3Au = 2Au4Al (AH5)

AuN Al + nAu=Au(AI s. 8. ) (AH 6 )

The relative amounts of each phase will depend on the values (and sign)
of AH, to some extent on the stoichiometry of the transformation, and
on the rate of diffusion of gold through the preceding phases. It is
known that one reaction - gold and aluminum to form probably AuAl -

is highly exothermic, but the relative values of the - ,F (free energy
heat of formation) of each of the intermetallics are unknown. The
- AF's may probably, of course, change in different manners with
temperature, and it is this fact that would account for the various com-
binations and relative amounts of the several intermetallics observed in
bonds made at different temperatures and subjected to a wide variety of
hei&iC'reatments. This transformation is accompanied by appropriate
changes in crystallographic structure by rearrangement of atom posi-
tions and the formation of phase interfaces. It is not improbable that
the crystallographic mismatch between two adjacent phases is so great
that the resulting phase interface is quite highly strained.(Figure 14).
Furthermore, the various mechanical and physical properties will be
different. The most important of these properties, insofar as devices
are concerned, are relative density and relative expansion. Both can

cause additional stresses to be superposed on the weak interface. The
induced stresses can initiate and propagate fracture to complete fail-
ure. This is presumed to cause bonds to become completely open by
detachment.

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF STRAIN
LINES INDUCED BY VOLUMETRIC CHANGES

DUE TO PHASE FORMATION

NOTCH% NOTCH

Figure 14.

Strain Lines Induced by Volumetric Changes Due to Phase Formation
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The mechanism whereby a bond becomes open or intermittent in
eiectrical behavior but mechanical integrity is retained has already
been described - the diffusion of gold from the bond to form or enlarge
cracks or voids. When a void extends from the outer periphery of the
bond inward and downward to the SiOx film on the silicon die, electrical
isolation from the conductor stripe and the active region will occur
(Figure 15). If the void gap is small, thermal fluctuations could cause

intermittent contact to be made.

GOLD WIRE TRANSISTOR

GOLD BALL

4 4ALUMINUM
ANNULAR THN

INTEGRATED B

SILICON OXIDE 
GOLD BALL

PASSrVATION \ A LUMINUM•
S'• THIN

Figure 15.

Typical TC Bond Configurations for Transistors
(Top) and ICs
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Another facet of this investigation was to explain the difference in
failure rate between Au-Al bonds over silicon in discrete devices used
for Minuteman I Program and bonds of integrated circuits. Two plau-
sible explanations are offered. One concerns the difference in the size

of the wire used and the bond formed. In discrete devices, especially
power transistors and switches, up to 5-mil diameter wire was gen-
erally used. The diameter of the resulting bond was about 5- to
15-mil diameter or four to five times that of bonds on integrated cir-

cuits (1-roil diameter forming a 3- to 4-mil diameter bond). The
greater mass of the bonds in discrete devices combined with their
larger contact area could cause a greater heat-sink effect and some-
what lower temperature during bonding even though stage and capillary
temperatures of the bonder were exactly the same. The second
explanation of the superior behavior in discrete devices in reality con-
cerns the design of the interconnections. In discrete components, the
bonds are made to aluminum evaporated directly over silicon. Thus,
the electrical path follows along a line from silicon die directly into

the bond through the internmetallic band and along the wire. In IC's,
however, bonding directly over active areas was abandoned in favor of
the expanded contact concept; the bond is remote from the active area,
and electrical continuity is provided by the evaporated Al stripe. The

manner in which gold migrates along the conductor stripe causing an
isolating void to form around the periphery of the bond has already

been noted. Gold diffusion away from the bond could occur in discrete
devices, but this mechanism would not cause electrical opens inas-
much as the bonds make direct ohmic contact with the silicon. The
expanded contact is an example of designing a favorable condition for

failure into devices because of a lack of awareness of the vital role
materials of construction can have.

Examination of TC bonds that have failed in discrete devices has
shown: (1) open bonds are generally coijapletely detached; (2) the com-
plete gold-aluminum phase diagram has been observed in quite a few
devices, and (3) the same failure mechanism is equally applicable to
bond failures in discrete devices as well as those in IC's. Electron

microprobe scanning of the surface remnants of deta ',ed bonds in
several transistors showed that fracture was associated with the gold-
rich phases as previously described. This was also found to be true
of small tension test specimens prepared from a diffusion couple;
fracture was observed to occur in the gold-rich region.

The postulated failure mechanism appears valid for other metal
combinations in addition to gold and aluminum. For instance, one type
Minuteman II transistor was observed to have failed in the braze-
ment joining the silicon chip to the copper pedestal. To make the com-
posite of materials somewhat more compatible with silicon, a heavy
film of molybdenum was evaporated onto the surface of the copper.
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'A flash of nickel was then applied to the molybdenum surface for
adherence and wettability. A gold-silicon eutectic brazing alloy was

used to attach the silicon die to the pedestal. The location of the fail-

ure was along the interface between the nickel flash and the eutectic
brazing alloy. Metallographic examination indicated an almost con-
tinuous line of voids intercomnected by the fracture. Electron micro-
probe indicated the presence of a nickel-silicon intermetallic

compound, Ni 3 Si?. The depletion of a thin zone in the eutectic braze
alloy of Si atoms without replacement by Ni atoms caused the forma-

tion of pores and voids because of the Kirkendall effect. This failure
is another example of a design deficiency wherein the material selec-
tion was made without sufficient evidence that the combination would

be metallurgically compatible.

Since it appears that the Au-Al system under such conditions is

inherently unreliable, it would be of interest to discuss what the manu-

facturershave done in response to the findings discussed above; and
further, it is important to determine, if possible, how reliable gold-
aluminum TC bonds are.

An obvious solution would be to use some substitute for Al, Au, or

both. Elimination of aluminum would eliminate all of the advantages of

using aluminum, viz, the extremely good adherence to oxide films, its
ability to make excellent ohmic contact with silicon, chemical inert-
ness, and its economic advantages. A substitution could be made for
the gold wire as has been done by one manufacturer who uses aluminum
wire. Not only is there some difficulty in making an aluminum-to-

aluminum bond, but in order to circumvent transfer of the problem

area from the die to gold plated Kovar output lead-throughs, the pro-
tective gold plating is replaced by a nickel-aluminum film. Evapora-
tion of nickel and aluminum is a two-step process and requires masking
off the remainder of the package interior so that only the Kovar lead-

throughs are coated. A simple method of preventing Au-Al reaction is

the evaporation of a diffusion barrier metal between tlhe aluminum
film and a gold film. TC bonding is then made gold-to-gold. The
potential barrier metals obviously must be selected with care so as not
to create combinations just as reactive as the Au-Al combination.
Several barrier metals have been introduced by different device manu-

facturers. One of the best turns out to be molybdenum. Palladium
has been suggested but as a lead replacement rather than a barrier

material, and it is being evaluated. One bond made with platinum gave

indications of intermetallic formation, Metallographic examiination of

sample devices with diffusion barrier layers indicates that pinholes in

the barrier metal and film overlap may be the most serious causes of

subsequent failures. This defect can be eliminated by proper manu-
facturing controls.
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Some of the work performed at Autonetics indicates that a short,
high-temperature treatment of Au-Al bonds may promote the forma-
tion of the solid solution of aluminum in gold. Consideration on the

lines of the earlier comments on the driving force of these reactions

might be a useful approach. This should be ideal insofar as the
metallurgy of the TC bond is concerned. Some risk might result,

however, from gold atoms poisoning the junction area to cause later
failure. This would only occur, however, if the gold migrated all

along the aluminum conductor from the pad to the ohmic contact point
since at the pad area, silicon oxide is a barrier between gold and

silicoll.

Inasmuch as Au-Al TC bond failures have been shown to be time-
temperature sensitive, one naturally is concerned about meeting the

reliability requirements for operational equipment. Knowing the

mechanism of failure and its acceleration by high-temperature treat-
ments, it was believed that data obtained at elevated temperatures
could be e-:trapolated with reasonable confidence and permit projection
of a failure rate.

For the purpose of reliability projection, TC bonds subjected to

different processing were exposed to various temperatures. The thermal
processing of Group I devices (bonds) included a prebake treatment at
425 C in dry nitrogen (-60 F dew point) followed by a stabilization
treatment at 200 C for 96 hours. Thermal processing of Group II

devices (bonds) included a prebake at 425 C in air followed by a
stabilization treatment at 150 C for 120 hours.

The test temperature-time matrix along with the number of bonds
exposed at each temperature and the test results are shown in Table 2.

A temperature as near as possible to the meximum junction operating
temperature anticipated was included to give further validity to the
entire investigation.

The method used to measure the integrity of the bonds was to

observe diode breakdown characteristics of each bond with a curve
tracer as the voltage was increased stepwise to 1. 04 volts, maximum,
with the current lirn-.ted to 50 microamperes.

A statistical analysis of the test data for Group 1 devices at 275 C

and 200 C showed that the failure rate was indeed exponential. Extra-

polation of this data by use of the exponential relationship (Arrhenius)

showed the bond reliability of Group I devices would be 0. 00V97 per-

ccnt per 1000 hours at a temperature of 50 C (the maximum junction
operating temperature anticipated). A comparison of failure rate of
Group I and Group II devices exposed to the same temperature shows
Group II devices to be about IZ0 times superior. Using this factor,
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Table 2.

Results of Temperature-Time Matrix Study

Number
Bond of Cell Test Bond

Group Bonds Temperature, C Hours Hours Commentc

1 5200 275 48 249, 600 Test terminated

(all failed)

1 1300 g00 2000 2,600,000 Test terminated
(all failed)

II 228 200 2870 659.408 2 failed

1* 1100 125 2880 3,168,000 0 failed

1* 2900 85 2880 8, 352, 000 0 failed

11* 1200 85 2880 3,456,000 0 failed

*Tests performed by suppliers

the failure rate of Group II devices at 50 C can be estimated to be
approxiriely 0. 000008 percent per 1000 hours (Figure 16). Or in a
ten-lead device, the failure rate of bonds would be expected to be
0. 00008 percent per 1000 hours or about 1/3 the rate originally esti-
mated for bonds at the very onset of the Minuteman II program.

In summary, gold-aluminum interconnects in integrated circuit

devices display a time-temperature dependent mode of failure. It is
the result of interdiffusion of gold and aluminum and the tendency to
form gold-rich intermetallic compounds at elevated temperatures.
There are some indications that air treatment causing oxidation of the
pad and the associated circuitry has some retarding effect. Use of
other metals, such as molybdenum, to act as diffusion barriers further
retards interdiffusion. Temperature variation, static charges, and
normal operating voltages can cause intermittent closure of open bonds.
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Bond Failure Distribution
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FAILURE MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH THERMALLY

INDUCED MECHANICAL STRESS IN

MIHIUTZMAN DEVICES

C. G. Jennings

Autonetics, A Division of North American Aviation, Inc.,
Anaheim, California

Semiconductor devices are subjected to a considerable number of
temperature changes during fabrication, screening tests,, and storage.
Operational mechanical strains in the composite materials from which
the semiconductor devices are made are induced as a result of this
temperature change due to incompatible rates of thermal expansion in

adjacent materials (Ref 1). Two materials of the same length have
different lengths at some other temperature due to different rates of
thermal expansion as shown in Figure 1. When these two materials

are attached to each other in some manner, mechanical strains are
set up in each material as they are forced to expand with temperature
at the same rate. This rate is different from either one of their unre-

strained rates of thermal expansion. The analytical expression for
mechanical stress is also given in Figure 1 assuming no bending or
plastic strain in either material (Ref 2). Note that the stress is a
function of the difference between the two materials' coefficients of
expansion, the change in temperature, the respective moduli of elas-
ticity, and the thicknesses. The experimental mechanical stress is
determined by measuring the mechanical strain and converting it to
stress utilizing Hooke's Law, wherein the stress is directly propor-
tional to the strain and the modulus of elasticity.

All semiconductor devices experience a thermally induced
mechanical stress in one degree or another. Generally speaking,
devices are made of materials with as close a rate of thermal expan-
sion to each other as possible to thus minimize the amount of thermally
induced stress. Power transistors, however, require that the heat
generated during operation be conducted away from the die. Materials
that will conduct the heat away generally have a much higher coefficient
of thermal expansion than the semiconducting materials (especially
silicon). A good example of this material incompatibility is shown
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Figure 1

Thermally Induced Stress Due to Mismatched
Linear Coefficients of Thermal Expansion

in Figure 2 in the cross-section of a power transistor. The large mass
of copper used to conduct the heat away has a coefficient of expansion
of approximately 16 ppm/C, while the thinner molybdenum pedestal
and the silicon die have coefficients of expansion of 4. 8 and 2. 0 ppm/C,
respectively. The calculated stress in the silicon die of this device
utilizing the equation in Figure I is 23, 000 psi for a 100 C temperature
change.

The experiment stress in the silicon of this power transistor was
determined with resistance strain gages adhesively bonded to the die
as shown in Figure 3. The strain causes a change in resistance in the
strain gage associated with the stress which unbalances a Wheatstone
Bridge. These very small gages (0.015 inch gage length) were bonded
in the center of the die as shown, as well as near the edge, to deter-
mine where the strain was maximum. The maximum strain occurred
at the edge, as predicted in Ref 3. The resistance temperature sensor
shown in Figure 3 was used to accurately measure the temperature of
the device at the time the strain was measured, as well as to insure
that temperature equilibrium had been reached. The principles of
operation are the same for the strain and temperature gages.
The temperature gage can sense temperature changes of 0. 01 F.

The environmental chamber used for temperature cycling and the
strain indicator used to measure the strain from the gages is shown
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Mmm

CO"M

Figure 2

Cross-Section of Power Transistor

Showing Relative Thicknesses of Copper,
Molybdenum, and Silicon

in Figure 4. The leads from the strain gage mounted on the device
are brought through the outlet in the chamber wall and connected to
the instrument. The temperature control on the chamber is *3 C at

both elevated temperatures (+175 C) and cold temperatures (-75 C).

The maximum thermally induced stress observed in this power
transistor during temperature cycling with the resistance strain gages
is shown in Figure 5. These stresses were observed near the edge
of the silicon. The bar chart shows a tensile stress of 11,000 psi
at 150 C. Upon returning to room temperature, a 1000 psi residual
compressive stress was present. This was attributed to plastic flow
in the brazement at the elevated temperature. The 13, 000 psi com-
pressive stress observed at the -55 C temperature was also followed
by a tensile residual stress due to plastic flow in the opposite direction.
The fact that the experimental stress is considerably lower than that
calculated by the analytical method is a result of the plastic flow.

The plastic flow in the $ie-to-header brazement reduced the
stress to a level which would not ordinarily cause failure. Cracked
dies and ruptured die-to-header brazements, however, were reported
in the failure analysis reports submitted by the supplier of this tran-
sistor as part of a combined Component Quality Assurance Program
(CQAP). Metallographic examination of the same transistors exposed
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a. Resistance T]emperature Sensor Mounted on

Molybdenum Pedestal

14/

b. Resistance Shown Gage Mounted In Center of

Silicon Oil

Figure 3

Sensing Devices Mounted on Power Transistor to

Accurately Measure Temperature and Strain
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Figure 4

Bemco Environmental Chamber and Baldwin-Lima-Harnilton
Strain Indicator Used for Measuring Thermally

Induced Mechanical Strains
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Figure 5

Thermally Induced Mechanical Stress in Silicon Die of
Power Transistor When Temperature Cycled
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to a selected assortment of thermal conditions indicated that these
failure modes were associated with thermally induced mechanical
stress. The evidence of plastic flow and abnormalities observed by
the metallographic examination led to the postulation of three dependent

failure mechanisms.

1. Thin brazements between die and pedestal, and pedestal and
header reduces plastic flov? capability.

2. Thermal cycling devices as screening technique causing
strain aging in brazement.

3. Nickel=silicon intermetallic formation reduces strength
and/er plastic flow capability of brazement.

It was postulated that the thermally induced mechanical stress is a
fundamental failure mechanism that couples with the three dependent

failure mechanisms stated above.

Special power transistors were purchased from the supplier to
verify the postulation on the effect of the braze thickne is on the amount
of stress transmitted to the silicon die. Devices were fabricated which
had a relattve braze thickness of one-half and twice normal braze
thickness. The photomicrographs in Figure 6 show the relative thick-
ness of brazement extremes. Abnormal braze thicknesses in this
range were observed in the metallographic examination of production
devices. The effect of the braze thickness on the amount of thermally
induced stress is shown in Figure 7. The change in the room tempera-
ture stress after the elevated temperature cycle is attributed to a
relief of the residual die bonding stress and/or a breakdown in the die
brazement. Partial ruptures have been observed after the temperature
cycling especially in the thinner brazements.

The postulation verification on the effect of temperature cycling
on the amount of stress transmitted to the silicon die is shown in
Figure 8. The devices receiving the least severe temperature cycling
treatments exhibited the lowest stress. Devices that had received
100 temperature cycles from 200 to -65 C and devices cycled 10 times
between 270 and -100 C appear as a paradox in the chart. Metallo-
graphic examination of the test devices revealed more extensive
ruptures in these two groups of test specimens which accounts for the
lower stress state. A partially ruptured brazement will not transmit
as high a thermally induced mechanical stress as a sound brazement.
The stresseb shown in Figure 8 are considerably lower than the stress
shown in Figure 5. The stresses portrayed in Figure 8 are average
stress values in the lower stressed center of the die, while the stress
shown in Figure 5 is a rnaxim um stress taken near the edge of the die.
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a. This* Amft (6ZOX)

b. Thin AuSi Eutectic Brazemnent (620X)

Figure 6

Photomicrographs of Power Transistor Die-to-Header
Brazements Showing Thickness Extremes
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Figure 7

Average Thermally Induced Mechanical Stress in the
Silicon Die of Power Transistors with Normal,

Thin, and Thick Brazements

The postulation made on the nickel-silicon intermetallic formation
weakening the brazement resulted from the metallographic examination
of the supplier CQAP test parts. Some of the devices that had been
exposed to the more extreme thermal conditions exhibit ruptures in the
die-to-pedestal brazement. Figure 9 shows a high magnification of the
rupture. The'rupture always took place adjacent to a light blue colored
compound. Electron microprobe traces, also shown in Figure 9, show
the blue phase to be a nickel- silicon alloy. The presence of the nickel-
silicon alloy at the rupture point prompted a characterization study.
Three nickel-silicon compounds were synthesized as metallurgical
standards for the electron probe. The compounds were identified by
X-ray diffraction. Microhardness readings indicated all the compounds
were very hard and brittle. Microprobe traces utilizing the standards
identified the nickel-silicon alloy in devices as an intermetallic com-
pound with the stoichiometric ratio of Ni3 Si?. Electron microscope
replicas of diffusion samples (as well as devices) exhibited a row of
very small voids at this interface as shown in Figure 10. This row of
voids was attributed to the Kirkendall effect where the nickel diffuses
more rapidly through the intermetallic zone than the silicon diffuses
within the intermetallic zone.
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Figure 8

Thermally Induced Mechanical Stress at -65 F in Die of
Power Transistor After Selected Thermal History

Power transistors similar to the ones previously discussed were
also tested for thermally induced mechanical stress. The header and
braze materials were the major difference between the two devices.
The amount of thermally induced stress as well as fabrication stresses
is given in Figure 11. The fabrication stress induced into the silicon
die from cold welding the cap to the package was also measured with
the resistance strain gages. An applied or elastic stress was meas-
ured during the welding operation. Also, a residual stress remained

in the silicon die after the welding operation which then was algebrai-
cally added to the other stresses. Other residual stresses are induced
into the silicon die which have not been completely determined such
as from die bonding, silicon oxide growth, and lead forming. The

total stress applied to the die is a superposition of the applied or
service stress to the composite residual stresses.

Devices built by the supplier may be made of materials that are
very compatible and as a result possess low residual stresses. They
will also exhibit relatively low thermally induced mechanical stresses.
Thesz, same devices may still be subjected to higher mechanical
stresses during system manufacturing. This problem arose at
Autonetics where the high density of integrated circuits (IC's) used

In the Minuteman H computer required that external heat sinks be
used to dissipate the heat. The iC's were bonded to the copper heat

sink with a good thermal conducting organic adhesive. Mechanical
stressing of the IC's was detected when a test was conducted to evaluate
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Figure 9

Photomicrograph and Electron Probe Trace on Ruptured
Die-to-Header Brazement of Power Transistor

(Subjected to Temperature Cycling -85 to 315 C)

a new more fragile IC package design which possessed advantages of
fewer electrical shorts and better heat dissipation. The stresses
were measured by installing small resistance strain gages to the

silicon die which were then monitored during temperature cycling
within the environmental range. Figure 12 shows the gage mounted
on the top surface of the IC. The stresses were generated because
the copper heat sink and multilayer board have much higher coefficients
of thermal expansion (16 ppm/C) than the composite IC package
(approximately 5 ppm/.C) which is adhesively bonded to it.
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Figure 10

Electron Micrograph of Nickel-Silicon Diffusion Sample Reptica

A comparison of the thermally induced stress in the silicon die of
the two package designs is shown in Figure 13. The graph shows the
new bare base package exhibiting the highest thermally induced stress
when bonded to the heat sink with the high thermal conductive organic
adhesive. The more rigid alumina pedestal package did not transmit
as high a stress. Both packages were shown to transmit low stresses
to the die providing they were not bonded to the heat sink, which indi-
cates the materials used within the package were relatively compatible.
A degradation of the die-to-header bond is evident by the decrease in
stress from cycle 1 to cycle 3 at -65 C when bonded to the heat sink.

The results of an evaluation of other selected adhesives for
bonding the IC's to the heat sink is shown in Figure 14. With the
exception of devices attached to the heat sink with two flexible solvent
activated adhesives, the stresses were always higher in IC's of a new
package design (bare base) compared to present package design
(alumina pedestal). The stress levels in the two packages bonded with
the flexible solvent activated adhesives were relatively low and roughly
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Figure 11

Mechanical Stress Induced into Silicon Die of Power
Transistor From Cold Welding Cap

and Temperature Cycling

equivalent to each other. The use of the more flexible adhesive makes
it possible to utilize the new bare base package with its inherent advan-
tages of fewer electrical shorts and better heat dissipation.

The most common type of failure mode att. ibuted to the thermally
induced stress in the IC's bonded to the heat sink. is ruptured die-to-
header bonds. Figure 15 shows the crack in the pyroceram which
attached the die to the alumina pedestal in the package. This crack
developed during the temperature cycling test. A similar type failure
is shown in Figure 16 which shows the rupture between the pyroceram
and the gold plated Kovar. The pyroceram does.not adhere as well to
the gold plated Kovar as it does to the alumina, and the weakest point
of the bond is at this interface.

The effect of thermally induced mechanical stress has been illus-
trated as being an underlying failure mechanism in a number of semicon-
ductor devices. This stress superimposes on other residual fabrication

and service stresses to give a total composite stress. For the normal
high reliability device, this stress is not sufficient to cause failure. It
does, however, couple with other dependent failure mechanisms to
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Figure 12

"Integrated Circuit with Resistance Strain Gage
Mounted on the Surface (130X)

produce failures of significant importance in high reliability systems

such as Minuteman.
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PROPERTIES OF PLASTIC MATERIALS AND HOW THEY

RELATE TO DEVICE FAILURE MECHANISMS

S. M. Lee, J. J. Licari, and A. Valles

Autonetics, a Division of North American Aviation, Inc.,
Anaheim, California

I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of plastic materials are in use by component manufac-
turers for protection of semiconductor devices. The inherent economic
advantages are the main reason for their increasing usage in diodes and
transistors. Plastics offer low material costs, simplicity and versa-
tility of application techniques, and a great diversity of chemical,
physical, and mechanical properties from which to choose. Their
economic appeal is especially significant where large-scale production
and automation arc prime factors.

The optimization of organic polymer based materials for packaging
semiconductor devices is a sizable task since the materials are
required to perform several functions including protection against
mechanical, chemical, physical, and electrical stresses. For example,
the plastic encapsulant may serve to dilute or eliminate mechanical
stresses applied to the leads thus preventing damage to the semiconduc-
tor element, act as a heat transfer path for the dissipation of heat, or
provide a barrier against contaminants and the penetration of moisture
vapor or other gases. Conversely, the plastic must not deleteriously
affect the component's performance (e.g., by exerting excessive cure
shrinkage stresses or by contributing injurious contaminants which may
cause inversion or provide low electrical resistance shunt paths.

A survey conducted at the inception of the Autonetics Physics of
Failure Program revealed a notable dearth of published information on
the use of plastics over semiconductor junctions. Although it is
realized that some work must remain unpublished because of a propri-
etary nature, it is suspected that, to a large extent, empiricism was
the basis for the choice of plastics.
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IL TECHNICAL APPROACH

At the beginning of the program diode abnormalities were reported
to be excessive reverse leakage currents under stress conditions and
poor lead wire to resin pull strength. The excessive reverse leakage
currents were thought to be promoted by inversion formation at semi-
conductor junctions, which was hypothesized as being possibly du- to
contaminants contained or released by the plastic encapsulants.

The test program initially established was broad and encompassed
a multitude of tests for a number of properties, including a comparison
of the ionic and ionizable or gaseous contaminants contained or gener-
ated by plastics. Data obtained by probing in many directions was
intended to be used in postulating failure mechanisms which could be
subsequently either verified or disproven by tests on the actual com-
ponents,, Physicochemical property determinations were, for the most
part, conducted on "synthetically fabricated specimens" since it was
difficult or impossible to directly evaluate the plastic on the diode
surface.

Microdiode encapsulants from several vendors were investigated
and the chemical. types including silicone, phenolic, and epoxy were
ascertained by infrared spectroscopy. In addition, fluorinated polymers
such as Teflon not ordinarily used for diode encapsulation were com-
paratively evaluated to elucidate the importance of the relationship of
polymer structure and contamination to the optimum device
performance.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Infrared Identification of Plastics

Infrared spectra were determined on either the pyrolysis products
or on cast films of the products. Table 1 presents the results of these
tests.

One of the most interesting findings in this phase of the investiga-
tion was the detection of ammonia in the AM- I molding compound. This
was of particular concern since other investigators (Ref 1 and 2) have
reported that ammonia increases the reverse leakage current in contact
with semiconductor junctions.
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Table I

Infrared Identification of Plastics

[ Compound and User

Vendor A (R -1 ) Primarily alkyd with some indications
Inner Coating AC-i of silicone.

Vendor A (Durez 22845) Phenolic resin, ammonia present.
Molding Compound AM- I

I Vendor A (DC305) Primarily methyl silicone with small

Molding Compound AM-2 amounts of phenyl silicone.

Vendor B (SC-12) Primarily alkyd with some indicationsInner Coating BC-I of silicone.

Vendor B (SC-15) Methyl-phenyl silicone.
Inner Coating BC-2

Vendor B (C-26) Anhydride-epoxy. The anhydride is
Intermediate Coating BC-3 apparently a mixture of methyl nadic

and dodecyl succinic anhydride.

Vendor B (DC304) Primarily methyl silicone with small
Molding Compound BM-I amounts of phenyl silicone.

Vendor C (DC1400) Alkyd resin with small percentage of
Transistor Coating CC-i silicone.

B. Water Extract Electrical Resistivities

These tests were conducted to indicate the amount of water
extractable ionic constivuents present in the plastic, which may be
introduced in the numerous manufacturing steps involved in synthesizing
the base polymer from fillers and additives used in compounding the
plastic (particularly true with some transfer molding compounds) or
from unreacted constituents (such as an organic amine or acid
anhydride) arising from nonstoichiometric quantities.

The procedure involved extracting weighed amounts of the ground
plastic with deionized water for 8 days at 160 F and measuring the
electrical resistivities of the extract solutions at ambient temperature,
using an Industrial Instriuments, Inc., Conductivity Bridge Model RC I6B
(Ref 3). Resistivity data (Table 2) showed the phenolic molding com-
pound to have a low value which indicated a high ionic content;
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conversely, methyl-phenyl silicone plastics had the highest resistivi-
ties. The difference in the resistivity of the cured and uncured
anhydride-epoxy originates from the acid component, which can form
ions or be 0

II
0 2 0 COOH c oo +

COOH 
cCOo

0
rendered relatively nonconductive through esterification and etherifica-

tion reactions taking place during epoxy cure.

Table 2

Water Extract Resisti,,rities

Average
Resistivity

Vendor .Material 10 3 ohm-cm)

A Alkyd-silicone Coating (R-11)AC-I (Uncured) 73

Alkyd-silicone Coating (R-i1) AC-i (Cured) 65
Phenolic Molding Compound (Durez) AM-i
(Uncured) 4. 5
Phenolic Molding Compound (Durez) AM-i
(Cured) 4.7
Silicone Molding Compound (DC305) AM-2
(Uncured) 137
Silicone Molding Compound (DC305) AM-2
(Cured) 155

B Alkyd-silicone Coating (SC-12) BC-i (Uncured) 30
Alkyd-silicone Coating (SC-12) BC-i (Cured) 14. 7
Methyl-phenyl-silicone Coating (SC-15) BC-2
(Uncured) 86
Methyl-phenyl-silicone Coating (SC-15) BC-Z
(Cured) 270
Anhydride-epoxy Coating (C-26) BC-3 (Uncured) . 8
Anhydride-epoxy Coating (C-Z6) BC-3 jCured) 9. 0
Silicone Molding Compound (DC304) BM-1
(Uncured) 270
Silicone Molding Compound (DC304) BM-l
(Cured) 290
Alkyd-silicone Coating (DCI400) CC-l (Uncured 9. 0
Alkyd-silicone Coating (DCI400) CC-l (Cured) 11. 5
R-2 (Cured) 370
R-2 (Uncured) 11.8
Epiall 1960 AM-3 (Uncured) 107
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C. Chemical Investigation of Phenolic Molding Compound AM-1

Microdiodes encased in phenolic molding compound were marginal
in passing performance specification teats. In addition they were
shown to contain ammonia and exhibited a high water extract conductiv-
ity, so it was decided to further investigate the phenolic molding com-pound in this diode. Spectrographic analysis of the ash (Table 3),

determination of resin content on the cured and uncured compound, and
measurement of the pH on the water extract of the phenolic were
studied. The resin content determination consisted in ashing a known
weight of AM-I molding compound and calculating the weight loss,
which gave 54.87 percent (with an uncured sample) and U. 40 percent
(using the cured resin). The lower resin content of the curad com-
pound was attributed to the loss of volatiles during the cure.7 The pH
measurements averaging 8.3 were on the alkaline side and coincided
with a weak solution of ammonium hydroxide.

Table 3

Spectrographic Analysis of AM- 1 Phenolic

Molding Compound Ash

Dry* Water Extract

Magnesium - Major (10% or more) Magnesium - Trace

Aluminum - Major Calcium - Trace

Silicon - Major Silicon - Trace

Calcium - Major Aluminum - Trace

Sodium - Minor (Approximately 10%)

Boron - Minor

Zinc - Minor

Titanium - Minor

Iron - Trace (0. 1% or less)

Nickel - Trace

Manganese - Trace

Chromium - Trace

Copper -Trace

Silver - Trace

*Ash from cured and uncured samples gave same results.
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D. Thermogravimetric Analysis

To determine the relative thermrrl stability of various plastic
encapsulants, pyrograms (weight lose versus temperature curves)

were obtained using a Stone model thermogravimetric analyzer.

Analyses were conducted with a programmed temperature increase

rate of 6 C per minute and pyrograms were obtained for samples of
cured and uncured AM-I phenolic molding compound. The initial

weight loss was subtly evident in the cured sample at temperatures
above 50 C a* is shown on the pyrograrn shown in Figure 1. The
initiation of the weight loss in the uncured sample occurred sharply at
about 120 C, which appears to indicate that the rates of gas producing
reactions do not become appreciable until around 120 C. The weight
loss in the cured sample is due to release of ammonia (cf. Section H on
Mechanism). It is believed that breakdown of the polymer begins
around 350 C, with the weight loss rate increasing above this tempera-
ture producing gaseous decomposition products of the polymer.

90

so DECOMPOSITION POINT OF
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE

60 -

so - -

CURED PHENOLIC

0 - -- UNCURED PHENOLIC

Zo i
AM-I PHENOLIC MOLDING COMPOUND

102;5-50 too ISO 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550"

TEMPERATURE (°C)

Figure I

Pyrogram of Phenolic
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Table 4 presents instantaneous weight loss rates taken at two
temperatures and average weight loss rates between 60 to 350 C.

Pyrograms made on both cured and uncured epoxy molding compound
indicated no appreciable weight losses below Z00 C which is well above
the maximum temperature which diodes are likely to experience.
Therefore, from the standpoint of deleterious effects due to gassing,
epoxy material appears superior to the phenolic under these conditions.

Table 4

AM- 1 Phenolic Molding Compound Thermal Weight Loss

State of Weight Weight Loss Weight Loss
Molding Temperature Loss Rate Rate

Compound 6C Ag/C pg/Min

Cured z0O 1.1 3.37 20.22

Uncured IZ0 0 0 0

Cured 200 3.3 3.37 20.22

Uncured zoo 4. 3 4. 3Z 25. 92

Cured 60* to 350 0 to 6. 6 3.48 20. 90

*The weight loss rate was approximately constant over this temper-
ature range.

E. Gas Permeability

Diodes encased in the AM- 1 molding compound (Figure 2) also

contain an inner coating (AC- 1), which is directly applied over the
passivated diode surface. Gases originating from AM-. 1 coating would
have to permeate the AC-I coating before contacting the diode surface.
Experiments were therefore devised to measure moisture vapor and
ammonia gas permeabilities on the AC- 1 coating in an effort t6 obtain
pertinent data relative to this.

In the determination of arnmonfa permeability a test film was
sealed over a bottle partly filled wlth 28-percent chemically pure
ammonium hydroxide, which at equilibrium contained approximately
98 percent by volume ammonia gas (Ref 4).
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Plastics Used in Diodes

Moisture vapor permeability tests were conducted using the cup

method in accordance with Ref 5 which consisted of clamping the test

film over a flanged cup containing water and placing in a desiccator.

The weight loss from the cup over a period of time was used to calcu-

late the permeability rates.

Table 5 pre3ents the ammonia gas and moisture permeability

results with the AC-I coating. Although the test methods for the

ammonia and water vapors are slightly different, the large difference

in average rates clearly demonstrated the higher permeability of the

AC-I coating to ammonia gas.
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Table 5

Ammonia and Moisture Vapor Permeability of AC- I Coating

Average Average Moisture
Ammonia Permeability Vapor Transmission

in 2 in 2
Microgram a -cmn/hour-cma Microgram s-crn/hour s- cm

26.1 1.3

The moisture vapor transmission rates of the AC-I coating as
compared with other materials was investigated (Table 6) and illus-
trates the greater permeability of this material. The AM- I molding
compound was found to be a great deal more permeable as compared to
the other materials which can be attributed to the microporosity in the
phenolic resulting from gassing during cure.

Table 6

Moisture Vapor Permeability

Average Moisture
Vapor Transmission

in 2
Material Micrograms-cm/hours-cm

AC-i (Silicone alkyd 1.3
coating)

AM-I (Phenolic molding 18.5
compound)

BC- 1 (Silicone alkyd 1.0
coating)

BM-I (Silicone molding 6.8
compound)

CC-I (Alkyd-ýjilicone 0.9
coating)
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F. Purified Resins

1. Preparation and Tests. Concurrent with the study of the
commercial plastics used on diodes, a project was undertaken to purify
plastic constituents and evaluate them as protective systems over
uncased diodes. A2, epoxy resin together with several aromatic amines
and acid anhydride curing agents utilized as co-reactants were more
rigorously purified. The epoxy resin was purified by molecular distil-
lation, which separates the resin into fractions relatively free of
inorganic contaminants with narrower molecular weight ranges. The
curing agents were purified by distillation through a Vigreaux distilla-
tion column.

Water extract resistivity measurements conducted on the as-
received epoxy resin, the molecular still residue, and the light
molecular weight fraction were all high and approached those of the
deionrized water blanks. However, spectrographic analysis on ash
from the three samples (Table 7) revealed a considerable difference in
metal content. Since the water extract tests did not reveal a significant
difference in resistivity among the three materials, it appears that the
metal ions are insoluble and bound.

Table 7

Spectrographic Analysis of Epoxy Resin Fractions

As-Received Light Molecular
Epon828 Still Residue Weight Fraction

Copper - Trace* Silicon - Major** Copper- Trace
(less than

Aluminum - Trace Magnesium - Trace original)

Magnesium - Trace Aluminum - Trace

Silicon - Trace Iron - Trace

Calcium - Trace Copper - Trace

Chromium - Trace

Calcium - Trace

Manganese - Trace

*0. 1 percent or less
*1•0 percent or more
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2. Stoichiometry - Water Extract Resistivity Correlation. The
effects of a plastics on semiconductor junctions could conceivably
originate from one or a combination of several factors including:

1. Extraneous contaminants contained in the plastic, i.e., ionic
substances in contact with semiconductor surfaces which could
lead to inversion.

2. Structural physical properties innate in the polymer molecule
such as polarity and polarizability.

3. Mechanical stress formation due to plastic cure and/or ther-
mal shrinkage which could conceivably produce changes in
resistivity in doped semiconductor.

4. The use of nonstoichiometric equivalents of curing agent and
resin in the formulation of epoxy plastic containing available
organic ions can lead to an increase in conductivity.

Factor I could be minimized by using purified reactants.
Factors 2 and 3 are fixed because of the preselection of the resin to be
used. To minimize factor 4, a method was developed to check the
completeness of reaction in plastic "mixes" containing different
epoxy-acid anhydride ratios. This technique consisted of measuring
water extract resistivity on cured 1-gram ground samples of each
sample "rmix. " Table 8 presents the results, while Figure 3 depicts
the curve. From the results, it is evident that the maximum resistivi-
ties are exhibited by 60-100 and 50-100 anhydride-epoxy ratios for the
technical and purified reactant "mixes, "1 respectively. It can also be
seen that the resistivities decrease on extending the digestion (con-
ducted at 165 F) time from 7Z hours to 240 hours. Since a portion of
the cross-linking reaction is esterification (etherification is also a
reaction mechanism) -this decrease in resistivity can be attributed to
the hydrolysis of the ester cross-linkages and the attendant formation
of carboxylic acids. The presence of these ionizable organic acids
'ncreases the conductivity.

3. Stoichiometry - Elevated Temperature Electrical Resistivity

Correlation. Elevated temperature volume resistivities were conducted
on cured plastic samples containing the same resin anhydride propor-
tions as used in some of the water extract resistivity-stoichiometry
study. In an effort to determine the causes for excessive room temper-
ature diode reverse leakage currents after the diodes had been
subjected to sustained reverse bias voltages at elevated temperatures,
the volume renistivities were obtained at three temperatures: 100, 200,
and 300 F using the guarded electrode test, This method minimizes
the error due to surface conductivity by shunting the current away from
the meter.

/
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Table 8

Water Extract Resistivity- Technical and Purified Reactants

Proportions** Average Specific Resistivity (Ohm-tim)

After 72 Hours After 240 Hours

Epon Technical Purified Technical Purified
MNA HDMA US

35 0.5 100 --- 103,000 --- 66,500

45 0.5 100 --- 171,500 --- 111,500

55 0.5 100 550,000 190,000 355,000 138,000

65 0.5 100 460,000 73,000 345,000 67,000

75 0.5 100 335,000 48,000 170,000 43,500

85 0.5 100 165,000 71,000 120,000 62,000

95 0.5 1-00 100,000 64,500 82,000 55,000

105 0.5 100 61,000 31,500 50,000 V7,000

115 0.5 100 33,500 21,250 29,000 17,500

Blank Blank Blank 430,000 850,000 --- 550,000

* The method for purification of the reactants is given in Progress Report No. 8

*'*Per 100 gins epoxy
MNA = Methyl Nadic Anhydride
BDMA = Bcnzyldimethylamine

Epon 828 Shell Chemical Company Epoxy Resin

To explain the high leakage currents after elevated temperature-
reverse bias stresses, it was hypothesized that at elevated tempera-
tures, the ions in the plastic made mobile by the high temperature will
move under the influence of an electric field. Those ions near the
silicon surface will then induce a layer of opposite charge in the semi-
conductor near the surface which may result in channeling. If the
semiconductor is cooled with the reverse bias voltage on, there is a
tendency to "freeze" the channeling condition since the ions are less
mobile at room temperature, and will then exhibit high leakage cur-
rents. Evidence which corroborates this hypothesis was observed
when baking the diodes under reverse or forward bias. This tended to
remove the high leakage current. Ideally, then, the best plastic to
prevent this type of leakage should be one which does not have a high
increase in conductivity with temperature.
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Figures 4, 5, and 6 depict the current (in nanoamperes) as a
fumction of inverse temperatuie. The "stoichlometric" ratios are
those resin anhydride ratios which were found to exhibit the maximum
water extract resistivity, while "nonstoichiometric" mixes are those
which gave the lowest water extract resistivity of the ratios tested. As
the word implies, the "intermediate" mixes mentioned in these figures
are mixes which contained resin-anhydride ratios Intermediate between
the stoichiometric and nonstoichlometric ratios.

Figure 7 is a comparison of the 300-volt curves for both technical
grade and purified reactants. It is evideut from these curves that
there is an apparent correlation between the water extract resistivities
and the elevated temperature resistivities of the plastics. By the
same token, there is a correlation between deviations from stoichLom-
etry and the elevated temperature conductivities of plastics. As a
comparison, Figure 8 shows current versus inverse temperature
relationships for AM-I phenolic molding compound.

Tables 9 and 10 present the calculated volume resistivities for
the different ratio mixes of the purified and technical grade epoxy
anhydride mixes, while Table II contains the AM-I phenolic molding
compound data.

As can be seen from the current-inverse temperature curves, not
all of them are straight lines. No explanation can be given at this time
for these anomalies, but it is suspected that changes in the power
supply or test fixture might be a source of error.

An effort was made to express these current-inverse temperature
curves by means of a mathematical equation. The expression
I = Ae-B/T suggested in Ref 6 was chosen as the appropriate equation
to represent this data, where I a electrical current, e a natural loga-
rithmic base, T z the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin,
A = a constant, and B = a constant. To solve for A and B, two points
were arbitrarily selected on the 200-v curve in Figure 6 to give
A = Z4 and B =-8. 39 x 103. The calculated values using these con-
stants in the equation coincided with those taken from the curve.
Additional elevated temperature resistivity tests conducted on Teflon
yielded no discernible currents to 400 F as anticipated.
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Table 9

Volume Resistivities -(Technical Reactants) of
Epoxy-Anhydride Mixtures

Test Volume
Material Temp E I Resistivity
(Thicknessa OF Volts (NA (Ohm-In x 1010 Average

Stoichiometric Ratio 100 100 --- - -
200 100 ......

(0. C62 Inch) 300 100 21.0 14.40

100 200 ......
200 200 --- ---
300 200 40.5 14.29

100 300 ......
200 300 --....-
300 300 60.75 15.00 14.56 @300F

Intermediate Ratio 100 100 ......
:00 100 .070 4630.0

(0. 058 Inch) 300 .00 58.5 5.55

100 200 ......
ZOO 200 .135 4700.0
300 200 118.5 5.47 3910 0 200F

100 300 ......
ZOO 300 .375 2600
300 300 197.2 4.93 5.32 0 300F

Non-Stoichiometric 100 100 289 1050
Ratio 200 100 .590 514.5
(0.062 Inch) 300 100 1450 0.21 4883@100F

100 200 .069 8790
200 200 1.25 485.0
300 200 3000 0.20 462.2@2cOF

100 300 .185 4810
200 300 2.35 387.0
300 300 7500 0,12 0.17730300F
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Table 10

Volume Reulstivities (Purified Reactants) of
of Epoxy-Anhydride Mixtures

Test Volume
Material Temp. E I Resistivity
Thickness OF Volts ( (Ohm-In x 1010 eO

(Purified) 100 100 .020 12,500
Stoichiometric 200 100 1.48 169.5

Ratio 300 100 35.0 7.17 10,583 6 100F

.(0. 075 Inch) 100 200 .045 i0,800
200 200 2.80 208.5
300 200 65.00 7.69 176.03 @ 200F

1o0 300 .089 8,450
200 300 5.00 150.1
300 300 97.00 7.76 7.54 @300F

(Purified) 
1 0 0  100 .0o0 28,000

Intermediate Ratio 200 100 2.35 119.2
(0. 067 Inch) 300 100 125.00 2.24

100 200 .045 12,490
200 200 5.85 95.8
300 200 265.00 2.12

100 300 .038 21,700
200 300 6.75 124.5
300 300 360.00 2.34

(Purified) 100 100 .00014 1,800,000
Non-Stoichiometric 200 100 0.77 376.0
Ratio 300 100 750.00 0.35

(0. 072 Inch) 100 200 .00010 5,225,000
200 200 1.10 475.0
300 200 1,250.00 0.42

100 300 .00016 4,900,000
200 300 1.65 474.0
300 300 2,100.00 0.373

.48
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Table 11

Volume Resistivity from Electrical Conductivity Data -
AM-I Phenolic Compound

Test Volume
Material Temp E I Resistivity
Thickness OF Volts (NA) (Ohm-In x 1010) Average

(0.070 Inch) 100 100 0.S S87.0
200 100 15.0 18.0
300 100 190.0 1.4 556.0 o 100F

100' 200 1.0 540.0
200 200 32.0 16.9
300 200 420.0 1.3 17.0 @ 200F

100 300 1.5 540.0
200 300 50.0 16.2
300 300 620.0 1.3 i. 3 6 300F

G. Component esting

The latter part of the program was devoted primarily to review of
the data acquired and to conducting experiments which could conceivably
correlate the data and failure mechanisms. Of particular interest was
the ammonia discovered in the AM-I molding compound and the infor-
mation acquired by the elevated temperature experiments.

1. Diode Ammonia Exposure. As indicated previously, ammonia
was found in the AM-i molding compound used by a vendor to encase
diodes. To evaluate the effect of ammonia gas environments on diodes.,
bare and passivated or passivated coated with one of several plastic
systems were exposed to the different gas environments and 100-vdc
reverse bias. Table 12 presents the protective plastic systems and the
test conditions. Due to the insufficient number of test diodes a, ailable
initially, only three or four wore used in each combination of protec-
tive coatings and gas environment. The dry ammonia and dry nitrogen
gases used in these tests were as received from the manufacturer.
Calculations based on the moisture maximum content specified for the
ammonia revealed that it contained lesa moisture than air dried over
calcium chloride. The moist gases were obtained by bubbling the dry
nitrogen and the dry ammonia through water and concentrated
ammonium hydroxide, respectively, which were then filtered through
glass wool prior to injecting into the test chamber, which consisted of
a test. tube containing the mounted diode'with electrical connections.
Reverse bias voltages were applied to the diode under these test con-
ditions after approximately 24 hours of exposure to the gases. The
results including average reverse currents as a function of time are
shown in Figures 9 and 10 and indicate that higher and more erratic
currents are obtained in the presence of ammonia. In comparison
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most of the diodes in nitrogen remain fairly constant. In addition, the

reverse currents of the diodes exposed to ammonia remained stable for

a number of hours and then changed. sometimes drastically, as indi-

cated in curve C. The relatively high currents of the normal caue
diodes may result from the porosity of the AM-I molding compound

coupled with the previous subjection of the diodes to ammonia gas under
heat and pressure during the molding operation.

Table 12

Diode Ammonia Exposure

Designation Coating System Gas Atmosphere

A Uncoated diodes Dry nitrogen

SNormal case diodes* Dry nitrogen

C AC-I alkyd-silicone coating Dry nitrogen

D CC-I alkyd-silicone coating Dry nitrogen

E Uncoated diodes Dry ammonia

F Normal case diodes Dry ammonia

G A-i- alkyd-silicone coating Dry ammonia

H CC-I alhd-silicone coating Dry ammonia

I Uncoated diodes Moist nitrogen

J Normal case diodes Moist nitrogen

K AC-I alkyd-silicone coating Moist nitrogen

L CC-I alkyd-sitlicone coating Moist nitrogen

M Uncoated diodes Moist ammonia

N Normal-case diodes Moist ammonia

0 AC-i alkyd-silicone coating Moist ammonia

P CC-1 alkyd-silicone coating Moist ammonia

*The standard completed diodes were coated with the AC- I coating

and then molded with the AM-I compound.
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2. Diode Elevated Temperature - High Humidity Testing. In the
second series of component tests, diodes were coated witb ntoichio-
metric and nonstoichiometric mixtures of the epoxy-anhydride and
Teflon as previously reported and were mounted in test tubes and sub-
jected to reverse bias and high relative humidity or to 100-v reverse
bias and elevated temperatures.

1. Elevated Temperature Test

From the results in Table 13, the test data on IR and Vj, it
appears that the diodes protected with Teflon were outstanding
in their resistance to change. The reverse currents
increased with many of the epoxy coated diodes regardless of
the purity or adherence to reactant stoichiometry which may
be due to the coating being innately conductive at elevated
temperatures. The forward voltages (Vf) did not change
drastically on any of the diodes regardless of protective
coating.

Table 13

Diode Elevated Temperature (Reverse Bias Tests)

4
Initial I 6 (e) *S5 V ne(tu) CO0 V Vf(svl55 Inc

Diode RIt adi After 20 hre .1,1-r Addition. after 20 h-.
Surf.,. Coating I1R' ) 1 500C and 20 hour. 0IS10C Vj 1r-) 6 In. & I50°C and

S/N Ceeditisen ysetem. oSV 75 V R*V. Mis. NoRev. Bias Initial. 75 V Rev6 Bias

739 Pyrolyaed Epoy. Stoichloietric to S44 57Z 14 573

Purifled

739 Unpyrolyzed Epoxy. Sotichiees tric IIt Is P 566 1.Opc 557

Purified

743 Unpyrolyeed Epoxy. Saoichimet r ic 14 ISOt 569 60p. 543

Purified

744 Uepy'rlye.r Epoxy. Non-Stoichio- 10 2206. 579 76p- 543

metric - Purlfied

745 Unpyrol-1c p E".y. N~e-Soichio.- 16 Is2e 572 ... 535

metric - Purified

746 Pyrolysed Epoxy. Ncx-St.ichisi- 9 10 pa 575 tOp. 576

metric - Purified
754 U.e.yed Epoxy, St]ch2loretrir 50 !370- 572 i211s 647

Teehtseccl

V59 Unpyrsy.yed Epoxy, Non-Sieoclhi0- 12 31 p- 571 14p i 541

* rmetric - Technical

707 Pyrolyaed Nec-polar Iert Real. 13 13 1-) 575 13 57R

766 Unpyrolysed Non.-pet.r Iert Reus 17 Is 574 16 593

769 Pyrolysed Noe-peoar Inert Resin 9 9 6,79 9 599

77,1 Unpyý' otyed Nm-petar Icert Real. I1 9 586 8 591

*71 Unpyroeyred Non-peler Inert Resin 11 13 574 13 577

772 FPyroly.ed N.n-pultr Iseet Resti 12 13 572 II 574
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1. High Humidity Tests

High humidity tests were conducted on at 160 F and 75-volt

back bias under 95-percent relative humidity to.determitae the

effects on IR and Vf which. is presented in Table 14. The" "

..Teflon coated diodes showed no change in IR, However, the

diodes coated with purified and stoichiometrically mixed
constituents also had very little change in IR.

Table 14

Diode Humidity • Reverse Bias Tests

IR jnA) 4 '. v

Diode Aftcr 96 hours t 1600°

Surface CoaIfnz Initial Readmng 9So to Relative HumidiI

$/N ZCoition System !A {4)e S0 VY 75 V Back Bran

701 Unpyrolyled Epoxy. Stoichlometric . Purified 8 II
702 P ,.'O'ya.#u t .Eoxy, o40lch~orwc. -c. - !•.l. d 8 7
703 Pyrolysed Epoxy, Stoichlametrc - I-•rtled a 9

704 Pyvolymed rm'x-, . SIchlom-!trlc - Purified 6 5

705 Unpyrolyzed Epoxy. Stoichlometric - Purified a 8

706 Unpyrolyled Epoxy. Stolchiometrlc - Purified 1I Az

707 Pyrolysed Epoxy. Non-Stoichtometric - Purlfie4 10 10
705 Pyrolyxed Epoxy. Non-Stoichiornetric - Parlfied a 7
709 Unpyrolysed Epoxy. Non-Stoichlometric - PuFurIied Ij 8

710 Pyrolysed Epoxy. Non-Stoichiometrlc - Purified II 69 pa
711 .........- .................................. -90 paa 00
71Z Unpyrolye.d .................................... . ..... ii 00

713 Pyrolyzed Epoxy, Stoichlometric - Technical 10 9
714 Pyrolyxed Epoxy, Stoichiometric - Technical 8 9

715 Unpyrolyzed Epoxy. St!'--trl' - 1,Isnicalt 9 00
716 Unpyrolysed Epoxy, S4olchinnetric - Technical 13 (150
717 tlnPVyoIy•,e. Epoxy. S4oichiometric - Technical .-. 00
719 Pyrolyxed £poxy, Non-Stoichloanetric - Techtcal 9 9

710 l'yrolysed Epoxy, Non-Stotchlometr€c - Technical Ii 9
721 Py- lysed Epoxy. Non-Stoichlometrlc - Technical IO 193

722 Unpyrolyzed Epoxy. Non-Stotchlometric - Technical 16 O0

721 Unpyrolyzed Epoxy. Non-Stoichiometric - Ttchnical It 199
724 Unpyrolyzed Epoxy, Non-Stoichloenetric - Technical 14 It

725 Pyrolyzed Uncoated 9 00

726 Pyrolysed Uncoated 6 00
731 Pyrolyted Teflon I 8

732 Unpyrolyeed Teflon I2 It

733 Pyrolyxed Teflon a a

734 Pyrolyead T elon 32 13

735 Unpyrolyzed Teflon 9 9
736 UnpyrolyRed Teflon 17 19

H. Mechanism of Ammonia Evolution

Ammonia was found to be prestent on diodes encapsulated with

phenolic molding compound as indicated by p.1- (Section III. C) and con-

firmed by infra-r I spectra (Section II. A). This was found to affect

the IR as shov _n the test tube experiment in which a diode was stealed

in a moist aif._.ionia environment (Section 111, G). Thermogravimetric
analysis of the phenolic molding compound indicaLed that the cured
material began to lose weight almost immediately above room tempera-

ture whereas -Lhe ncurcd material was stable up to 120 C. This
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difference may be explained by an understanding of polymer chenmistry

involved. In the curing of phenolics, a latent curing agent is used

which remains unreactive until the desired decomposition temperature
is reached. In the decomposition, formaldehyde is formed which is

the active cross-linking agent, but a byproduct, NH 3 , is also produced
which apparently becomes entrapped in the molded plastic. The

mechanistic equation for th o'Cmerpnsition of the curing agent
(he-xam4thy enetetrzmine) is, ar. follows:

Nt 0"2f ' " 2 --- P 4 12H

CH CHI CII
2 2 2

It is apparent ifrom the curves that the latent curing agent is decomposed
at about 120 C. whereas in the cured system. it has already undergone

decomposition. The release of this gas is manifest in the curves for
the cured material. The products formed depend on the ratio of the

resin to hexamethylenetetramine with about 50 to 75 percent of the

nitrogen added becoming bound to the molecule, while the remainder

is released as ammonia.

IV. SUMMARY

The investigation has been primarily concerned with a search for

factors pertinent to mechanisms of failure in microdiode values which

entailed design and screening evaluation of various experimental and

analytical approaches. The data produced by this effort was reviewed

for applicability to known or conjectured mechanisms of failure which
were then applied to these components to verify pootulated. hypotheses.

The interesting results of the programr include:

1I. The discovery of ammonia in a phenolic molding compound

used by a diode manufacturer. Further work revealed that
ammonia contamination produced increased and erratic

reverse currents and was morepronounced in the presence

of rnaoisture.

2. The revelation of the presence of armmonia and other deficien-
cies in this molding compound induced the ma-nufacturer to

inve3tigate other compounds and su..stitute a be.er one.

3. The elevated temperature resistivities of coatings were a
measure of the performance of these materials as protective
systems over dioder u--der elevated temperature test cond-ltiono.

4. In some plastic compounds, a correlation was found between
elevated temperature resistivities and water extract

re sistivitie s.
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5. Teflon, an inert coating with a very high elevated temperature
resistivity and high water extract resistivity, was demon-
strated to have superior performance under elevated temper-
ature reverse bias and high humidity reverse bias test
conditions.

6. The resistivity of water extracts of evaporants was found to
be an effective means of indicating the amount of ionic and
other conductive impurities in plastic materials.
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INVESTIGATION OF SURFACE FAILURE MECHANISMS IN
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES BY ENVELOPE

AMBIENT STUDIES

G. V. Brandewie, P. H. Eisenberg, and R. A. Meyer *

Autonetics, a Division of North American Aviation. Inc..
Anaheim. Calilornis

I. INTRODUCTION

Routine failure analysis at Autonetics indicated that a large per-
centage of devices with surface associated failure modes could be
returned to original operating levels by opening the device package and
releasing the enclosed gas ambient. Such a recovery indicated that the
composition of the ambient encapsulated in a semiconductor device
package could have an important effect on the stability of the electrical
parameters of the device.

Some of these effects, e. g.. IR in diodes and ICBO in tranaistors.
have been directly related to the extzeme surface sensitivity of semi-
conductor materials (Ref 1 and 2). Surface phenomena have been the
subject of many investigations since a large portion of undefined failure
mechanisms in solid state devices have beenpoe*udated to be attributable
to surface effects. Adsorbed gas atoms on the surface have been found
to affect surface charge concentrations, thus contributing to inversion
layers or conductivity type changes (Ref 3).

The Physics of Failure Program on Minuteman II electronic devices
further indicated the need to study gas ambient mechanisms In greater
detail. A method was developed to analyse the gas ambient of good and
failed 4•vices by use of a CEC 21-103C mass spectrometer with a mass
range of 1-1400 and unit resolution at mass 700. These techniqueswere
developed so that the device junction would not be destroyed when the
package was opened. Therefore, electrical measurements could be
made before, during, and after removal of the ambient and after back-
filling with selected ambients. Other techniques were developed
utilizing the gas chromatograph for analysis.

WNorth American Aviation Science Center.
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This paper describes several examples in which device package
gas ambients were an important factor regarding the failure mechan-

$1 isms. The survey of Minuteman II transistor and integrated circuit
package arnbients indicated that thtle gases present are a result of the
manufacturing processes and are not well coatrolied.

t, ~ II. ANA,ýLYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR GAS AMBIENT ANALYSIS

The two analytical techniques utilized for this investigation were
gas chrom atography and mass spectrometry. Each has dietinct

j ~advantages and disadvantages when applied to the aiiaiysis of micro
quantities of gas within electronic packages. A mass spectrometer in
a moleciular sorter based solely on the weight of the molecule. It also
generates a fragmentation pattern which is uniquely representative of

the molecule. Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram of a 180* single
focusing mass a-pectrorneter. Each chemical compound has a unique
repeatable fragmentation pattern and sensitivity. Thus, both qualita-
tive and quantitative examination of a mixture is possible. No prior
knowledge of the sample composition is necessary since all samples
4.e run under the same conditions. Routine analysis can be made for
gases such as hydrogen, helium, oxygen, nitrogen, benzene, and for
as many as 25 other compounds in a single run. A view of the
CEC 21-103C mass spectrometer used in this program is shown in
Figure 2.

IS IA TrM-l
IMMMaW fFillS

strAte stirL? "
I UECTGBlASSEMBi#

ficrRicSOW

Mas Spetroete
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Figure 2

The Mass Spectrometer Installation

The volume of gas in a TO-50 flat package is 5000 micron-cc
which is welywithin the sample size requirements of 30 micron-cc for
the mass spectrometer. The gas quantity unit, micron-cc, refers to
one cubic cenimmeter of gas at a pressure of one micran of meic€try.
This is the result of rnultiplying gas volume in cubic centimeters by
the pressure in rpicrons of mercury. There are 16.4 • per cubic

inch and 760, 000 microns per standard 29. 9-inch atmosphere.

The apparatus shown in Figure 3 was used with the mass spectrom-
eter for the encapsulated gas analysis studies. The device was

mounted on the Teflon pedestal and positioned so that the puncturing
point entered the package without damaging the device. The apparatus
was connected to the teass spectrometer inlet system, and the system

was evacuated; the point was then advanced to puncture the device top
and release the encapsulated gas into the mass spectrometer for
analysis. Electrical connections were available via a vacuum seal in
the base of the apparatus. The device leads were connected to an
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external test circuit for continuous monitoring of electronic parameters
before and during the removal of the encapsulated gas. Other leads
furnished power for a small heater In the mounting pedestal which
allowed heating the devices up to 200 C. Conventionally, a 30-second
period was allowed for puncture and release of the encapsulated gas.

DEVICE

VIEWING WINDOW

0 __--PUNCTURING POINT

0 AS TUB --

VEECO VALVE BODY

Figure 3

Apparatus for Device Package Ambient Analysis
Without Electrical Destruction

The apparatus shown in Figures 4. 5. and 6 has been designed

for the testing of large numbers of parts at the sacrifice of continuous
electrical parameter monitoring of the device. Even though the num-
ber of devices being tested was increased from one to ten, the
evacuation time remained constant.

The single device apparatus, Figure 3. is adaptable to the
determination of the effect of ambient gas upon electronic parameters
by additional valving for backfiliing. After the encapsulation gas had
been removed. the system was backfilled with the desired gas while
continuously monitoring the electronic parameters through the vacuum
seal connections.
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Figure 4

Outer Appearance off the Multipuncturer (With This Device,
10 Packages May be Punctured Consecutively)
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Figure 5

Inner Appearance of the Multipuncturer
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Figure 6

The Multipuncturer, Connected to the Mass Spectrometer,
in the Process of Puncturing a Package
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The gas chromatograph may be best compared to a distillation

Column. Fioure 7 shows the progress of an analysis in six time cross-

sect-ions. In the ftirst or top line, t4he sample mixture --s just been

injected into the flowing carrier gas stream. In the second, the sample.

-lug had advanced into the column impelled by the carrier gas, and

component A, by virtue of its more rapid transit character, is separ-

ating from B. In the third, A and B are well separated , and in the last

three, A and B successively pass through the detector causing excur-

sions of the recorder pen. In goneral. the area under the peak is a

measure of the gas quantity. The separation columns must be carefully

selected to separate the compounds of interest. Thus, a column suit-

able for oxygen and nitrogei separation holds carbon dioxide and heavy

hF-^r^.-ov"'ha 4!-lafitapy, A column muitable for hydrocarbons of the

C 5 range will not -zeearate hydrogen. air, and methane, etc. It is

therefore evident that if there its O tl- i tmail amount of gas available

such as that within a device, prior knowledge of the sam-le -c-3.'iuh

is mandatory. It is possible to have c-mponents in a package which are

not separable .n a ciingle run due to coi"i,-%-r& IArnitations. The sensitivity

of a gas chromatograph varies greatly with the thermal conductivity of

the compounds to 1-c detected. Typical easily attained values for oxygen

and nitrogen are 3 ?rnicron-cc or about 10 times the sensitivity of the

mass spectrometer. Hydrocarbons may be analyzed by another type of

detector and may be detected in quantities as small as 1/1000 of a

micron-cc.

CHROMATO4RAM

SAMPLE (A÷8) COLUIMN 
DETECTOR. A

I r-vr-' . -- I

~rj

Figure 7

Gas Chromatograph Analysis
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Most devices having leaky seals may be identified by their lower
pressure or entire lack of gas. During the evacuation of the opening
apparatus, the outside of the device is exposed to a very low pressure
(10-5 Tort). The encapsulated gas will be withdrawn through the leak
at a rate proportional to the size of the hole. Assuming complete
equilibration with atmospheric pressure, a TO-50 would contain
approximately 11, 000 micron-cc of gas. An initial leak rate of
Z x I0o7 cc-atm/sec would halve the internal pressure in the 1S-hour

evacuation period, and a leak rate of z x 1o06 would not leave enough
gas to be measured under these experimental conditions. Hermeticity
testing of devices before gas analysis will, however, screen out
leakers.

The determination of water warrants special mention. Surface
adsorption of water in the sample handling system complicates the
water determination. It is very easy to lose 2 x 10-7 grams of water,
which represents 5 gas volume percent; on the walls of the sample
system. Therefore, the data reported as gas volume percent water
must be viewed as a minimum value. The numbers are comparative,
however, and indicate that one device contains more water than
another.

III. SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE GAS AMBIENT EXPERIMENTS

A. Minuteman Transistor Gas Ambients

The gas content in packages has been reported as being an

important factor contributing to electrical failure. The objective of
this program was to discover what relations existed between the types

of gases found enclosed in transistor packages and their ICBO' hFE,
and other electrical characteristics.

A summary of the gas contents identified in several types of

CQAP Minuteman transistors is shown in Table 1. The percentages
represent average values of all the units of each device type analyzed.

The data shows the predominant encapsulating ambient to be N 2 .

However, assuming the manufacturer's attempt to package with pure

nitrogen (100 percent), the values range from 87.5 percent to 99. 7 per-

tent. An exception is the power transistor (Manufacturer Y) who

packages in an atmosphere containing a high percentage of helium as an

aid in leak detection. Analyses of device ambients consistently include

CO- C0 2 , 02, H?, and ssorted hydrocarbons.
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Measurable quantities of moisture were detected in the package
of only one manufacturer. However, as mentioned earlier in describ-
ing the equipment, it is believed that moisture from the sample is con-
densed inside the mass spectrometer. It is estimated that in a typical
flat type package, moisture contents below 5 percent by volume may be
undetectable due to the adsorption on the walls of the equipment. Tests
are currently in process to quantitatively determine this adsorption
]oss. Samples of various gases will be saturated with moisture at care-
fally controlled temperatures and the quantity of moisture determined
using dew-point apparatus. Samples will then be placed in the mass
spectrometer at a given temperature and analyzed using normal pro-
cedures. The difference in the moisture content before and after the
analysis will be attributed to adsorption on the system walls.

A summary of gas ambients noted in pnp signal dual-chip
transistors from one ma:nafacturer as a function of electrical failure
indicators is given in Table 2. The results indicate deviations from
the planned pure N 2 ambient. Water vapor was found in ICBO and hFE
failures but not in electrically good devices. Also, good and ICBO
failed devices had less OZ than the other two types of failed devices.

Table 2

Gas Ambient in PNP Signal Transistor'. from Manufacturer X
as a Function of Electrical Condition

Average
Percent Good ICBO hFE Beta Ratio Empty

of Devices Failures Failures Failures Packages

H 2  3.2 2.4 1.5 1.4

CHG4  0.6 0.2 0.6 0.5 -

A 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.5

N2 90.0 80.7 91.0 90.3 89.5

02 1.8 1.5 3.3 4.2 8.8

CO 2  1.9 2.6 1.2 2.3 0.4

CO 1.8 3.4 1.2 0.5 0.8

HZO - 8.5 0.3 - -

Average 4,300 4, 000 3,400 3,900 4, 000
Volume
(fI-cc)
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In contrast, experiments at Motorola (Ref 3) have shown that an
npn device hFE degradation occurred when stored at 300 C in N2 and
would recover upon storage in 02 at 300 C, or in an ambient containing
Oz. The degradation was related to surface channel formation. It is
possible that the mechanism described is not only a function of the
ambient present but also dependent on the composition or partial
pressure of each gas as described by Nicholson (Ref 4). Obviously,
more work is needed to understand gas-surface reactions to facilitate
the postulation of general models which will explain the apparent
discrepancies among experimenters.

In an attempt to determine the origin of the contaminants in the
packages of these transistors, the manufacturer was asked to seal
some "empty" packages (without the active semiconductor die and
related process steps). The results, also shown in Table 1, indicate
the empty packages contained no detectable CH 4 , very little H?, less
CO and CO, and more O2. These differences may be related to the

absence of the die.

B. Effects of Temperature + Ambient + Bias on Transistors

A manufacturer X dual pnp signal transistor, determined to have

the most stable leakage current among many tested, was selected for
gas contamination studies. Gas analysis showed only nitrogen present
in the package when it was opened. Table 3 showa the variation of
ICBO for the two transistors in this package when the transistors could
be inverted under normal stress conditions of -46 volts at 200 C for
several hours. In Table 3, it is seen that even though A was biased
while B was not biased before and after puncturing the can, both units
were stable after a 150 C vacuum bake overnight. After the can was
filled with hot benzene and baked overnight, the leakage current of

A (biased) increased three orders of magnitude while that of B
(unbiased) remained unchanged. After the benzene was pumped out and

both transistors were subjected to hot water vapor over 60 hours, the
biased unit degraded almost another order of magnitude but the
unbiased unit remained unchanged. The leakage current of the biased

transistor was restored to its original low value after it was vacuum
baked with no bias for 5 hours. Later the condition of A and B were
reversed in that unit; A was not biased while unit B was biased. After
a hydrogen bake of 150 C overnight, unit A was still unchanged while
B degraded almost three orders of magnitude. A 5-hour 300 C bake
without bias did not alter A and restored B to its original current
value.
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Table 3

!CBO for Manufacturer X Dual PNP Signal Transistor
Subjected to Various Conditions

(All Measurements in Nanoamps at Room Temperature
with 20 Volts Reverse Bias)

Condition Transistor A Transistor B

1. Beiore vacuum bake-out 3.0 Z.5

2. 150 C vacuum bake overnight with
120 volts sweep bias on A but no
bias on B 3.0 2.5

3. Heated to 150 C, punctured at 150 C 2.5 2.5

4. Filled with hot benzene vapor over-

night 2,400 2.5

5. Benzene pumped out at R, T., over
weekend in hot water vapor 10, 000 2.5

6. Five hour 300 C vacuum bake with
no bias on A or B 2.5 2.5

7. Filled with hydrogen followed by
150 C bake overnight with no bias on
A but 100 volts sweep bias on B.

cooled to R. T. followed by vacuum
of 10-3 Torr 2.5 30

8. Filled with carbon dioxide followed
by 150 C bake overnight with no
bias on A but 100 volts sweep bias
on B, cooled to R. T. followed by
vacuum of 10-3 Torr 3. 0 650

9 Five hour 300 C bake with no bias
on A or B, cooled to R. T.

followed by vacuum of 10-3 Torr 3. 0 3. 0

The abo-e results show that these types of transistors can be

inverted under certain conditions only when bias voltage is applied,

and that they can be restored to their original leakage current values
by baking them. without bias. These results agree with the surface
inversion model of Atalla (Ref 5) in which surface charge separation is
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induced by a fringing 'electric field. It is postulated that the .drface
charge distribution is dependent on the gas composition present.

C. Minuteman Integrated Circuit Gas Ambients

A survey of the ambients used in integrated circuits indicated
considerable differences among manufacturers as indicated in Table 4.
Major constituents of nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen were found in
the three manufacturer's devices analyzed. Device to device varia-
tions were high indicating poor process control. For example, mass
spectrometric results on integrated circuits from -manufacturer Y
showed up to 95 percent H2 in the package arribients while the manu-
facturer indicated the ambient as pure N 2 .

Individual device abnormalities not easily detectable from the
average values in the figure are worth mentioning. A high percentage
of manufacturer X's integrated circuits contained at least a trace of
benzene (C6H6) which possibly originates as a curing agent for the
silicone coating used to coat the die surface. Two manufacturer Y units
showed the presence of Freon 12 (dichloro-difluoro methane) which wab
attributed to the use of this gas for gross leak testing by this
manufacturer.

Manufacturer Y used H2 as part of a reducing atmosphere during
his lidding operations to effect a hermetic package. Thermocompres-
sion bonding experiments at Autonetics had indicated a drastic increase
in beta (or hFE) when forming gas (15 HZ/85 N2 ) was used as a
protective blanket during the bonding, usually at 330 C. To evaluate
the observed changes, several devices were tested before and after
"baking" at 330 C for different lengths of time, while being subjected to
various ambients (forming gas, pure hydrogen, and pure nitrogen).
The results indicated that the beta increase was due to the hydrogen.
Experiments with samples from several vendors consistently indicated
an increase in beta at different rates. This phenonmenon was associ-
ated with H2 -oxide interactions which varied from manufacturer to
manufacturer depending on the oxide-silicon structure which is a func-
tion of oxide processing variables. It must be pointed out that these
experiments were on special test devices from various manufacturers
and did not include actual devices from manufacturer Y.

Since so-called "hermetic" packages have a leak rate over a
period of time, the package would become depleted in H2 and result in
electrical drift. The effect of a package leak, which would change the
internal package anribient, was simulated in manufacturer Y devices by
puncturing packages with a small hole. Initial electrical-measurements
before and immediately after showed no significant changes in the out-
put transistor betas of this integrated circuit type (general purpose
amplifier). It is planned to continue to take electrical measurements
to establish whether or not changes will occur after longer exposure to
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nonhydrogen containing ambients. Also, sealed and unsealed units will
be baked at elevated temperatures in order to accelerate changes.

Further reference to Table 4 indicates on first glance what might
appear to be an error. The flat packs used by the three manufacturers
have approximately the same internal pressure-volume (py). However,
the data indicates the gas volume of manufacturer A (6200 ý±-cc) to be
much greater than that of manufacturer Y (2600 ;-cc) and manufac-
turer Z (3400 ý.-cc). Examination of the packaging processes used,
however, explains this difference. Manufacturer X uses a room
temperature welding operation, manufacturer Y uses a metal brazing
operation at approximately 350 C, and manufacturer Z uses a glass
sealing operation at above 300 C. After sealing, the gas iu the heated
parts cools which forms a partial vacuum inside the package and
accounts for the lower observed gas pressure-volume.

D. Sources of Ambient Contaminants

The most logical source of contaminants in the enclosed package
gas is the gas immediately outside of the package. The hermeticity of
packages is a relative factor based on gas leak rates expressed in
atm-cc/sec. High reliability semiconductor devices, such as used on

the Minuteman Program, have a specification required leak rate of
less than 1 x 10-8 atm-cc/sec of helium.

For one hole through a package wall . 10 mils thick, the diameter of
the hole for 10-8 atm-cc/sec is about 0. 1 micron assuming viscous
flow, molecular streaming, or diffusion. Therefore at this particular
leak rate the leakage is as fast by interdiffusion of gases with nb-ftjal
pressure difference as by net mass flow with a presf ire difference. At
higher leak rates viscous flow becomes relatively more important and
at lower leak rates diffusion becomes relatively more important.

A program was established based on the gas leak equations to

examine leak rates near this value in terms of the effectiveness of a
package to retard in-leakage of contaminants (as most packages are
sealed with a partial vacuum). In performing this analysis, it was
assumed that the leakage is due to molecular diffusion as contrasted
with viscous flow. The equation used to describe the leak rate was:

d~t=K (Po -P)

dt o i

oro
o Inz P kTP -P.0 1
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where:

P = outside partial pressure of gas0

P. = inside partial pressure of gas
1

t = time

k = R (leak rate) (cc/time unit)
internal volume (cc)

R = RI mw leak rate gas

mw gas in question

A typical example is illustrated. Consider the data for manufac-
turer Y devices:

3
internal volume - 0. 014 cm

external pressure 02 - 15. 8 cm

leak rate detector gas - helium

initial internal 02 pressure - 0 cm.

The package internal pressure of 02 as a function of time was deter-
mined for various leak rates between I x 10-7 cc-atm/sec of helium
and 1 x 10-12 cc-atm/sec of helium.

The results, shown in Figure 8, show that at the commonly speci-
fied leak rate of I x 10-8 cc-atm/sec, a package from manufacturer Y
should have one-half the en:ternal partial pressure (7. 9 cm) inside the
paclage 30 days after final sealing, assuming the package was stored in
air. The data in Figure 8 indicates the rapid decrease in rate of oxy-
gen entering the package as the leak rate decreases. At a leak rate of
I x 10-10 cc-atm/sec, approximately 3.5 mm of 02 would be inside
the package after 3 years. Assuming the critical amount of oxygen
needed to shift device properties outside of the 3-year specification
endpoint is 7. 9 cm (or 10, 5 volume percent), this leak rate would be
acceptable as far as oxygen is concerned. Consideration mu.st be made
of all possible gases entering the package and also of gases such as
hydrogen exiting from the package.

Figure 9 shows the time necessary to reach 7. 9 mm 02 inside the
package as a function of leak rate. If we assume that this is the amount
of gas necessary to degrade the part outside the 3-year endpoint, we
can then determine from this graph the useful life of the part as a func-
tion of the relative hermeticity of the package.
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Figure 8.

Amount of 02 in an Integrated Circuit Package Vs Time After Sealing
for Different Package Leak Rates

Other sources of contaminants include outgassing of metal parts
inside the package, residual O~rganic solvents and cleaning solutions not

thoroughly removed during cleaning, and gaseous products from
chemical reactions,

IV. CORROSION OF ALUMINUM INTRACONNECTS
IN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Integrated circuit failures with electrical opens or high resistance

connections were analyzed and found to contain corroded aluminum
intraconnects (Figure 10). Electron microprobe analysis revealed, in
most cases, the presence of chloride ion at the point of corrosion,
Figure 11. In two cases, the presence of fluoride ion (and no chloride)
was noted. A program was initiated to study the failure mechanism in
more detail and to determine the ability of normal burn-in and screen
tests to cull out such corrosion-prone devices.

The proposed reaction was postulated to be as follows (Ref 6, 7,
and 8):

6HCI + 2AI - 2AlC1 + 3Het (1)
3 2

AICI3 + 3HOH - AI(OH) 3 + 3HCl (2)

2Al(OH) 3 + aging - AI 2 0 3 + 3H 20 (3)
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Figure 10.

Photomnicrograph of Aluminum Corrosion on IC Surface (104 X)

Figure 11.

Microprobe Analysis Showing Chlorides in
Corroded Region (280 X)
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Analysis of the reaction equations indicates the cyclic nature of the
mechanism. The aluminum initially reacts on the chloride ion (HG I) to
form aluminum chloride (Eq 1). The aluminum chloride reacts with
available water to form aluminum hydroxide and regenerate the HCI.
The reaction can then start over. These reactions indicate that a
specific amount of moisture is required in order to allow the reaction
to progress. Otherwise, the amount of corrosion would depend on the
amount of residual HC1 in the package after sealing. That is, if the
package was hermetic and perfectly dry, no corrosion would occur
after the initial HCl had been used up in the reaction occurring in
Eq 1 above.

The possibility of obtaining corroded devices in hermetic packages
was evaluated as a partial verification of the failure mechanism,
Approximately 50 devices were subjected to hermetic leak tests (both
the helium fine leak test and the ethylene glycol bubble test). The
devices were carefully opened so as not to allow contaminants to enter
the package d,.ring the opening operation. The device surfaces were
examined at 100 magnification for evidence of corrosion. Corrosion
was noted on devices and was verified by electron microprobe analysis.
Although the observed corrosion was not severe enough to affect the
electrical properties at that time, further reaction could reduce the
aluminum cross-sectional area with a resulting reduction in current
cartying capacity.

Samples from the same lot, which were also hermetically tested
but were not opened, were submitted for mass spectrometric analysis
of the package ambient. Analysis showed a wide variation in the pack-
age ambients from device to device, but the major constituents of the
gas were a H 2 -H 2 mixture. in two out of ten devices, Freon gas
(CF 2 C1l2) was detected. Microprobe analysis of the aluminum intra-
connects of the device with the most Freon (37 volume percent) indi-
cated extensive fluoride corrosion. Attempts to link the Freon with
possible chemical corrosion phenomena have not as yet been successful
since Freon 12 is reportedly highly stable and should not react with the
aluminum under normal conditions.

Since devices with chlorine contamination were electrically good,
it was necessary to investigate the possibility of the reacton continuing
to cause failure at some later date. Environmental chambers which
simulated the device package were built with feed-throughs for electri-
cal operation, Figures 12 and 13. Devices with initial signs of
corrosion and devices with no visible corrosion were placed in the
chambeks, and the chambers were evacuated and backfilled with those
gases which were determined by mass spectrographic analysis to be
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present. The devices were operated under normal conditions and
checked periodically for further reaction. A vacuum sealed glass on
top of the chamber allowed examination of the device surface on the
metal]ograph without removal from the test chamber. Gas chromrato-
graphic analysis verified the gas composition in the test chambers and
showed moisture content below 0. 05 percent by volume. No increase i:
corrosion has been noted after 450 hours of operation.

Figure 1Z.

Hermetic Chamber for Testing IC's in
Selected Gases
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Figure 13.

Integrated Circuits Under Electrical Operation

in H2-N2 Atmosphere

A calculation was made to determin- the critical amount of
moisture needed to maintain the reaction and cause an open circuit.
Corrosion was assumed to proceed from one edge of an aluminum stripe
in all directions at an equal rate. The total corjoded area would then
be in the form of a semicircule of area 1/2 r W- where W is the width
of an aluminum stripe. If we assume the stripe is 3 mil wide and
10, 000 A thick, the total amount of aluminum to be corroded is
approximately 0.55 x 10-9 in. 3 or 9 x 10-9 cm 3 . Using an aluminum.
density of 2. 7 gm/cm3 , the amount of aluminum to be corroded is
2.4 x 10" mg. Using Eq 1 and 2 above, 4.8 x 10- 5 mg or 6.0 x 10-5
milliliters of water are needed to react with all of the AIC1 3 reproduced.
This corresponds to a volume percent of 1. 7 or a vapor pressure of
12. 9 mm of H2 0. The corresponding relative humidity is 65 percent.

The thermodynamics of the reaction was studied to determine the
possible effect of package hydrogen pressure on the reaction equilib-
rium. The free energy for the reaction at 300 K was found to be -85
K-cal per mole IRef 9). Using the equation

-A F300 RT InK
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where AF = the reaction free energy at 300 K
R = universal gas content
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin
K = equilibrium constant

In this case, K can be related to the pressure of H2 so that

InO PH3 85 62 or
0 PH2 Z.3RT

P = 1021 atm

Obviously, this reaction is not affected by the package hydrogen (less
than 1 atmosphere).

V. OUTGASSING OF PLATED METAL

LAYERS IN TRANSISTORS

A possible source of voids in transistor die bonds, as well as
package ambient contaminants, is the outgassing of plated layers on the

header during the bonding operation, thereby forming gas pockets in the
braze alloy, Figure 14. To study the contribution of plate outgassing

to the formation of voids, samples of plated wire were sealed in
evacuated glass vials, Figure 15, and then were heated at elevated
temperatures for varying lengths of time. These vials were broken and
the gases collected for gas chromatographic analysis. Moisture,
hydrogen, and oxygen, as well as hydrocarbons including methane,
ethane, and acetylene, were identified among the outgassing products of
copper, nickel, and gold plates. A typical chromatogram of the hydro-
carbon portion of gases evolved from gold plate at 550 C is shown in
Figure 16.

The kinetics of the outgassing of gold plate were a3so studied.

Sample vials containing gold plated wire were sealed at a pressure of
35 microns of mercury and then were heated at temperatures of 350,
450, and 550 C for 10 minutes, I hour, and 4 hours at each tempera-
ture. The volume of gold plate in each sample was determined, and an
outgassing rate in units of milliliters of gas per cubic centimeters of
plate per second was computed for each condition nf test. These values
were plotted versus the midpoint of the time interval inrFigure 17 to
obtain a family of rate curves. The volume of gas evolved by a given
volume of plate was determined for each die bonding temperature and
time. For example, the die of a power transistor is bonded at 520 C in
an operation requiring a total of about 120 seconds. Using'the dimen-
sions of the transistor die, 0. 250 x 0. 250 inch, it was calculated that
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Figure 14.

Gas Pocket in the Gold-Silicon Eutectic Layer of a Transistor

1. 03 x 10-4 ml of gas was evolved in 120 seconds. The average vol-

ume of the gold-silicon eutectic bonding layer in this transistor is

6.14 x 10-4 cm
3

, with a minimum value of 2. 05 x 10-4 cm
3

. Using

these values, it was found that outgassing of the plate resulted in an

average of 16.8 percent voids with a possible maximum of 50 percent

voids in the bonding layer. Similar computations for a single transistor.

bonded at 450 C for 60 seconds, indicated that an average of 5. 6 per-

cent with a maximum of 17. 5 percent voids resulted from outgassing of

the plated layers. It is apparent that outgassing of plated layers can

account for voids in die to header brazements.
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Figure 15.

Sample Vial for Plate Outgassing Study
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IMPERFECTIONS AND IMPURITIES IN SILICON ASSOCIATED
WITH DEVICE SURFACE FAILURE MECHANISMS

"by J. E. Forreeter, R. E. Harris, J. E. Meinhard,
and R. L. Nolder

Autonetics, a Division of North American Aviation, Inc.,
Anaheim, California

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor devices depend for their operation on the optimum
geometrical disposition of the bulk, surfaces, and interfaces of judi-
ciourly eelected materials. Material selection, traditionally has been
based mainly on bulk properties on the assumption that surface and
interface properties would have only minor effects on the device func-
tion or could be controlled by existing metallurgical and crystallographic
techniques. As device miniaturization has progressed the active
bulk to surface ratio has decreased steadily until surface and interface'
effects have assumed a dominating role in device function. Surface -
related device malfunction problems have increased proportionately,
becoming significant with the development of planar technology and
acute with the inception of MOS technology. The present investigation
addresses itself to the structural characterization of device malfunction
originating at or near surfaces and. interfaces.

11. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES

Two important topics considered in this investigation are inversion
phenomena associated with ionic redistribution in dielectric layers, arid
silicon crystal imperfections situated at or near the silicon-silicon
dioxide interface. Inversion effects were examined in relation to
junction sp-'eading using electron beam microprobe technique, reverse
current leakage, 1/f noise, and the kinetics of ion redistribution in the
oxide layers of planar transistors. A tentative chemical bond model
was evolved to explain the observed effects. Silicon crystal imperfec-
tions were examined by transmission electron microscopy and corre-
lated in part with phosphorus doping profiles obtained by electron beam
microprobe analysis. These experiments were conducted on planar
power transistors and revealed line dislocations in the region of P - N
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junctions and other types of defects in the vicinity of the silicon-silicon
dioxide interface.

IlZ INVERSION

The electron beam microprobe has been utilized in two general

modes, both of which employ the impingement cf a focused, traversing
electron beam on the open device surface. By means of appropriate
spectrometers one can identify x-radiations, and therefore the atoms
emitting them, from micron-sized regions in the device material or
intrusive particles of contamination. Some contaminant particles that
have been discovered by this means include lead, sulfur, (probably
as sulfate), chlorine (as chloride), and the migration of gold in
aluminum contacts.

The second mode of operation pertains more directly to the
observation of inversion and consists of monitoring the beam induced
current as a function of focal location on the device surface. These
currents are governed by the electrical impedances distributed between
the beam impingement location on the surface and the ground connection

to the device. By this means the surface geometry of planar devices is
clearly and reproducibly delineated in terms of image density, as shown
in Figure 1. The figure also reveals the spreading of the collector base
junction associated with inversion. In this case the inversion was
induced by the electron beam itself with an applied collector-base
reverse bias of 45 V. and it appears as a white shadow contiguous with
the original (dark) junction contvur in the right-hand photograph. The
associated leakage current increased from 32iLa to 200a. Continued
beam exposure was found to produce further increases in leakage
current until a maximum was reached, after which further treatment
reduced leakage current to a point at or near that characteristic of the
uninverted condition. These effects probably can be explained by the
accumulation of static charges within the device.

Rog '"AKVA CURRENT ZCpa

Vcff*45V

Figure 1

Electron Beam Induced Current of Inverting PNP Transistor
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For the purposes of this investigation reverse current leakage

associated with inversion was specified as that produced ,ader the

combined influence of bias and baking at elevated temperature and

cured by baking alone. Several examples of the behavior of small

signal transistors under various temperature and bias treatments are

shown in Figures 2 and 3. Reversc leakage currents (in na) are plotted

as ordinates resulting from the sequence of temperature, bias voltage

and duration of treatments tabulated horizontally. Transistors A and B

(Figure 2) show characteristic inversion behavior; transistor C has a

high reverse leakage which is not associated with invei sion. Tran-

sistor D (Figure 3) shows erratic behavior with indication of a possible

inversion component; transistor E is an example of a previously invert-

ible specimen becoming increasingly more resistant to inversion. The

last-mentioned phenomenon suggests the presence of electro-chemical

processes occurring within the device which remove the ions responsible

for inversion. Only devices behaving like transistors A and B were

selected for correlative studies.

z

pz

IN[TIALH".S 90 6 4t |:5 1I5 15 205 245 15 165 45 815 25

Figure 2

Collector-Base Leakage Current Through Several Cycles
(Sheet I)
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Correlation of inversion with noise current measurements was
undertaken on the assumption that the oxide charge accumulation asso-

ciated with inversion would induce surface states of varying recombina-
tion rates in the silicon. Such a correlation is made in Figure 4, which

shows a series of oscilloscope traces of ICBO at a 10 millisecond sweep
rate with the corresponding 1/f noise current (IN) indicated under each
trace. The slightly blurred character of these traces near the origin

arises from the fact that they were produced in a series of sweep-
voltage steps. In the required current range it was necessary to
operate the oscilloscope preamplifier at its highest gain factor which
introduces a load distortion at ordinary sweep voltages (-2 to 150 V)
and obscures the actual magnitude of the leakage current. Limiting
the sweep initially (from 2 to 5 V) clearly defines the characteristics
near the origin, and leakage is obtained as a definite step in current
reading. Sweep voltage is then increased, making any necessary
adjustments in vertical deflection, to obtain the remainder of the curve.

Id _= d = d /

4 hr 156
0

C, OV 1/4 hr 150°C, -2zV 1/Z hr 150
0

C, -ZOV 3/4 hr 1500C, -z0v

ICBO - 87.0 A ICBO = 7.5 uA IC1OIh0= ,67 uA lCBO ý 32.1 uA

N = 3.8 pA IN = 
5

Z. pA IN = 93. pA 'N = 170. pA

Figure 4

Reverse Characteristic of Transistor

The left hand trace in Figure 4 shows a partially recovered small

signal transistor (of the type characterized in Figures 2 and 3) after
baking four hours without bias. The I/f noise, measured with a
Quan-Tech Model 311 Transistor Noise Analyzer, is 3.8 pa. Succeed-
ing traces show the effects of temperature-voltage treatments on this

device. Data listed under each trace indicate increases in noise
current corresponding to the increases in leakage current. Tracking

of inversion leakage current by noise current is more clearly illustrated

by the plot in Figure 5. However, not all normally-behaved inversions
track 1/f noise so closely, indicating that more than one mechanism
may be responsible for inversion leakage. The recovering transistor E
(Figure 3) did not display a significant noise current, again suggesting

the successive removal of ions capable of inducing surface states in the
silicon.

The behavior of the leakage current with time, when the devices

are subjected to selected stress condition appears to give better repro-
ducibility and more information than any of the other electrical
parameters. It is also the most sensitive parameter to changing
conditions, Such kinetic investigations are not sufficient by themselves,
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Correlation of Noise and Leakage Current
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however, to provide positive identification of the migrating ionic
species causing inversion or to reveal the structural features of the
oxide layer contributing to the distribution and trapping of such ions.

Figure 6 illustrates a typical plot of ICBO behavior under thermal

stress and annealing conditions. Here a PNP small signal transistor
was baked at ZOO C with -46 volts bias for 30 minutes and then baked at
130 C without bias for the periods indicated in the figure. The leakage
currents measured at room temperature show that the longer the bake
without bias, the better the unit became. The high ICBO after heating
with bias is due to the increased area surface junction.

A model was developed for the study of this behavior assuming that

the surface junction shrinks according to a parabolic law (implying a
diffusion process) when uubsequently heated without bias. The general
junction geometry is illustrated in Figure 7. The junction area is given
approximately by:

A ! 21rr 1 Ar, (I)

where,

Ar =: r - r 1 .

Then from the original assumption,

Ar = Ar - (Dt)1/2 , (z)

max

where D is the rate constant of junction shrinkage and is defined by:

D = D exp (- AE/kT) (3)

where AE is the activation energy of the diffusing species.

The activation energy expresses the amount of work required to
move particles from one place to another in their environment. In the
case of mobile ions on an oxide surface at a fixed temperature with
constant electric field, like-charged ions with low activation energy
will migrate faster than those with larger activation energy. Also,
since ICBO = ki A, the leakage current can be expressed as:

ICBO Q 2rr k1 [Armax - (Dt)1/2] (4)
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where Ar = r 2 - rI and D is the rate constant of

junction shrinkage

I CBO ýaA~zvr I a [Armax - (Dt)*](2

D = (AI CBO) (3)

where • = constant and tI is the time for the current
change

Figure 7

PN Junction Shrinkage Model

Relative ICBO (the ICBO, after heat treatment, divided by the maximum
ICBO' which is defined as ICBO) is now adopted:

Relative ICBO = I CBO/IBo (5)

where:

I'B0 c- 27rkI rI Armax (6)
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e CnBO in terms of Ar max (the location of the guard ring). The
expression for Relative ICB0 then can be written as:

1/2
= 1 t(D) (7)

CBO/I'BO Ar
C max

From the data of Figure 6 (130 C bake) along with similar data for
tiree other temrp'ratures, the Relative It-,Cr vcrfsus (t) 1' 2 is plotted to

obtain Figure 8, It can be seen from equation (7) that the slopeu of the
lines are proportional to the square root of the rate constant D at each
of the temperatures. Instead of determining the rate constant D
directly from the slope, the time, (t) 1 1 2 required for the Relative ICBO
to become 0. 5 is used to determine the activation energy, LE, for the
rate constant. The constant is expressed by:

2Armax D - (8)
D=4 (t)l/

The logarithm of (t)I/2' is then plotted as a function of reciprocal

absolute temperature. The experimental values taken from Figure 8
will then przduce the plot illustrated in Figure 9. From this graph the
activation cnergy for the rate constant of the junction shrinkage was
calculated to be 0. 68 electron volts. Lee (Ref 1) reported that the
activation energy for the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen producing
hydroxyl in natural fused silica was 1 5. I kiiocalories per mole
(0. 68 electron volts). Also, Schmidt (Ref 2) reported that the activa-
tion encrgy of the formation of surface charge under vacuum or hydro-
gen aging is approximately the same as that f--r the formation and
diffusion of hydroxyl in silica (15 kilocalories per mole).

If equation (4) is used for the leakage current, then the change in

the leakage current can be expressed as:

61 CBO 1 GBO (t=o) - TCBO (t=t 1 ) (9)

Equation (9) gives the value of thc r";ti constant as:

CBOY 0

Ot1

where P is a constant ( = 4Tr2 ri 2 k 1
2 ) and tI is the time interval for

the current change.

1f tho logarithm of D in equation (10) is plotted as a function of the

reciprocal absolute temperature, then the activation energy can be
calculated from the graph. Figures 10 and II are such plots for PNP
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Diffusion Constant Versus Temperature for PNP Signal Transistors
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Diffusion Constant Versus Reciprocal Absolute Temperature
for the Dual Transistors (A and B)

signal transistors and Figure 12 is for a computer microdiode. In
Figure 10 are plots of diffusion constant versus temperature for
several PNP signal tran1sitors of the same type giving activation
energies from 0. 6 to 0. 9 electron volts. Figure 11 illustrates typical
plots of the diffusion constant versus reciprocal absolute temperature
for two additional transistors from a different source for which activa-
tion energies of 1. 1 electron volts were obtai,.ed.

NPN signal transistors also were studied. Figure 13 illustrates
the ICBO behavior of an NPN transistor at the indicated bias of -46 V
and temperature of 150 C. This unit was stressed for 16 hours, and
then baked without bias for time intervals indicated in the figure. The
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Alterleakage current behavior of NPN devices was somewhat similar to that
of PNP. These devices were more difficult to ihvert and not as
sensitive to changing conditions. Only a few were selected for
detailed study.

SP]P signal transi "stors secured at a later date from the same
source behaved differently from those previously obtained. After

lvoltage and temperature stress, these devices were characterized by

an tCBh versus VCB characteristic that shifts abruptly from a bulk
tdominated to a surface dominated characteristic at some value of VCB

as illustrated In Figure 14. Heating the device without bias shifts
the various segments of the curve as indicated by the arrows at A, B,
and C in the figure. The A region drops as it does in the other PNP
transistors studied.

Using the data obtained, the following model in proposed. The

dynamics of this model, like that of the previous one, are characterized
by a thermal activation energy. Figure hi shows a cross-section view
of a PN+ planar junction terminating at the oxide surface. The position

of the depletion layer is expressed by:

X = K I V CB 1/I)

It is assumed that under reverse bias at high temperatures there ir an
accumulation of positive charge on the p-side of the junction.

The position of the leading edge of this charge distribution as a
function of annealing time t in given by:

X V + + K 1/2 (14)

"o CE o 2

sWhere it is assumed th inattrition of charge from the accumulated
: region is governed by a diffusion mechanismy. K2 is then proportional
j to the square root of the diffusion constant.

SIt is further assumed that for

K I VCB1/2 < W°0 + Kt 3/2 (13)

bulk leakage characteristics are observed, while for

1/2 tl1/2
!Kl VB >W +Kz (14)

surface leakage current is dominating. The ch~aracteristic voltage

VLB in then given by
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The ratio K 2 /K 1 which is proportional to the square root of the
diffusion constant for the charge redistribution it determined from
the slope of the VICB 1/2 versus tI /Z plots for different annealing
temperatures. Figure 16 shows plots of 4r' (VCB to get one nA) as
a function of 4f-t for a PNP signal transistor for the temperatures
100 C and 129 C. Figure 17 shows (KZ/K 1 )Z versus reciprocal
absolute annealing temperature. An activation energy of about 1. 5
electron volts is apparent from this plot implying a thermal activation
energy of 1. 5 electron volts for the diffusion constant.

Figure 18 shows ICBO versus reciprocal absolute temperature for
a PNP signal transis;tor frot , a different source that has been stressed
with reverse bias at high temperature and then annealed at a lower
temperature. Here the temperature coefficient of the ICBO increases
and the ICBO level decreases as the device is annealed. At each stress
level, the curves can be described by an equation of the form:

ICEO A exp (AE/kT) (16)

As can be seen from the table on Figure 18, almost all of the
change in ICBO can be accounted for by the change in activation energy
(AE). In fact, the experimental limits of error do not exclude the
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possibility that the pre-exponential factor may be a constant. This
result suggests that, for at least some transistors, temperature and
bias cycling is accompanied by an irreversible process not accounted
for in the previous models. This process, as observed earlier, is
characterized by an increasing resistance to inversion. The origin of
this effect is difficult to deduce without detailed knowledge of the
processes used in manufacturing the device.

In spite of this difficulty it is possible to advance a structural
model of the silicon dioxide dielectric layers capable of explaining
these effects. This model is based on the assumption that the catalytic
effect of steam on oxide growth involves the initial binding of hydroxyl
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group# to silicon atoms involved in producing the dielectric layer. At
the oxidation temperatures employed (1100 to 1200 C), however,
hydroxyl groups on adjacent silicon atoms would quickly react with
each other to produce an oxygen bridge and water, as follows:

ZSi - OH + HO - SIt-Z- i - O - Si + H 0i (17)

This reaction can proceed only as long as neighboring hydroxyl groups
are available. Isolated hydroxyl groups remaining after the reaction
are securely fixed because the silicon oxide matrix is too viscous to
allow them sufficiently close approached for interaction.

The residual hydroxyl groups in reality are weakly acidic,
consisting of anionic radicals (silicic acid) bound to the matrix, and
replaceable hydrogen ions. Other cations. such as sodium, which
may be present as impurities, are capable of displacing the hydrogen
from these anionic sites. Thus, the process of inversion, according
to this model, involves the electrochemical transport of cations by a
field induced hopping process from one fixed anionic site to the next.
Accumulation of excess positive charge in the* vicinity of the negatively

biased silicon-silicon dioxide interface probably involves the splitting
of silicon-oxygen bonds to form temporary anionic sites:

no bias
•.si - 0 - siý- + Na+ is •i0N S (18)

Baking nuder zero bias reverses the reaction and permits redistribution
of the mobile cation.

The observed increase in resistance to inversion by some tran-
sistors on repeated inversion-deinversion cycling implies, on the basis
of the present model, an irreversible electrochemical transport
process probably occasioned by a limited source of mobile cations
which are discharged at the negatively biased interface. If hyýdrogen
ion is the mobile species this may result in the discharge of molecular
hydrogen into the transistor can atmosphere. The physicai details of
the process must remain speculative until more delicate experiments
can be devised for this investigation.

IV. CRYSTAL DEFECTS IN SILICON

It is well known that the electrical properties of silicon are
extremely sensitive to purity and crystal imperfections. Transmission
electron microscopy is a useful method for the study of defepts which
may be troublesome in silicon. Dislocations, stacking faults, small
precipitates, and low-angle grain boundaries are among the primary
defects observed by this means. Since the effects of such defects on
silicon device operation were of primary concern, a typical power
transistor was selected as a study vehicle. This device possessed the
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advantage of having a relatively large silicon substrate which
contributed to the ease of manipulation and specimen preparation.
Although only one type of transistor was investigated, the results
are considered typizal of those to be expected from a power tran-
sistor, and the techniques developed are potentially useful for the
study of many other types of devices.

The most important observations were considered to be those of
dislocation networks associated with the final phosphorus diffusion
producing the emitter region of the device. A variety of structures
were observed, some previously unreported. Some of theme networks
may be related to microplasmar phenomena. Some evidence of dopant
induced inversion layers not observable by other techniques was found.
The transistor investigated is depicted in Figures 19. 20, and 21.
Figure 19 shows the device package with the cap removed. Figure 20
shows a top view of the pellet pattern. The base and emitter fingers
are covered with aluminum and the boundary region between the fingers
is covered with silicon oxide. Figure 21 is a one-finger representation
of a cross section of the silicon pellet. The collector was (I 11)
antimony-doped epitaxial silicon which was subsequant•ydoped with
boron and then phosphorus to form the base and emitter, respectively.
A silicone resin protective coating lay over the entire pellet.

In order to prepare the silicon material in a device, it was
necessary to remove it completely from its pedestal and remove all
other materials attached to it (silicone, gold ribbon, aluminum, and
silicon oxide). It was then necessary to thin the silicon to thicknesses
suitable for transmission electron microscopy (1000 to 4000 0 A);' This
was done by chemically polishing in a 2:15:5, HF, HNO 3 , acetic acid
solution.

A total of eight devices was prepared for investigation, In every
device, transmission electron microscopy observations could be made
in each of the silicon regions exposed at the epitaxial surface, i. e.,
the base region originally covered with SiO2 , the base region originally
covered with aluminum, the emitter region originally covered with
aluminum, and the base-emitter junction region.

A typical light micrograph showing the surface of a wafer following
oxide removal is shown in Figure 22. Both the base and emitter regio---
which had been covered with aluminum have an etched surface. In the
base region, it can be seen that the surface contains triangular etched
forms similar to those created by the presence of stacking faults. The
emitter regions show no well-firmed patterns but have a generally
etched character. The regions which had been covered with SiOZ are
smooth in character. An angle lapped pellet is shown in Figure 23.
It is seen that the regions which had been covered with aluminum are
depressed below the regions which had been covered with SiO2 . In this
case, as well as with other specimens, both etched regions have the
generally etched characte: without the well-defined patterns.
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Figure 19

Power Transistor with Cap Removed

(A typical electron micrograph of one of the well-defined triangular
defects is shown in Figure 24. It is seen that it is a pit in the shape of
a shallow inverted truncated pyramid. As a comparison, Figure 25

shows an example of a triangular stacking fault defect. It is seen that
this defect does not have a depression in the center region, but etching
occurs along the edge of the triangle as shown by the lower left side
edge. Stacking fault contrast fringes appear along the other two edges.
No contrast fringes were observed in the triangular defects found in the
base regions; therefore, it is a reasonable assumption that these defects
azra •caused by the alloying of the aluminum with the silicon. In both the
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Cross Section of a Power Transistor

base and emitter regions having no well-defined patterns by light
microscopy, transmission electron micrographs revealed that there
were also truncated pyramids present, as shown by Figures 26 and 27.
It is seen that the defects in the emitter region were not as well defined
as those in the base region.

Dislocation networks were observed in every specimen. Two
types were observed. In the five wafers where the silicon adjacent to

the epitaxial surface was examined, dislocations were observed
primarily in the base region within about 50 t of the junction. The
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Angle-Lapped Power Transistor Pellet
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Figure 24

Triangular Etch-Pit

Figure Z5

Etched Stacking Fault
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Figure 26

Defect Etch-Pits Observed in Transistor Bass Region
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Figure 27 01

Defect Etch-Pits Observed in Transistor Emitter Region M
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dislocation configurations varied between those shown'in Figures 28
and 29. In a few areas, no dislocations at all were observed in this
region. The presence of these dislocations, particularly those lying
in a dense network about 25 p from the junction, was unanticipated and
considered significant for reasons described later. A small density
of dislocations was observed in the emitter regions. In two devices a
regular hexagonal network of dislocations was observed throughout the
emitter region, ending abruptly at the base-emitter junction. These
observations were made in the silicon adjacent to planes 0. 03 and 0.003
to 0. 006 mile below the original epitaxial surface. A typical example
of this network is shown in Figure 30. Networks displaying both
hexagonal and other configurations have been observed in phosphorus
diffused zones by other investigators (Ref 3, 4, and 5) and are attrib-
uted to dopant concentration gradients. Our observations differ slightly
from the previous work by Joshi and Wilhelm (Ref 6) who observed
hexagonal networks in the material adjacent to the surface of diffusion.
This implies that in the device investigated, a large concentration
gradient did not exist at the surface.

Figure 28

Dislocations in Transistor Base Region Near Emitter-Base Junction

In many cases, there appeared to be a superimposed dislocation
network which was not as regular as the hexagonal one. An example
of this is shown in Figure 31. Both networks appear to lie along the
(111) plane parallel to the surface with an occasional dislocation on the
more irregular network leaving the (Ill) and ending abruptly at one of
the surfaces. Varying light and dark contrasts were seen at some of
the places where the dislocations leave the (Il1) plane. At the junction,
the irregular network does not end abruptly but extends some 4 to 614
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Figure 29

Dislocations in Transistor Base Region Near Emitter-Base Junction

Figure 30

Dislocation Network in Transistor Emitter Region
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Figure 31

Superimposed Dislocation Networks Found in
Transistor Emitter Region

in the base region. An example of this is shown in Figure 32. It should
be noted that this is not nearly as far as the penetration into the base
region of the dislocations observed in the silicon adjacent to the surface.

Figure 32

Extension of Dislocation Array Beyond Emitter Base Junction
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The microplasma emission at the base-emitter junction of three

devices was investigated. Subsequent transmission electron micros-
copy of two of the emitting devices showed the dislocation structures
presented respectively in Figures 30 to 32, and in Figures Z8 and 29.
These observations are consistent with those described previously for
devices which have been etched briefly or not at all. The observed
absence of dislocation networks in the third oepecimen was attributed
to more extended etching which completely removed the emitter region.
Examples of low voltage microplasma emissions are illustrated in

Figure 33 (a) and (b). Very few associations with surface defects were
found. It is usually considered that such microplasma emissions at
junctions are associated with dislocations. Although the present study
does not appear to demonstrate any such correlation, these results
must be regarded asrpreliminary and inconclusive.

The expectation of a relatively high concentration of phosphorus at
the silicon-silicon oxide interface within the base region adjacent to the

junction led to attempts to measure the phosphorus level by means of
electron beam microprobe scans. This wae done on one device with
tho silicon oxide still present, and On another with the oxide removed.
The corresponding phosphorus x-radiation profiles are shown in
Figure 34 (a) and (b). Following microprobe analysis, the latter device
was angle lapped and stained with the results shown previously in
Figure 23. No phosphorus was detected within the base region of either
device.

This investigation represents a departure from the bulk of previous
related work in demonstrating the feasibility of working directly on
completely fabricated silicon devices which evokes deductions more
immediately related to device function. A significant feature of this
study medium is the perpendicular termination of P-N junctions in the
surface under investigation. The present observation that the poorly
defined network extends slightly beyond the junction where the hexagonal
network ends abruptly may be explained by the possibility that these
dislocations are created by concentration gradients which are not
parallel to the ( 11) surface. This is supported by previous observa-
tions (Ref 4) of a non-hexagonal network created by a concentration
gradient perpendicular to the (001) plane. It is expected that a concen-
tration gradient would extend at least 3 I beyond the oxide step defining
the junction. The dislocation structure, existing as far as 50 '. beyond
the junction in the region adjacent to the original epitaxial surface is
not as easily explained. The assumption that these dislocations are
caused by a concentration gradient would imply that diffusion has
occurred at the silicon-silicon oxide interface at a rate up to 16 times
as fast as that in the bulk material. Diffusion is known to occur at
faster rates at interfaces, grain boundaries, and dislocations than
within perfect material. However, in this situation, there is a smaller
solubility of phosphorus in silicon oxide than in silicon, and it is
expected that this might impair the diffusion rate at the interface. This
low solubility is demonstrated in Figure 34 (a) where the relative
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Figure 33

Microplasma Emission at Emitter-Base Junction
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(B)

Figure 34

Phosphorus Scan by Electron Beam. Microprobe (a) Silicon
Dioxide Pre sent (b) Silicon Dioxide Removed
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concentration of phosphorus in the silicon oxide is much lower than the
region not covered by oxide. The lack of detection of phosphorus within
the base region by means of the electron microprobe does not preclude
the possibility of its presence. An estimate is easily made that a
nominal amount of phosphorus could be present in a layer 500 A thick
without being detected by the probe. If such a layer exists, it would
be a dopant-created surface k',,ersion layer. If this inversion layer
could extend as far as the aluminum deposit over the base region, a
completed channel would result. An example where this possibility
nearly may have occurred is shown in Figure 35 where a dislocation
network approaches the regions where etching of the base region by
the aluminum deposit has occurred. This result indicates the utility
of transmission electron microscopy in revealing possible structural
features that may contribute to channeling. A potential result of such
channeling might be a breakdown of the type shown in Figure 36. It
can be seen that the breakdown crosses the junction at one small
region. If channeling was occurring here, a short circuit could have
resulted with the subsequent catastrophic failure.

Figure 35.

Approach of Dislocation Network to Defect Array
Associated with Aluminization of Base Region

It should be further noted that the electron microprobe analysis

correlated with angle lapping and staining demonstrates diffusion

effects which are expected. The low solubility of phosphorus in the
silicon oxide previously mentioned can create what is referred to as

the snowplow effect (Ref 6). As the silicon oxide layer is formed, the
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Figure 36

Thermal Breakdown Path in Power Transistor

phosphorus content in silicon at the interface is increased due to the
depletion of phosphorus in the newly formed oxide. The larger amount
of phosphorus detected by the probe in the silicon which had been
covered by the silicon oxide is an indication of this, as shown in
Figure 34 (b). The region which has been covered with aluminum also
had the same phosphorus-rich layer at the surface since it had, at one
time, a similar oxide layer over it which was removed before
aluminum alloying.

The demonstration of this phosphorus-rich layer presents a
paradox. It is expected that a higher than normal concent-ration gra-
dient would exist at the surface. On the other hand, electron micro-
scope observations demonstrated no hexagonal network at the surface
in contrast to previous observations (Ref 5). At present, this situation
cannot be explained.

It is well known that low voltage microplasma breakdown can be
associated with the presence of dislocations (Ref 7) and that micro-
plasma does not occur at every dislocation (Ref 8).' A recent report
(Ref 9) suggests that copper segregation at dislocations can be a cause
of localized microplasma. In this instance, it has been shown that
many more dislocations are present than the number of localized
microplasmas. Definite correlation of microplasma effects with localstructural defect* obviously will require a continued instrumental
inve stigation.
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V. CONCLUSION

It seems evident from these investigations that a more complete

understanding of processes occurring at the surfaces and interfaces
of planar silicon devices will depend on a continued atftack by a multi-
disciplined instrumental approach and by the refinement of individual
analytical techniques to smaller volume and lower concentration limits.
The experimental evaluation of thermal activation energies of diffusing
species in silicon oxide, although phenomenologically useful, reveals

little concerning the identity of the migrating ions. Processing modifi-
cations aimed at controlling their effects must depend initially on their

identification. This approach, in conjunction with other experimental.
investigations, appears to provide the basis of a significant step,
however, in the formulation of a conceptual model describing the
transport of positive ions in silicon dioxide layers. The proof of such

a model will depend on additional experiments designed to reveal the
structural detail of these layers.

The high sensitivity of electron microscopy to structural features
makes it a potent investigative tool. A problem of interpretation is

posed, however, by the frustrating profusion of detail it reveals.
Since the technique cannot be employed on operating devices, the
effects of structure on function must be drawn from inference and

from contingent observations made with other instruments, such as

the electron beam microprobe. Such correlations as that considered
to exist between microplssma emission and crystal defects require

patience and skill to demQnstrate. The contribution of dislocation
networks to channeling, ano to thermal breakdown, requires external

corroboration by other techpiques. Yet in the latter case, at least,

each experimental approach Oestroys the evidence required by the
other, and direct corroboratica is not possible. In spite of thsse

problems, electron microscopy will continue to increase in usefulness
to any program investigating the structural origins of electronic
phenomena occurring at the surfaces and interfaces of electronic
devices.
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DESIGN AND PROCESS CONTRIBUTION TO INHERENT
FAILURE MECHANISMS OF MICROMINIATURE ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS FOR MINUTEMAN U

A. J. Borofsky and D. C. Fleming

Autonetics. A Division of North American Aviation. Inc.
Anaheim, California

A BSTRACT

High-strees testing of 200.000 microminlature components used
m Minuteman 11, and subsequent analyses of failures, have demon-
strated deficiencies in design and processing of these microminiature
components. These tests and analyses were made during the course
of the Component Quality Assurance and Component Evaluation Pro-
grats conducted by Autonctics.

A summary of these results is given. It provides criteria for
establishment of designs and processes for microminlature transistors,
diodes, capacitors, resistors and integrated circuits.

Solutions for demonstrated deficiencies are identified and
catagorined La terms of design Improvement, process and tool changes,
inspection changes, and screens.

The role of component procurement documents and component
qualification procedures in the assurance of proper design and process-
ing of high reliability microminiature components is discussed. The
effectiveness of these procedures in elimination of design and process
inherent failure mechanisms is shown.
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INTRODUCTION

At the start of the Minuteman 11 Program, it was recognised
that the required technological advances in electronic components
would be achieved through succe nsito cycles of identLf'Ication and
correction of deficiencies in component design and processing. (1)
In support of this objective, high-stress testing and subsequent
analyses were conducted oan Z00, 000 MiWuttnan U components.
Testing was conducted on signal and power transistors, computer
end power diodes, ceramic and both iolid and liquid tantalum capac-
itors, metal film and wirewound resistd'rq, and integrated circuits
as part of the Component Quality Assurance Programs and Parts
Monitoring Programs. Chemical, metaUlsrgical and physical analysis
analyses on the subcompomewt level were conducted by Autonetics
do provide a more thorovuxý identification of the causes and mech-
anisms underlying failure. These Programs are a part of contracts
between the Autonetics Division of North American Aviation, Inc.
and the Ballistics System Dieision of the United States Air Force.
The Component Quality Assurance Programs( 2 ) are a part of
Contract "0F4(44)-Z471 A"04(64)-402 and AF04(694)-626.

The postmortem analysis and laboratory analyses and studies
of devices which "failed" during these tests have demonstrated
deficiencies in design and processing of these components. A
summary of the results of these tests and supplier action resulting
therefrom has been made. This report identifies significant areas
of component deficiencies and the contribution of design materials
and procusaes to them. In addition, the means for minimization of
the effects of the contributing factors which have been proven by sub-
sequent evaluations are shown. It must not be inferred that the
modes and mechanisms discussed are univerally present in all
devices analyzed, nor that the corrections shown are necessarily
the most effective or valuable for ail designs or all suppliers.

The results reported herein, however, provide significant
insight as to the problems which were inherent in the designs,
materials and processing of the Minuteman II microminiature devices,
and their resolution. As such, they provide a criteria for deter-
mining the problems which might be anticipated with other micro-
miniature devices through analysis of the design, materials, and
processes proposed.

The term "mechanism and failure mode" has been used herein
as much as possible to describe the different factors with reference
to failure. For instance, "mechanism" provides an understanding
for the means by which a failure occurs and sometimes is employed
to refer to a very basic understanding in a molecular or atomic sense.
"Failure mode"' is employed to describe the observed manner in which
the failure occurs.
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Discussion of the nature of the mechanisms noted herein are
outside the scope of this paper. Characterisations are reported to
the extent required to achieve effective corrective actions. Changes
in design, process, screens and inspections are purposely non-
specific in order to protect our suppliers proprietary information. In
depth, discussions for several mechan sme will be presented by
Autonetics' scientists who conducted "Physics of Failure" investigations
(during the final session of this conference). Additional references to
the identified mechanisms are cited in this report.

FINDINGS

The failure modes and mechanisms found in Minuteman II devices
were based upon experience. Generically, they arise from problems
inherent in surfaces, contamination, material compatibility, and the
required microgeometry.

Resistors (Tables I through 3). Device degradation, which is
accelerated by ability of moisture to penetrate polymeric packages.
was a common major problem. (3, 4) Design, material, and process
improvements have enabled suppliers to provide devices which are con-
sistently capable of withstanding ten-day exposure to moisture resist-
ance test. All suppliers have made at least one change in materiaL
All have learned the necessity for control of bulk material, storage,
pot life, and viscosity. Considerable effort was expended to optimize
cure time. Additional packagei\improvements resulted from the use of
stirring paddles, lead degreasiig, and general process cleanliness.

The separation of the lead from the resistance element on talon
construction was a common problem. Highly reliable construction has
required a change in design in which the resistance element is welded
or soldered to an end cap which is part of the lad wire assembly.
The ability to weld consistently good joints is difficult and suppliers
have learned the necessity for control of temperature, pressure, time
and tools.

The resistor manufacturer buys a relatively low output from
resistor wire manufacturers. As a result, the ability to obtain
improved wire is limited. The demands for a controlled product
require that the rgsistor manufacturer select the wire for high reli-
ability production. Factori used in selection include temperature
coefficient and aging characteristics.

Major improvements in deposited film resistors involved
improved procedures for handling, spiraling, and contamination
reduction. These improvements lowered the incidence of failures
resulting from non-uniform film thickness and by film electrolysis.(5 )
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Ceramic Capacitols (Table 4). The majority of ceramic capaci-

tor failures early in the program were caused by shorts and low
insulation re ii stance. These failures were in part, due to thinness

and porosity of the ceramic shoets used as the dielectric. These types

of failures were virtually eliminated by improvements in the homo-
! geneity of the ceramic powder. processing improvements, electrode

design, and contamination controls.

Shorts and high dissipation type failures were also'related to the
methods used to connect the terminals to the electrodes. The intro-

duction of part preheating prior to joining, contributed significantly
to the reduction of these failures.

Solid Tantalum Capacitors (Table 5). Miniaturization of solid
tantalum capacitors resulted in an increase in leakage current and a

higher occurrence of shorts. It became apparent that considerable
more development was required in the areas of forming and anodizing

the tantalum anode. (6, 7) These development programs resulted in

improvements in tantalum purity, methods of forming the anode,
deposition and pyrolysis processes, and coating methods to achieve
good electrical bonds to the case.

Geometxry of the anode itself was a- major contributor to the

relatively high incidences of shorts observed. Not only did the length

and diameter require change, but the configuration of the corners also

was altered.

Wet Porous Anode Capacitors (Table 6). The basic degradation

of these device a delivered early in the Minuteman f1 Program was

leakage of the electrolyte. (8) The loss of electrolytic results in
increases in leakage current and dissipation factor and a decrease in

capacitance. Further problems result from the corrosive nature of

the electrolyte.

Although no true hermetric seal has yet been developed for the

small size devices used, improvements in the following have greatly
reduced the possibility of electrolyte losses.

I. Optimum plug material

2. Use of sea.Ants and 0-rings over the plug

3. Optimum crimp design and crimp tooling

4. High-temperature screens for leakage
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Reduction in failures arising from corrosion of cathode leads,
uncentered and elongated anodes, and coating flaking have been
achieved, In addition, the improvements in the formation of the
anode, similar to those noted for solid tantalum capacitors were
required to reduce the failures caused by anode geometry and defec-
tive dielectric coatings9

Diodes (Table 7). Surface problems arising from imade-
quate packaging and careless handling and inadequate attention to
cleanliness were shown by the high incidence of inversion and channel-
ing failures. Major improvements were required to overcome the
multitude of latent problems inherent in the use of polymeric pack-
aging. (3,4)

Marked reduction in failures have been achieved through the
following actions:

1. Improved lead wire material, plating and cleaning

2. Multicoating and composite coating of active elements

3. Selection of polymeric material more suited to the
application; better specification, storage, blending,
application and curing.

4. Improved process control, inspection and the use of
dye penetrant test.

Further stability of surfaces was achieved by changes in the passi-
vating coatings and the elimination of high pressure leak detection
methods using ionic solutions.

The degradation of forward voltage characteristics has been
related to deficiencies in joining operations. Control of the gold
plating on leads and tight controls of die geometry were required to
eliminate degradation caused by delamination of plating and cracked
dice. Major improvements in alignment and scribing were necessary
to eliminate shorts and thermal runaway.

Small Signal Transistors (Table 8). Major areas of failure were
shown by failure mechanisms associated with inversion/channeling( 9 "1!

and joining. As with diodes, minimization of surface problems require
attention to both surface sensitive processing and packages.

Procedures such as hot gas flushing, ultrasonic washing, carriej
cleaning, and dry box processing were found to be essential needs at
several stages of processing. However, the continued discovery of
surface degradation phenomena required the implementation of 100%
reverse bias or operating stresses to assure a product population

relatively free from this defect. Major design changes e.g. , low
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resistivity guard rings, field relief electrodes, and protective glass
coatings, have been introduced to minimize this probl3m. Ceramic
packages used for the small signal devices must be carefully fabri-
cated and handled.( 1 6 ) Despite improvement in design, it has been
determined that tight controls, microscopic inspections, and careful
hermetricity testing is required to achieve the required reliability.
Strict control cf alignment and of welding for package closure are
required.

Prevention of the degradation of bonds to the die has required
... any changes.(17) Foremost has been the need to adequately preheat
all oarts p:rior to joining. Hot capillary ball bonding has proven
effective. The formation of brittle aluminum-gold bonds has not been
found to be a problem with theae devices. However, centrifuge
screening and sample bond shear tests are required to remove those
devices in which alloy formation into the base silicon, necessary for
adhesion, did not occur.

Internal wire connections in these small devices posed a dual
problem, If the wire was too loose or deformed, shorting to the die
occurred. If the wire was too tight, the resulting tension fatigued the
metal and opened the connection. A major package redesign which
permitted "upbonding"(a)and the control of wire-feed tension alleviated
these problems.

High collector resistance orIginating from voids in the back
contact([b) and delamination of plating occur. Th;ý zubstltutlon of
metalization of the back surface of the die for preforms and the
elimination of nickel plating on the mounting stage were effective
corrective actions. However, a 100% thermal impedance screen is
considered necessary to meet high reliability requirements.

Power Transistors (Table 9). Inversion and channeling(9" 1 5 )

problem-s were -- idespread on power transistors. Minimization of
these problems, at with smali signal devices, necessitated carefuul
attention to handling and cleaning procedures which affect the surface
of the device. Major changes in the design, materials of construc-
tion, and tooling for power transistor packages have been made.

Secondary breakdown(1 9 ) at low energy levels in the early devices
has necessitated optimization of the resistivity and fluckness of the
epitaxial layer. A non-destructive secondary breakdown screen is
required to assure that devices can tolerate some degree of transient
current while in the circuit.

(a)Bonding the terminal wire to a connection higher than the plane

.of the silcon.
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The identification of emitter pipes, (19) the junction irreg-
ularitie s, (20, 21, Z2) and emitter-box shorts have precipitated marked
changes in masking. photc resist, and diffusion. Double processing
for oxide growth, oxide removal, and emitter diffusion have been
found necessary.

Changes in thermal resistance( 2 3 , 24) resulted from degradation
of bonds between the die and case and die cracks. These problems
had their origins in the metallurgical systems selected for joining die
to case. Major redesigns have incorporated metallurgical systems and
processes which provide non-brittle, relatively void-free interfaces.

Inteitated Circuits (Table 10). A severe problem was inherent
in the gold to aluminum bonds used in integrated circuits. (25) Removal
of this problem required development of composite metallurgical systems
for bonding gold to gold.

Shorts between the interconnections and the silicon(2 6 ) h1.tve
occurred because of oxide defects. Double masking and double oxide
growth and electrical testing of dielectric strength are helping to control
this problem.

The following problems encountered with diodes and transistors
were encountered with integrated circuits and resolved by actions similar
to those used for semiconductor devices.

1. Inversion/channeling due to lack of process cleanliness and

inadequate packaging( 9 -15)

2. Improper control of interntl lead strength

3. Die cracking

4. Handling damage

5. Photomasking related problems

6. Attachment of die to package

It is to be noted that findings similar to these have been reported
by Pazl ridge, Hanley, and Hall. (Z7)

DISCUSSION

The recurrence (on this new generation of microminlature
devices) of many problems which had been identified and resolved
on ,Prlier devices is not necessarily surprising 'since well known
factors contribute to the situation such as:

1. Inadequate lead time (as defined by contractual end item
delivery requirements) for thorough development of new parts.
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2. Continuous cost pressure on component manufacturers which
encourages shortcuts and gambling on newer designs,
materials, and processes.

3. Attempts to upgrade commercial parts to high reliability,
status without analyses and correction of problems inherent
in design, process, and the incompatibility of material com-
binations used.

4. Inadequate utilization of the knowledge of the contribution
of design, process, and materials to device failures.

5. Inadequate understanding of the contribution of design,
processes, and material to device failure.

The observations and the findings reported herein dictate the
regimen to be foUowed if one is to obtain reliable devices for aero-
spLce systems. This consists of:

1. Delineation of design, materials, and processew of proposed
new parts.

2. Selection of suppliers with the most reliable designs and
processes using the most compatible materials. The
selected supplier must understand and control these items.

3. Knowledgeable estimation of failure modes inherent in design,
processes, and materials of selected suppliers.

4. Inclusion of specification of screens to remove high per-
centage of parts exhibiting problems estimated in (3) above.

5. Continuous analysis and characterization of devices to
ascertain weaknesses of design and processes and incom-
patibility of materials and to determine factors which
contribute to weakness and incompatibility.

6. Technical interfacing with suppliers to upgrade design,
processes, and materials to minimize effects of contribut-
ing factors.

7. Continuous study of failure mechanisms to provide background
for improvement in the state-of-the-art.

These activities must be implemented through component
procv.rcment specifications and qualification procedures, as have been
done on Minuteman UI.
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The Component Q"aUty Assurance and Component Evaluation
Programs have achieved their objective: accelerated improvement of
the reliability of a new generation of devices. The reliability objec-
tives for Minuteman II will be met. Their timely attainment'could
not have been achieved without these programs. The task, however,
is not complete. New techn-logy and economic considerations wVill
force continuing change in the desigbrocesses, and material of ,
construction. Continuing evaluation. characterization on the compo-
nent level, Physics of Failure studies, and upgrading of specifications
remain an essential feature of our component reliability effort.(2 8 )

(blspecial note is made of the very excellent paper "Physics of

Failure Accelerated Testing" by G. E. Best, G. R. Bretts,
and H. M. Lambert (Electro Technology, October, 1965)
which cites many excellent references on this subject.
Rather than repeat the thorough literature survey performed
by the authors, the reader is referred to their paper.
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SELECTIVE CHRcOUTE COVRSION OF INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

ITERCOUINCING ALUNINIZATION

D. A. Abdo

The Boeing Company

Aeqo-Spee Division
Seattle, Washington

ABSTRACT

The extremely emall size of semiconductor integrated
circuits introduces microt nalytical problems not normally
encountered. Z. A. Corl at the 1964 Physics of Failure
Symposium described an anion reaction for failure analysis
of microcircuits. A similar non-destructive chemical pro-
cess, chromate conversion of the interconnecting alumini-
zation, has been studied. The process will react selective-
ly producing striking contrasts in the color of the alumi-
nization. A number of factors both in the solution and the
integrated circuit itself were found to influence the reac-
tion rate. By the proper application and technique, chro-
.Aate conversion can be used to locate sit** of surface de-
fects and attendant electrical failure. Variations and
contrasts in the characteristic brown color will show
whether an area is P or N, the relative doping level, areas
of high Al 03 concentration, the presence of pinholes in
the oxide uider the aluminum, breaks in the aluminum, and
contaminants on the surface. The advantages of the process
are simplicity, economy, sharp variations in color, and it
is non-destructive. Compositions of the various solutions
and the pertinent reaction-parameters are described. A
study of a number of factors within the integrated circuit
affecting the reaction was also made. A proposed reaction
mechanism is discussed. The process appears to have great
utility as an analytical tool. It may also have an appli-
cation as a process step for the protection of aluminum
against oxidation and mechanical damage.

1. E. A. Corl, "Anion Reaction for -Failure Analys~is of
Microcircuit Components," Physics of Failure in Elec-
tronics , RA)DC Series in Reliability, Vol. 3, pp 342 -

353, 1965
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INTRODUCTION

The chromate conversion of aluminum has been utilized
as a commercial process for protection against oxidation
for over 30 years. About a dozen proprietary compounds
meeting the standards of MIL-C-5541 are used in sizeable
quantities for bulk processing of the various aluminum
alloys.

The present interest in this process is the applica-
tion to integrated circuit interconnecting aluminization.
By use of selective reaction with the metallization, it has
been possible to show areas of surface defects and opens in
the interconnections.

CHRONhTE CONVERSION PROCESS OF ALUMINUM

Since most chromate conversion processes are propri-
etary, detailed reactive mechanis a are not widely known.
However, it is generally believed! that hexavalent chromium
(such as Cr2 0? - and Cr0 -) is reduced to the trivalent
form (probab17 in the well known form of Cr2 0) which pre-
cipitates as a complex chromium gel on the me.a l surface
when the pH at the metal solution interface has been in-
creaned suitably by the local consumption of acid. X-ray
studies have shown that the films are amorphous. However,
it has been found that they normally contain both hexavalent
and trivalent chromium compounds. The color and other char-
acteristics of the precipitated coating are governed by the
pH of the solution, the nature of the activator radicals
and the ratio of their concentrations to that of the chro-
mate compound or compounds used. While the formation of a
conversion coating requires some attack on the metal surface,
the thickness of metal removed normally is small, varying
from about 0.0001 to 0.00001 inches (or about 25,000 to 2500
angstroms). Electrical resistivity -f chromate films is
relatively low. Ranges are broad since resistance varies
with film thickness; however, an average figure is 900 -
2500 microhms for a square inch of projected area.

THE ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE

Since the aluminization of most integrated circuits is
nominally 8,000 angstroms, normal proprietary compounds
usually result in excessive attack and dissolution of the
metal. Therefore, two approaches were attempted in order
to find solutions which would selectively react without
excessive attack. These were the modification of a proprie-
tary solution and the formulation of laboratory mixtures.

To insure more uniform results, a pretreatment clean-
ing process was found necessary. The usual procedure is to
first immerse the entire device in a non-etch alkaline

2. C. W. Ostrander, "Chromate Conversion Coatings," Elec-
troDlating Engineering Handbook, Reinhold Publishing-
Co., A. K. Graham, Editor, pp. 416- 435, 1962
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cleaner or "degreaser". Several of these are available
commercially. The solution should be diluted down about
2 to 4 fold, from its normal concentration. Immersion
time is about 15 minutes at 70 - 80C and at a pH of 10.5.
The sample is then rinsed in distilled water for about 15
seconds and immGrsed in an aluminum deoxidizer solution at
65 - 700 C for 10 to 20 seconds. This solution contains 27
mile of 85% H3PO4 and 20 grams of CrO- per lAter ofd
water and has a pH of about 0.8. The smle'is one again 'dwlth
distilled water, dried rapidly and is roady for chdmatirg. It is
convenient to have the device mounted on a microscope slide
luring the above steps because the chromating itself should
be observed under a metallurgical microscope having an
approximate magnification range from 50 to 800X.

A proprietary compound covered by MIL-C-5541 was modi-
fied by using it at one-half its normal concentration and
adding from 1 to 3 grams of a chromate salt such as K2Cr 207
or Na Cr 0, per 100 mls. of solution to give a pH of approx-
imatel;y 1.5. The solution may be used at 250C and I drop
usually covers the entire device.

Typical reaction times are 15 seconds to 4 minutes
depending upon the individual circuit and the depth of
color desired. In most cases this solution would color
aluminum connected to N areas a dark brown, and P areas a
tan color.

This •- solution may be diluted 10 fold and result
in an N reaction only. In this case it was found that only
the aluminum covering N-doped areas would color tan or
brown.

The same procedure is used in both cases. The reac-
tion may be interrupted at any time by rinsing with dis-
tilled water and drying rapidly. In some cases better
results were obtained by thus stopping the reaction and
repeating the chromating in 15 - 45 second treatments about
4 or 5 times.

Three solutions were formulated that would yield a P
reaction, a N reaction or a N and P reaction.

The P-type solution has the composition:

10 grams CrO
15 grams KPC 07
0.15 grams Nai

Two grams of this mixture is dissolved in 100 mls. of dig-
tilleu water.

The N-type solution has the following composition:

10 grams CrO3
5 grams BaC1 2
0.01 grams NaF
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one gram of this mixtuie is dissolved in 100 fls. of dis-
tilled water.

The N and P type solution has the following compo-
sitions

10 grams CrO
15 grams Ba 2Cr 2O7
5 grams KyCr 2 07
1 gram 92 12
0.15 grams NaF

Three grams of this mixture is dissolved in 100 mls. of
distilled water. This has given a predominantly P-lolution,
that is, aluminum connected to P-doped areas will color
darkest. By diluting this solution 5 to 10 fold a predom-
inantly N-solution im obtained. A2.l solutions are used at
25 0 C and a nominal pH of 1.5.

These solutions were fouzid to work quite well on inte-
grated circuits from one manufacturer. However, the results
were not entirely consistent when they were attempted on
devices from other vendors.

THE PROCESS AS A FAILURE ANALYSIS TOOL

Since probing for a failure site can often result in
mutilating the aluminization, the chromating process shows
considerable promise because defects in or under the alumi-
nization will usually result in a deviation from the expec-
ted coloring. The seri** of photomicrographs which appear
below are examples of how failure sites and surface defects
may be detected by employing the chromating process. Since
this is a color reaction having varying shades from tan to
red-brown, some contrast is lost in black and white repro-
duction. In most cases, however, the contrast is sufficient
to illustrate the point at hand.

Figure 1 is an unroacted integrated circuit. The
bright, silver-appearing geometry in the aluminum which
interconnects the various components.

Figure 2 shows an N reaction. In this case the
emitter and collector windows and the N portion of the
diodes colored brown. Close observation shows what appears
to be a pipe in the emitter window where no reaction took
place. Figure 3 shows this defect at higher magnification.

Figure 4 is a P reaction with aluminum connected to a
base diffusion of a transistor. The break in the aluminum
prevented the reaction from proceeding any further.

Figure 5 is an example of an N and P reaction. Here
N dopedareas resulted in a darker brown color, such as the
common 'emitter aluminization and the N+ collector windows.
Aluminum connected to P areas colored tan, an indication of
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the relative doping levels. Note the absence of the gold
bond resulted in no reaction at all, an indication that
dissimilar metals accelerate the reaction.

Figure 1

Integrated Circuit Before Chromating

One can show the presence of relatively high aluminum
oxide concentration by eliminating the aluminum deoxidizer
cleaning step. Since the chromating will proceed faster
where the oxide is thinnest, areas of thickest oxide forma-
tion will not color, as shown in Figure 6.

- The process has been found useful in locating pin-.
holes in the silicon oxide passivation under the metal,.iza-
tion. In Figure 7 the deviation from the normal reaction
resulting in the light appearing "bulls-eye" is the site of
the pinhole.

Suspected contaminants between the aluminum and the
silicon oxide can be demonstrated also. In Figure 8 the
unreacted light areas are an indication of surface contam-
ination.

Figure 9 shows a number of deviations from the nor-
nally expected N reaction. In some cases aluminum connected
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N to P to P colored darkest. The N doped collectors did not
react at all. There are several shadings of tan to brown on
P aluminum which were not expected to occur. In this casei the failure site which was previously predicted an an open

by electrical measurement was manifested by a dissolution
of a portion of the aluminum at the collector oxide step.

Iw

Figure 2

Reaction of Aluminum Over N-Doped Areas

Figure 10 is a near uniform chromate conversion of all
metallization with the exclusion of some of the aluminum
covering the windows. This solution had a very low concen-
tration of metallic cations which may account for the lack
of coloring over the windows.
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Figure 3

Lack of Expected N-Reaction In Emitter Window Indicates
Pipe Down To P-Iaee Region

Figure 4

Breaks in the Aluminum are Shown by an Interruption
in the Reaction
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Figure 5

N and P Reaction
N reaction predominated resulting in a darker color.

Figure 6
Sites of high aluminum oxide concentration result in no

reaction. Spotty dark areas are predominantly P reactions.
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Figure 7

Deviation from Normal Reaction Locates Site of
Pinhole in Oxide

ý Al

Figure 8

Unreacted Light Area Indicates Surface Contamination
Between Silicon Oxide and Aluminum
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Figure 9

Deviation from Normal N Reaction and Failure Site at
Collector Oxide Step

Figure 10
Near Uniform Chromate Reaction on All Aluminization
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PROPOSED REACTION MECHANISMS

Since theru were deviations in the expected reactions
from manufacturer to manufacturer a clear cut theory for
the reactions is not possible without further experimental
data. Integrated circuit processing parameters have a
definite influence on ho the chromate solutions will
react. Detailed processing data is considered proprietary,
so a certain amount of Speculation is necessary.

The method of doping and the later processing steps
are considered to be those most likely to influence tha
reaction. Silicon oxide passivation can be grown in sever-
al different manners. Tte impurity content within the
oxide will vary. Cleaning techniques and purity of sol-
vents will have a definite bearing on the quality of the
oxide. The manner of deposition of the aluminization, and
the process of allbying and sintering appear to have strong
influences. Also, the presence or absence of dissimilar
metals such as a gold bond was shown earlier to affect the
reaction (Figure 5).

Disregarding variables in the chromate solutions for
the moment, two principal factors within the device are
considered to influence the direction of the reaction. The
first of these is the difference in potential of the doped
areas connected to the various segments of the interconnec-
ting aluminum as well as the potential difference between
gold and aluminum. Since this is a reaction of an eloctro-
lyte, the larger the potential difference between connected
sites the more rapid the reaction and the darker the color.

The other important factor is the impurity level with-
in the aluminum. To insure good ohmic contacts the alum-
inum is alloyed into the highly doped emitter windows and
what is usually the N+ doped collector windows. This will
result in dopants diffusing into the aluminum. The sinter-
ing process of the aluminum to the silicon oxide might
possibly result in some transfer of impurities. From a
number of reactions observed it appears that a higher im-
purity content within the aluminum results in a faster
reaction and a darker coloring. The impurity content
appears to have a catalytic effect.

Which of these effects will predominate largely de-
pends on the individual manufacturing technique. To some
extent variations in manufacture can be compensated by
modifying the chromating solutions.

As mentioned earlier, there are a number of variables
in the chromating solutions. Concentrations, ratios, solu-
bilities, activators, and pH are among the more important
factors. However, by working with solutions known to react
in a predictable manner on an integrated circuit from one
manufacturer it may be possible to modify the more impor-
tant variables in the solutions to resolve a reaction
common to all manufacturers.
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POSSIBILITIES AS A PROCESS METHOD

Since it appears possible to unifmly chromate all
of the aluminization, this may offer an application as a
process tool. Chromate conversion coatings are used pri-
marily to inhibit oxidation of aluminum. The aluminiza ion
of integrated circuits is so thin that oxidation might
result in a hot spot and an eventual open. A chromate
conversion coating could reduce the likelihood of such an
occurrence. There is also the possibility of offering some
protection against mechanical abrasion during fabrication.

SBL4RY AND CONCLUSIONS

There are several advantages to the chromate conver-
sion process. The selective color reaction is helpful in
locating failure sites and surface defects without the
need for time-consuming and sometimes mutilating test pro-
bing. It is very economical since only a drop or two is
required for a device. Although a thin layer of aluminum
is dissolved during the conversion process, the chromate
coating itself is a good conductor, so the process is
essentially non-destructive. This technique or a similar
color reaction technique will become more in demand with
increased miniaturization and the corresponding increased
difficulty of locating failures.

The shortcoming of the technique is that a selective
reaction for integrated circuits from one manufacturer may
not work in the same selective manner for circuits from
another manufacturer. In spite of this shortcoming the
reaction usually reveals a good deal of useful information.
It is hoped that further experimentation will resolve the
variations due to manufacturing processes.
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HOT SPOT MOKAS1A FORMATION IN SILICON PLANAR TRANSISTORS

I. B. lakim

United States Army Zlectromica Canand
Fort Noanouth, Nov Jersey

ABZSIACT

A model is presented to explain the cause of masoplasmss vhen
secondary breakdown occurs in silicon planar transistors. An anlysis'
of both aluminum and gold metalized devices Is presented. To substan-
tiate the model, data are resented from extperimnts to analyze the
second breakdown sites.oTtee areas of investigation are suggested vhich
my prove effective in reducing the destructive effects of hot spots
and mesoplamms in transistors.

I. flNfl•UCTICIf

The problem of hot spots and secondary breakdown In transistors,
a catasstropic failure maod, has plagued the electronics Industry for
years. 1-:• o As a tmansistor reaches some critical value of current and
voltage, l vill go into a negative resistance region, to a atch lower
voltage at highbe current and then destroy itself exhibiting either a
deraded diode ebaracteristic or a collector-emitter short circuit.

Alloy devices which have been destroyed in this manner can be
dissected and areas found what tte alloy has penetrated across the
junction causing a short circuit. -Recently ibe author and two
colleagues have found' that hot spots in certain types of alloy tran.
sistors result in material being forced out of these hot spat sites
1r the form of balls, rather than completely alloying into the device.4

This paper deals with the hot spot phenom•non in silicon pla-ar devices
whbch are the mst cociny used devices today and discusses the formation
of mesoplasmas, their effect on devices, and means to retard their
develolpent.
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TI. DISCUSSION

Hot Spots and Mesoplasme

Most silicon planar transistors today use aluminum metalization

on the silicon to form contact areas. A device which has been de-

stroyed as a result of second breakdown usually exhibits severe damage

to-the aUiLm and the entire surface of the device, Figure 1 shows

four typical examplis. this type of destruction is a direct result of

the absence of a current limitng device in the circuit. If, however,

the hot spot formation and second breakdown are controlled, interesting

results can be observed.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)
FIG. 

1

Secondary Breakdown Damge to Surface of Transistor. (A) & (C) Show

Recrystallized Base & Emitter Areas. (B) & (D) Show Damaged Areas at

the Surface and Melted Leads.
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The term "mesoplasma" was first used by A. C. English and
H. M. Power.5 MesopBsma was the name given to the light emission
which is a strong red spot much larger in dimension then a microplasma,
and is co n in a reversed bias diode in avalanche. Memoplasmas were
later reported ;n silicon transistors and related to second breakdown
in transistors.° A typical microplasma emission is shown in Figure 2,
while Figure 3 shows the same device in second breakdown, with a meso-
plasma emission. Figure 3 shows the mesoplasm emission in the
metalized area. It has also been seen in the junction. An anomaly,
has been observed where the emission is in the form of an arc rather
than a spot. Figure 4A is an example of this arc-over phenomenon and
Figure 4B is the V-I trace. Th negative resistance region shown in
Figure 4B is only observed when the arc-over occurs. It is believed
that this oddity was caused by spttering of aluminum when the hot
spot was initially formed. The sputtered aluminum Ipoduced a low
rc-zitance path across the oxide which was over the junction. At some
critical voltage, the arc was produced causing the voltage drop ob-
served on the curve tracer.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

A Typical Microplasma Emission Secondary Breakdown
Mesoplasma Emission
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2 V /DIV
(B)

Pig. 4
(A) Three Photogrphis of the Arc-Over in the Same Device. (B) The
V-1 Trace Illustrating the Lower Voltage Second Breakdown Curve.
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Mesoplasm. Formation

A possible equivalent circuit for th metalization on the surface
of a silicon transistor, and the silicon immediately beneath it, mirht
be as shown in Figure 5. As shown, it Is assumed that there is an
infinite number of resistors consisting of aluminum and bulk silicon.
If, as a result of current crowding or soame other effect, RSi 3 is less
than the other resiLtors, then the current distribution will not be
uniform across the Junction. As the current flow through the device is
increased more current will flow through RS£j until a temperature is
reached which will melt the aluminum above this hot spot. As the
aludium melts, it will diffuse into the silicon, decreasing RSi 3 even
further. If the current is suddenly increased, the surge in current
will heat the area enough to cause the aluminum to alloy completely
acrosu the silicon causing a short circuit.

am a.k Ou"~Mjm
12- z . 313 1115

Fig. 5
Equivalent Circuit for Metalization and
Silicon Surface.

If, on the other band, the current is increased gradually, the
resistor RSi3 will go through a minimum and then begin increasing due to
heating effects; that is, at the same time the aluminum diffuses into
the silicon and the aluminum and/or the silicon is oxidizing. -Bacause
the resistance at the surface is increasing due to the oxide, current
flow will increase through RSI 4 . As the resistance R3 increases fur-
ther, more current will pass through RS12 and RSi4. This is shown in
Figure 6. As before, the melting temperature of aluminum will be
reached., causing diffusion of aluminum and decreasing RSi2 and RSi4
further. At same point the resistance of the surface above RSi2 sand
R~i4 will Increase, and the process begins again. This effect is,
shown in Figure 7. The previous remarks have been limited to alukinum
metalization. Investigations have also been carried out using golb
as the interconnect. The analysis used for the current flow is the
same as before; however, the process by which the surface resistance
changes is different. Instead of alloying and oxidizing simultaneouely
as in the aluminum case, the gold melts and vaporizes or possibly
aggregation occurs, leaving behind high resistance silicon.
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rig. 6

Circuit For the Metalization and Silicon Surface
After a Hot Spot Formation.

(A)

(C)

Mg. T

The High Resistance Region Growth
Caused by Relocation of the Hot Spot
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Initial experiments utilizing infrared teclhnques tend to add
further verification to the theory of the changing current distribution
in the second breakdown mode as presented above. If the strface of a
transistor is observed with an infrared scanner, It can be determined
that a hot spot (the area of highest current density) will vary with
the change in resistence at the surface. That is, as the damaged area
grp'Os, the hot spot detected by the scanner will follow the outer edge
of this area. Preliminary measurements have also indicated that the
temperature of the surface is indeed near the melting temperature of the
metalization. For a device with aluminum interconnects (Melting point
of aluminum is 6600C) the surface has been found to be apircximatel3y
6000 - TO 0°C. With gold as the interconnect (melting point of 1063?C)
the surface temperature was determined to be in excess of 8001C. It is
further believed that the actual hot spot temperature is the melting
temperature of silicon which is liOOC. However, no direct measure-
ments have been made to verify this statement. This same conclusion
was reached in the article by A. C. English and H. M. Power. 5

MII.. ONC0•USIONS AND RECO MTIOMS

From the facts and conjectures so far presented, it is possible
to draw some conclusions and hypothesize further.

i. A hot spot can be formed in bulk silicon which can
-reach li1O0 C.

2. This temperature-is reflected in the rise of surface
temperature above the hot -spot area, causing melting, diffusion,
vaporizing, and oxidation at the surface.

3. The location of the hot sp•t can move due to a change in
the resistivity at the surface.

4. The surface is composed of aluminum-silicon oxide for the
aluminum metalized device and silicon-silicon oxide for the gold device.

5. The hot spot will continue to relocate itself until com.-
plete alloying exists and a short circuit results.

6. Arc-over between electrodes can result causing the
characteristic negative resistance region of secondary breakdown.

There are three approaches which are being investigated at the
present time to diminish the effect once a hot s-pot has been generated.
Although the eutectic temperature of gold-silicon is lower than alumi-
num silicon, gold appears to be more resistant to alloying and Para-
meter degradation than aluminum. If this is true, then higher melting
materials should even be better. Molybdenump, which has a melting
temperature of 26-10 C, is being investiýpted as a contact metal. Other
possibilities i chromium, nickel, platinum, titanium,' and rhodium.-
All of these metals have, melting temperatures above that 'of silicon.
If the technological problems associated with the applic(Ltion of these
metals are overcome, then it my be possible to go into second break-
down with its negative resistance characteristic, but with no permanent
transistor degradation. because little or no alloying has taken place.
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A series of tests were performed to determine the composition
of the mateial in the areas here mesoplasmas were observed. Iden-
tic&1.y manufactuwed units, except one hal alurinum on the surface and
the •o•eo h had gold, were put into second breakdown vith controlled"Iesoplain emission. e1w surfaces of the devices vere then studied
vith the aid of an electron microirobe. Figures 8 and 9 show the
X-ray scans of both devices. Figure A Is an optical phOtograph of the
device; Figure B is the sample current scan; Figure C Is the scan for
the matalization; Figure D is the scan for silicon. It the case of
gold (Figure 8), conmri•on between the optical photograph and the tvo
X-ray scans shows the ccuplete absence of old in the hot -spot region
and only silicon remaminig. For aluminum (F1gure 9), it Is seen that
only som aluinum s missing and saw silicon is evident. This an-
alysis led to the theory of vaporization of gold aind alloyiingjoxidizing
of ablinum.

(c) (D)
Fig. 8

(A) Optical Photograph of Oold Astalized Device With Second Breakdown
rea; (B) Sampl C-rrent Scan; (C) Gold X-Ray Scan; (D)S•iicon X-Ray Scan
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)
Fig. 9

(A) Optical. Photographl of Gold Metalized Device With Second Breakdown
Area; (B) Sample Ourent Scan; (C) Gold X-Ray Scan; (D) Silicon X-Ray
Scan.
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The second approach under iun'estigation is to have an inert
material in intidnte contact with the top surface of the device and
an top of this is placed a massive heat sink as shown in Figure 10.
This sCbme way reduce the surface temperature enough so that higher
current densities are required to reach the critical alloying temper-
ature. The coating between the surface cf the device and the heat
sink would serve two possible purposes; It would act as an electrical
insulator and as a seal vhich could prevent rapid oxidation of the
hot spot surface. Two coatings being attempted are epoxies and
silicons resins.

The last alppoch Is Illustrated in Figure 11. Here the possi-
bility of using the aetalization as a fuse is being exploreJ. The
device shown hba the emitter contact area in the form of thin-narrow
fingers. If now the device is subjected to a transient, a hot spot
will form under one finger. The metal above the hot spot will, be
displaced causing an open circuit in that finger. When the device -

returns to Its operating point it will be minus one contact finger
but the device characteristics should not be drastically altered.
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TOP SURFACE HEAT SINK

SILICONE
6 ;,7----- -- JRESIN

Fig. 10

Transistor Top Surface Heat Sink
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BASE METALIZATIO

LEVITTER-DAUE JUKNCTIO

VCOLLECTOR-BAl JUNCTION

Fig. 11

Finger Emitter Contact Area
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FAILURE MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH DIE-TO-HEADER
BONDS OF PLANAR TRANSISTORS

3. D. Guttenplan and F. H. Stuckenberg

Autonetics, a Division of North American Aviation, Inc.,
Anaheim. California

L INTRODUCTION

Thermally induced physical changes occurring in the die-to-header
bonds of discrete planar transistors were investigated as possible
mechanisms which could cause the gradual degradation of transistor

electrical characteristics. These physical changes were observed or
identified in a physics of failure investigation of many hundreds of
transistors which had been subjected to various levels of accelerated,
stress testing. The conclusions drawn from this investigation have
resulted inn corrective actions being implemented by the various tran-
sistoi manufacturers, thereby accomplishing a major objective of the
program -- ,to improve the reliability of discrete devices used in the
MII missile guidance and control system.

The scope of the work reported here was limited to an investigation
of failure mechanisms associated with transistor die-to-header bonds.
It became apparent early in the work that the die-to-header interfaces
of these transistors were complex metallic systems composed of many
layers of different materials as a direct reault of the fabrication
processes. Many different procedures are utilized by the manufacturers
to bond silicon dice to metalised headers. Undoubtedly the most popular
method is to scrub a silicon die onto a heated, gold-plated ceramic
header with an intermediate gold-silicon or gold-germanium preform
to form a eutectic bonding layer. The ceramic headers are metalized
with layers of screened on molymanganese and plated nickel, both

diffused into the ceramic. These are followed in some instances with
a plated copper strike to promote adhesion, a barrier layer of plated
nickel, and the bonding layer of plated gold. In certain transistors,

an intermediate 4lyer of copper-gold-nickel or copper-silver braze
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alloy used to fill the through-hole connections in the ceramic header,
is found in the interface. Other devices contain an intermediate
molybdenum pedestal plated with nickel and gold. In still other tran-
sistors, the silicon die is brazed to a copper and nickel plated header
utilizing a silver-tin brazing alloy.

These complex metallic systems were further complicated by
certain temperature and time dependent physical changes which occur
in the interfaces. The following will be discussed in detail together
with the possible mechanism by which each may result in eventual
degradation of device electrical characteristics:

1. The solid-state diffusion or migration of intermediate
materials into the gold bonding layer on the header.
It is postulated that this can result in voids in the die
bond due to nonwetting of the bonding layer by the
preform or brazing alloy.

2. Outgassing of materials in the interface during the bonding
operation resulting in void formation.

3. Intermetallic formation giving rise to vacancies due to
differences in inte=4iffusion rates (Kirkendall Effect)
and subsequent cracking along these vacancies due to
stresses caused by thermal mismatch.

4. Thermal reordering of gold-silicon eutectic alloys
causing • •anges in electrical resistance.'

5. Solid-state phase transformation in the copper-gold
braze material used to fill header through-holes
resulting in electrical resistance changes and saturation
voltage drift.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Solid-State'Dlffusion in the- Bond Interface

A type of defect that was prevalent in a majority of the transistors
examined on this program was voids in the die-to-header bonds.
Examples of this are shown in Figures 1 through 3. Figure 1 is a
cross-sectional view through the bond of a signal (micromesa type)
transistor. Figure 2 is a similar area in a dual switch transistor,
and Figure 3 shows voids found in the die bord of a large power tran-
sistor. Thermal analyses which considered the geometry and thermal
properties of the materials composing the device were performed on
models of various types of planar transistors. These analyses
indicated that voids in the die bond had little effect on device perform-
ance until the voids exceeded 50 percent of the bond interface. However,
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Figure I

Voids in Die-to-Header Bond of a Signal (Micromesa Type)
Transistor (3SOX)

Figure Z

Voids in Die-to-Header Bond of a Dual Switch Transistor (200X)

the results of infrared scans and fadiographic examination of devices

indicated that even small voids did result in hot spots and localized

thermal gradients with corresponding temperature increases up to

15 F in the die. Larger percentages of voids in the bond interface

resulted in thermal runaway and device failure. In thermal runaway,

temperature rise increases the intrinsic carrier concentration, thereby
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SILICON DIE

SILVER-TIN BRAZE

CERAMIC HEADER

Figure 3

Voids in Die-to-Header %nd of a Power Transistor (140X)

increasing the cuirent. This in turn again increases the temperature.

Hence, both current and temperature increase without limit to failure.
The failure rate goes up with high incidence of voids while the power

load necessary to cause failure decreases.

X-ray analyses of the materials in the die-bond interfaces indicated
that in many instances the solid-state diffusion or migration of metals
was associated with void formation. For example, the Iarea shown in
Figure 3 was probed with the electron microprobe. Analysis of the
x-rays, shown in Figure 4, indicated that copper had diffused nonuni-
formly around the void area. Similarly, the void area shown in
Figure 5 was probed and a diffused copper-nickel layer was found
directly beneath the gold-silicon eutectic layer. The die-to-hui~der
interface in Figure 6 was found to be composed of the following layers
of materials, as deiermined by x-ray analysis, beginning at the ceramic
header and moving up towards the silicon die:

1. Molynanganese metalized alumina

Z. Nickel

3. Gold-copper-nickel alloy containing some diffused germanium

4. Gold-silicon cutectic with considerable segregation of silicon
and containing diffused iron
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Fijur. 4

Electron Microprobe Scan of Area Shown in Figure 3
(Bright Areas Represent Copper X-Rays); 130X

Figure 5

Voids in Die-to-Header Bond of a Power Transistor (300X)
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SILICON DIE
GOLD-GERMANIUM
(WITH DIFFUSED COPPER
AND IRON AND SOME SILICON)

SGOLD-SILICON
(WITH DIFFUSED IRON)

GOLD-COPPER-NICKEL
(WITH DIFFUSED GERMANIUM)

- NICKEL

MYETALIZED ALUMINA

HEADER

Fieure 6

Die-to-Header Interface of a Signal Transistor (1600X)

5. Gold-germanium eutectic containing diffused copper and iron

and some silicon

It was postulated from the foregoing results that the diffusion of
materials in the interface could cause areas of nonwetting on the bond-
ing surface by the preform or braze alloy, thereby resulting in voids

during the bonding operation. To test this premise, simulated copper
headers plated with consecutive layers, 200 Iin. thick, of copper,
nickel and gold were oubjected to varying degrees of heat treatment to

cause diffusion. This was carried out at elevated temperatures up to
550 C both in vacuum and in air. Two sizes of silicon dice, repre-

senting a large die found in the power transistors and a smaller die

used in the signal transistors, were then bonded to thesý- simulated
headers. A gold-Z percent silicon preform was used to form the eutec-
tic bond. The bonding was done in production die -bonding facilities.

Appearance of the dice after bonding is shown in Figure 7. The condi-
tions for pretreatment of the headers and areal percentages of voids

estimated from radiographs of each bond are summarized in Table 1.

An analysis of the results of this experiment indicated the
following:

1. Diffusion-of copper and/or nickel into the gold bonding layer
at 550 C in the absence ol oxygen caused an approximate
100 percent increase in the overall average of voids. Increased
time of diffusion did not significantly increase the percentages
of voids, indicating that wettability of the solid solutions
formed does not vary significantly over a wide range of

concentrations.
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Figure 7

Silicon Dice Bonded to Diffused and Oxidized Headers

2. Oxidation of the gold bonding surface also caused an approxi-
mate 100 percent increase in the average percentage of voids.
The effect appeared to be independent of temperature (in the
range 350 to 550 C) and time (5 min to 120 min).

3. Combined effects of diffusion and oxidation were not additive.

It was concluded that both types of treatment lowered the wettability

of the bonding layer, resulting in void formation during the bonding
ohaoperation.

To determine the kinetics of diffusion in the bond interface as a
function of time and temperature, in the actual range of die-bonding
temperatures, diffusion couples were prepared and then analyzed with
the electron microprobe. The system of consecutive layers of copper,
nickel, and gold plates (each 200 Rin. thick) was again selected as a
system representative of the metalized header. Couples plated'in this

manner were heated at 300, 400, 475, and 525 C for periods of time up
to 4 weeks. Coupons were removed at designated times for analysis.
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Table I

Die Bonding to Diffused and Oxidized Headers

Percentage Voids

Overall Average Average
Treatment Average ILarge Dice Small Dice

1. As plated (controls) 14. 7 19.0 9.4

2. 30 an at 550 C (in vacuum) 28. 5 28.0 29. 0

3. 80 min at 550 C (in vacuum) 29.0 29.0 28.0

4. 420 rmin at 550 C (in vacuum) 29.5 31.0 27.0

5. 71 hr at 550 C (invacuum) 31.0 35.0 23.0

6. 5 min at 350 C (in air) 27.0 31.0 23.0

7. 30 rin at 350 C (in air) 28.5 34.0 23.0

8. 120 rain at 350 C (in air) 29. 0 34.0 24.0

9. 5 min at 550 C (in air) 27.5 30.0 25.0

10. 30 min at 550 C (in air) 28.5 25.0 32.0

11. 120 min at 550 C (in air) 31.5 25.0 38.0

12. 30 min at 550 C (in vacuum) + 27.5 28.0 27.0
5 min at 550 C (in air)

13. 135 min at 550 C (in vacuum) + 29.5 32.0 27.0
30 min at 350 C (in air)

An electron beam scanning method gave semiquantitative concentra-
tion profiles of the three elements of interest -- copper, nickel, and
gold. A typical scan of a' control coupon before diffusion is shown in

Figure 8. Fo:r each scan. the ordinate or height of the scan indicates
the concentration of the element. The abscissa of the scan indicates the
distance across the interface of the three layers of plate, a total dis-
tance of approximately 15 microns.

Analysis of the scans from the 300 C diffusion study shows that

copper diffused through the nickel layer and was present to a slight

extent in the gold layer after 506 hr, (Figure 9). The secondary

peak of copper in the gold. layer represents approximately 6 percent

copper. Some diffusion of nickel into gold and gold into nickel is also
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Figure a

Diffusion Study. Cotob at 0 Hr (3200X)

Figure 9

300 C Diffusion Study After 506 Hr (32)0OX)

apparent. At 400 C, a slight-diffusion of copper and nickel into the gold
layer was discernible at 4 hr. At 24 hri the amount of diffusion was
equivalent to that found at 300 C after 506 hr. After 672 hr, copper was
present in the gold layer to an extent of approximately 30 percent by
weight and apparently was uniformly diffused throughout the layer
(Figure 10). The nickel layer was still intact; however, nickel and
gold were present in the copper layer. At 475 and 525 C, discoloration
of the outer gold surface was noted in 30 min, indicating significant
diffusion of copper and/or nickel into the gold layer. This was verified
by the microprobe scans, Figure 11. Increasing amounts of inter-
diffusion were observed at each temperature with increasing time.

,After 168 hours at 525 C, the microprobe scans show a central solid
solution of gold, copper, and some nickel with peaks of nickel at each

surface, Figure 12. The foregoing microprobe scans were used to
calculate the diffusion coefficients and activation energies for the
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Figure 10

400 C Diffusion Study After 67Z Hr (3200X)

Figure 11

.525 C Diffusion Study, 30 Min (3200X)

interdiffusion of gold-nickel and copper-nickel. However, no straight-
forward solution of the diffusion equation was available to compute the

coefficients for the interdiffusion of copper and gold because of the
intervening nickel layer. Therefore, additional copper-gold couples
were run at 250, 350, 425, and 500 C for specified lengths of time to
determine the constants for this system. Microprobe scans for a con-
trol and a copper-gold couple heated for 21 hr at 500 C are shown in
Figure 13.
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525 C Diffusion Study, 3.68 Fir (3200X)

An integrated form of Pick's Second Law, assuming a drifusant

source of constant concentrationl, wvaz used an the mathematical mode'.

for the solid-state diffusion process (Ref. 1 through 5). An abbreviated

derivation is shown in Figure 14,A t~u.-f, t, tht concentrationl of

rntl Nix). diffursiii through a semi-infinite solid (bounded at distance

X= 0) for a distance equal to x is given by Eq (5). This assume@ no

depletion of the initial surface concentration, N40 , for x <o. D is the

diffusaicz coe~ffcie-nt and eric and enf are th eof~itictlor. c crn-e~nent

and error function, respectively. 'Using data obtained from, electron

microprobe scans, diffusion coefficients were calculated for each

ternY%-rp;tlnre_ Arrhenius plots of logarithm D vs the reciprocal of thc

absolute temperature, av shown in Filgure 15, were used to derive the

activation encrgies for the diffusion procesise. A summar~y of th.-e

diffusion data is presented in Tbc2, to*gý-!th~ -1 -- -

from the literature for comparision. Although the literature values

are based on somewhat higher tempetrature ranges and different initial

con etratioi1I8 of the diffrusinr species, the agre#ýrnent is apparent.

Using the values from Table 2, the amount of uvide rl1ying mnetal that

will diffuse to' the banding surf:, e could be determined for each die

bonding temperature as a fur ill Of the time required to bring the

device - e +.c mperatu r~c A' -' form the bonding operation. For

example, it was calculated, using Eq (5), that a't a die bonding tempera-

ture of 525 C (as used in 4.h-- fabricati= of a large pcower transistor),

apProxinmately 22?.. 5 percentA of copper will diffuse into a layer of gold

100 L~in. Lhick i- n 2 min, with. 0. 4 percent copper reaching the outer
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a.

b.

Figure 13

Copper-Gold Diffusion Study
a. Controls at 0 hr (4. 8711 /horizontal division)
b. 500 C for ZI hr (9.74 i/horizontal division)

surface' Under the same conditions, about 5. 5 percent of nickel would
diffuse into the gold layer, penetrating about 50 ýi in. Lesser, but still
significant, anounts of diffusion will occur at the lower temperatures
and in the shorter periods of time required for die bonding of the
smaller signal and dual switch transistors.
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FICK'S FIRST LAW: F - D V N (1)

FICK'S SECOND LAW: ON (D )
t Ox

ON ON
t- D 2 (3)

ASSUME DIFFUSION FROM CONSTANT SURFACE CONCENTRATION

NO INTO A SEMI-INFINITE SOLID BOUNDED AT DISTANCE X - 0.

NO DEPLETION OF N for X<O.
0

N-(x) = N eric (4)

N (x)x
N = L- erf (- -) (5)

Figure 14

Derivation of Diffusion Equation

B, Outgas sing of Materials

Many examples of spherical type voids that could not be attributed
to nonwetting of either the plated header or die were found in the
eutectic layers of these transistors. These voids resembled gas
pockets in many respects as shown in Figure 16. To study the contri-
bution of material outgassing to the formation of voids, samples of
plated wire were sealed in evacuated glass vials (Figure 17), and then
were heated at elevated temperatures for varying lengths of time.
These vials were broken and the gases were collected for gas
chromatographic aialysis. Moisture, hydrogen, and oxygen, as well
as hydrocarbons including mcthane, ethane, and acetylene, were
identified among the outgassing products of copper, nickel, and gold
plates. A typical chromatogram of the hydrocarbon portion (approxi-
mately 10 percent of the total) of gases evolved from gold plate at
550 C is shown in Figure 18. The x 'mainder of the gases was
determined to be moisture.
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COPPER THROUGH GOLD
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Figaure 15

Arrhenius Plots for the Interdiffusion of Copper, Nickel, fund Gold
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Fig-ar 16

Gas Pocket in Gold-Silicon Eutectic Layer of Transistor (4OOX)

Figure 17

Sample Vial for Plate Outgassing Study
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The kinetics of the outgassing of gold plate were studied at three
temperatures in the transistor die-bonding range. Evacuated vials
containing gold plated wire were heated at temperatures of 350, 450,
and 550 C for periods of 10 min, 1 hr, and 4 hr at each temperature.
The volume of gas evolved from each sample vial was determined from
the pressure on breakage. An outgassing rate in units of milliliters of
gas per cu cm of plate per sec was then computed for each condition of
test. These vales were plotted versus thý midpoint of the time
interval to obtain the family of rate curves shown in Figure 19.

Using these rate curves, the volume of gas evolved by a given
volume of plate was determined for each die bonding temperature and
time. For example, the die of one large power transistor is bonded at
520 C in an operation requiring a total of about 120 sec. Using the out-
gassing rate for 520 C at 60 sec and the dimensions of the die, it was
calculated that 1. 03 x 10-4 milliliters of gas were evolved in 120 *ec.
Comparing this with the average and minimum volumes of the gold-
silicon eutectic bonding layer for this transistor, it was found that
outgassing of the platings on the header could result in an average, of
16. 8 percent voids with a possible maximum of 50 percent voids in the
bonding layer. Similar computations for a smaller signal transistor
bonded at 450 C for 60 sec, indicated that an average of 5. 6 percent
with a maximum of 17..5 percent voids in the eutectic layer could result
from outgassing. Comparing these values with the values found in
Table 1, it is apparent that outgassing of materials on the header can
account for a large percentage of the voids in the controls. It is also
evident that the effects of diffusion and oxidation would be additive to
the above values since the headers were effectively outgassed by the
respective treatments shown in Table 1 prior to die bonding.

C. Intermetallic Formation

An unusually large number of cracks and/or voids, some extending
the entire length of the die, were found in the die bonds lof a certain .p...
make of signal transistor. An example is shown in Figtre p0,t-should
be noted that these transistors had not failed accelerated itress testing
prior to this examination. Electron microprobe analyses, Figure 21,
indicated that separation occurred between a nickel-rich layer and a
nickel-silicon intermetallic layer.

A similar situation was found in the die bond of one make of power

transistor. This is discussed in greater detail in an accompanying
paper. The cracking was attributed to stresses induced by differences in
thermal expansion of the intermetallic and nickel-rich layers and
appears to proceed along Voids or vacancies formed by differential
diffusion rates of nickel and silicon (Kirkendall Effect).
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Outgassing Rate. of Gold Plate
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(a) Cross-Section, Showing Horiusia Crack Under
E•irm Length of Die ("X)

(b) Closeup of Horisontal Crack (1600x)

Figure 20

Crack in Die-to-Header Bond of a Signal Transistor
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t

CRACK

Figure 21

Electron Beam Microscanx Across Crack in
Signal Transistor Dije Bond (1600X)
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To investigate the kinetics of nickel-silicon intermetallic forma-
tion. silicon specimens were plated with thick layers of nickel and then
heated at four temperatures for varying lengths of time up to 135 hr.
Experimental temperatures included 250, 350, 450, and 550 C.

- Thdsek~specimens were sectioned and analyzed by electron microprobe.
INo diffusion was apparent at 250 C after 135 hr. At 350 C, a narrow
zone of diffusion was noted at 110 hr. This zone contained approxi,-
mately 4 percent silicon. At 450 C after 135 hr, a diffusion zone
containing 10 percent silicon was apparent. At 550 C after only
8. 25 hr, at least two and possibly three zones of intermetallics were
visible, as in Figure 22. It was calculated that the zone nearest to
the silicon contained both Ni2 Si and Ni3 Si2 .

It is apparent from these results that nickel-silicon interrmetallics
can form at temperatures as low as 350 C over long periods of time.
At higher temperatures, for example 520 C (the upper end of the die-
bonding range), it is possible that nickel-silicon intermetallic forma-
tion may occur in the short period of time required for die bonding.
However, it is probable that both the lohg periods of time at high
temperature testing or operation and the shorter periods of time at
die-bonding temperatures contribute to this condition.

D. Thermal Reordering of Gold-Silicon Eutectic

Large differences in metallurgical structure of the gold-silicon
eutectic layer were observed. For example, in the Cile bond shown 1-n
Figure 23, the structure consisted of acicular precipitates of silicon,
in the form of needles or platelets, in the eutectic melt. At the other
extremne,, a apherodized structure, Figure 24, consisting of small
particles of'silicon in the melt, was found. In a majority of the

devices, the eutectic structure fell in between these ext -emncr.

To determine the cause of the structural differences, gold-silicon
eutectic alloys were prepared and then heat treated at elevated temper-
atures for various periods of time. The eutectic alloys were prepared
by vacuum depositing and then plating gold, to a thickness of about 1 rmil
on silicon chips. These chips were heated to 525 C and quickly cooled.
Immediately after alloying, the eutectic in all tests had a structure
similar to that shown in Figure 23. Heat treatment of the eutectic
alloys at'temperatures in the range of 150 to 350 C apparently caused
a thermal reordering process. The silicon needles agglomerated and,
depending on the time involved, the structure approached the spherodized
appea-"ance shown in Figure 24. The time required for complete stabili-
tation of the structure varied from about 55 hr at 350 C to more than

200 hr at 150 C.

Accompanying these structural changes was a change in electrical
resistance of the eutectic alloy. Resistance measurements were made
at room temperature, from one side of the silicon chip to the other.
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(m) ME Aral Scan of Interface (1600X)

(b) Line Scans of Ni and St X-Rays Across Interface (16-OXy-

Figure Z2

Microscans of Nickel-Silicon Diffusion Couple, 8. 25 Hr. at 550 C
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Figure 23

cicular Precipitates of Silicon in Gold-Silicon Eutectic Melt (1700X)

Figure Z4

Spherodized Structure of Silicon in Eutectic Melt (2ZbOOX)
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Figure 25, a plot of electrical resistance vs time at ZOO C, indicated a
general increase in electrical resistance of the eutectic alloy during
the thermal reordering procesa until the structure became stabilized.
Similar trends were observed at the ether temperatures studied.

It is apparent from theme results that in transistors, where the
gold-silicon structure has not been stabilized, slow changes may occur
in the eutectic alloy at device operating temperatures. These changes
can affect the electrical resistance of the back contact and cause
electrical parameter drift.

E. Phase Transformation in Copper-Gold Braze Alloy

o In a common type of signal transistor (micromesa package),
through-holes in the ceramic header are filled with braze alloy to
provide electrical contact from the external leads to the base,
collector, and -. mitter pads. When the through holes are filled the
molten braze alloy is allowed to overflow the hole and wet the internal
pads to ensure good contact, Figure 26. This hole-filling step is done
prior to die-bonding. Thus, a layer of braze alloy becomes an
integral part of the die-to-header bond.

Problems in saturation voltage drift encountered by one manu-
facturer prompted an investigation of this braze alloy. Electron
microprobe analyses indicated that the braze was essentially a copper-
gold alloy with a small percentage of nickel. In the devices examined,
the gold concentration varied from 30 to 50 percent, nickel from 0 to
3 percent, with the remainder copper.

The concentration of gold in the braze alloy is a critical factor.
As apparent in the copper-gold phase diagram, Figure 27, a solid-state
phase transformation can occur in copper-gold alloys containing over
45 weight percent gold (Ref. 9). This phase transformation will occur
at temperatures encountered in the high-stress testing to which these
transistors had been subjected. Accompanying the phase change is an
increase in electrical resistance which will vary from 16 to 54 percent
in the tenmperature range encountered, Figure 28 (Ref. 10). It was
calculated that these changes in electrical resistance could readily
cause drift in the saturation voltage,

The kinetics of the phase tran.sformation have not been well
defined. However, it is apparent that the problem can be eliminated by
reducing the gold concentration in the braze alloy to 40 weight percent
or less.
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Figure 25

Change of Electrical Resistance of Gold-Silicon Eutectic Alloy
During Heat Treatment

Figure 26

Cross Section Through Signal Transistor (Micromesa Package) Showing
Overflow of Braze Alloy on Pad (140X)
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Copper-Gold Phame Diagram
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Resistance Changes Accompanying Phase Transformation
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Il. SUMMARY

An investigation of failure mechanisms associated with die-to-
header bonds in planar transistors was centered on five thermally

induced physical processes that occur in these bonds. The five
processes include solid-state diffusion of intermediate materials into

the bonding layer and outgassing of materials on the header, both
resulting in void formation; nickel-silicon intermetallic formation

leading to cracking; thermal reordering of gold-silicon eutectic alloys
accompanied by electrical resistance changes; and a phase transforma-
tion in copper-gold braze alloys, also resulting in changes in electrical
resistance. The kinetics of these processes were examined with rela-
tion to actual device materials and geometries to determine their

effects on transistor electrical characteristics.

The results indicate that these proceeses axe probably not major
life-controlling mechanisms. However, any one or a combination of
these processes may result in parameter drift and incipient failure
during extended device operation. Certain immediate corrective
actions are available to prevent these deleterious affects. Thermal
stabilization or outgassing steps in the device fabrication and close

control. of materials are suggested. Other corrective actions will
require an investigation of more efficient barrier layers on the header,
substitution of materialh to improve wettability, or perhaps a complete

redesign of certain devices.
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